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Introduction

This doctoral thesis is a collection of three essays covering topics of applied mi-
croeconomics. Each essay is an independent and self-contained research article.

The first two essays are exploring the pharmaceutical market. In the first
chapter titled “Switching Costs, Quality Misconceptions and Behavioral Pricing in
the Pharmaceutical Market” I examine the role of consumers’ behavioral frictions
when choosing pharmaceutical products. The focus of the second chapter of this
dissertation, “Price Dynamics of Swedish Pharmaceuticals”, is on developments
of pharmaceuticals under generic competition. Both research articles are directly
related to patients’ decisions between pharmaceutical products. Consumers enter a
pharmacy like the one on the cover of this book. After presenting a prescription to
the pharmacists, consumers get offered the cheapest available products containing
the prescribed substances. Even though a typical Swedish pharmacy may not have
an atmosphere as impressive as the one presented on the cover, one may expect
that consumers follow the advice of a medical specialist.1 However, I show that
consumers tend to disregard the advice and choose different and more expensive
products. In the first chapter I try to find out why consumers do as they do
and what effect consumers’ behavior has on firms. In the second paper, I try to
understand how one can frame the market within a theoretical model and how
consumers affect collusive and non-collusive competition.

In contrast, the third essay, “Does a district-vote matter for the behavior of
politicians? A textual analysis of parliamentary speeches using machine learning.”,
investigates the behavior of politicians in the German parliament.

Despite their differences, the three essays share methodology and motivation.
All chapters are based on data and try to investigate real-world phenomena. In
detail, the articles aim to understand the simultaneous relationship between market
1The cover shows a traditional officina of a pharmacy in the 17th/18th century. Patients did not
have access to the actual pharmacy. Instead, patients handed the doctor’s prescription through the
window on the left. The pharmacists prepared a pharmaceutical and handed it to the patient. It is
likely that the shop window and impressive interior created a distance between the patient and the
expert (pharmacist). The illustration is displayed at the German Pharmacy Museum located in the
Castle of Heidelberg (Dt. Apotheken Museum-Stiftung).
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organizations and individual behavior. On the methodological side, I use methods
of causal inference, structural econometrics, as well as machine learning.

In the following, I provide summaries of each essay. However, I would like
to encourage the reader to look into the abstract and introductions of the three
chapters. The introductions aremeant to give an overview of the research questions,
the main results as well as the contributions to specialists and non-specialists.

* * *

In the first essay, I use data of pharmaceutical choices to study determinants
of patients’ decisions between branded or non-branded drugs. While medical
equivalence between original and branded products is secured, patients often prefer
branded prescription drugs. Importantly, patients choose more expensive versions
that are subject to out-of-pocket expenses even though pharmacists explain price
differences, medical equivalence, and present the cheapest available generic version
as a default option. By showing that medical experts are choosing significant less
expensive drugs than non-experts, I argue that quality misconceptions are driving
the preferences for branded drugs. Observing that non-expert patients have price
premia even though they are told about price differences by pharmacists may seem
surprising at first. However, brand recognition and trust in known brands are
especially important when products are homogeneous in their characteristics. The
figure below shows an advertisement printed in the ’Photoplay’ Magazine in 1924.
The advertisement describes the role of brand recognition of the pharmaceuticals
very well.

Having established the importance of brand premia, I further show that pa-
tients have a strong preference for pharmaceuticals they have used before. In detail,
patients experience switching costs when changing the brands of pharmaceuticals.

Switching costs, as well as quality misconceptions, shape the pricing incentives
of manufacturers. I exploit the heavily regulated market for Swedish pharmaceuti-
cals and estimate a structural model of demand and supply. I evaluate counterfac-
tual scenarios where switching costs or quality misconceptions are reduced and
thereby show new pricing outcomes. I demonstrate that quality misconception as
a source of brand premia are anticompetitive. In other words, if everyone would
consume pharmaceuticals the way medical experts do manufacturers experience
more competition and prices would decrease. The role of switching costs is two
sided. On one side switching costs increase the power of firms that have had high
market shares in the past, as their users are willing to pay more. However, new
and unestablished firms are forward looking and have an incentive to promote
their products to build up a base of regular users. I show that in the case of (at least
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“Advertising Section” Photoplay (October 1924) Museum of Modern Art Library, via
Archive.org.

some) pharmaceuticals the latter mechanism outweighs the first one. Switching
costs lead to lower prices for the average consumer.

The second essay of my thesis investigates price patterns of off-patent phar-
maceuticals. While economic theory predicts that generic competition decreases
prices, recent development around the globe shows that the existence of generics
is not sufficient for low prices. Indeed, dynamic prices of Swedish pharmaceuticals
show cyclical price patterns. In detail, pharmaceutical companies tend to increase
their prices after low price periods. Further, I show that firms occasionally rotate
prices symmetrically.

In this paper, I use methods of game theory and study a dynamic game of price
competition when consumers prefer products they have used before and experience
brand preferences. I characterize pricing strategies and equilibria in dependence
on the competitive environment (i.e., the number of manufacturers). Thereby
I demonstrate that symmetrically alternating prices may be a profit-maximizing
market sharing rule. I exploit data across submarkets of the Swedish pharmaceuti-
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cal market to test predictions and assumptions of the theoretical model.

The third paper is joint work with a fellow Ph.D. Student Andreas Born. It
examines the behavior of the German members of the parliament. In detail, we are
interested in the causal effect of a district-election compared to a closed party list
election on the politician’s conformity with their party line. To tackle potential
endogenous differences between closed party list election and district election we
exploit a unique institutional background of the German parliament. In Germany
members of the parliament that enter through a party list coexists with members
of parliament that enter through the election of a district. Importantly, candidates
follow a dual candidacy strategy such that they are nominees in a district as well
as on a party list. Employing a regression discontinuity design, we quantify the
causal effect of being a district elected member of parliament compared to a party
list elected one.

We first show that the type of mandate has no causal impact on roll call voting.
In other words, members of parliament do not vote differently in parliamentary
ballots if they are elected through a district. To overcome the possibility that
high party discipline concerning voting is driving the non-result, we explore
parliamentary speeches of politicians. Using different measures of the closeness
of a speech to a party, we show that speeches are not dependent on the mandate.
We conclude that the district election does not influence a politician’s behavior
causally.



Chapter 1

Switching Costs, Quality Misconceptions
and Behavioral Pricing in the

Pharmaceutical Market

Aljoscha Janssen
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Abstract

This article examines the market power of branded prescription drugs faced with
generic competition. Using prescription-level and matched socioeconomic panel
data of the entire Swedish population between 2010 and 2016, I provide evidence
for the key role of switching costs. A discontinuity surrounding patent expirations
establishes that the effect is causal. Further, by comparing medical experts to non-
experts, I show that non-experts experience considerable quality misconceptions.
A unique feature of the Swedish market allows me to rule out patients’ inattention
due to information costs as a source of market power. Therefore, switching costs
and quality misconceptions are the key determinants of market power. I then
estimate a dynamic oligopoly model with forward-looking firms which is used in
counterfactual studies of the effect of switching costs and quality misconceptions
on prices. First, an increase in the length of procurement mimics a reduction
of switching costs. In this scenario prices increase by 6.6%. While the effect of
switching costs on prices in theory is ambiguous, moderate switching costs and
sufficient competition for new patients increase competitive pressure. Second, if
everyone acts as a medical expert and experiences fewer misconceptions, prices
would fall by 11.9%.

I am grateful to Richard Friberg for detailed feedback and advice. I thank Andreas Born, Liran
Einav, Michele Fioretti, Magnus Johannesson, Johannes Kasinger, Matthew Leisten, Erik Lindqvist,
Elle Parslow, Matthew Shapiro, Giancarlo Spagnolo as well as seminar participants at the Stockholm
School of Economics, the Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, the XXXIII Jornadas de Economía
Industrial, the Research Institute of Industrial Economics, the University of Gothenburg, the
Empirics and Methods in Economics Conference at Northwestern University, the MicroWave at
the IIES, the University College London, the University of Bern, the IO workshop in St. Gallen,
the University of Umea, the Norwegian School of Economics, the European Winter Meeting of the
Econometric Society, the 43rd Simposio de la Asociación Española de Economía-Spanish Economic
Association, the Copenhagen Business School, the Hanken University, the National University
of Singapore, the Singapore Management University, the University of Sydney, the Institute of
Applied Economics at the University of Melbourne, the Ecole Polytechnique, and the Instituto
Tecnológico Autónomo de México for helpful comments. I also thank Lars Näsström at Kantar Sifo
for providing the advertisement data. Financial support from the Jan Wallander and Tom Hedelius
Foundation is gratefully acknowledged.
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1.1 Introduction

Consumers in various markets stick to products they have purchased before and
prefer to buy known brands even when cheaper alternatives of similar quality
are available. Previous research has put forward a number of possible reasons
for such habit persistence and brand premia: switching costs, inattention due
to information costs, risk aversion, quality misconceptions or prestige effects of
consuming a particular brand.1 Such behavior is especially surprising when it
comes to the consumption of prescription drugs in developed markets where fraud
is not an issue.2 Consumers often prefer branded and familiar products even though
regulations require that generic products are equivalent, and pharmaceuticals do
not generally carry any value except for their treatment abilities. In addition, these
markets are characterized by high prices and odd price patterns3 despite the generic
competition that, according to economic theory, should serve as an important
tool to reduce prices.
1The importance of switching costs in the retail market has been documented by Erdem and Sun
(2001); Dube et al. (2009); Shcherbakov (2016); Shy (2002); Viard (2007); and Rickert (2016).
There is a substantial economic and marketing literature of brand premia and the general concept of
brand equity. Following Handel and Schwartzstein (2018) one may distinguish between behavioral
frictions that are in line with the neoclassical assumption of correct beliefs and mental gaps. For the
former, see Hortaçsu and Syverson (2004) for an example of risk-index funds and a discussion of
risk aversion and possible information costs. Ackerberg (2001) discusses the importance of prestige
effects. The second possibility is that consumers have mental gaps or psychological distortions
(Handel and Schwartzstein, 2018). Consumers can have wrong beliefs or misconceptions. Early
marketing work, such as Braithwaite (1928) and Frederic andDavid (1990), contends that misleading
information comes from advertisements. Bronnenberg et al. (2015) demonstrate an example of
brand premia due to inattention or quality misconceptions. Also, the media has covered habit
persistence and brand premia, see, for example, Mullainathan (2017) for The New York Times.

2Counterfeit pharmaceuticals are a problem in large parts of the developing world. According to an
OECD report (OECD, 2009) the magnitude of counterfeit medicine is 1% across all medications
but an increasing problem in some Asian and African countries. Because of the increase of
the black market and personal prescription drug importation, counterfeit medicine is also an
increasing problem in the United States (Zullo et al., 2015). Patients may face insecurity due to
counterfeit medicine and rely on branded names. The problem of counterfeit medicine in the legal
pharmaceutical industry in the European Union is less severe. Especially in Sweden, counterfeit
medicine in the legal distribution networks has not received attention.

3In the US prices of generic pharmaceuticals often rise unpredictable. In 2014 and 2015 several
producers increased prices of generic products drastically (i.e. Ursodiol), see Reinhardt (2016)
for a discussion. Most recently in July 2018, Pfizer announced the plans of increasing the price
of a number of generics (LaVito, 2018). In the United Kingdom drug manufacturers of generic
competitors have been accused of differentiating generic pharmaceuticals to increase price (Hyde,
2016). In Sweden, price cycles between producers arise. Competitors take turns each month in
setting a high price (Janssen, 2018).
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This study uses individual choice data for prescription drugs covering the
entire Swedish population from 2010 to 2016 to examine the underlying behavioral
and cognitive reasons why consumers are willing to pay a higher price for phar-
maceuticals with the same ingredients. The unique institutional setting and data
sources allow to identify important determinants of consumer choice: switching
costs and quality misconceptions. The article first documents patterns of the
behavioral phenomena in the data and then proceeds to the structural estimation
of a dynamic oligopoly model to allow for a systematic evaluation of the welfare
effects of counterfactual policies. In the counterfactual analysis I show that prices
in equilibrium are dependent on behavioral frictions of consumers. Behavioral
pricing incorporates the idea that the pricing of a product is based on the behavior
of potential customers4 and explains high prices as well as price dynamics of phar-
maceuticals under generic competition. I make contributions to three literatures:
industrial organization, behavioral and health economics.

First, the panel structure of the individual choice data allows the identification
of consumers’ switching costs5 after starting a medical treatment with a specific
brand. Crucially, switching costs are not apparent in all prescription markets.
I show that patients are 14% (3 percentage points) more likely to overpay for
painkillers and 11.4% (1.1 percentage points) for antibiotics if they have consumed
the identical product in a preceding month. There is no evidence for this habit
persistence in markets for antiepileptics. The results withstand several robustness
checks in which I explore identification strategies beyond panel data methods.
For example, I compare repeated purchases of patients who start treatment with
substances briefly before and after the patent of this substance has expired, I show
that the estimates of habit persistence due to switching costs are robust. This clean
evidence for switching costs in the pharmaceutical market is novel. Only Feng
(2017) identifies switching costs for pharmaceuticals (anticholesterol drugs).

Second, the regulatory background of the Swedish prescription drug market,
as well as the registry data, allows the identification of mechanisms behind brand
premia. In general, the explanation for brand premia is that either some brands
carry a higher quality (in real terms or caused by psychological effects, i.e. prestige
effects), or that consumers make suboptimal choices. I can exclude that brand
4The term behavioral pricing has been used in marketing literature. See Gannett (2012) for a
general definition. Note that the term incorporates the dynamic as well as simultaneous connection
between the behavior of consumers and prices. Indeed, prices shape the choice as well as future
behavior of firms. However, past choices, behavior or general brand preferences also shape demand
and therefore prices.

5Klemperer (1995) differentiate between five cost types: (1) Need for compatibility with existing
equipment, (2) Transaction costs of switching supplier, (3) Costs of learning to use new brands, (4)
Uncertainty about the quality of untested brands and (5) Discount coupons and similar devices.
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premia exist due to real quality differences for two reasons. On the one hand,
the market for prescription drugs is ordered into exchangeable groups that are
medically equivalent. On the other hand, I exclude real quality differences by com-
paring purchasing behavior between experts (patients with a medical education)
and non-experts (patients without a medical education) similar to Bronnenberg
et al. (2015). While the approach of comparing experts to non-experts allows me
to exclude real quality differences as a reason for brand premia, it is often not
possible to differentiate between consumers who are inattentive and situations
where the consumer has misconceptions about the quality of products (Handel
and Schwartzstein, 2018).6 In the former, information costs7 prevent consumers
from accessing all the relevant information. In the latter case, the consumer has
mistaken beliefs about a product.8 There is a growing literature that tries to isolate
inattention (and switching costs) in markets of insurance and pension choices (i.e.
Ho et al. (2017)). Handel and Schwartzstein (2018) argues that also in the case
of insurance choices the underlying mechanisms are still based on assumptions of
the authors.9 Given the institutional setting, this study is unique as I can credibly
rule out inattention as a possible reason for brand premia. In Sweden patients
with a prescription from a primary health care provider are not only financially
incentivized to consume the cheapest available product, but the pharmacist is
obliged by law to tell the patient about the cheapest product as well as of its equiv-
alence (Sveriges Riksdag, 2002). Given that the information about equivalence is
6Handel and Schwartzstein (2018) report numerous examples where both phenomena may play a
role. For example, the difference in purchasing behavior of over-the-counter (OTC) drugs between
pharmacists and the general population in Bronnenberg et al. (2015) could be caused by lower
information costs of pharmacists (who have lower search costs of comparing products) or because
of a lower degree of quality misconceptions. The authors report that pharmacists have better
knowledge about the ingredients of drugs, which is in line with lower information costs as well as
fewer misconceptions. Note also that I explore behavior only within specific substiution groups.
The products within a substiution group are equivalent from a medical perspective. Exploration
and learning as described in Crawford and Shum (2005) is not important within but solely between
substitution groups.

7Information costs are defined as the costs of time and monetary and other resources of gathering
information.

8Handel and Schwartzstein (2018) denote the mistaken beliefs or misconceptions as part of ’mental
gaps’. Indeed, their definition of a mental gap is broader: ’there is a gap between what people think
and what they should rationally think given costs’. Mental gaps are psychological distortions. I
interpret misconceptions as part of mental gaps that are the most important in this specific market
of prescription drugs. It is helpful to distinguish here between mental gaps and the subset of
misconceptions: Misconceptions precisely describe the situation where consumers intentionally
insist on a specific product as a result of wrong beliefs about the real quality.

9For example Handel (2013) uses similar data and mechanisms to Ho et al. (2017) (Handel and
Schwartzstein, 2018) but acknowledges that underlying mechanisms could include true switching
costs, search costs, or miscalibrated beliefs.
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provided at the time of purchase and the cheapest equivalent pharmaceutical is
always presented as a default option, inattention is not an explanation for brand
premia.10 Therefore my approach differs from the existent literature of insurance
choices (Abaluck and Gruber, 2016; Bhargava et al., 2017; Marzilli Ericson, 2014;
Handel, 2013; Handel and Kolstad, 2015; Ho et al., 2017; Ketcham et al., 2015) not
only as I investigate consumer choices of physical consumption products but also
as inattention is not an option. Instead, non-experts have misconceptions about
the quality of pharmaceuticals. Comparing experts and non–experts, I show that
misconceptions of painkillers lead to 11% (2.4 percentage points) more purchases
with an overpayment. For antibiotics, misconceptions account for 15% (1.42
percentage points) more overpayments, whereas there is no evidence of misconcep-
tions for antiepileptics. The results are in line with the hypothesis that treatments
of long-lasting disorders (such as epilepsy) that require frequent physician (expert)
contact decrease the possibility for misconceptions.11 I argue that the main reason
behind quality misconceptions is trust in known products. To strengthen this
explanation, I show a strong relation between the advertisement expenditure of
brands and brand premia.

Third, I quantify the effect of switching costs and brand premia on firms’
pricing strategies. Theory predicts that switching costs impact the price setting
behavior of firms.12 Firms have an incentive to decrease prices sporadically and set
higher prices in subsequent periods to harvest consumers. Furthermore, switching
costs may lead to collusion schemes where firms alternate systematically in prices
(Janssen, 2018). Prices in the pharmaceutical market show cyclical price patterns.
Firms with a high market share due to a period of low prices increase their prices
in forthcoming months. The patterns can be explained by behavioral pricing. A
structural estimation of the market allows me to extend the analysis of market
equilibria and quantify the effects of switching costs and brand premia. I estimate
the demand for pharmaceutical products from experts as well as non-experts,
incorporating switching costs. I show that switching costs in a representative
10In a robustness check I show empirically that pharmacists follow the legislation and present the
cheapest equivalent pharmaceutical. Details are discussed in Appendix 1.A.5.

11Epilepsy is the most common brain disorder in the world. Antiepileptic drugs are the most
common treatment and are used as a seizure control. As a chronic health condition, epilepsy
requires prescription management and therefore several physician visits during a year.

12Klemperer (1987b) and Klemperer (1987a) provide insights on the impact of switching costs on
the competitive outcome in a duopoly. Note also the existence of similar models in monopolistic
competition, i.e. Conlisk et al. (1984), Sobel (1984) or Villas-Boas (2006). In detail it may even be
possible that monopolists under some conditions (i.e. durable goods) play a ’lock-in and harvest’
strategy. Multi-period environments (Beggs and Klemperer, 1992; Padilla, 1995; Anderson, Kumar,
and Rajiv, 2004; Anderson and Kumar, 2007; see also the survey in Farrell and Klemperer, 2007)
have extended the theoretical literature on the competitive effect of switching costs in duopolies.
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substitution group account for 10% to 28% of the retail price. I use a two-step
estimator similar to Bajari et al. (2007) to recover cost parameters of firms under
the assumption that firms compete in an infinite horizon setting.

I use the structural model to investigate two counterfactual scenarios that
highlight the importance of consumers’ behavioral frictions for price equilibria in
applied industrial organizations. The first counterfactual evaluates effects on prices
and consumer welfare by changing the procurement behavior of prescription drugs
in the Swedish health care system. Under the hypothetical policy, firms are allowed
to change the price of their product every twelve months instead of each month.
Under this scenario firms have a lower incentive to engage in behavioral pricing
because it is more costly to lock in patients and less profitable to harvest them.
In other words, switching costs are less important. I choose the increase of the
length of procurement contracts instead of decreasing the switching costs directly
as it represents a realistic policy intervention.13 Nevertheless, the policy is well
suited to explore the effects of switching costs on market equilibria. Intuitively
one might think that switching costs make a market less competitive and that
a policy lowering their importance would result in reduced prices. In contrast,
the results show that prices increase (on average by 6.6%) and patients’ welfare
decreases (consumers pay on average 4.2% more) under the alternative regime with
only annual procurement. The results are in line with theoretical (Cabral, 2016;
Rhodes, 2014) and empirical (Dube et al., 2009) research that shows that moderate
switching costs may lower prices. The basic reasoning is the following. Switching
costs always have two effects. On the one hand, they lead to an increased market
power of firms with locked-in consumers. On the other hand, they increase
competition for new customers. If switching costs are moderate in size and
there are sufficiently many new customers then an increase in switching costs is
associated with a higher competitive pressure and lower prices in equilibrium. The
result adds to the discussion about the competitive pressure of switching costs.14
Firms have a lower incentive to reduce prices in order to lock in consumers and
moderate switching costs prevent too high prices in ’harvest’ periods. Further,
not every patient is a frequent consumer. New incoming patients and those that
do not experience switching costs profit from behavioral pricing as firms decrease
13A policy of a longer contract time has been proposed by Granlund and Rudholm (2018). The
authors suggest that it decreases the coordination possibilities in forms of price cycles which are
empirically described in Janssen (2018).

14Recent theoretical literature includes discussions on the possibility of lower degrees of switching
costs in which competitive pressure may increase (Arie and Grieco, 2014; Cabral, 2016; Dube
et al., 2009; Fabra and Garcia, 2015; Rhodes, 2014). A detailed discussion about previous literature
and the analysis when switching costs make markets more or less competitive can be found in
Ruiz-Aliseda (2016).
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their prices sporadically to lock in patients. The results are important for the
interpretation of switching costs from an industrial organization perspective as
well as for policymakers: First, switching costs are empirically important when
it comes to evaluating price incentives of firms. Second, switching costs do not
necessarily increase prices in equilibrium. A policymaker has to carefully evaluate
the size and effect of switching costs in a pricing equilibrium.

The second counterfactual investigates the situation where consumers are
medical experts, limiting the role of quality misconceptions for patients’ choices.
The hypothetical situation is closely related to directly targeting consumers’ mis-
conceptions or a reform that makes prescription by physicians mandatory. In such
a situation substitution is absolutely mandatory if not opposed by a physician.
A policymaker could also reduce advertisement possibilities to target the mech-
anisms of quality misconceptions. Limiting quality misconceptions in this way
is associated with price decreases by 11.9% and patients’ welfare increases (costs
for consumers decrease by 13.8%). With less scope for quality misconceptions,
firms have less opportunity to take advantage of patients who are willing to pay
brand premia. A decrease in quality misconceptions is profitable for the consumers
through a direct effect of lower brand premia and an indirect effect caused by an
increase in competition as firms cannot rely on brand premia.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 I examine the behavioral
phenomena in a stylized choice model. Section 3 presents an overview of the
institutional background, and Section 4 describes the data sources as well as the
markets of the studied substances. In Section 5 I identify switching costs and quality
misconceptions. I develop the model in Section 6 and describe the estimation
techniques in Section 7. The results of the model are presented in Section 8 and
the counterfactuals are presented in Section 9. Finally, Section 10 concludes.

1.2 Switching Costs and Quality Misconceptions in
a Stylized Choice Model

To frame the definitions of consumers’ switching costs and quality misconceptions
in the prescription drug market, I outline a stylized choice model15. The model
intends to solely capture the basic intuition of the behavioral features.

Let there be i patients. Each patient chooses between j = 1, ...,N products.
Prices of products are denoted by p j . There are two kinds of patients in the
market, experts (with a medical education) and non-experts (all others). Let us
15The model shares some similarities to Bronnenberg et al. (2015), however, extends the basis to
switching costs and a multiple product environment.
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consider a patient i: The utility that experts attach to a product is denoted by uE
j

whereas the non-experts attach a utility of u j to a product. Drugs are used for
treatment of a disease such that there is no outside good. Experts choose a product
j∗E that maximizes net utility, max

j
{uE

j − p j }. Non-experts choose j∗ such that

max
j
{u j − p j }. One may observe the same product choice between experts and

non-experts, so j∗E = j∗, or the product choice differs, that is, j∗E , j∗. Behavioral
phenomena may affect (1) the product choice in general, that is, j∗ and (2) the
difference in product choice between experts and non-experts. In the following I
briefly describe possible factors that influence choices of a patient.

1. Switching Costs: Switching costs affect utility of patients, independently if
it is an expert or not. The utility of product j is not only defined by the
quality of usage u j but also the previous usage of j affects utility by a factor
β j . So if j has been used in the previous treatment, utility increases by β j to
u j + β j . Switching costs influence the decision of non-experts and experts,
max

j
{u j − p j }, and result in habit persistence/state dependence which means

that consumers tend to purchase the same product/brand in subsequent
occasions even though the environment, such as prices or choice sets, have
changed.

2. Quality Differences: Even though there is a medical equivalence and absence
of counterfeit pharmaceuticals in the Swedish market, the model allows
for quality differences. Quality difference means that the quality of usage
(medical quality) is not equal among drugs, that is, it may be possible that
u j , uk for k , j . I allow for quality differences and naturally quality
differences affect product decisions, that is, max

j
{u j − p j }. Note that real

quality is the same for experts and non-experts.

3. Quality Misconceptions: Quality misconceptions lead to a divergence be-
tween the real quality of a product u j and the perceived quality u j + ρ j . In
detail, patients have misconceptions that lead to erroneous perceived quality.
Misconceptions are defined as solidified beliefs about a product. It may be
possible that misconceptions are related to general trust in some products.
Note that experts have more correct beliefs about products. Therefore the
quality misconceptions influence the choice max

j
{u j − p j } and may lead to

different choices between experts and non-experts, that is, j∗E , j∗.
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4. Inattention: Inattention results in a mistaken perceived quality or price.
Consumers do not evaluate quality or prices correctly such that the perceived
quality is u + ε j and perceived prices take the form of p j + ϕ j . Consumers
do not know the true quality or prices exactly. Patients use heuristics or
expectations and get the presented perceived quality and prices. Note that
theremay be a divergence between experts and non-experts as experts are able
to access information easily. Inattention does not exist in the institutional
setting because patients get information about quality of products directly
from the pharmacist.

Overall the utility of j for a non-experts is defined as u j = u j + ρ j + β j where u
presents the real quality, ρ j the quality misconceptions and β j is the switching
costs that exist if i has consumed j before. If i is an expert the utility of j is
uE
j = u j + β j +αρ j with α ≤ 1, because experts have fewer quality misconceptions

in expectation. The institutional setting allows for quality differences and excludes
inattention as patients get information about quality and prices.

I identify switching costs β j through panel data where patients start, finish
or restart a treatment at a different point in time at a different price or choice
environment. Treatment with prescription drugs is exogenous as patients do not
start treatments due to the choice environment. In additional robustness checks, I
use quasi-experimental settings to show switching costs. Further, I identify quality
misconceptions ρ j by comparing experts to non-experts. Experts have better
knowledge about quality differences, that is, u j , uk for k , j and experience
fewer quality misconceptions. The exclusion restriction for the identification of
quality misconceptions is that experts and non-experts experience the same quality
from a drug.

1.3 The Swedish Health Care System

Health care coverage in Sweden is universal and mainly publicly funded. Prescrip-
tion drugs are reimbursable.16 I show the co-payments of patients in Table 2.1.17
Patients’ co-payments are dependent on the yearly costs for pharmaceuticals. Costs
16Note that the decision about the exact product reimbursement is subject to the decision of the
Dental and Pharmaceutical Benefits Agency (TLV). Some products are just partly reimbursed.
TLV (2016d) provides detailed information.

17Note that the co-payment covers all prescription drugs. Costs for pharmaceuticals that are not in
the benefit scheme are not covered. Also OTC drugs are not subsidized. Specific pharmaceuticals
for children (less than 18 years), pharmaceuticals against communicable diseases, insulin or
pharmaceuticals for persons lacking perception of own illness are fully subsidized.
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Table 1.1: Co-Payment Structure

Price Reimbursment Max. Sum out of Pocket Payment
p ≥ 4300 100%

3500 ≤ p < 4300 90% 1800 SEK
1700 ≤ p < 3500 75% 1700 SEK
900 ≤ p < 1700 50% 1300 SEK

p < 900 0 900 SEK

Price Reimbursement Max. Sum out of Pocket Payment
p ≥ 5400 100%

3900 ≤ p < 5400 90% 2200 SEK
2100 ≤ p < 3900 75% 2050 SEK
1100 ≤ p < 2100 50% 1600 SEK

p < 1100 0 1100 SEK

Notes: Co-payment structure for cumulative health care expenditure (including pre-
scription drugs) before (upper table) and after (lower table) 2012. Reimbursement is
calculated for expenses during an entire year, beginning with the first expenditure.
Prices are in SEK. 10 SEK are approximately 1.1 USD.

above a ceiling are entirely covered.18 Almost half of the revenue from prescription
pharmaceuticals are by patients that have reached cost ceiling (Bergman et al.,
2012).

Considering pharmaceuticals under generic competition, patients are incen-
tivized to acquire the cheapest available generic. Substitution for the cheapest
product happens at the pharmacy level (TLV, 2016c; Sveriges Riksdag, 2002).19
But not every patient gets dispensed the cheapest available product. Three possible
reasons may prevent a substitution. First, patients may oppose substitution. In
this case, patients have to pay the price difference between the cheapest available
generic and the chosen product out of pocket. Solely the price of the cheapest
available product is subject to the co-payment structure. Second, a physician or
18If patients have costs of more than 2200 SEK (approx. 200 USD) for pharmaceuticals additional
costs are covered without out of pocket expenses.

19In detail, a pharmacist is obliged to recommend the cheapest available generic to patients. Further,
pharmacists should explain the medical equivalence of the products.
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health care provider has the possibility to oppose substitution.20 Third, there exists
the possibility that the cheapest available product is not in stock at the pharmacy.
In such a case the second cheapest product is dispensed. In the latter two cases
patients have the same co-payment structure as in Table 2.1.

The pharmaceutical market had a market capitalization of $4.15 billion in
2015. $3.08 billion are due to prescription drugs, and patients’ co-payments are
$0.64 billion (TLV, 2016b). The market for off-patent drugs is ordered in substitu-
tion groups (groups of pharmaceuticals with the same substance, size and strength)
that are determined by the Medical Product Agency (MPA). Since 2002, a ten-
dering system determines prices of off-patent drugs in each substitution group.21
In Figure 2.2 I show the details of the sealed bid first price auction. Timing is as
follows. A pharmaceutical company who wishes to sell a product submits a price
at the end of a month (Month A) for the month after next (Month C ).22 Prices
have a ceiling, and companies have to bid a lower price than the ceiling.23 The
auctioneer publishes a preliminary list of prices in the middle of the next month
(Month B). After the supplier of the cheapest product confirms she can service the
entire Swedish market, prices are implemented.24 Note that the pharmaceutical
companies observe the preliminary list for the future month before bidding for
the month after next (TLV, 2016c).

Retail prices are regulated and dependent on the prices in the auction. In detail,
retail prices are an almost linear functions of pharmacy purchasing prices. The
difference between the retail and pharmacy purchasing prices are the trade margins
20One may ask why this possibility exists if products are equivalent. Historically physician’s
prescription has been mandatory. Physicians therefore could decide about a brand. Since a reform
substitutions are possible but doctors can oppose them. However, physicians seldomly oppose
substitution.

21Before 2012 the system determined the product of the month (cheapest product in a substitution
group) only. After 2012 the system also determines the reserves, the second and third cheapest
product in a pharmacy. The reason for the change is that pharmacies experienced difficulties in
dispensing the single product of the month.

22Note that in case of default, the price of the previous month is taken as a bid.
23The usual ceiling is 35% of the original brand product price before expiration of the patent. In
detail, a price ceiling exists if a brand drug is under generic competition for at least four months
and the prices of a drug have fallen by 70% of the original brand product price 12 months prior to
patent expiration. If no price ceiling exists, the most expensive product of the month will form
the price ceiling. If an original product does not have sufficient generic competition, prices may
also be reduced (7.5% reduction) if market authorization was 15 years ago (TLV, 2016e).

24If a firm confirms delivery but fails to do so it is subject to a penalty fee. Before 2014 the
confirmation was not part of the process.
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Figure 1.1: Timeline of Auction

Month A Month B Month C

Offer for
Month C Preliminary

List in
Month C

Implementation
Prices of
Month C

of a pharmacy.25 Although pharmacies were privatized in 200926 pharmacies
are obliged to dispense the cheapest available generic (Sveriges Riksdag, 2002).
Nevertheless, profits for pharmacies are an increasing function of retail prices. The
pharmacy can dispense the second cheapest generic in case the cheapest product is
not in stock.27

1.4 Data

I use data for painkillers (ATC code28: N02), anti-epileptics (ATC code: N03)
and antibiotics (ATC code: J01) between January 2010 and June 2016 in Sweden.
The data are provided by Socialstyrlsen, the Swedish governmental agency for
health and welfare. To restrict the data to reimbursable pharmaceuticals I connect
the choice data to monthly prices/bids for outpatient pharmaceuticals under
generic competition, provided by the TLV. Each individual that is covered by
the universal health care system and purchases a product at a pharmacy with
a prescription from a health care provider is observable.29 The data includes a
25I describe the exact functions between purchasing and retail prices in Appendix 1.A.1. It has been
changed slightly over the past years (TLV, 2016a).

26Two-third are privatized and one-third remain under public control.
27Additionally, a pharmacy can sell the remainder of the previous product of the month the first two
weeks of a new month. After these two weeks, pharmacies can sell the products for the pharmacy
purchasing price without profits. Therefore the pharmacy has no incentive to overstock a product
of the month.

28The ATC code describes each pharmaceutical substance and is ordered according to five levels.
The first level describes the anatomical main group (i.e. Nervous system); the second level, the
therapeutic main group (i.e. Analgesics/Painkillers); the third level, the pharmacological subgroup;
the fourth level, the chemical subgroup; and the fifth level, the exact chemical substance.

29Note that reimbursement of pharmaceutical expenses requires a prescription. The majority of the
products are pharmaceuticals that require a prescription.
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personal identifier, the dispensed product, the time of the transaction as well as
information regarding if an individual, a physician or a pharmacy has opposed
substitution. In cases where a patient opposes substitution one can further identify
the initially prescribed product. By connecting the choices to Swedish registry
data provided by Statistics Sweden (SCB), I observe the residence of a patient30
as well as some socioeconomic characteristics. In detail, the data consist of the
yearly income and detailed education information. The educational information
describes the length, the degree and the subject of consumers’ education.

Finally I also use advertisement expenditure for non-prescription drugs. The
data are provided by Kantar Sifo and include advertisement expenditures for
non-prescription drugs by pharmaceutical brands between 2010 and 2016.

Table 1.2 shows a basic market description. In terms of different substances,
the market of antibiotics (24 substances) is greater than the market for painkillers
(10 substances) and antiepileptics (4 substances). However, the number of substi-
tution groups and products is the highest for painkiller (158 substitution groups,
566 products). The average number of products in a substitution group over the
studied time is 1.95 within a substitution group of painkillers. The number of
competing products in substitution groups of antiepileptics and antibiotics is lower
on average (1.38 for antiepileptics, 1.61 for antibiotics). For all three subgroups
the majority of products are generics (70% of painkillers, 76% of antiepileptics and
75% of antibiotics), and 30% of painkillers and 19% of antibiotics are originals.
For antiepileptics no originals but parallel imports are observable. The average
prices for a product in the three subgroups vary from 255 SEK for antibiotics,
333 SEK for painkillers and 393 SEK for antiepileptics (approx. 30, 39 and 46
USD). Originals are on averagemore expensive than generics in all three subgroups.

1.4.1 The Market for Painkillers, Antiepileptics and Antibiotics

Table 1.3 shows basic demand characteristics for all three markets. The number of
purchase occasions is the number of prescriptions that are filled in during the 6.5
years. The number of purchase occasions is much higher for painkillers (approx.
38.5 million) and antibiotics (approx. 13.8 million) than for antiepileptics (0.57
million). Also the number of unique patients who got dispensed an antiepileptic
is much lower (approx. 60,000 compared to approx. 3.2 million for painkillers
and 4.7 million for antibiotics31). The average purchase occasions per patient
30In detail I observe the county as well as the municipality. Counties are the highest and the
municipalities a lower level geographic subdivision. There are 21 counties, each with a population
between 60,000 to 2.2 million. There are 290 municipalities in Sweden.

31Note that the Swedish population has a size of approx. 10 million in 2018.
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Table 1.2: Summary Statistics

Painkillers Antiepileptics Antibiotics
Number of Substances 10 4 24
Number of Substitution Groups 158 36 147
Number of Products 566 72 438
Average Number of Prod. in Substitution Grp. 1.95 1.38 1.61

(1.13) (0.39) (0.83)
Percent Original 0.3 0 0.19

(0.35) (0.32)
Percent Generics 0.7 0.76 0.75

(0.35) (0.33) (0.35)
Average Price (in SEK) 333.2 393.3 255.7

(390.2) (275.7) (344.4)
Average Price Orginal (in SEK) 395.6 334.6

(487.4) (355.4)
Average Price Generics (in SEK) 299.7 352.1 221.7

(355.5) (265) (344.7)

Notes: Summary statistics for the three market segments of painkillers, antiepileptics
and antibiotics. Standard deviations are displayed in parentheses.

differs for the subgroups. While painkillers and antiepileptics are often repeatedly
purchased by the same individual (the average number of purchase occasions for
the timespan of 6.5 years for painkillers is 12.1 and for antiepileptics it is 9.4),
antibiotics have a much lower frequency of purchase occasions (2.9). Note also,
that within the substitution groups of painkillers a large variability is observable
(standard deviation of 26.3). The heterogeneity in frequency of purchase occasions
is not surprising from a medical point of view because painkillers and antiepileptics
may be used for long-lasting treatments whereas antibiotics are mostly used for
the acute treatment of a bacterial infection. From a cost perspective the purchased
painkillers are on average worth 46.7 million SEK (5.5 million USD) a month
whereas antiepileptics and antibiotics are worth 2.8 and 23.5 million SEK (0.3
and 2.8 million USD) a month respectively. The share of co-payment is much
lower for antiepileptics (25% of the total payment) compared to antibiotics (62%
of total costs) and painkillers (38% of total costs). One reason for the difference
in co-payments is due to the upper ceiling for medical expenses. Patients that have
a longer treatment may reach the upper ceiling earlier and therefore pay lower
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Table 1.3: Summary Statistics of Purchases

Painkillers Antiepileptics Antibiotics
No. Purchase Occ. (in m) 38.54 0.57 13.79
No. of Patients (in k) 3,196 60 4,731
Avg. Purchase Occ. per Patient 12.1 9.4 2.9

(26.3) (14.1) (3.5)
Avg. Monthly Total Costs (in m SEK) 46.73 2.87 23.46
Avg. Monthly Co-Payment (in m SEK) 17.88 0.73 14.66

Notes: Summary statistics for the three market segments of painkillers, antiepileptics
and antibiotics. The number of purchase occasions is the sum of purchase occasions
across consumers in between January 2010 and June 2016. The average purchase
occasions shows the number of purchases of the average patient. The total costs include
costs the for the insurance as well as the patient (co-payment). The total costs as well
as co-payment measures are in SEK per month on average. Standard deviations are
displayed in parentheses.

co-payments for pharmaceuticals. Another possibility is that patients oppose
substitution to the cheapest pharmaceutical more often when using painkillers
and antibiotics.

Table 1.4 shows the substitution behavior of patients for the three therapeutic
groups. In order to first explore the descriptive differences between the general
population and informed/expert patients, I show the substitution behavior for the
entire population and the subgroup of patients with a medical education.32 In line
with the regulatory purpose the majority of patients get dispensed the cheapest
product, the product of the month (PoM). However, heterogeneity between and
within the therapeutic groups are observable: 73.4% of patients purchase the PoM
when getting a prescription of painkillers, whereas 92.9% and 89.9 % of patients
get dispensed the PoM for antiepileptics and antibiotics respectively. Comparing
the difference between the entire population and patients with a medical education,
one sees that those with a medical education consume the PoM more often in cases
of painkillers and antibiotics and less often in the case of antiepileptics. Patients
32The experts have undertaken a medical career path (physician). Note that the education does not
necessary mean that individuals work as a physician.
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who do not receive the PoM belong to one of the three following groups. They
opposed substitution and pay the difference out of pocket, their physician opposes
substitution or the pharmacy opposes substitution as the PoM is out of stock. The
first reason for an opposed substitution is most common in all three therapeutic
groups. In detail, 20.9% of all patients purchasing painkillers oppose substitution.
For the therapeutic groups of antiepileptics and antibiotics the fraction is smaller
(2.8% for antiepileptics and 9.4% for antibiotics). Patients with a medical education
oppose substitution less often for painkillers (17%) and antibiotics (6.6%) but more
often for antiepileptics (3.1%). It is less likely that physicians or pharmacies oppose
substitution (physicians oppose substitution: painkillers 2.4%, antiepileptics 1.8%,
antibiotics 0.5%; pharmacy opposes substitution: painkillers 3.4%, antiepileptics
2.6%, antibiotics 3.4%). Note that those patients with a medical education are
slightly more likely than their physician or pharmacy to oppose substitution.
Finally, those patients with a medical education have on average a higher disposable
income than the average of the Swedish population.
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Table 1.4: Summary Statistics for Substitutions

Painkillers Antiepileptics Antibiotics
All Med. All Med. All Med.

Fraction Consumption PoM 0.734 0.742 0.929 0.909 0.866 0.889
(0.44) (0.44) (0.26) (0.29) (0.34) (0.31)

Fraction Opp. Sub. by Patient 0.209 0.17 0.028 0.031 0.094 0.066
(0.41) (0.38) (0.16) (0.17) (0.29) (0.25)

Fraction Opp. Sub. by Physician 0.024 0.045 0.018 0.026 0.005 0.013
(0.15) (0.21) (0.13) (0.16) (0.07) (0.12)

Fraction Opp. Sub. by Pharmacy 0.034 0.043 0.026 0.034 0.034 0.032
(0.18) (0.2) (0.16) (0.18) (0.18) (0.17)

Income (in k SEK) 225 672 197 535 252 665
(195) (365) (151) (327) (244) (393)

Notes: Summary statistics for the three market segments of painkillers, antiepileptics
and antibiotics. Within each segment the first column shows statistics for the entire
market (All) whereas the second column shows statistics for the patients with a medical
education (Med The fraction of consumption of the PoM describes the fraction of purchase
occasions where a patient has consumed the PoM. If a patient does not consume the
PoM it is due to one of the three displayed reasons (opposed substitution by the patient,
opposed substitution by the physician or opposed substitution by the pharmacy). Income
is in SEK per year on average. Standard deviations are displayed in parentheses.

1.5 Empirical Analysis

1.5.1 Switching Costs

I now turn to the investigation of switching costs in the three pharmaceutical
markets. After showing some general summary statistics, I use panel data methods
to identify switching costs on the individual level. Finally, I explore the robustness
of the switching cost estimates by using an additional identification strategy. I
compare repeated purchases of patients who get initially dispensed pharmaceuti-
cals briefly before a patent expiry to those who get dispensed a product briefly
after a patent expiry. The basic institution is that that consumers are randomly
selected in a group that has to start with an original and a group which can start
with a generic. I compare the repeated purchase and evaluate if patients who
start with a generic are more likely to stick to it. In Appendix 1.A.2 I further pro-
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vide a robustness check that relies on a discontinuity due to the start of a treatment.

In general switching costs result in habit persistence. In this first descrip-
tive part I start with investigating the impact of habit persistence in the Swedish
pharmaceutical market.33 There is a recent and increasing empirical literature
that estimates switching costs and/or the impact of switching costs. Most of
the evidence comes from choice data in the retail sector. Erdem and Sun (2001);
Dube et al. (2009); Shcherbakov (2016); Shy (2002); Viard (2007) and Rickert
(2016) show recent evidence for switching costs in retail markets. This article of
the Swedish pharmaceutical market differs in several dimensions. Patients in the
Swedish market of prescription drugs under generic competition get a prescription
from their primary health care provider and can choose between products within a
pharmacy. Their health insurance reimburses them solely for the cheapest product
and consumers pay the differences for more expensive products out of pocket. The
substitutability between products is first determined by a medical governmental
agency and further implicitly acknowledged by the prescribing physician who can
oppose substitution. When choosing a product at a pharmacy the default product,
which is first presented and recommended to the consumer, is the cheapest avail-
able product. In comparison to other retail markets where habit persistence may
be also due to inattention, the pharmaceutical market is therefore characterized
by a very clean and structured environment.34 Nevertheless, patients may have
higher trust in a specific product after a successful treatment. Switching cost are
therefore a psychological cost that a consumer bears after starting the treatment
with a specific product.

In Table 1.5 I show summary statistics about substitution patterns: 89.7%
of the painkiller consumption and 92.1% of the antiepileptic consumption are
repeated within a subgroup whereas only 42.8% of purchases of antibiotics are
repeated. Further, in the former two substitution groups, a larger part of pa-
tients has purchased the exact same product before (75% for painkillers, 85% for
antiepileptics and 56% for antibiotics). In the lower part of Table 1.5 I show how
the fraction of opposed substitution is affected by the repeated consumption. For
those occasions where the patient purchases the same product of painkillers or an-
tibiotics as in the previous purchase occasion, the fraction of opposed substitution
increases compared to the general fraction of opposed substitution. Conditional
33Note that observed habit persistence is directly connected to switching costs. Consumers are habit
persistent due to the cost of switching. I quantify switching costs by estimating a demand system
in Section 7.2.

34Note also that the branding of products is highly regulated. Firms have to label products in an
informative manner. Advertisement for specific prescription drugs is forbidden.
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Table 1.5: Summary Statistics for Repeated Purchases

Painkillers Antiepileptics Antibiotics
Repeated Consumption in Subgroup 0.897 0.921 0.428

(0.3) (0.27) (0.49)
Repeated Consumption of Product 0.754 0.849 0.562

(0.43) (0.36) (0.5)
Repeated Consumption, same Product
as in First Observed Period 0.637 0.851 0.864

(0.48) (0.36) (0.34)
Opposed Substitution 0.209 0.028 0.094

(0.41) (0.16) (0.29)
Opposed Substitution Cond. on
Repeated Consumption of Product 0.239 0.024 0.135

(0.43) (0.15) (0.34)
Opposed Substitution Cond. on same
Product as in first observed period 0.249 0.027 0.093

(0.43) (0.16) (0.29)

Notes: Summary statistics for the three market segments of painkillers, antiepileptics
and antibiotics. The fraction of consumption repeated within a substitution group
(Subgroup) describes the fraction of purchase occasions where the patient has purchased
the same medical substance before. The fraction of repeated purchases of the same
product describes the same pattern but with a specific brand. The fraction of repeated
consumption of the same product as in the first period refers to the fraction of purchase
occasions where consumers buy the same brand as they did the first time they got a
specific substance. The last two rows condition the fraction of opposed substitution
on (1) the repeated purchase of a product, i.e. solely considering patients who have
purchased a brand previously and on (2) the fact that the same brand has been purchased
the first time the patient is observable in the data set. Standard deviations are displayed
in parentheses.

on a repeated purchase, the fraction of opposed substitutions increases from 20.9%
to 23.9% for painkillers and from 9.4% to 13.5% for antibiotics. For the thera-
peutic subgroup of antiepileptics the relation is opposite and small. Conditional
on repeated purchases, the fraction of opposed substitutions for antiepileptics
decreases from 2.8% to 2.4%.
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In the following I provide regression evidence for habit persistence due to
switching costs. Consider the two following regression models.

P (OpposeSub s ti j t = 1) =α + β1SD1i j t + ρ0F ir s t P ur cℎasei j0+
ρ1log (I ncomei t + 1) + ρ4EduLeveli + γs t + ε j i t

P (OpposeSub s ti j t = 1) =α + β2SD2i j t + ρ0F ir s t P ur cℎasei j0+
ρ1log (I ncomei t + 1) + ρ4EduLeveli + γs t + ε j i t

The outcome variable is the dummy of ‘opposes substitution’ that takes the
value 1 if individual i in period t opposes substitution of product j , which belongs
to substitution group s . In substitution group s all products of the unique size ×
strength × size combinations are grouped. Opposing substitution corresponds
to the case where the patient does not purchase a PoM and pays the price dif-
ference to get another product. The regressors of interest are SD1 for the first
and SD2 for the second specification. SD1 takes the value 1 if an individual has
purchased the identical product in the previous purchase occasion. The coefficients
β1 give therefore an impression of the degree of state dependence. SD2 takes the
value 1 if the last purchase of the product occurred within a month of the current
purchase.35 I use fixed effects of substitution groups at each period in time (γs t ).
Therefore I examine variation among individuals who purchase a product within a
given month. Note that the fixed effects absorb important factors that may affect
the switching behavior of customers, for example, the price differences between
products.

Finally, I control for the first purchase decision which I observe in my sample.
F ir s t P ur cℎase takes the value 1 if an individual has purchased the identical
product already in the first observed purchase occasion. The reason for this
control is the following: Unobserved patients’ characteristics may lead to repeated
choices of a specific product. As a result the coefficients of SD1 and SD2 could
be biased. An example would be a patient who chooses a product during each
purchase occasion due to the specific pill form. The coefficients of SD1 or SD2
would capture the general preference due to characteristics that are not necessarily
35In detail, it is required that the patient purchased the product within the last calendar month. The
dummy takes the value 0 if the last occasion has been in the same month as the current purchase
or if the last purchase has not been in the calendar month before. The reason for the specification
is that for a specification of the same month the choice environment has not changed. In detail,
fixed effects would capture the corresponding differences in the outcome variable. Within this
specification I look on short induced state dependence with potential different choice environments
as the prices and PoM may have changed.
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induced to the previous consumption itself. I tackle this problem by controlling for
the fact that if an individual has already consumed the same product in the initial
time in the sample, the patient has consumed a product within the substitution
group. The approach is closely related to Wooldridge (2005).36 If patients purchase
a product because of specific characteristics and not necessary because of usage
in the last purchase occasion it is captured by the control. The regression tables
highlight the control function by stating that I control for heterogeneity. A second
argument for the identification of switching costs in the case of pharmaceuticals
is following Handel (2013) and Polyakova (2016).37 Patients in my sample do
not divide between active and passiv choices, indeed each visit in a pharmacy is
connected to an active decision. Second, the studied pharmaceutical products
have the exact same ingredients and therefore it is arguable to have rather low
unobserved preference heterogeneity across the population. Third, the long time
horizon incorporates entries and exists of new products as well as price changes.
Besides a few exceptions, all consumer do not choose products every period but
enter and exit as well. Given the non-stationarity of product offers and prices
as well as patients not repeatedly making decisions over six years, problems of
unobserved persistent heterogeneity are less a concern. Finally, two robustness
checks are supporting the estimation of switching costs.

I control for individual characteristics such as the logarithm of the patient’s
income as well as his or her general education level. The two regressions are
performed on the three therapeutic subgroups using a linear probability model
and standard errors are clustered on the patient level. Results that incorporate
all controls as well as fixed effects are reported in Table 1.6. In Models (1) and
(2) I show results for painkillers, in Models (3) and (4) the results for antibiotics
and Models (5) and (6) show results for antiepileptics.38 Models (1), (3) and (5)
correspond to the first regression specification while Models (2), (4) and (6) show
results for the second measure of state dependence.

For painkillers as well as antibiotics the evidence is very similar. The second
measure of state dependence, a purchase of the same product in the previous pur-
36The major difference is that that Wooldridge (2005) as well as Heckman (1981) concern the initial
condition problem when lagged outcome variables are used as regressors.

37Both studies investigate switching costs in the US health insurance market. Handel (2013)
summarizes that two main settings are problematic when separately estimating switching costs
and unobserved heterogeneity: First, it is problematic if it is not possible to separate active choices
in some periods from passiv choices in others. Further, a higher differentiation between products
increases potential preference heterogeneity of consumers which is then harder to distinguish
from switching costs.

38Appendix 1.A.2 shows detailed results for the regressions when the models are build up, i.e.
without fixed effects or controls.
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Table 1.6: Regression Results, Switching Costs

Painkillers Antibiotics Antiepileptics
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Opp. Opp. Opp. Opp. Opp. Opp.

SD1 0.00366 0.00586∗∗∗ -0.0221∗∗∗

(0.000432) (0.000426) (0.000705)

SD2 0.0304∗∗∗ 0.0107∗∗∗ -0.00426∗∗∗

(0.000248) (0.000539) (0.000474)

log(Inc) -0.000443∗∗∗ -0.000438∗∗∗ 0.000552∗∗∗ 0.000553∗∗∗ 0.0000436 -0.0000775
(0.0000838) (0.0000832) (0.0000338) (0.0000338) (0.000115) (0.000116)

Constant 0.0830∗∗∗ 0.0765∗∗∗ 0.0447∗∗∗ 0.0448∗∗∗ -0.00166 -0.0112∗∗∗

(0.00105) (0.00104) (0.000554) (0.000554) (0.00178) (0.00182)

Education Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Control Heterogeneity Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 35,595,027 35,595,027 12,857,251 12,857,251 543,738 543,738
R2 0.261 0.262 0.116 0.116 0.066 0.063
Fixed Effects ’Sub*Time’ ’Sub*Time’ ’Sub*Time’ ’Sub*Time’ ’Sub*Time’ ’Sub*Time’
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Linear least square regression results for the therapeutic segments of painkiller,
antibiotics and antiepileptics. One observation corresponds to one specific purchase
occasion by a patient. The outcome variable is a dummy variable that takes the value
one if a patient has opposed substitution. SD1 is a dummy that takes the value 1 if
an individual consumed the same product in the last purchase occasion whereas SD2
takes the value 1 if the product was consumed in the last month and the last purchase
occasion. Log (I ncome) is the logarithm of income. Educ at ion indicates if the model
controls for the level of education according to the grades in a six step grid. Cont rol
H et erog eneit y indicates if the model controls for the first observed purchase of a
patient. F ixed E f f ec t s indicates if the model controls for substitution × month
fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered on the individual level and adjusted for
heterogeneity. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
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chase occasion in the last month increases the probability of opposing substitution
for painkillers by 3.04 percentage points and for antibiotics by 1.07 percentage
points. The first measure of state dependence, the purchase of the same product in
the last purchase occasion, is positive but smaller in size. Further, the measure is
only significant for antibiotics. In this case, a previous purchase in general increases
the probability of opposing substitution by 0.5 percentage points. For antiepilep-
tics results are different. Models (5) and (6) show that previous consumption is
associated with lower probability of opposing substitution. Previous consumption
in general is related to a 2.21 percentage points’ lower probability of opposing
substitution. Consumption of the same product in the last month decreases the
probability by 0.43 percentage points.

All in all, the results suggest that for the therapeutic groups with slightly
repeated interactions (painkillers and antibiotics) previous purchases (especially in
the previous month) are associated with a higher probability of opposing substitu-
tions. For antiepileptics the relationship does not hold. Indeed, here one sees a
positive relationship with previous consumption and the likelihood of opposing
substitution. It is possible that differences in the frequency of consumption may
lead to observable heterogeneity across pharmaceutical markets. The positive coef-
ficients for painkillers and antibiotics can be seen as evidence of a habit persistence
due to switching costs. To interpret the effects of habit persistence quantitatively it
is necessary to account for the general level of opposed substitution. Considering
the preferred Models (2), (4) and (6), a previous purchase increases the probability
of overpayment by 14% (compared to the average) for painkillers and 11.4% for
antibiotics. For antiepileptics, the probability of overpayment decreases by 15%
(compared to the average).

Robustness Check

I use a quasi-experimental setting to show causal evidence for state dependence
due to switching costs. The results serve as a robustness check for the general
evidence of the general regressions. Similar to Feng (2017), I take advantage of the
introduction of generic products after patent expiries. Correspondingly, I compare
the repeated purchasing behavior of consumers who start their treatment with a
drug for the first time briefly before to those patients who start a treatment briefly
after a patent expired.

I begin by describing a specific but representative example of a substance for
which a patent has expired. Figure 1.2 describes the monthly market shares of
different brands within a substitution group of the substance Oxycodone. Oxy-
codone is an opioid and used as a strong painkiller. Oxycontin as the branded
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version of Oxycodone had patent protection until October 2012. Figure 1.2 shows
a steady reduction of the original’s market share after the patent expired. After
the patent expired, the original lost market share to the new competitors. The
main reason for this development is that consumers now get reimbursed for the
cheapest product, which is a new authorized generic product.

Figure 1.2: Market Shares, Oxycodone

Notes: Monthly market shares in the substitution group of Oxycodone before and after
patent expiry of the original product Oxycontin. Each observation stands for the
monthly market share of a brand.

I reduce the sample to patients who started taking a product in this substitu-
tion group for the first time in the sample three months before and three months
after the patent expired. The former is the control; the latter, the treatment group.
I consider the repeated purchases of the two different groups after the initial pur-
chase. Figure 1.3 shows the difference in market shares of products between the
group who started three months before the patent expiry and the patients who
started three months after the patent ran out. It is observable that the original
branded product has a higher market share among those that started with the
original for more than one year after the generics entered.

I continue with presenting the general framework of estimating the impact of
state dependence due to switching costs. First of all, I identify those substitution
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Figure 1.3: Difference in Market Shares, Oxycodone

Notes: Considering only repeated purchases of consumers who started purchasing an
Oxycodone substance for the first time three months before or after a patent expiry. The
graph shows the differences between market shares of the repeated purchases by patients
who started three months before and three months after the patent expired. The group
that started in the three months before the patent expiry initially consumed Oxycontin,
while the patients who started after the patent expiry either consumed Oxycontin or a
generic. A share over 0 implies that a product is purchased relatively more often across
consumers who started before the patent expiry compared to the patient who started
after the patent expiry.

groups where a patent has ran out. I use eleven substitution groups of Oxycodone,
six substitution groups of Rizatriptan (a painkiller used against migraines39) and
three substitution groups of Clindamycin (an antibiotic40). I reduce each sample to
the purchase of those patients who started with purchasing a product three months
before or after patent payout. The treatment group is the group who started with
one of the entering generics three months after patent payoff. Correspondingly
the group of patients starting treatment three months before is the control group.
The basic intuition is that the groups are randomized as they cannot influence
39Rizatriptan has the ATC code N02CC04. The original brand name is ’Maxalt’.
40Clindamycin’s ATC code is J01FF01. It is used against a number of bacterial infections. The brand
name is Dalacin.
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their medication starting date.

Yi t = α + βtYi0 + ε i t

Y takes the value 1 if a patient i consumes one of the newly entered products
(generics). Given that I use the sample where the initial consumption lies between
three months before and after a patent expiry, t is the number of months after
the initial consumption, which is notated with t = 0. I instrument Yi0 by Zi
which shows whether a consumer is in the treatment group. Note that the sample
only includes repeated purchases by consumers. The exclusion restriction of the
approach relies on the assumption that patients are randomly selected into the
treatment and the control groups. Given that patients need prescriptions from a
primary health care provider for all three substances and given that patients of the
studied substances need immediate treatment when prescribed, it is unlikely that
patients self-select into one of the two groups.

Table 1.7 as well as Figure 1.4 show coefficients for β for the first three months
( β3) and the fourth to sixth months ( β6) after the initial purchase for each sub-
stitution group containing the substance Oxycodone.41 Within Table 1.7 each
row corresponds to an individual substitution group. The first two columns de-
scribe the regression results where the outcome variable Yi t takes the value 1 if
a patient takes a new entering product during the first three months after initial
consumption. The first column shows the coefficient of the first stage in the instru-
mental approach whereas the second column is the coefficient of the second stage.42
The third and fourth column present the first and second stages where the out-
come is the fourth to sixth months. Figure 1.4 shows the second stage coefficients
( β3 as well as β6) for each substitution group containing the substance Oxycodone.

The first stage is strong for all different specifications. The results of the
second stage suggest that there is a strong state dependence during the first three
months in the substitution groups of Oxycodone.43 For the longer time horizon
the state dependence diminishes. In general, patients who start with a generic are
more likely to consume a generic three months later than those who started with
an original product. The analysis for the different group of substances is in line
41Note that I include detailed tables for the substitution groups of Maxalt (the original brand of
Rizatriptan) and Dalacin (the original brand of Clindamycin) in Appendix 1.A.2. Results are
similar.

42Note that I document display intercepts for simplicity.
43The results of Rizatriptan and Clindamycin show similar results as shown in Appendix 1.A.2
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Table 1.7: IV Regression Results, Oxycodone

Subgroup First Stage 3 M β3 First Stage 6 M β6
242 0.185∗∗∗ 1.4385∗∗∗ 0.125∗∗∗ -0.002

(0.045) (0.45) (0.045) (0.729)
231 0.269∗∗∗ 1.2645∗∗∗ 0.2775∗∗∗ 0.6525∗

(0.05) (0.326) (0.067) (0.354)
227 0.341∗∗∗ 0.4895∗∗∗ 0.3215∗∗∗ 0.4655∗∗∗

(0.016) (0.065) (0.02) (0.097)
224 0.304∗∗∗ 0.5735∗∗∗ 0.2115∗∗∗ 1.3325∗∗∗

(0.023) (0.108) (0.031) (0.302)
220 0.416∗∗∗ 0.4655∗∗∗ 0.4125∗∗∗ 0.1165∗∗

(0.011) (0.035) (0.015) (0.049)
217 0.437∗∗∗ 0.7725∗∗∗ 0.4395∗∗∗ -0.1975∗∗

(0.013) (0.042) (0.024) (0.076)
233 0.288∗∗∗ 0.4915∗∗∗ 0.2495∗∗∗ 0.7075∗∗∗

(0.028) (0.133) (0.035) (0.224)
232 0.021∗∗∗ -0.191 0.0125∗∗∗ -0.736

(0.008) (0.599) (0.007) (0.937)
226 0.068∗∗∗ 0.2985∗∗∗ 0.0955∗∗∗ 0.015

(0.006) (0.105) (0.01) (0.083)
219 0.108∗∗∗ 0.4765∗∗∗ 0.1135∗∗∗ 0.1415∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.045) (0.006) (0.051)
236 0.32∗∗∗ 0.7755∗∗∗ 0.4165∗∗∗ 0.3715∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.019) (0.01) (0.037)
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Results of the instrumental variable regression for different substitution groups
of Oxycodone. The first column differentiates between the substitution groups. The first
stage of the IV regression is shown in columns two and four, first for the initial three
months and second for months four to six. The coefficients for the second stage are in
columnsthree and six. Standard errors in parentheses.

with the general regression evidence. Patients experience habit persistence or they
have switching costs.
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Figure 1.4: Instrumental Variable Regression Results, Oxycodone

Notes: Coefficients of second stage for different substitution groups of Oxycodone.
Coefficients for each substitution group are divided into coefficients for the initial three
months and months four to six. A coefficient for the first three months equal to β3 = .5
says that the initial consumption of a generic increases the possibility of purchasing
a generic again during the following three months by 50%. Note that I include 95%
confidence intervals.

1.5.2 Quality Misconceptions

Within this section I explore the role of consumers’ misconceptions about the
quality of different drugs. Consumers may have erroneous beliefs about quality
differences and therefore prefer specific brands. When patients believe that branded
products have a superior quality, the perceived quality differences lead to an
observable brand premium.

Besides quality misconceptions there are several other reasons why consumers
are willing to pay brand premia. First, some brands may have a higher quality,
which leads to a higher utility such that consumers are willing to pay brand premia.
Higher quality may be due to physical features but could also be due to a psycho-
logical effects induced by the brand (i.e. prestige effects44). Second, consumers
may overpay since acquiring and processing information is costly. Consumers
may be inattentive and purchase without analyzing all available options. Third,
44See Ackerberg (2001) for a summary.
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due to misconceptions consumers may attach the wrong quality to some products.
While the first explanation for brand premia is based on heterogeneous products,
the latter two are due to consumers’ information costs or beliefs. Handel and
Schwartzstein (2018) give an overview about the second and third explanations and
the importance of distinguishing between both.45 As emphasized by Handel and
Schwartzstein (2018), it is often not possible to differentiate between consumers
who have high information costs and are inattentive and consumers who have
misconceptions. However, the differentiation may be important when evaluating
the effect on firms’ behavior. In cases where consumers have information costs
and do not evaluate all available information some firms may have an incentive to
obfuscate information about quality or prices.46 A policy that reduces information
costs could then increase consumers’ welfare. In cases of consumers’ misconcep-
tions, firms have an incentive to invest in those ’misconceptions’ by branding,
that is, through advertisement. A consumer-welfare-increasing policy would be
to directly inform consumers about their misconceptions. Also the effect on
competition and entry as well as the effect of the competition on possible prices
may differ between explanations. When patients do not evaluate all information
due to information costs, firms or new entrants could increase their market shares
by making information easily accessible. In cases of misconceptions, disadvantaged
firms or new entrants would need to compete against existing false beliefs.

In this article I add to the literature as I am able to identify the importance of
misconceptions on consumers’ pharmaceutical choices. The market of exchange-
able pharmaceuticals is defined by a medical product agency, and a prescriber is
able to prevent substitution. Labeling as well as advertisement is regulated and
manufacturers have limited possibilities to differentiate themselves. Therefore
this study differs from most of the evidence in retail markets where products
could potentially have a higher degree of differentiation.47 Nevertheless, specific
pharmaceutical brands may carry a higher quality in physical48 or psychological
45There is an extensive and increasing literature in behavioral and health economics that identifies
situations where consumers make suboptimal decisions in healthcare markets. Consumers tend to
choose dominated (not optimal) health insurance plans (Abaluck and Gruber, 2016; Handel, 2013;
Handel and Kolstad, 2015; Ho et al., 2017; Ketcham et al., 2015), treatments (Baicker et al., 2015;
Pauly and Blavin, 2008) and pharmaceuticals (Bronnenberg et al., 2015). Also in other markets
consumers often make seemingly suboptimal decisions. An overview of examples and studies is
listed in Handel and Schwartzstein (2018).

46See for example Ellison and Ellison (2009) for an example of obfuscation.
47Just two examples of a large literature of brand preferences are Sullivan (1998) and Smith and
Brynjolfsson (2001).

48A original branded pharmaceutical may have a higher quality.
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terms.49 It is possible that products have quality differences when using the ap-
proach of Bronnenberg et al. (2015). The authors estimate that if consumers in
a health-care-related occupation, such as physicians, consume different headache
remedies than others, they would find significant differences between the choice
of consumers with and without a health-care-related occupation. For example,
pharmacists buy national brands of headache remedies 9% of the time whereas
the average consumer purchases the more expensive version of a substance 26% of
the time. Bronnenberg et al. (2015) argue that informational advantages such as
the knowledge of ingredients of pharmaceutical products are important explana-
tions.50 My approach uses the same method, however, instead of evaluating drug
choices dependent on the occupation, I use health-care-relevant education, namely
the education to be a physician, as the proxy for an informational advantage. I
control for true quality differences by comparing choices of experts (patients with
a medical education) to others.51

After controlling for the first explanation of brand premia it is still possible
that consumers cannot evaluate all information or that consumers have misconcep-
tions about the true quality. Bronnenberg et al. (2015) are not able to differentiate
between these two explanations. It is possible that the consumers of the nonpre-
scription headache remedies do not evaluate all available information, like reading
the ingredients or comparing all prices in the retail shelf. On the other hand people
may have perceived quality differences due to misconceptions. Comparing experts
to non-experts allows for both explanations as experts may have lower information
costs as well as fewer misconceptions about quality (Handel and Schwartzstein,
2018). Due to the regulation in the prescription drug market I am able to identify
suboptimal choices due to misconceptions and exclude explanations of information
costs and inattention. Patients get a prescription of a product from their physician
and are financially incentivized to substitute at the pharmacy level. In cases where
patients have a prescription for a product that is not the cheapest product within
predefined medical equivalent drugs they have to pay the price difference between
the cheapest and the more expensive product out of pocket, and they are informed
at the pharmacy that there is a cheaper available product with the same ingredients
and that they may switch. The pharmacy explains that the two products are
49Patients may view an original product as having a greater treatment effect than generic alternatives.
Some placebo effects may be due to the branded product. (Branthwaite and Cooper, 1981;
Kamenica et al., 2013).

50Bronnenberg et al. (2015) survey physicians who knew on average 90% of the active ingredients
of headache remedies while the average respondent knew 59%.

51The approach is further acknowledged by the literature, i.e. Handel and Schwartzstein (2018)
argues that ’the ... strategy (comparing acknowledged experts to non-experts) is probably the
most robust approach ..., assuming that expert can be appropriately differentiated’.
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equivalent and may solely differ in their brand name. The patients therefore get
all available information about ingredients and equivalence. Furthermore, it is
not possible that a patient has to search for cheaper products (Sveriges Riksdag,
2002). Indeed, the patient has no information costs so I am able to exclude the rea-
soning that patients have too high information costs and are therefore inattentive.
Patients who oppose substitution and pay a brand premium are doing so as they
believe in the superiority of a product. The erroneous beliefs are not influenced
by general information provision. Instead patients have solidified beliefs about
the quality of products. Given that I compare experts, patients with a medical
education, to non-experts and thereby exclude real quality differences, the reason
for brand premia are misconceptions. Thereby, I add to the literature of behavioral
economics by disentangling inattention and wrong beliefs.

First, Figures 1.5 and 1.6 provide some preliminary graphical evidence for the
effect of education on substitution decisions of painkillers. The identical graphs
for antibiotics (Figures 1.19 and 1.21) and antiepileptics (Figures 1.20 and 1.22)
are in Appendix 1.A.3. The first graph shows the correlation between the length
of education and the possibility that patients oppose substitution. Education
variables are divided into lower secondary (less than 9 years); lower secondary (9
to 10 years); upper secondary; post-secondary (less than 2 years); post-secondary
(more than 2 years); and PhD education or a professional degree. The graph shows
a concave relationship between education and the fraction of opposed substitution
by patients. Note that the observation is the same for the markets of antiepileptics
and antibiotics.

In Figure 1.6 I split the education variable into different subjects. Again I show
the mean of patients within a subgroup of education that opposes substitution
within the substitution groups of painkillers (other markets in Appendix 1.A.3).
For the painkillers and the antibiotics, patients with a medical education have
a much lower possibility of substituting. The relationship is not observable for
antiepileptics. Several other variables are correlated with education. It is important
to recognize that physicians have a higher income and the substitution savings are
lower as a percentage of their incomes. Furthermore, some educational groups
may have the possibility to avoid substitution by influencing a physician to op-
pose substitution due to special medical conditions. It may be also possible that
physicians themselves write their own prescriptions.

I evaluate the differences in substitution decisions in three different specifi-
cations where a patient i purchases product j in substitution group s at month
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Figure 1.5: Education and Substitution Decision

Notes: Fraction of patients that oppose substitution when consuming painkillers de-
pendent on the level of education. The education is divided in six difference education
segments. 1 for an education less than nine years lower secondary, lower seconday 9 to
10 years (2), upper secondary (3), post secondary less than two years (4), post secondary
more than two years (5) and PhD as well as professional degrees (6). The error bars
correspond to a 95% confidence interval.

t :

P (C ℎe ape s t P rodi j t = 1) =α + βMedi t + ρ1Or i g inal j t + ρ2Gener ic j t+
ρ3log (I ncomei t + 1) + ρ4EduLeveli t+
+ ρ5Geog r apℎi t + γs t + εi j t

P (OpposeSub s ti j t = 1) =α + βMedi t + ρ1Or i g inal j t + ρ2Gener ic j t+
ρ3log (I ncomei t + 1) + ρ4EduLeveli t+
ρ5Geog r apℎi t + γs t + εi j t

P (DocOppose si j t = 1) =α + βMedi t + ρ1Or i g inal j t + ρ2Gener ic j t+
ρ3log (I ncomei t + 1) + ρ4EduLeveli t+
ρ5Geog r apℎi t + γs t + εi j t

The difference between the three regressions is the outcome variable. The
variable C ℎe ape s t P rod takes the value 1 if patients get dispensed the PoM,
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Figure 1.6: Subject of Education and Substitution Decision

Notes: Fraction of patients that oppose substitution when consuming painkillers de-
pendent on the subject of education. The education is divided in 25 different subjects,
ordered alphabetically. The error bars correspond to a 95% confidence interval.

OpposeSub s t takes the value 1 if a patient actively opposes substitution and
therefore has additional expenses. DocOppose s takes the value 1 if a physician op-
poses substitution on their prescription. In these specific cases the patients do not
have to pay for the price difference to the cheapest available product. As described
in Table 1.4, all three variables have a different mean. While the majority of the
population gets dispensed the cheapest product (the PoM), some patients oppose
substitution (almost 21%). The possibility that patients do not substitute and do
not pay for it due to the opposed substitution by a pharmacy or doctor is much
less likely (3.4% due to pharmacy and 2.4% due to a physician’s opposing substi-
tution). Table 1.4 also shows that patients with a medical education are slightly
more likely that their prescribing physician to oppose substitution (Painkillers:
4.5% for medical education, 2.4% whole sample; Antiepileptics: 2.6% to 1.8%;
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Antibiotics: 1.3% to 0.5%). The three outcome variables allow exploration of the
role of education/misconceptions of quality on (1) the general consumption and
(2) the consumption for which consumers bear additional costs. Finally, it allows
me to explore whether patients with medical education are able to get preferred
products by physicians who oppose substitution for them such that they do not
have additional expenses.

Med is the variable of interest, namely it examines the impact if a patient has
a medical education as a physician. Further, I control for the origin of a product
(generic, original, parallel import), the logarithm of disposable income as well as
general education level (as described before). I partly also include the geographical
area (county) as a control.52 The final specification includes substitution group
times time fixed effects. Intuitively, I control for effects of a given substitution
group at a specific time. Correspondingly, I exploit variation within a substitution
group in a distinct time period. Important factors are therefore excluded as I
explore the effect of a medical education given a specific price relation within
a month in a market. Note further that the included education length leads to
comparison of physicians with patients of a comparable education level.

All three regression specification methods are used for each of the three ther-
apeutic markets. Table 1.8 shows the results for the first regression where the
outcome is C ℎe ape s t P rod , the dummy that takes the value 1 if a patient get
dispensed the cheapest available product of a substitution group, the PoM. Table
1.9 shows the results for the second regression where the outcomeOpposeSub s t
is 1 if a patient opposes substitution and pays a price difference out of pocket.
Finally, Table 1.10 shows the results for the third regression where the outcome
DocOppose s is 1 if a physician has opposed substitution. Within each table,
Models (1) and (2) show results for painkillers, Models (3) and (4) the results
for antibiotics, and Models (5) and (6) the results for antiepileptics. For each
therapeutic subgroup the first models show pooled evidence across geographical
counties whereas the second models use county fixed effects.53 Finally, Appendix
1.A.4 explores the possibilities that switching costs or quality misconceptions are
interacted or not jointly identified. The results show robustness.

Evaluating the results across tables for painkillers, patients with a medical
education are 4.73% points (Table 1.8, Model 2) less likely to pay to get dispensed
another painkiller. Roughly half of the effect is due to a lower frequency of
52Sweden consists of 21 counties.
53In Appendix 1.A.3 I show additional regression evidence, i.e. without fixed effects and building
up a model.
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opposing substitution, the other half of the effect is due to a higher possibility
that the prescriber opposes substitution. Given that on average 20.9% of patients
oppose substitution to the cheapest available product and patients with a medical
education are 4.73% points less likely to oppose substitution as well as 2.4%
points more likely to get dispensed the cheapest product, there is evidence for
misconceptions about the quality of painkillers.

For antibiotics the effects are significant and go in the same direction as
painkillers. However, the effects are smaller in size. Patients with a medical
education are 1.42% points more likely to consume the cheapest product (Table
1.8, Model 4), 2.3% less likely to oppose substitution (Table 1.9, Model 4) and
0.7% more likely that their doctor opposes substitution (Table 1.10, Model 4).
The smaller size of the estimates compared to the market of antibiotics is in line
with the observation that on average 9.4% of patients oppose substitution of
antibiotics (20.9% for painkillers). In general, the conclusions for antibiotics are
the same as painkillers and there is evidence for misconceptions about the quality
of antibiotics.

For antiepileptics the coefficients are going in the same direction. However,
only the coefficients of the outcome variable of opposing substitution by the
patient (OpposeSub s t ) are significant. Here medical education decreases the
probability of opposing substitution by 0.75% (Table 1.9, Model 6). Given the
lack of significance as well as the size of the coefficients, I do not find evidence for
misconceptions of quality in the market for antiepileptics.

The estimation has shown the differences in misconceptions between the mar-
kets of painkillers/antibiotics and antiepileptics. There may be several reasons why
patients act differently when purchasing painkillers/antibiotics or antiepileptics.
First of all, the difference is not necessarily due to the frequency of purchases.
As shown in Table 1.3, the average purchase occasion is different between antibi-
otics and painkillers. However, the frequency of purchases do not differ between
painkillers and antiepileptics. One possible reason for the difference is the dif-
ference in the underlying disorder. Epilepsy is a long-term neurological disorder
that not only requires medication but often also steady contact with physicians.
The frequency of contact and treatment may decrease misconceptions about the
specific pharmaceuticals.

Another important difference between the different therapeutic markets is the
availability of brands and their recognition across the population. Even though
advertisement for prescription drugs is not permitted in Sweden, it may be possible
that advertisement for non-prescription (OTC) pharmaceuticals has spillover
effects on the brand recognition related to quality misconceptions. I explore
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Table 1.8: Regression Results, Substitution to Cheapest Product

Painkillers Antibiotics Antiepileptics
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Cheap. Cheap. Cheap. Cheap. Cheap. Cheap.
Med 0.0241∗∗∗ 0.0240∗∗∗ 0.0147∗∗∗ 0.0142∗∗∗ 0.00488 0.00408

(0.00231) (0.00234) (0.000873) (0.000868) (0.00935) (0.00932)

Original 0.113∗∗∗ 0.101∗∗∗ -0.583∗∗∗ -0.578∗∗∗

(0.00885) (0.00888) (0.00140) (0.00140)

Generic 0.400∗∗∗ 0.402∗∗∗ -0.0250∗∗∗ -0.0240∗∗∗ -0.182∗∗∗ -0.182∗∗∗

(0.00884) (0.00887) (0.00116) (0.00116) (0.00380) (0.00380)

Log(Inc) 0.000403∗∗∗ 0.000663∗∗∗ -0.000657∗∗∗ -0.000568∗∗∗ 0.0000270 0.000113
(0.000106) (0.000104) (0.0000393) (0.0000392) (0.000266) (0.000268)

Constant 0.366∗∗∗ 0.326∗∗∗ 0.974∗∗∗ 0.947∗∗∗ 1.100∗∗∗ 1.096∗∗∗

(0.00893) (0.00897) (0.00126) (0.00128) (0.00515) (0.00577)

Education Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Geographical No Yes No Yes No Yes
Observations 32,923,856 32,923,856 12,326,138 12,326,138 500,363 500,363
R2 0.442 0.446 0.281 0.282 0.155 0.157
Fixed Effects ’Sub*Time’ ’Sub*Time’ ’Sub*Time’ ’Sub*Time’ ’Sub*Time’ ’Sub*Time’
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Linear least square regression results for the segment of painkillers, antibiotics
and antiepileptics. One observation corresponds to one specific purchase occasion by a
patient. The outcome variable is a dummy variable that takes the value 1 if a patient
consumes the cheapest available option in a substitution group. M ed is a dummy that
takes the value 1 if an individual has amedical education as a physician. Log (I ncome)
is the logarithm of income. Educ at ion indicates if the model controls for the level of
education according to the grades in a six step grid. Geog r apℎic al indicates if the
model controls for county-level fixed effects. F ixed E f f ec t s indicates if the model
controls for substitution group or substitution ×month fixed effects. Standard errors
are clustered on the individual level and adjusted for heterogeneity. Standard errors
are reported in parentheses.
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Table 1.9: Regression Results, Opposed Substitution

Painkillers Antibiotics Antiepileptics
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Opp. Opp. Opp. Opp.’ Opp. Opp.

Med -0.0472∗∗∗ -0.0473∗∗∗ -0.0233∗∗∗ -0.0230∗∗∗ -0.00775∗ -0.00745∗

(0.00186) (0.00189) (0.000638) (0.000640) (0.00370) (0.00369)

Original 0.0907∗∗∗ 0.0978∗∗∗ 0.411∗∗∗ 0.406∗∗∗

(0.00668) (0.00668) (0.00126) (0.00126)

Generic -0.138∗∗∗ -0.139∗∗∗ 0.0291∗∗∗ 0.0282∗∗∗ 0.0898∗∗∗ 0.0900∗∗∗

(0.00666) (0.00667) (0.000988) (0.000986) (0.00207) (0.00207)

Log(Inc) 0.0000717 -0.000120 0.000530∗∗∗ 0.000470∗∗∗ -0.0000564 -0.0000841
(0.0000933) (0.0000922) (0.0000343) (0.0000342) (0.000129) (0.000129)

Constant 0.236∗∗∗ 0.262∗∗∗ -0.00102 0.0243∗∗∗ -0.0584∗∗∗ -0.0559∗∗∗

(0.00676) (0.00678) (0.00106) (0.00108) (0.00260) (0.00282)

Education Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Geographical No Yes No Yes No Yes
Observations 32,923,856 32,923,856 12,326,138 12,326,138 500,363 500,363
R2 0.294 0.298 0.201 0.203 0.073 0.074
Fixed Effects ’Sub*Time’ ’Sub*Time’ ’Sub*Time’ ’Sub*Time’ ’Sub*Time’ ’Sub*Time’
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Linear least square regression results for the segment of painkillers, antibiotics
and antiepileptics. One observation corresponds to one specific purchase occasion by a
patient. The outcome variable is a dummy variable that takes the value a if a patient
opposes substitution in order to receive a more expensive product. The patient bears the
additional costs. M ed is a dummy that takes the value a if an individual has a medical
education as a physician. Log (I ncome) is the logarithm of income. Educ at ion
indicates if the model controls for the level of education according to the grades in
a six-step grid. Geog r apℎic al indicates if the model controls for county-level fixed
effects. F ixed E f f ec t s indicates if the model controls for substitution group or
substitution ×month fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered on the individual level
and adjusted for heterogeneity. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
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Table 1.10: Regression Results, Physician Opposes Substitution

Painkillers Antibiotics Antiepileptics
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Opp. Opp. Opp. Opp. Opp. Opp.

Med 0.0210∗∗∗ 0.0211∗∗∗ 0.00718∗∗∗ 0.00724∗∗∗ 0.00349 0.00364
(0.00153) (0.00153) (0.000462) (0.000461) (0.00752) (0.00750)

Original -0.0619∗∗∗ -0.0594∗∗∗ 0.0191∗∗∗ 0.0185∗∗∗

(0.00823) (0.00825) (0.000463) (0.000464)

Generic -0.0926∗∗∗ -0.0932∗∗∗ 0.00158∗∗∗ 0.00149∗∗∗ 0.0334∗∗∗ 0.0332∗∗∗

(0.00824) (0.00825) (0.000323) (0.000323) (0.00185) (0.00184)

Log(Inc) -0.000104 -0.000153∗ 0.0000368∗∗ 0.0000286∗ 0.000258 0.000227
(0.0000677) (0.0000675) (0.0000137) (0.0000137) (0.000187) (0.000188)

Constant 0.101∗∗∗ 0.109∗∗∗ 0.000604 0.00385∗∗∗ -0.0216∗∗∗ -0.0217∗∗∗

(0.00828) (0.00830) (0.000369) (0.000382) (0.00319) (0.00372)

Education Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Geographical No Yes No Yes No Yes
Observations 32,923,856 32,923,856 12,326,138 12,326,138 500,363 500,363
R2 0.036 0.037 0.008 0.008 0.012 0.015
Fixed Effects ’Sub*Time’ ’Sub*Time’ ’Sub*Time’ ’Sub*Time’ ’Sub*Time’ ’Sub*Time’
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Linear least square regression results for the segment of painkillers, antibiotics
and antiepileptics. One observation corresponds to one specific purchase occasion by a
patient. The outcome variable is a dummy variable that takes the value 1 if a physician
has opposed substitution. M ed is a dummy that takes the value 1 if an individual
has a medical education as a physician. Log (I ncome) is the logarithm of income.
Educ at ion indicates if the model controls for the level of education according to the
grades in a six-step grid. Geog r apℎic al indicates if the model controls for county-level
fixed effects. F ixed E f f ec t s indicates if the model controls for substitution group
or substitution ×month fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered on the individual
level and adjusted for heterogeneity. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
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the channel of quality misconception by investigating advertisement expenditure
of OTC drug brands with the availability, market shares and over-payments of
these brands in the three non-prescription markets. Figure 1.7 shows important
characteristics for available non-prescriptions brands in the therapeutic group of
pharmaceuticals. For each brand that spends any resources in advertisement on
non-prescription drugs between 2010 and 2016 and offers at least one prescription
painkiller, I show three key indicators. The market cap for advertising non-
prescription drugs between 2010 and 2016 was approximately 3.6 billion SEK
(around 410 million USD). First, I show the share of advertisement costs of the
entire market for the specific brands. Second, I show the market share considering
all painkillers for the six years conditional on being not the cheapest. One firm is
responsible for nearly half of the advertisement costs of all non-prescription drugs.
This company also has a high market share among those purchases of products
that are not the cheapest (almost 30% of all painkillers). Results are similar for
antibiotics.54 However, for antiepileptics results are different. Only two brands
who offer antiepileptics are also in the market for non-prescription drugs. A large
market share of antiepileptics is due to these companies not offering OTC drugs.55
Further, the two brands that are present in the market of OTC drugs spend very
little on advertisement but hold a substantial market share within the antiepileptics
segment. Overall, the results are in line with the argumentation that consumers’
quality misconceptions may be due to their knowledge of ’household brands’ in
which they trust.

54See Table 1.23 in Appendix 1.A.3.
55See Table 1.24 in the Appendix 1.A.3.
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Figure 1.7: Painkillers: Advertisement Expenditure and Market Shares for Pre-
scription Drugs

Notes: Relation between advertisement expenditure for OTC drugs, the market shares
for prescription painkillers and the share of brands conditional on opposed substitution
by patients. There are two bars for each brand that had advertisement expenditure
between 2010 and 2016 and at least one prescription painkiller. The advertisement cost
share corresponds to the share of advertisement expenditure of the entire expenditure
for OTC drugs (total market cap of approx. 410 million USD). Market share describes
the market share of a brand given all prescription drugs conditional on being not the
cheapest one.

1.6 A Structural Model of Demand and Supply

This section introduces a model that allows me to structurally estimate the demand
as well as the supply side of a market of Swedish pharmaceuticals. The reasons for
the usage of a model are manifold. First, an estimation of a demand function allows
evaluation of how high switching costs and misconceptions about quality are in
monetary forms. Second, given the demand estimates it is possible to relate the
phenomena of switching costs to general price levels, that is, one may address the
open research question if switching costs make markets more or less competitive.
Finally, modeling the supply side allows us to evaluate how firms’ pricing strategies
and how consumers’ welfare would change under counterfactual scenarios. This
section is divided in two parts. I first present the model setup of the demand side,
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then the supply side. The demand side uses standard approaches from demand
estimation that incorporates state dependence from consumers. Examples are
Erdem and Sun (2001) and Rickert (2016) and the approach builds on standard
discrete choice setting in the fashion of Berry (1994). On the supply side I assume
that firms compete in an infinite horizon. Similar to Bajari et al. (2007), I use
a two-step estimator to recover cost parameters.56 The cost parameters are of
importance when evaluating counterfactuals.

1.6.1 Demand

The utility of individual i purchasing product j in substitution group s at time t
is defined as

ui j s t = γ j s + ρi syi j s,t−1 + αi sp j s t + ℎi j s + εi j s t .

Note first that each product j is part of a set of products that form a substitution
group. Each coefficient of utility varies at least over the substitution group. First,
there is a brand-specific intercept γ j s . yi j s,t−1 is a dummy that takes the value 1
if a consumer i has purchased product j already during the last calendar month.
ρi s captures the impact of switching costs and varies across each patient within a
substitution group. p j s t is the price of product j at time t . The price coefficients
αi s also varies across consumers within a substitution group. ℎi j s denotes the
unobservable heterogeneity of patients, and εi j s t is an error term.

Estimation requires two adjustments to ensure identification of the price
elasticity and switching cost estimates. Both variables are important structural
parameters of the demand side. In detail, it is possible that prices p j s t are correlated
with unobserved product characteristics, that is, [p j s tεi j s t ] , 0. The second
bias is due to the correlation of the lagged product choice and the unobserved
heterogeneity of individuals. Some patients may have characteristics that lead to a
repeated choice of a specific product. The repeated choice would not be due to
switching costs but due to personal characteristics.

I tackle the identification threats by two methods. First, I use a control
function approach to deal with the endogeneity of prices. In the first stage of
the control function I regress instruments Z j s t . Z j s t are prices of other products
from the same brand for the same therapeutic segment (painkiller, antiepileptic
or antibiotic). The instruments are comparable to the Hausman instruments
(Hausman, 1996). If a brand produces several painkillers in different strengths,
56The applications of two-step estimators are growing. Some examples are Misra and Nair (2011),
Goettler and Gordon (2011), Sweeting (2013), Ryan (2012) and Collard-Wexler (2013).
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forms or sizes, the prices of the products in other substitution groups are used
as instruments. The intuition of the assumption is that all products of a brand
have correlated prices due to shared cost factors (supply chain, procurement of
substances), however their demand is uncorrelated.57 The control function takes
the form: The exclusion restriction requires that the idiosyncratic error term κ j s t
is independent from Z j s t , E[Z j s t κ j s t ] = 0. As usual for the control function, the
residuals κ j s t enter the main estimation equation, and the error term of the main
equation is adjusted accordingly:58

ui j s t = γ j s + ρi syi j s,t−1 + αi sp j s t + ℎi j s + λκ j s t + ε i j s t .

Second, I try to control for unobserved heterogeneity among consumers. Similar to
Erdem and Sun (2001) or Rickert (2016), I use an approach proposed byWooldridge
(2005). In short, I control for the initial product choice of individuals that I observe
in my sample. Furthermore, I control for individual-specific control variables like
income and education that increase the flexibility. The final structural equation
that incorporates the control function approach, as well as controls for unobserved
heterogeneity, takes the following form:

ui j s t = γ j s + ρi syi j s,t−1 + αi sp j s t + µ j syi j s,F I RST + βsXi t + λκ j s t + ε i j s t . (1.1)

Where yi j s,F I RST is a dummy that takes the value 1 if the patient has taken product
j in the first observable period in the sample when the consumer purchases a
product of substitution group s . Xi t is a vector of characteristics, namely the
patient’s income and education level.

1.6.2 Supply

Each period t = 1, ...,∞ there are Nt s firms in substitution group s . Given that
supply is separate for each substitution group I drop the subscript s . Each firm
57One concern may be that advertisement expenditures of a specific brand. Increasing expenditure
in t could increase demand in several substitution groups. The exclusion restriction is violated if
expenditures vary over time (as I control for brands through intercepts) and influence demand in
all groups. However, it is important to reemphasize that advertisement would be solely possible
over spillover effects from over the counter drugs as advertisement of prescription drugs is not
allowed. Further, the analysis of spillover effects has shown just very limited correlation between
behavioral frictions and advertisement expenditure. In general, it is likely that demand is effected
via brand recognition in the long run. Even though the advertisement is important for brand
recognition. However, short run and time variability of advertisement and demand seem unlikely,
especially when the channel is based on spillover effects.

58In detail let the old error be εi j s t = λκ j s t + ε i j s t . As p j s t is a function of Z j s t and u j s t it is
uncorrelated with the new error ε i j s t .
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j = 1, ...,Nt sets a price p j t at t . Note that each product is from a different firm
within the substitution group. I assume that firms do not condition their prices
on other substitution groups. Prices p j t are linearly connected to the wholesale
prices. As retailers (pharmacies) get a fixed markup for each dispensed product I
do not model pharmacies as separate agents. Within the estimation I calculate for
each wholesale price p j t a retail price that is a structural parameter of the demand,
that is, I take care of the difference between demand and supply price. However,
for simplicity I do not denote the difference between the manufacturer price and
retail price.

The per-period profit of a firm at period t is defined as

π j t = [p j t − c j t ]m j tQt .

Where c j t represents the marginal costs of firm j in t , m is the market share of j
at time t . Note that the market share is a function of several variables associated
with the demand side. Finally, the exogenous quantity of the substitution group s
is given by Qt .
Before turning to the continuation profits of a firm, I make two assumptions. First,
costs are defined as the sum of a constant and a random privately observed shock
within each period. So besides the marginal costs c j t that differ across time and
brand, a random shock ε j t ∼ N (0, 1) enters the marginal costs. The assumptions
about the marginal costs are rather weak. I allow for changes of marginal costs
during time as well as differences between periods.

The second assumption considers beliefs of firms about future demand. The
beliefs affect the continuation payoffs as firms form expectations about future
payoffs. In each time period firm j makes a decision about setting its own price.
Such a dynamic game has a continuum of Nash equilibria. Following previous
literature (Maskin and Tirole, 1988; Ericson and Pakes, 1995) I reduce the equilib-
rium space to symmetric Markov perfect equilibria. One restricts subgame perfect
equilibria to only the pay-off relevant strategies of a subgame. State variables are
sufficient to determine a payoff. In detail, firms condition their strategy σ j on the
cost shock ε j t and the state variables Sj t , which include the lagged market shares
(m j t−1), the lagged number of firms ( |N |t−1), a dummy which indicates if firm j
was the cheapest product in the previous period (PoM j t ) and the total market size
of the segment (Qt ). Formally, the strategies are defined as the mapping of the
state variables and the cost shock to the prices (σ j : (Sj t , ε j t ) → p j t ). Given that
firms discount future profits with δ ∈ (0, 1) the value function of firm j is

Vj t (Sj t , ε j t ) = (p j t − c j t )m j tQt + δE[Vj t+1(Sj t+1, ε j t+1 |Sj t )].

The first term is the per-period profits. The market share of a product is dependent
on the state variables. The marginal costs c j t are private information to the firm
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and equal to the cost shock ε j t and the market size Qt is fixed because patients
with a prescription do not have an outside option. The second term describes the
expectation from the valuation at period t + 1. It incorporates the expectation
of how the state vector evolves. I make distinct assumptions about firms’ beliefs
regarding the development of the market share to reduce the computational burden
and state space. I assume that firms are not able to predict future patients and their
random coefficients perfectly. However, firms have knowledge about important
key factors of the dynamic demand. I assume that firms know (1) the share
of consumers that stay in a market at t , (2) have knowledge about the average
coefficients of the demand side described in the previous section and (3) know
about the average product choice of consumers when those have started a treatment
in their first period. Correspondingly, the expectation about futuremarket shares is
a discrete function, dependent on the transition probability of consumers between
periods as well as the demand estimates:

E[m j t+1,Sj t+1 |Sj t ] = φtE[m̃S
j t+1] + (1 − φt )E[m̃

N S
j t+1] (1.2)

φt of the consumers at t + 1 have been already present in t . Those consumers
who were present in the last period consume m̃S

j t+1 times product j in period t + 1.
The market share is evaluated from firm j ’s point of view at time period t . Firm j
does not know the customer base in the forthcoming period and approximates it
by the average customer of the current period. The demand model presented in
Model 1.1 with average coefficients among customers is used for calculating the
market shares. For parameters of the patient-specific first consumption yi j,F I RST
and income as well as education, I use the average of consumers in t . For m̃S

j t+1,
ȳ j t−1 is given by the market shares in t , m j t . (1 − φt ) presents the patients who
purchase a product in the forthcoming period but are new. Here I again use the
average parameter values of all parameters and coefficients except for ȳ j t−1 which
is set to zero as the consumers are new.

All in all, firms estimate future profits in t by assuming that the average
patient is the same as in t . However, they incorporate the dynamic effects of state
dependence and new entering patients. The assumptions decrease the computations
described in the forthcoming section while incorporating the most important
demand features.

A strategy forms a Markov perfect equilibrium if and only if for all j ∈ N s

the strategy σ∗j , Vj (σ
∗
j , σ
∗
− j,Sj t , ε j t ) ≥ Vj (σ j, σ

∗
− j,Sj t , ε j t ), for all Sj t and ε j t . A

Markov perfect equilibrium is also subgame perfect. Note that uniqueness is not
guaranteed. The estimator presented in the preceding section does not assume that
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there is a unique equilibrium. However, it builds on the assumption that firms
play and stick to one equilibrium.

1.7 Estimation

The demand as well as the demand-side estimations are based on some distinct
assumptions. In the following I present the assumptions as well as the econometric
details of the estimation for the demand and supply sides respectively. The extensive
individual choice data of individuals allows the estimation of the demand and
supply sides separately.

1.7.1 Demand

At each point in time an individual attaches a utility to a product (Equation 1.1).
The institutional background of the prescription process plays an essential role that
determines the choice sets, the products a patient actively compares before making
a decision. Initially, a patient receives a prescription for a specific product from
his physician. At the pharmacy level the prescription is a form of allowance to get
dispensed one product of the substitution group. If the prescription is the cheapest
available pharmaceutical product and the patient does not request another product,
the pharmacist dispenses the prescribed PoM. If the product is not equal to the
cheapest available product, the pharmacist presents the option of a substitution,
which reduces the costs for the patient and is medically equivalent. In general, the
patient has the possibility to request a specific product of a substitution group
and pay additional costs. I assume that the choice sets of a patient consist of three
components: The prescribed product, the PoM (which is always presented by
the pharmacists) and previously consumed products (products a patient actively
knows). The reduction of the choice set improves the approximation of reality as
consumers do not compare all products at the pharmacy level. Note that from the
actual purchases within the data 98.89% are covered by the chosen choice sets.

Given the choice set, a patient compares the products and decides among
those with the higher utility. In section 6.1 I have showed that the structural
demand-side equation is the utility of individual i purchasing product j at i:

ui j s t = γ j s + ρi syi j s,t−1 + αi sp j s t + µ j syi j s,F I RST + βsXi t + λu j s t + ε i j s t .

Given each individual i and time j the choice set may change. I assume that ε i j s t
is independent and identically distrbuted extreme value type one such that choice
probabilities follow a logit distribution. A patient chooses a product j over k at t
ifUi j s t ≥ Uik s t . Given the assumption about the error term, one can separate the
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utility in a deterministic and unobservable part, that is,Ui j s t = Vi j s t + ε i j s t . The
choice probability is then given by59

Pi j s t =
eVi j s t∑K
k=1Vi j s t

.

Note that K = Ki t denotes the choice set and varies for each consumer i with
the choice set at time period t . The deterministic part of the utility relates to
the coefficients and variables presented in the structural Equation 1.1. Let θ be
the vector of parameters that is to be estimated and β be some individual specific
random effects. The unconditional probability of a particular sequence of choices
from an individual is then defined as

Pi(θ) =

∫ T∏
t=1

K∏
j=1
[Pi j s t ]

Ii j s t f (β |θ)dβ.

The unconditional probability takes into account that an individual makes several
choices. Ii j s t is an indicator that takes the value 1 if the patient chooses j in t from
choice set Ki t . f (β |θ) is the density function of β and is assumed to be normally
distributed. Estimation follows bymaximizing the log-likelihood function LL(θ) =∑

i l n(Pi(θ)), the sum of the choice probabilities across individuals. The likelihood
has to be simulated as it is not a closed form. The log likelihood is simulated by
’Halton-draws’, meaning that for each parameter estimate θ , one draws values of β.
As suggested by Train (2009), I use 100 draws and take the average of the likelihood
function. The final likelihood that is maximized takes the following form

SLL(θ) =
∑
i
l n


1
100

100∑
r=1

T∏
t=1

K∏
j=1
[P [r ]i j s t ]

Ii j s t


P [r ]i j s t is the probability of the r-th draw for patient i. Given the estimates of the
structural equation, one can compute individual-choice probabilities and market
shares.

1.7.2 Supply

On the supply side I use a two-step estimator. In an initial step I estimate the policy
function that characterizes the pricing of firms. In a second step I use forward
59Train (2009) provides a summary of all necessary derivations.
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simulations and the assumption that the firms play a Markov perfect equilibrium
to estimate marginal costs.

The approach is based on methods proposed by Hotz and Miller (1993) and
Bajari et al. (2007). The main idea is to initially recover the conditional choice
probabilities from observed prices within the data. The parameters of the policy
function are the state variables. Conditional on the state variables (for firm j
state variables Sj t are the lagged market shares m j t−1, the lagged number of firms
( |N |t−1), the market size (Qt ) as well as a dummy that indicates if j was the PoM in
the previous month (PoM j t−1)), firms set their prices in t . In practice, I estimate
the pricing policy σ∗ in a reduced form least square regression:

p j t = α + βm j t−1 + η |Nt−1 | + ρQt + γPoM j t−1. (1.3)

Note that the number of competitors in the previous period are treated as factor
variables in order to increase flexibility. η therefore corresponds to a vector of
coefficients.

The second stage of the estimator uses the optimal policy function (Equation
1.3), which is assumed to be generated by the play of a Markov perfect equilibrium
to estimate unobservables that rationalize the optimal policy. I estimate the
marginal costs for each competitor within each period. I can recover the marginal
costs due to several key assumptions. First, I assume that firms play a single
Markov perfect equilibrium. Further, I assume that the profit function is correctly
specified and known up to the marginal costs. I assume that firms discount future
profit with δ = .995.60 Transition probabilities from the firms’ points of view
are estimated as described in Section 6. The market share of the forthcoming
period is a function of the demand characteristics within a period t (1.2). The
demand estimates are from the random utility model of the consumer sample at
t . m̃S

j t+1 is the choice probability given average random coefficients (i.e. ᾱ for
the price coefficient) from the sample at t and m̂ j t approximates the previous
consumption, so y j t within the choice model. m̃N S

j t+1 is approximated by the same
method but y j t is 0 as all patients are new. φt describes the share of customers
that stay in a market at period t . The share is estimated from the data, the share
of patients who are the same in t + 1 than in t . Within the forward simulation
at a given period t the share φt is constant. All in all, the transition probability
estimates incorporate the dynamic factors of prices on market shares in the future
but decrease the complexity of the demand system as firms take period-specific
demand as an approximation of the future. Finally, I assume the distribution of
60The discount rate corresponds to the monthly periods.
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the private shocks ε j t are known and given by N (0, 1). The assumptions are in
line with Bajari et al. (2007).

Assuming that the optimal pricing strategy σ∗ is a Markov perfect equilibrium,
it has to hold that the expected valuation given a state vector (St

j ) is higher than
any other pricing strategy σ. The time superscripts are dropped as the equation
binds in each period.

Vj (σ
∗
j , σ− j,Sj, c j ) ≥ Vj (σ j, σ− j,Sj, c j )

The valuation function at each period is dependent on the marginal costs. It is
therefore possible to use the theoretical assumption of this inequality of a Markov
perfect equilibrium when estimating marginal costs. Before making use of the
objective function, I simulate the continuation function by forward simulation.
I start with 500 initial parameters of the state vector S0

j . For each initial state
vector I forward simulate the valuation function over 100 periods using the optimal
pricing policy σ∗. I impose the assumption of transition probabilities described in
Section 6. In detail, at each point in time I simulate the path for 100 forthcoming
periods under the assumption that firms are forward looking but do not know the
exact customer base. Nevertheless, firms do incorporate the effects of dynamic
demand into their pricing. Furthermore, in each period a private ε j shock is drawn.
Correspondingly, the simulation of the valuation function given a marginal cost
factor ĉ j is given by V̂j (Sj, σ j, ĉ j ).

I use 200 alternative policy functions σ that are different to σ∗. Also here
I simulate valuation functions by forward simulation. I denote one of the 500
initial draws of the state vector with SR

j (R = 500) and the 200 non-optimal policy
functions with σk (K=200). Given a marginal cost parameter c t j , the difference
between the optimal and non-optimal valuation function is described by

g (SR
j , σ

k
j , ĉ j ) = V̂j (S

R
j , σ

k
j , ĉ j ) − V̂j (S

r
j , σ

∗
j , ĉ j ).

Given that the optimal strategy represents the equilibrium, I can construct
the objective function in order to estimate the marginal costs. I search for the
marginal costs that minimize the following function:

min
ĉ j

Q(ĉ j ) =
1
K

1
R

K∑
k=1

R∑
r=1
I{g (SR

j , σ
k
j , ĉ j ) > 0}g (SR

j , σ
k
j , ĉ j )

2.

I is an indicator function that takes the value 1 if g (·) > 0. So I minimize the
squared difference between the estimated valuation functions for those cases when
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the alternative policy function is greater than the valuation function for the optimal
policy function that represents the equilibrium.61

Note that I estimate marginal costs for every single period and every company.
The path is calculated given the demand within the period. The approach allows
for different marginal costs within time as well as across companies. Further, the
companies have knowledge about the general key factors of demand. Nevertheless,
I do not require knowledge of the entire demand system, that is, individual patients
and random coefficients of future patients.

1.8 Results

In the following I separately describe the results for the demand and supply sides.
Furthermore, I have to separately execute the estimation for each substitution
group. Having an immense amount of data on hand, I describe the detailed results
for specific subgroups where random samples of consumers are considered. I start
with the analysis of estimating the model for paracetamol tablets in a high dosage
of 1 gram. The random sample of consumers that is used covers the entire time.
The randomized sample covers one-sixth of the population.

Before presenting the results of the demand and supply sides I briefly describe
some key facts of the studied substitution group. Paracetamol is a very common
drug, however, it is a prescription drug in that high dosage. In the entire time
period there are at least two competitors in the market because the patent for the
substance expired. I provide basic summary statistics of the specific substitution
group in Table 1.11. The average number of competitors is 3.72, and the average
price is 72.13 SEK (approx. 8.4 USD). During the six and a half years studied, three
products have entered and two exited the market. On average 69,000 products
were sold to 52,000 customers with a prescription a month. There are three
different kinds of products in the market: an original product, a branded generic
and generics. The branded generics may differ from generics as consumers know
about the specific brands even though the products are not originals.

Prices in the substitution group show some volatility as shown in Figure 1.8.
From visual examination it seems that competition has lowered prices during the
years. However, note that the substitution group shows specific price patterns
that are described in Janssen (2018). In detail, the cheapest products one month
drastically increase their prices often in the later period compared to the general
price differences in the substitution group. Theoretically, the price patterns are
61Note that I take advantage of the linearity of the profit function in the unobservables, the marginal
costs. This approach reduces the computational burden of the estimation as I do not have to
simulate the paths for each marginal cost estimate separately.
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Table 1.11: Summary Statistics, Paracetamol 1 g.

Paracetamol, 1 gr.
Avg. Number Competitors 3.72

(0.99)
Avg. Price (in SEK) 72.13

(2.59)
Entries 3
Exists 2
Avg Purchase Occasions per Month 509,843

(38,945)
Unique Customers per Month 315,864

(15,847)

Notes: Summary Statistics for substitution group of Paracetamol, 1 g., 30 tablets.
Standard deviation in parentheses.

rationalized within Markov perfect equilibria given the institutional environment
and switching costs. Firms are forward looking and lock in customers with low
prices. Afterwards they increase their prices and ’harvest’ consumers that do not
switch even though there are higher costs.

1.8.1 Demand

I described demand in Section 6.1 and its estimation in 7.2. I start with presenting
the control function, the results of a least square regression of prices of i in t on the
instruments (the average of other prices of products from the same manufacturer
in other substitution groups in a specific month). For the substitution group of
high dose paracetamol I present the first stage regression in Table 1.12. Results
show that the first stage is strong.62

Table 1.13 shows the results for the random coefficient model for the random
sample. Models 1, 2 and 3 evaluate the demand of the entire sample whereas Model
1-Med, Model 2-Med and Model 3-Med solely consider those patients who have a
medical education. First, the upper part of Table 1.13 presents the brand-specific
intercepts that are included in each model. The middle part of Table 1.13 shows
62Given the single regressor it has a t-statistic of 58.71.
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Figure 1.8: Monthly Prices in Substitution Group

Notes: Monthly prices of the substitution group of Paracetamol, 1g, 30 tablets between
2010 and 2016.

Table 1.12: First Stage of IV Regression

(1)
Price

Price of Other Painkillers -0.0516∗∗∗

(0.000878)

Constant 97.37∗∗∗

(0.120)
N 626,977

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Results of the first stage estimation. One observation is the price of a product in
the substitution group paracetamol, 1 g., 30 tablets. The regressor is the average price of
other products of the same manufacturer in the Swedish market for painkillers.
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the mean as well as standard deviation of the random coefficients for prices and
the previous consumption (corresponding to αi and ρi in the estimation Equation
1.1 respectively). In the lower part, I describe the specification of the different
models. Model 1 and Model 1-Med solely use the random coefficients and brand
intercepts. Model 2 andModel 2-Med further control for unobserved heterogeneity
by modeling the first observation (i.e. the Wooldridge (2005) approach). I add
the control function approach to control for potential price endogeneity in Model
3 and Model 3-Med.63 Given that I cannot interpret the coefficient for state
dependence directly, I report the mean of the willingness-to-pay for the state
dependent coefficient. Formally, it is the willingness-to-pay for a consumer i that
is defined as the state dependence coefficient ( ρi ) divided by the price coefficient
(αi ). Table 1.13 reports the corresponding mean across patients.

The main results of Table 1.13 are the following: First, the mean of the
price coefficient for each specification is negative and significant. Note that the
sample of individuals with a medical education is more price sensitive than the
general sample. Second, those consumers who purchased a specific drug in the
preceding period are significantly more likely to purchase a product in the current
period. Also this effect is significant in all specifications. However, individuals
with a medical education are slightly less habit persistent than the general sample.
Note that the willingness-to-pay estimates are reasonable in size. Consumers
are willing to pay between approximately 7 and 22 additional SEK, depending
on the model specification (10% to 32% compared to an average price of 72),
for a product when they have consumed it before. For patients with a medical
education the willingness to pay is less than the average and is between 6 and 9
additional SEK when a product was consumed in the previous period. For the
difference between the entire sample and the sample with a medical education, it
is important to investigate the differences in terms of the brand intercepts. The
default value is the only original product in the market. The intercepts show that
branded generics have a generally higher demand within all model specifications.
However, the difference to the original is higher for the entire sample than for the
sample with medical education. Finally, also notice that generics are less likely
to be bought, everything else being equal. However, the difference is again more
pronounced when one considers the entire sample, especially when considering
the preferred model specification with the control function approach (Model 3).
The results are in line with the general result that brand premia, as a result of
misconceptions, are observable. Patients with a medical education are less prone
63Note that some small brands do not have other products within the same ATC groups such that I
do run out of instrument for part of the sample. Accordingly, the sample gets smaller. I estimate
another demand specification in Appendix refDemandEstAppend and show that results are robust.
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to those misconceptions.

1.8.2 Supply

The results for the supply side are ordered in several stages. First, I show and
discuss results of the policy estimation. Second, I show some details about the
transition estimation, which reduces the complexity of the supply side. Third, I
present the final estimates of the marginal costs.
First, Table 1.14 presents the reduced form estimate of the policy function as
described by Equation 1.3. Therefore, the outcome variable of a least square
regression is the price of a firm j in period t (p j t ). I explore three different models.
Model 1 solely includes the previous market shares (m j t−1) and a constant. Model
2 further includes the PoM dummy of the previous month (PoMt−1), and Model 3
also considers the dummies for the number of competitors in the previous period
( |N−1 |) as well as the market size (Qt ). The policy function is an estimate of the
equilibrium strategy of firms. Each firm plays a symmetric Markov perfect equilib-
rium. Therefore, the results in Table 1.14 do not carry any causal interpretation.
However, the three models show that the previous market share, as well as the
previous PoM, is correlated with a higher price in the next period. The results
are stable and significant. Furthermore, more competitors are correlated with
lower prices while the market size (higher demand) is correlated with higher prices.

Second, the expectation of a firm’s future market share is described in Equa-
tion 1.2. In detail, the market share in t + 1 is dependent on (1) the strategy of
firms, (2) the demand estimate and base of consumers in t and (3) the share of
patients who stay in the market between t and t + 1 (φt ). The latter is inferred
from the descriptive statistics in the data. On average across the time periods,
0.192 (standard deviation of 0.025) of the patients stay in the market. Figure 1.9
shows φt for each time period. Note that φt is always between 0.1 and 0.25. No
clear time trend is visible.

Given the two initial steps, Table 1.15 shows the estimates from the marginal
costs for each firm across time on average. The marginal costs estimates are het-
erogeneous across firms and vary over time. Details of the estimates are presented
in Appendix 1.A.7 (see Table 1.41 where I present the point estimates as well as
standard errors for the marginal costs of each brand within each period.64 Marginal
costs estimates are in each period for each firm statistically different from zero). In
Table 1.15 I show the average marginal costs for each firm over the periods a firm
has been present. I also present the standard for the estimates across time. There is
64I obtain the standard error by bootstrapping over different market histories.
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Table 1.13: Regression Evidence, Demand Model

Mod.l Mod.1-Med Mod.2 Mod.2-Med Mod.3 Mod.3-Med
Branded Generic I .641∗∗∗ .322∗∗∗ 1.12∗∗∗ .863∗∗∗ .93∗∗∗ .632 ∗∗∗

( .007) (.081) (.01) (.119) (.011) (.132)
Branded Generic II .278∗∗∗ -.113 -.761∗∗∗ -.937∗∗∗ -1.278∗∗∗ -1.377∗∗∗

( .009) (.116) (.027) (.257) (.031) (.295)
Generic I -.773∗∗ -.498∗∗∗ -.04∗∗∗ .142 -.006 .201

(.015) (.164) (0.018) (.208) (.021) (.245)
Generic II -1.136∗∗∗ -.949 ∗∗∗ -.552∗∗∗ -.468∗∗∗ -.521∗∗∗ -.460∗∗∗

( .013) (.128) (.016) (163) (.016) (.165)
Generic III -1.841∗∗∗ -1.90∗∗∗ -1.24∗∗∗ -1.38∗∗∗ -.707∗∗∗ -.096

(.019) (.216) (0.022) (.258) (.045) (.45)
Generic IV -1.168∗∗∗ -.298 -.329∗∗∗ .647∗∗∗ -1.00∗∗∗ .006

(.024) (.2) (0.27) (.24) (.032) (.31)
Price Mean -.091∗∗∗ -.187∗∗∗ -.131∗∗∗ -.242∗∗∗ -.221∗∗∗ -.309∗∗∗

( .003) (.025) (.003) (.031) (.004) (.041)
σ .396∗∗∗ .269∗∗∗ .320∗∗∗ .298∗∗∗ .299∗∗∗ .273∗∗∗

( .004) (.004) (.004) (.04) (.004) (.363)
State Dependence Mean 2.08∗∗∗ 1.739∗∗∗ 1.509∗∗∗ 1.38∗∗∗ 1.663∗∗∗ 1.79∗∗∗

( .02) (.24) (.023) (.032) (.026) (.044)
σ .886∗∗∗ .022 .885∗∗∗ .203 .830∗∗∗ .445

(.033) (.431) (.04) (.547) (.047) (.599)
Control Function no no no no yes yes
Unobserved Heterogeneity no no yes yes yes yes
WTP State Dependence (SEK) 22.73 9.32 11.43 5.72 7.51 5.81
Log-Likelihood -170,866 -1,347 -142,779 -1,161 -125,437 -1,020
N 660,179 4,497 657,494 4,497 559,026 3,827
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Results from the mixed logit estimation. One observation is a patient choice in
the substitution group of paracetamol 1 gr., 30 tablets. The outcome variable is a dummy
that indicates if an individual has chosen a product. Mod.1, Mod.2 and Mod.3 considers
the whole sample whereas Mod.1-Med, Mod.2-Med, Mod.3-Med solely consider patients
with a medical education. The upper part of the table shows product-specific intercepts,
dependent on branded generics and generics, the default value is the original. The
lower part of the table shows the random coefficients for price and the state dependence.
Note that I also report the standard deviation or the random coefficients. Cont rol
F unc t ion indicates if the control function approach for endogenous prices has been
used. Unob ser ved H et erog eneit y indicates if the model controls for problems due
to unobserved heterogeneity. WT P St at e Dependence shows the point estimates of
the average willingness to pay for state dependence, i.e. how much an average patient is
willing to pay in order to receive the same product as in the last period.
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Table 1.14: Policy Estimation

Price

(1) (2) (3)

Share (t-1) 2.598∗∗∗ 2.568∗∗∗ 1.743∗∗

(0.817) (0.727) (0.793)

I (NoComp .(t − 1) = 3) −3.376∗∗∗

(0.942)

I (NoComp .(t − 1) = 4) −5.965∗∗∗

(1.722)

I (NoComp .(t − 1) = 5) −10.341∗∗∗

(2.498)

PoM(t-1) 2.481∗∗∗ 2.041∗∗∗

(0.386) (0.492)

Quantity 2.805∗∗∗

(0.873)

Constant 71.066∗∗∗ 70.080∗∗∗ 65.723∗∗∗

(0.370) (0.411) (2.089)

N 272 272 272
R2 0.028 0.142 0.224

Notes: ∗∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗ p < 0.1

Notes: Linear least square Regression results for the estimation of the policy function.
One observation corresponds to the monthly price of a product in the substitution group
of paracetamol 1 g., 30 tablets. The outcome variable is the price of a product in period
t . All regressors are state variables of the supply side: Sℎar e(t − 1) is the market share
in the preceding period. I (NoComp .(t − 1) = 3), I (NoComp .(t − 1) = 4), and
I (NoComp .(t − 1) = 5) are dummies that take the value 1 if in the preceding period
the number of firms was equal to 3, 4 or 5. PoM (t − 1) is a dummy that takes the
value 1 if the firm was the cheapest product in the previous month. Standard errors are
reported in parentheses.
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Figure 1.9: Share of Staying Patients, φ

Notes: Monthly φt , the fraction of consumers that stay in a market at t to t + 1, where
one period corresponds to a calendar month. If a patient purchases the same product at
least once in two subsequent months, he or she is considered as staying in the market.

considerable variation in estimates across time. The two branded generics and the
original in the market seem to have comparably low marginal costs. The estimate
would suit the assumption that branded generics have a high market share in a
lot of markets, which decreases marginal costs due to distribution. The estimates
of the marginal costs for the original and branded generics are lower than for the
smaller generic brands due to economies of scale.
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Table 1.15: Marginal Cost Estimates

Firm Mean Marg. Cost Standard Deviation
Original 24.62 7.29
Branded Generic I 15.26 7.76
Branded Generic II 21.81 8.11
Generic I 25.63 7.10
Generic II 29.36 5.81
Generic III 18.59 7.34
Generic IV 30.77 4.63

Notes: Summary of marginal cost estimates (in SEK) for different firms in the market
of paracetamol, 1 g. 30 tablets. Note that the marginal costs are the means of the
the marginal costs estimated for each period a product has been present. Standard
deviations are reported in the second column.

1.9 Counterfactuals

1.9.1 Implementation

Technically the implementation of counterfactuals requires me to estimate the
policy that represents a Markov perfect equilibrium. Being consistent with the
Markov perfect strategies in the previous section, firms condition their strategy
on all state variables. As the environment or demand parameter change within
the counterfactual, I cannot use the policy function presented in Section 8. In-
stead, I need to compute Markov perfect equilibria by value (or policy) iterations
and solve for a pricing equilibrium during each iteration. As the computational
burden increases exponentially with the number of state variables, I simplify the
environment.

I reduce the state space St to only one variable, the PoM status. So firms
condition their prices on the knowledge of which product was the cheapest in the
preceding month. I show technical details of the implementation and algorithm
in Appendix 1.A.8. In general the algorithm works as the following: I perform a
value iteration that incorporates the equilibrium conditions due to the assumptions
that firms play a Markov perfect equilibrium. The following steps are done in each
period (each month): As in Section 8, I take advantage of the demand parameters.
I take the average consumer and assume that firms know howmuch patients stay in
the market. Firms assume that the average consumer is constant. I further use the
marginal cost estimates from the previous sections. The marginal costs estimates
are different across firms. For each possible state (each firm could have been the
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PoM in the previous month) I start with an initial guess of the value function for
each firm (V 0). In each iteration k for each state I search for an equilibrium in
prices. Note that the search for the mutual best reply (equilibrium) incorporates
the static prices, the transition to the state of the next period (π(St+1 |St , p j, p− j ))
and the value function that is dependent on the state (V k(St )). Given the prices,
I update the Bellmann equation and get a new estimate for the value function
V k . During each iteration I update the value function until convergence. The
search for the Markov perfect equilibrium at each iteration involves an algorithmic
computation of a Nash equilibrium. I use discrete values of prices such that I
search for an equilibrium in an n-person normal-form game.

Note that the simplification and estimation comes with two major concerns.
The first concern is a computational one. The grid of used prices may lead to
different equilibria and therefore prices. Further, equilibria may not be unique and
the employed algorithms may lead to another equilibrium than the ones chosen
by firms. The second concern is simplification of the state space. Therefore I
explore the results of the simplified model and compare it with the observable
prices before turning to the counterfactuals. Within the baseline model I do not
change the environment and use the demand estimates as well as the marginal cost
estimates.
Table 1.16 shows some basic statistical measures of the prices with the substitution
group and the benchmarkmodel. While themean of the benchmarkmodelmatches
the data very well, the standard deviation is higher. The minimum observable
price is slightly lower for the benchmark model. In Table 1.17 I show the same
comparison for each brand. Except for one product, the relation between the
different brands in the benchmark model fits the data reasonably well. Especially
for the branded generics, the standard deviation is higher.

1.9.2 Procurement: An Extension of the Contract Length

Having estimates of marginal costs I explore two counterfactuals. In the first one
I do not change the demand side but change the institutional background. In
detail, firms in the first counterfactual are only allowed to change their prices
once each year. Note that the switching costs of consumers are still relevant as
some consumers may start a treatment within one year and continue into the
next. However, behavioral pricing that intends to lock in consumers and harvest
them in the forthcoming period is more expensive for firms. Firms would need to
have decreased prices over a longer term and therefore forgo profits. Overall this
counterfactual is motivated by two aspects. First, it incorporates a realistic policy
change, as it solely changes the timing of the current pricing policy. Second, the
counterfactual directly reduces switching costs as (1) the number of consumers
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Table 1.16: Benchmark Model

Data Benchmark Model
Mean Price 71.78 71.33
Standard Deviation Price 3.62 8.20
Minimum Price 60.00 51.00

Notes: Comparison between prices within data and prediction from the reduced model.
All prices are reported in SEK. The second column shows the results from observable
prices in the substitution group of paracetamol 1 g., 30 tablets. The third column shows
the prediction from the reduced model with one state variable, the benchmark model.
The mean and standard deviations as well as the minimum are calculated over all
periods across all companies.

Table 1.17: Benchmark Model, Products

Mean Data SD Mean Benchmark Model SD2
Original 72.48 2.42 71.86 7.89
Branded Generic I 67.70 3.77 68.65 9.69
Branded Generic II 71.17 3.43 72.15 7.77
Generic I 74.09 2.32 74.34 7.18
Generic II 74.50 0.00 70.42 6.19
Generic III 68.85 4.20 76.65 3.30
Generic IV 72.25 3.46 68.88 8.88

Notes: Comparison between prices within data and prediction from the reduced model.
Prices are reported in SEK. The second and third column shows the results from
observable prices in the substitution group of paracetamol 1 g., 30 tablets. The fourth
column and fifth column shows the prediction from the reduced model with one state
variable, the benchmark model. Each row considers a specific product over the time on
the market.
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that consumes over several years gets smaller and (2) consumers tend to oppose
substitution less often when the time since the last purchase of a more expensive
product increases.

Technically, I use the same demand model as presented before. The frequency
of price changes reduces from 72 to 6. Within each new period consumers are
treated equally. The state variable still shows if a firm has been the PoM (the
cheapest product) in the preceding period. The effect on the next period’s demand
is however reduced. The market share is equivalent to the one in the benchmark
model. On the supply side, I assume that firms who have been present within
at least one month during the year are present the entire year. This assumption
increases competition over the studied time periods. However, the possible policy
change would come with increased competition, because firms would only be able
to enter and exit once a year and it is reasonable that firms stay longer in a market.
As the length of the periods changes, I adjust the share of patients that stay in a
market over two subsequent months (φ) as well as the discount rate (δN EW = .95).
Finally, the estimation of the prices in equilibrium are equivalent to the one in the
benchmark model as I solely change the sample of a single period and reduce the
number of periods.
Table 1.18 compares basic summary statistics of the different counterfactuals and
the benchmark model. The average price is higher in the scenario with a ’product
of a year’ rather than a ’product of a month’ (74 instead of 71.33 SEK). This
result is not necessarily surprising and in line with research of Arie and Grieco
(2014), Cabral (2016), Dube et al. (2009), Fabra and Garcia (2015), Rhodes (2014).
The authors show theoretically as well as empirically that moderate switching
costs may increase the competitive pressure. The counterfactual with longer
procurement periods leads to a lower possibility for firms to take advantage of
switching costs. It is therefore comparable to a case of lower switching costs. Even
though switching costs increase the market power of a firm with locked-in patients
and therefore induce a lock-in and harvest behavior, prices on average are lower.
Due to the incentive of firms to decrease prices in order to lock in patients and
due to moderate switching costs (see demand-side estimates) that prevent too-high
prices in the harvest phases, prices may be lower when switching costs are present.
This argumentation is strengthened by the average minimum price over the six
years studied. Patients on average face a price of 67.38 SEK for the cheapest product
in the benchmark model, while the average minimum price in the counterfactual
with less frequent price changes is 69 SEK. Also the absolute minimum price in
the benchmark model is much lower (51 SEK) compared to the minimum price in
the counterfactual with reduced switching costs (69 SEK). A possible reason is that
higher switching costs lead to an increased incentive to lower prices sporadically
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to lock in consumers. The general variation of prices is higher in the benchmark
model (standard deviation of 8.2) than in the counterfactual (4.56).

In Table 1.19 I show results that incorporate the behavior of consumers and
corresponding market shares of products. First, I show the price of purchases of an
average consumer over the entire time period. The price of the average consumer
is naturally lower than the average price as consumers on average consume cheaper
products. The results of the price for the average consumer are comparable to
the general price statistics. In detail, the average purchase price for a consumer is
6.59% higher in the scenario of a different procurement (70.14 SEK) compared to
the benchmark model (65.81 SEK). Further, the market cap in the scenario of the
sample65 is 4.23% higher in the counterfactual than in the benchmark model.

Overall, the counterfactual leads to the conclusion that the lower possibility
of reacting to switching costs by reducing the frequency of price changes is on
average and overall not welfare-enhancing for the consumer. The results are in line
with the firms’ behavioral pricing of lock-in and harvest in the benchmark model
with moderate switching costs. Preventing the behavior leads to higher prices on
average as firms do not reduce prices with the intent to lock consumers in. Note
that the results are not uniform for all consumers. Indeed, consumers with high
switching costs and frequent purchases profit from the new procurement as there
is no ’harvesting’ of firms who charge high prices while the new consumer or
those with no switching costs suffer from higher prices because there is no ’lock
in’ by low prices.

1.9.3 Misconceptions

In the second counterfactual, I show the impact of quality misconceptions on
pricing (behavioral pricing) and consumers’ welfare. In practice, I use the demand
estimates from the reduced sample of patients with a medical degree and estimate
the supply side, holding original quantity and cost factors fixed. Note that I use
the state dependence coefficients from the reduced sample of experts but do not
change the sample estimate of the share of patients that stay in a market over two
subsequent months (φ).

Table 1.18 shows descriptive statistics of the pricing equilibrium in the counter-
factual with a decrease in misconceptions. On average, prices in the counterfactual,
with a decrease in quality misconceptions, are lower than in the benchmark model
(68.71 SEK compared to 71.33 SEK). Therefore the results go in the opposite direc-
tion than the counterfactual of a different procurement behavior. The reasons are
that experts have lower brand preferences and have a higher price elasticity. The
new demand leads to stronger competition between existing firms and therefore
65Note that the sample is a random sample a sixth of the actual size.
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Table 1.18: Counterfactuals

Benchmark Model Counterfactual Proc. Counterfactual QM
Mean Price 71.33 74.00 68.71
Standard Deviation Price 8.20 4.56 9.51
Minimum Price 51.00 69.00 51.00
Mean Min Price 67.38 69.00 63.23

Notes: Comparison between prices of Benchmark Model and the two counterfactual
scenarios. Prices are reported in SEK. The first scenario is the counterfactual of the
different procurement behavior. The second conterfactual mimics the case of a decrease
in quality misconceptions. The M inimum P r ic e represents the absolute minimum
price while the M ean M inimum P r ic e is the average of the minimum prices across
the sixyears.

lower prices. The conclusion is strengthened by the absolute minimum price (51
SEK) as well as the average minimum price consumers are facing (63.23 SEK).

Table 1.19 shows effects for the average consumer. Due to the decrease of
quality misconceptions the consumer pays on average 57.99 SEK for a product.
Note that the results are due to two effects. First, prices are lower as firms have less
incentive to engage in behavioral pricing and take advantage of brand preferences
due to quality misconceptions. Second, consumers themselves are less willing to
pay brand premia as quality misconceptions have decreased. They tend to consume
cheaper products. Overall, the average consumer spends 11.88% less for a product
in the counterfactual scenario. When considering the entire revenue of the market
within the six years, consumers overall spend 13.82% less.
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Table 1.19: Counterfactuals, Consumer Welfare

Benchmark Model Counterfactual Proc. Counterfactual QM
Price for Avg. Consumer 65.81 70.14 57.99
Compared to Benchmark 6.59% −11.88%
Total Revenue (in m) 328, 32 342, 19 282, 94
Compared to Benchmark 4.23% −13.82%

Notes: Comparison between basic consumer welfare measures of benchmark model and
the two counterfactual scenarios. Prices are reported in SEK. The first scenario is the
counterfactual of the different procurement behavior. The second conterfactual mimics
the case of a decrease in quality misconceptions. The P r ic e f or Av g . Consumer
shows the price a average consuemer would pay. The following row shows the percentage
change to the benchmark model. The T ot al Revenue considers the total market
revenue (price and fixed quantity) during the six year period.

1.10 Conclusion

In this paper I have provided causal evidence for switching costs and quality mis-
conceptions in the markets of painkillers and antibiotics, whereas the phenomena
do not exist in the markets for antiepileptics. I estimate switching costs through
several identification strategies (panel data methods, quasi-experiment of patent
expiry and time discontinuities) and show that due to switching costs patients
are up to 15% more likely to overpay for prescription drugs of painkillers and
antibiotics. The estimates of switching costs are further investigated for a specific
subgroup. Using a random utility framework while controlling for endogeneity
concerns and unobserved heterogeneity, I show that patients are on average willing
to pay 10 to 20% of the average price (72 SEK) to get the same paracetamol product
they used before.

Due to a unique institutional background where patients are always informed
about equivalence of drugs and price differences, and by differentiating between
(medical) experts and non-experts, this paper is to my knowledge the first that
identifies brand premia due to quality misconceptions. I compare drug choices
between patients who have a medical education to those who do not. Incorpo-
rating the knowledge that inattention is not the source for brand premia because
(1) drugs are not displayed and patients get dispensed the drug by a pharmacy
and (2) patients get explained that the drugs are equivalent, I show that quality
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misconceptions lead to significant over-payment by non-experts. Furthermore,
switching costs are lower for experts.

The effect of switching costs as well as brand premia due to misconceptions
is investigated in a structural model. First, the prices in a lot of Swedish pharma-
ceutical markets show price patterns that are in line with the theory of a ’lock-in-
and-harvest’ behavior of firms. In detail, firms make their prices dependent on the
behavioral frictions (switching costs) of consumers and tend to increase their prices
after periods of low prices. On the demand side, I estimate a dynamic random
utility model that incorporates the importance of brand premia and switching
costs. On the supply side, I use a two-step estimator in a dynamic oligopoly
model where firms are forward looking and play Markov perfect strategies. Given
equilibrium conditions, I recover cost parameters.

Within two counterfactuals, I explore the effect of policy reforms on the
pricing behavior and therefore market outcomes for consumers. The first coun-
terfactual is a policy experiment where the frequency of price changes decreases.
The decrease in frequency of price changes lowers firms’ incentives to engage in
behavioral pricing, as a lock-in of patients is connected to a larger decrease in
profits, and patients are often not locked in over entire pricing periods. As a result,
the counterfactual mimics a situation where switching costs play a less important
role for pricing. Results show that prices under the first counterfactual are higher
and patients pay more for their pharmaceuticals (6.59% higher costs for patients
on average). Results are in line with theoretical and empirical research that shows
that moderate switching costs decrease prices on average as firms tend to decrease
prices to lock in consumers. Further, moderate switching costs reduce the increase
in ’harvest’ periods. Furthermore, new incoming patients who have not purchased
a brand before, as well as patients without switching costs, profit from low prices
from firms trying to increase their market shares.

In the second counterfactual, I decrease the quality misconceptions of con-
sumers. I exemplify how the market would look if everyone acts like an expert,
a patient with a medical education. Results show that the costs for consumers
decrease by 11.88%. The general interpretation is that firms have fewer possibilities
to exploit misconceptions and, further, consumers are generally less willing to pay
brand premia.
The results of the reduced form as well as the structural analysis are of high
relevance for policymakers. On the one hand, switching costs and quality miscon-
ceptions are not only important behavioral phenomena but they also shape the
pricing behavior of firms. The pricing may have heterogeneous effects across the
population. The analyses of switching costs and corresponding counterfactuals
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have shown that consumers with switching costs may overpay for their pharmaceu-
ticals while patients without switching costs can actually profit from lower prices
as firms try to lock in those patients that experience switching costs. A realistic
change in the procurement of pharmaceuticals from a public perspective does
not increase overall consumers’ welfare, because quality misconceptions results
are different. Consumers with quality misconceptions pay brand premia and are
willing to overpay. It seems important to provide exact information for patients
not only on the pharmacy but also on the physician level. A physician who
explains the equivalence of drugs may help to decrease quality misconceptions. As
a result, firms would have less possibility to engage in behavioral pricing and to
profit from brand premia.



1.A Appendix

1.A.1 Trade-margins of pharmacies

Table 1.20: Trade-margins of Pharmacies

Purchasing Price (PP) Retail Price
PP ≤ 75 PP × 1.20 + 30.50 + 11.50
75 < PP ≤ 300 PP × 1.03 + 43.25 + 11.50
300 < PP ≤ 50, 000 PP × 1.02 + 46.25 + 11.50
PP > 50, 000 PP + 1, 046.25 + 11.50

Notes: Retail prices of pharmaceuticals under generic competition in dependency to
purchasing prices since 04/2016 (TLV, 2016a). Trade margins are implicitly defined.
Note that the 11.50 KR apply due to the generic competition. Prices in SEK; 10 SEK
are approximately 1.1 USD.

Purchasing Price (PP) Retail Price
PP ≤ 75 PP × 1.20 + 31.25 + 10.00
75 < PP ≤ 300 PP × 1.03 + 44.00 + 10.00
300 < PP ≤ 6, 000 PP × 1.02 + 47.00 + 10.00
PP > 6, 000 PP + 167.00 + 10.00

Notes: Retail prices of pharmaceuticals under generic competition in dependency to
purchasing prices before 04/2016 (TLV, 2016a). Trade margins are implicitly defined.
Prices in SEK; 10 SEK are approximately 1.1 USD.
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1.A.2 Switching Costs

Graphical Analysis

The next two figures graphically illustrate the repeated purchases of painkillers.66
In detail, Figure 1.10 shows the density of repeated purchases divided by the days
since the last purchase of a painkiller within the same substitution group. The
sample is reduced to those purchases that are repeated, that is, another purchase
within the same substitution group by the same patient has been observed before.
I divide the sample in four different groups. The first group are those purchases
of the same product, where patients consume the PoM - and therefore substitute.
The second group consists of purchases where patients substitute and consume
a different product than in the last occasion. In the third group, patients do not
substitute and consume the same product, whereas in the fourth group patients
do not substitute and consume a different product than during the last purchase
occasion. The densities for the four different groups are stacked.

The results show that those groups that substitute (and consume the PoM)
have a cyclicality in their density. The density is higher for a cycle of 7 days since
the last purchase (i.e. 7, 14, 21, 28, etc., days after last purchase). For the group
that substitutes and consumes the same product as in the last occasion, the density
is exceptionally high on the 14th day after the last purchase. For the patients
that oppose substitution one does not see a higher density on specific days. One
possible explanation is that the patients who purchase very frequently and in
specific time spans are less likely to oppose substitution. Nevertheless, repeated
purchases are correlated with opposing substitution in general.

I reduce the sample to those situations where a consumer does not have a re-
peated purchase within the same month and show results in Figure 1.11. By doing
so, I exclude patients who face the same prices with certainty. The basic intuition
of the first graph is unchanged. Although repeated purchases are correlated with
a higher probability of an opposed substitution, some weekly time spans (7 or
14 days) between purchases are associated with a lower possibility of opposing
substitution.

Regression Details

In the following I show the detailed regression for the three substitution groups
separately (painkillers in Table 1.21, antibiotics in Table 1.22, and antiepileptics in
66Note that I restrict the graphical analysis to the group of painkillers. I present the same graphical
evidence for antibiotics (Figures 1.12 and 1.13) and antiepileptics (Figures 1.14 and 1.15)
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Figure 1.10: Densities, Days since Last Purchase

Notes: The figure shows the density of the time in days since the last purchase of a
painkiller within the same subgroup. The sample is reduced to those purchases that are
repeated, i.e. there was another purchase within the same substitution group by the
same patient before. Four different groups are considered: (1) The density of time since
the last purchase by patients who substitute and take the same product; (2) The density
of patients who substitute and consume a different product as their last purchase; (3)
The density of patients who do not substitute and consume the same product as their
last purchase and (4) The density of time since last purchase by patients who do not
substitute and consume different products. The peaks in groups (1) and (2) are exactly
at 7, 14 and 21 days. Within their group there is a higher density of patients. The peaks
are not observable in groups (3) and (4).
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Figure 1.11: Densities, Days since Last Purchase within Last Month

Notes: The figure shows the density of the time in days since the last purchase of a
painkiller within the same subgroup. The sample is reduced to those purchases that are
repeated, i.e. there was another purchase within the same substitution group by the
same patient before. Further I reduce the sample to those patients where the previous
purchase occasion was in the last calendar month. Four different groups are considered:
(1) The density of time since last purchase by patients who substitute and take the same
product; (2) The density of patients who substitute and consume a different product as
their last purchase; (3) The density of patients who do not substitute and consume the
same product as their last purchase and (4) The density of time since last purchase by
patients who do not substitute and consume different products. The peaks in groups (1)
and (2) are exactly at 7, 14 and 21 days. Within their group there is a higher density of
patients. The peaks are not observable in groups (3) and (4).
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Figure 1.12: Densities, Days since Last Purchase

Notes: The figure shows the density of the time in days since the last purchase of an
antibiotic within the same subgroup. The sample is reduced to those purchases that are
repeated, i.e. there was another purchase within the same substitution group by the
same patient before. Four different groups are considered: (1) The density of time since
last purchase by patients who substitute and take the same product; (2) The density of
patients who substitute and consume a different product from their last purchase; (3)
The density of patients who do not substitute and consume the same product as their
last purchase and (4) The density of time since last purchase by patients who do not
substitute and consume different products. The peaks in groups (1) and (2) are exactly
at 7, 14 and 21 days. Within their group there is a higher density of patients. The peaks
are not observable in groups (3) and (4).
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Figure 1.13: Densities, Days since Last Purchase within Last Month

Notes: The figure shows the density of the time in days since the last purchase of an
antibiotic within the same subgroup. The sample is reduced to those purchases that are
repeated, i.e. there was another purchase within the same substitution group by the
same patient before. Further I reduce the sample to those patients where the previous
purchase occasion was in the last calendar month. Four different groups are considered:
(1) The density of time since last purchase by patients who substitute and take the same
product; (2) The density of patients who substitute and consume a different product
from their last purchase; (3) The density of patients who do not substitute and consume
the same product as their last purchase and (4) The density of time since last purchase
by patients who do not substitute and consume different products. The peaks in groups
(1) and (2) are exactly at 7, 14 and 21 days. Within their group there is a higher density
of patients. The peaks are not observable in groups (3) and (4).
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Figure 1.14: Densities, Days since Last Purchase

Notes: The figure shows the density of the time in days since the last purchase of an
antiepileptic within the same subgroup. The sample is reduced to those purchases that
are repeated, i.e. there was another purchase within the same substitution group by the
same patient before. Four different groups are considered: (1) The density of time since
last purchase by patients who substitute and take the same product; (2) The density of
patients who substitute and consume a different product from their last purchase; (3)
The density of patients who do not substitute and consume the same product as their
last purchase and (4) The density of time since last purchase by patients who do not
substitute and consume different products. The peaks in groups (1) and (2) are exactly
at 7, 14 and 21 days. Within their group there is a higher density of patients. The peaks
are not observable in groups (3) and (4).
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Figure 1.15: Densities, Days since Last Purchase within Last Month

Notes: The figure shows the density of the time in days since the last purchase of an
antiepileptic within the same subgroup. The sample is reduced to those purchases that
are repeated, i.e. there was another purchase within the same substitution group by the
same patient before. Further I reduce the sample to those patients where the previous
purchase occasion was in the last calendar month. Four different groups are considered:
(1) The density of time since last purchase by patients who substitute and take the same
product; (2) The density of patients who substitute and consume a different product
from the last purchase; (3) The density of patients who do not substitute and consume
the same product as their last purchase and (4) The density of time since last purchase
by patients who do not substitute and consume different products. The peaks in groups
(1) and (2) are exactly at 7, 14 and 21 days. Within their group there is a higher density
of patients. The peaks are not observable in groups (3) and (4).
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Table 1.23). In comparison to the regression evidence in Table 1.6 I show results
without substitution times time fixed effects.

Table 1.21: Regression, Switching Costs

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Opp. Opp. Opp. Opp. Opp. Opp.

SD1 -0.101∗∗∗ 0.00195∗∗∗ 0.000366
(0.000374) (0.000449) (0.000432)

SD2 -0.0179∗∗∗ 0.0331∗∗∗ 0.0304∗∗∗

(0.000320) (0.000261) (0.000248)

log(Inc) 0.000150 0.000173∗ -0.000443∗∗∗ -0.000438∗∗∗

(0.0000862) (0.0000856) (0.0000838) (0.0000832)

Constant 0.230∗∗∗ 0.191∗∗∗ 0.180∗∗∗ 0.173∗∗∗ 0.0830∗∗∗ 0.0765∗∗∗

(0.000185) (0.000219) (0.00102) (0.00102) (0.00105) (0.00104)

Education No No No No Yes Yes

Control Hetero. No No No No Yes Yes
Observations 38,539,665 38,539,665 35,595,027 35,595,027 35,595,027 35,595,027
R2 0.016 0.000 0.244 0.245 0.261 0.262
Fixed Effects ’No’ ’No’ ’Group*Time’ ’Group*Time’ ’Group*Time’ ’Group*Time’
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Linear least square regression results for the segment of painkillers. One observa-
tion corresponds to one specific purchase occasion by a patient. The outcome variable is
a dummy variable that takes the value 1 if a patient has opposed substitution. SD1 is
a dummy that takes the value 1 if an individual consumed the same product in the last
purchase occasion whereas SD2 takes the value 1 if the product was consumed in the
last month and the last purchase occasion. Log (I ncome) is the logarithm of income.
Educ at ion indicates if the model controls for the level of education according to the
grades on a six-step grid. Cont rol H et erogneit y indicates if the model controls for
the first observed purchase of a patient. F ixed E f f ec t s indicates if the model controls
for substitution ×month fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered on the individual
level and adjusted for heterogeneity. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.

Robustness Check, Additional Substitution Groups

In the following I show the Tables and Figures of the robustness checks for the
substiution groups of Rizatriptan (Table 1.24 and Figure 1.16)and Clindamycin
(Table 1.25 and Figure 1.17).
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Table 1.22: Regression, Switching Costs

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Opp. Opp. Opp. Opp. Opp. Opp.

SD1 -0.0187∗∗∗ 0.00346∗∗∗ 0.00586∗∗∗

(0.000468) (0.000425) (0.000426)

SD2 -0.00512∗∗∗ 0.00797∗∗∗ 0.0107∗∗∗

(0.000601) (0.000538) (0.000539)

Log(Inc) 0.000785∗∗∗ 0.000785∗∗∗ 0.000552∗∗∗ 0.000553∗∗∗

(0.0000317) (0.0000317) (0.0000338) (0.0000338)

Constant 0.0947∗∗∗ 0.0938∗∗∗ 0.0797∗∗∗ 0.0797∗∗∗ 0.0447∗∗∗ 0.0448∗∗∗

(0.0000950) (0.0000961) (0.000377) (0.000377) (0.000554) (0.000554)

Education No No No No Yes Yes

Control Hetero. No No No No Yes Yes
Observations 13,790,002 13,790,002 12,857,251 12,857,251 12,857,251 12,857,251
R2 0.000 0.000 0.114 0.114 0.116 0.116
Fixed Effects ’No’ ’No’ ’Group*Time’ ’Group*Time’ ’Group*Time’ ’Group*Time’
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Linear least square regression results for the segment of antibiotics. One observa-
tion corresponds to one specific purchase occasion by a patient. The outcome variable is
a dummy variable that takes the value 1 if a patient has opposed substitution. SD1 is
a dummy that takes the value 1 if an individual consumed the same product in the last
purchase occasion whereas SD2 takes the value 1 if the product was consumed in the
last month and the last purchase occasion. Log (I ncome) is the logarithm of income.
Educ at ion indicates if the model controls for the level of education according to the
grades on a six-step grid. Cont rol H et erogneit y indicates if the model controls for
the first observed purchase of a patient. F ixed E f f ec t s indicates if the model controls
for substitution ×month fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered on the individual
level and adjusted for heterogeneity. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
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Table 1.23: Regression, Switching Costs

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Opp. Opp. Opp. Opp. Opp. Opp.

SD1 -0.0352∗∗∗ -0.0209∗∗∗ -0.0221∗∗∗

(0.000584) (0.000674) (0.000705)

SD2 -0.0173∗∗∗ -0.00291∗∗∗ -0.00426∗∗∗

(0.000498) (0.000470) (0.000474)

Log(Inc) 0.000198 0.000142 0.0000436 -0.0000775
(0.000111) (0.000112) (0.000115) (0.000116)

Constant 0.0443∗∗∗ 0.0313∗∗∗ 0.0344∗∗∗ 0.0254∗∗∗ -0.00166 -0.0112∗∗∗

(0.000508) (0.000414) (0.00133) (0.00130) (0.00178) (0.00182)

Education No No No No Yes Yes

Control Hetero. No No No No Yes Yes
Observations 570,319 570,319 543,738 543,738 543,738 543,738
R2 0.012 0.002 0.061 0.058 0.066 0.063
Fixed Effects ’No’ ’No’ ’Group*Time’ ’Group*Time’ ’Group*Time’ ’Group*Time’
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Linear least square regression results for the segment of antiepileptics. One
observation corresponds to one specific purchase occasion by a patient. The outcome
variable is a dummy variable that takes the value 1 if a patient has opposed substitution.
SD1 is a dummy that takes the value 1 if an individual consumed the same product in
the last purchase occasion whereas SD2 takes the value 1 if the product was consumed in
the last month and the last purchase occasion. Log (I ncome) is the logarithm of income.
Educ at ion indicates if the model controls for the level of education according to the
grades on a six-step grid. Cont rol H et erogneit y indicates if the model controls for
the first observed purchase of a patient. F ixed E f f ec t s indicates if the model controls
for substitution ×month fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered on the individual
level and adjusted for heterogeneity. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
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Table 1.24: IV Regression, Rizatriptan

ID First Stage 3 M β3 First Stage 6 M β6
322 0.49∗∗∗ 0.382∗ 0.5∗∗∗ 0.559∗

(0.089) (0.221) (0.125) (0.29)
1466 0.50∗∗∗6 0.511∗∗∗ 0.386∗∗∗ -0.094

(0.039) (0.103) (0.042) (0.167)
318 0.623∗∗∗ 0.314∗∗∗ 0.508∗∗∗ -0.058

(0.042) (0.078) (0.038) (0.079)
1372 0.547∗∗∗ 0.429∗∗∗ 0.664∗∗∗ 0.262∗∗∗

(0.043) (0.097) (0.041) (0.079)
319 0.631∗∗∗ 0.452∗∗∗ 0.559∗∗∗ 0.254∗∗∗

(0.036) (0.067) (0.051) (0.096)
2056 0.426∗∗∗ 0.517∗ 0.278∗∗∗ -0.11

(0.087) (0.303) (0.082) (0.435)
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Results of the Instrumental Variable regression for different substitution groups
of Rizatriptan (painkiller, original product Maxalt). The first column differentiates
between the substitution groups. The first stage of the IV regression is shown in columns
two and four, first for the initial three months and second for months four to six.
The coefficients for the second stage are in columns three and six. Standard errors in
parentheses.

Robustness Check II

Within this subsection I provide an additional robustness check for the evidence of
switching costs. In detail, I use a general discontinuity due to the timing of starting
a treatment to evaluate switching costs. The basic intuition of this robustness check
is described in Figure 1.18. Consider the subsequent month within a substitution
group. Consider two pharmaceuticals j ∈ {1, 2} where in the first month p1 < p2,
in the second month p2 < p1 and in the third month again p1 < p2. I consider
those individuals who started their initial treatment (within the observable data) of
the substitution group group who consumed the PoM during the last 10 days of the
first month or the first 10 days of the second month. So, the sample is reduced to
patients starting with j = 1 in the first month (last 10 days) or j = 2 in the second
month. The first is the control and the latter is the treatment group. Furthermore,
I require that during the remaining 20 (or 21) days of the second month patients
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Figure 1.16: IV Regression, Rizatriptan

Notes: Coefficients of second stage for different substitution groups of Maxalt. Coef-
ficients for each substitution group are divided into coefficients for the initial three
months and months four to six. A coefficient for the first three months is equal to
β3 = .5 and says that the initial consumption of a generic increases the possibility of
purchasing a generic again during the following three months by 50%. Note that I
include 95% confidence intervals.

do not purchase a product of the substitution group again. I then compare the
repeated purchase of the patients in the third month, when p2 < p1. Overall, I
explore if the probability of opposing substitution increases if a patient has been
quasi randomly assigned to a previous consumption of the specific product without
any additional payments. Note that the sole difference between the treatment and
control group is the date of purchasing a product initially. The date difference
is at most 20 days. The identifying assumption is that patients do not initially
(during the first purchase) adjust the timing of purchases with the intention of
receiving a specific product. Given that the drugs are prescription drugs, treatment
is usually needed immediately and further price changes are not easily predictable,
the assumptions are likely to hold.
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Table 1.25: IV Regression, Clindamycin

ID First Stage 3 M β3 First Stage 6 M β6
756 0.373∗∗∗ 1.228∗ 0.348∗∗∗ 0.123

(0.016) (0.064) (0.021) (0.075)
758 0.173∗∗∗ 0.615∗∗∗ 0.206∗∗∗ 1.487∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.025) (0.012) (0.129)
761 0.206∗∗∗ 0.632∗∗∗ 0.199∗∗∗ 0.256

(0.01) (0.055) (0.023) (0.164)
711 0.287∗∗∗ 0.663∗∗∗ 0.277∗∗∗ 0.14

(0.019) (0.082) (0.038) (0.205)
712 0.147∗∗∗ 1.124∗ 0.286∗∗∗ 0.932∗∗∗

(0.019) (0.202) (0.056) (0.334)
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Results of the Instrumental Variable regression for different substitution groups
of Clindamycin (an antibiotic). The first column differentiates between the substitution
groups. The first stage of the IV regression is shown in columns two and four, first
for the initial three months and second for months four to six. The coefficients for the
second stage are in columns three and six. Standard errors in parentheses.

Formally I estimate a regression model similar as in Section 5.

P (OpposeSub s ti j t = 1) =α + β1SD j i t + ρ0F ir s t P ur cℎasei j0+
ρ1log (I ncomei t + 1) + ρ4EduLeveli + γs t + ε j i t

SD is a dummy that takes the value 1 if a patient is in the treatment group. In
practice this statement is equivalent to saying that SD is 1 if a patient has consumed
the product before or the patient has consumed any product in the previous month,
since I solely consider patients who have purchased the PoM in the second month
and oppose substitution in month three. Table 1.26 shows the result of the least
square regression considering painkillers. Model (1) does not include controls and
only uses SD as a regression. Models (2) and (3) include the logarithm of income
and subgroup × time fixed effects. Model(3) further controls for the education level
and unobserved heterogeneity. Results are strong, significant and stable. In the
final specification the probability of opposing substitution increases by 15% points
if a patient is in the treatment group and therefore purchased the product in the
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Figure 1.17: IV Regression, Clindamycin

Notes: Coefficients of second stage for different substitution groups of Clindamycin.
Coefficients for each substitution group are divided into coefficients for the initial three
months and months four to six. A coefficient for the first three months is equal to
β3 = .5 and says that the initial consumption of a generic increases the possibility of
purchasing a generic again during the following three months by 50%. Note that I
include 95% confidence intervals.

previous month when it was the PoM. The results back up the general regression
results and show an even stronger effect considering only the discontinuity.

1.A.3 Quality Misconceptions

Additional Graphs

Extended Regressions

Subgroup specific regressions with three outcome variables (consumption of the
cheapest product, opposed substitution of patients, opposed substitution by physi-
cian) for painkillers (Tables 1.27, 1.28, and 1.29), antibiotics (Tables 1.30, 1.31,
and 1.33) and antiepileptics (Tables 1.34, 1.35, and 1.36).
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Table 1.26: Regression Results, Robustness Check, Switching Costs

(1) (2) (3)
Opp. Opp. Opp.

SD 0.145∗∗∗ 0.0897∗∗∗ 0.152∗∗∗

(0.00333) (0.00427) (0.00488)

Log(Inc) -0.0000567 -0.0000192
(0.000392) (0.000431)

Constant 0.0785∗∗∗ 0.0869∗∗∗ 0.137∗∗∗

(0.000843) (0.00470) (0.00576)

Education No No Yes

Control Heterogeneity No No Yes
Observations 119,227 114,687 107,290
R2 0.028 0.205 0.216
Fixed Effects ’No’ ’Subgroup*Time’ ’Subgroup*Time’
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Linear least square regression results for the segment of painkillers. One obser-
vation corresponds to one specific purchase occasion by an patient. Note that in this
robustness check the sample is reduced. The outcome variable is a dummy variable
that takes the value 1 if a patient has opposed substitution. SD is a dummy that
takes the value 1 if an individual consumed the same product in the last purchase
occasion. Within this robustness check SD = 1 means that the patient is the treatment
group. Log (I ncome) is the logarithm of income. Educ at ion indicates if the model
controls for the level of education according to the grades on a six-step grid. Cont rol
H et erogneit y indicates if the model controls for the first observed purchase of a
patient. F ixed E f f ec t s indicates if the model controls for substitution × month
fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered on the individual level and adjusted for
heterogeneity. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
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Table 1.27: Regression Results, Substitution to Cheapest Product

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Cheap Cheap Cheap Cheap Cheap

Med 0.0762∗∗∗ 0.0433∗∗∗ 0.0271∗∗∗ 0.0241∗∗∗ 0.0240∗∗∗

(0.00282) (0.00299) (0.00276) (0.00231) (0.00234)

Original 0.0918∗∗∗ 0.0990∗∗∗ 0.132∗∗∗ 0.113∗∗∗ 0.101∗∗∗

(0.00926) (0.00929) (0.00920) (0.00885) (0.00888)

Generic 0.274∗∗∗ 0.298∗∗∗ 0.369∗∗∗ 0.400∗∗∗ 0.402∗∗∗

(0.00926) (0.00928) (0.00918) (0.00884) (0.00887)

Log(Inc) -0.000106 0.000619∗∗∗ 0.000403∗∗∗ 0.000663∗∗∗

(0.000132) (0.000124) (0.000106) (0.000104)

Constant 0.448∗∗∗ 0.374∗∗∗ 0.368∗∗∗ 0.366∗∗∗ 0.326∗∗∗

(0.00925) (0.00946) (0.00931) (0.00893) (0.00897)

Education No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Geographical No Yes No No Yes
Observations 35,595,027 32,923,856 32,923,856 32,923,856 32,923,856
R2 0.034 0.043 0.124 0.442 0.446
Fixed Effects ’No’ ’No’ ’Subgroup’ ’Subgroup*Time’ ’Subgroup*Time’
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Linear least square regression results for the segment of painkillers. One observa-
tion corresponds to one specific purchase occasion by a patient. The outcome variable is
a dummy variable that takes the value 1 if a patient consumes the cheapest available
option in a substitution group. M ed is a dummy that takes the value 1 if an individual
has a medical education. Log (I ncome) is the logarithm of income. Educ at ion
indicates if the model controls for the level of education according to the grades on
a six-step grid. Geog r apℎic al indicates if the model controls for county-level fixed
effects. F ixed E f f ec t s indicates if the model controls for substitution group or sub-
stitution ×month fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered on the individual level
and adjusted for heterogeneity. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
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Table 1.28: Regression Results, Opposed Substitution

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Opp. Opp. Opp. Opp. Opp.

Med -0.0179∗∗∗ -0.0356∗∗∗ -0.0509∗∗∗ -0.0472∗∗∗ -0.0473∗∗∗

(0.00198) (0.00213) (0.00189) (0.00186) (0.00189)

Original 0.114∗∗∗ 0.142∗∗∗ 0.0693∗∗∗ 0.0907∗∗∗ 0.0978∗∗∗

(0.00650) (0.00650) (0.00631) (0.00668) (0.00668)

Generic -0.0574∗∗∗ -0.0403∗∗∗ -0.123∗∗∗ -0.138∗∗∗ -0.139∗∗∗

(0.00648) (0.00649) (0.00630) (0.00666) (0.00667)

Log(Inc) -0.00148∗∗∗ 0.000368∗∗∗ 0.0000717 -0.000120
(0.000115) (0.000100) (0.0000933) (0.0000922)

Constant 0.178∗∗∗ 0.155∗∗∗ 0.228∗∗∗ 0.236∗∗∗ 0.262∗∗∗

(0.00648) (0.00667) (0.00642) (0.00676) (0.00678)

Education No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Geographical No Yes No No Yes
Observations 35,595,027 32,923,856 32,923,856 32,923,856 32,923,856
R2 0.045 0.055 0.159 0.294 0.298
Fixed Effects ’No’ ’No’ ’SubGroup’ ’SubGroup*Time’ ’SubGroup*Time’
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Linear least square regression results for the segment of painkillers. One ob-
servation corresponds to one specific purchase occasion by a patient. The outcome
variable is a dummy variable that takes the value 1 if a patient opposes substitution
and does not consume the cheapest product in a substitution group. M ed is a dummy
that takes the value 1 if an individual has a medical education. Log (I ncome) is
the logarithm of income. Educ at ion indicates if the model controls for the level of
education according to the grades on a six-step grid. Geog r apℎic al indicates if the
model controls for county-level fixed effects. F ixed E f f ec t s indicates if the model
controls for substitution group or substitution ×month fixed effects. Standard errors
are clustered on the individual level and adjusted for heterogeneity. Standard errors
are reported in parentheses.
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Table 1.29: Regression Results, Physician opposes Substitution

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
DocOpp. DocOpp. DocOpp. DocOpp. DocOpp.

Med 0.0236∗∗∗ 0.0224∗∗∗ 0.0208∗∗∗ 0.0210∗∗∗ 0.0211∗∗∗

(0.00152) (0.00158) (0.00154) (0.00153) (0.00153)

Original -0.0767∗∗∗ -0.0728∗∗∗ -0.0136 -0.0619∗∗∗ -0.0594∗∗∗

(0.00736) (0.00741) (0.00734) (0.00823) (0.00825)

Generic -0.0920∗∗∗ -0.0898∗∗∗ -0.0411∗∗∗ -0.0926∗∗∗ -0.0932∗∗∗

(0.00737) (0.00741) (0.00734) (0.00824) (0.00825)

Log(Inc) -0.000271∗∗∗ -0.0000903 -0.000104 -0.000153∗

(0.0000713) (0.0000684) (0.0000677) (0.0000675)

Constant 0.107∗∗∗ 0.105∗∗∗ 0.0506∗∗∗ 0.101∗∗∗ 0.109∗∗∗

(0.00737) (0.00746) (0.00738) (0.00828) (0.00830)

Education No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Geographical No Yes No No Yes
Observations 35,595,027 32,923,856 32,923,856 32,923,856 32,923,856
R2 0.003 0.005 0.030 0.036 0.037
Fixed Effects ’No’ ’No’ ’Subgroup’ ’Subgroup*Time’ ’Subgroup*Time’
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Linear least square regression results for the segment of painkillers. One observa-
tion corresponds to one specific purchase occasion by a patient. The outcome variable is
a dummy variable that takes the value 1 if the primary health care provider (physician)
opposes substitution and therefore the patient does not consume the cheapest product in
a substitution group. M ed is a dummy that takes the value 1 if an individual has a
medical education. Log (I ncome) is the logarithm of income. Educ at ion indicates
if the model controls for the level of education according to the grades on a six-step grid.
Geog r apℎic al indicates if the model controls for county-level fixed effects. F ixed
E f f ec t s indicates if the model controls for substitution group or substitution×month
fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered on the individual level and adjusted for
heterogeneity. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
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Table 1.30: Regression Results, Substitution to Cheapest Product

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Cheap Cheap Cheap Cheap Cheap

Med 0.00407∗∗∗ 0.0164∗∗∗ 0.0156∗∗∗ 0.0147∗∗∗ 0.0142∗∗∗

(0.000939) (0.00100) (0.000967) (0.000873) (0.000868)

Original -0.237∗∗∗ -0.239∗∗∗ -0.304∗∗∗ -0.583∗∗∗ -0.578∗∗∗

(0.000894) (0.000910) (0.000972) (0.00140) (0.00140)

Generic 0.0402∗∗∗ 0.0411∗∗∗ 0.0447∗∗∗ -0.0250∗∗∗ -0.0240∗∗∗

(0.000776) (0.000789) (0.000736) (0.00116) (0.00116)

Log(Inc) -0.00113∗∗∗ -0.00178∗∗∗ -0.000657∗∗∗ -0.000568∗∗∗

(0.0000464) (0.0000445) (0.0000393) (0.0000392)

Constant 0.867∗∗∗ 0.849∗∗∗ 0.893∗∗∗ 0.974∗∗∗ 0.947∗∗∗

(0.000766) (0.00110) (0.000968) (0.00126) (0.00128)

Education No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Geographical No Yes No No Yes
Observations 12,857,251 12,326,138 12,326,138 12,326,138 12,326,138
R2 0.080 0.086 0.125 0.281 0.282
Fixed Effects ’No’ ’No’ ’Subgroup’ ’Subgroup*Time’ ’Subgroup*Time’
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Linear least square regression results for the segment of antibiotics. One observa-
tion corresponds to one specific purchase occasion by a patient. The outcome variable is
a dummy variable that takes the value 1 if a patient consumes the cheapest available
option in a substitution group. M ed is a dummy that takes the value 1 if an individual
has a medical education. Log (I ncome) is the logarithm of income. Educ at ion
indicates if the model controls for the level of education according to the grades on
a six-step grid. Geog r apℎic al indicates if the model controls for county-level fixed
effects. F ixed E f f ec t s indicates if the model controls for substitution group or sub-
stitution ×month fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered on the individual level
and adjusted for heterogeneity. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
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Table 1.31: Regression Results, Opposed Substitution

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Opp. Opp. Opp. Opp. Opp.

Med -0.0135∗∗∗ -0.0262∗∗∗ -0.0235∗∗∗ -0.0233∗∗∗ -0.0230∗∗∗

(0.000626) (0.000685) (0.000669) (0.000638) (0.000640)

Original 0.169∗∗∗ 0.171∗∗∗ 0.218∗∗∗ 0.411∗∗∗ 0.406∗∗∗

(0.000660) (0.000671) (0.000752) (0.00126) (0.00126)

Generic -0.0122∗∗∗ -0.0124∗∗∗ -0.0206∗∗∗ 0.0291∗∗∗ 0.0282∗∗∗

(0.000533) (0.000540) (0.000535) (0.000988) (0.000986)

Log(Inc) 0.000650∗∗∗ 0.00134∗∗∗ 0.000530∗∗∗ 0.000470∗∗∗

(0.0000388) (0.0000376) (0.0000343) (0.0000342)

Constant 0.0753∗∗∗ 0.0864∗∗∗ 0.0556∗∗∗ -0.00102 0.0243∗∗∗

(0.000528) (0.000779) (0.000725) (0.00106) (0.00108)

Education No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Geographical No Yes No No Yes
Observations 12,857,251 12,326,138 12,326,138 12,326,138 12,326,138
R2 0.049 0.055 0.083 0.201 0.203
Fixed Effects ’No’ ’No’ ’Subgroup’ ’Subgroup*Time’ ’Subgroup*Time’
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Linear least square regression results for the segment of antibiotics. One ob-
servation corresponds to one specific purchase occasion by a patient. The outcome
variable is a dummy variable that takes the value 1 if a patient opposes substitution
and does not consume the cheapest product in a substitution group. M ed is a dummy
that takes the value 1 if an individual has a medical education. Log (I ncome) is
the logarithm of income. Educ at ion indicates if the model controls for the level of
education according to the grades on a six-step grid. Geog r apℎic al indicates if the
model controls for county-level fixed effects. F ixed E f f ec t s indicates if the model
controls for substitution group or substitution ×month fixed effects. Standard errors
are clustered on the individual level and adjusted for heterogeneity. Standard errors
are reported in parentheses.
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Table 1.32: Regression Results, Physician opposes Substitution

Table 1.33: Prob. that physician opposes

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
DocOpp. DocOpp. DocOpp. DocOpp. DocOpp.

Med 0.00884∗∗∗ 0.00827∗∗∗ 0.00715∗∗∗ 0.00718∗∗∗ 0.00724∗∗∗

(0.000454) (0.000469) (0.000465) (0.000462) (0.000461)

Original 0.00440∗∗∗ 0.00420∗∗∗ 0.0120∗∗∗ 0.0191∗∗∗ 0.0185∗∗∗

(0.000277) (0.000284) (0.000325) (0.000463) (0.000464)

Generic -0.00175∗∗∗ -0.00181∗∗∗ -0.0000352 0.00158∗∗∗ 0.00149∗∗∗

(0.000241) (0.000247) (0.000227) (0.000323) (0.000323)

Log(Inc) 0.0000395∗∗ 0.0000492∗∗∗ 0.0000368∗∗ 0.0000286∗

(0.0000138) (0.0000137) (0.0000137) (0.0000137)

Constant 0.00568∗∗∗ 0.00844∗∗∗ 0.00276∗∗∗ 0.000604 0.00385∗∗∗

(0.000240) (0.000329) (0.000291) (0.000369) (0.000382)

Education No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Geographical No Yes No No Yes
Observations 12857251 12326138 12326138 12326138 12326138
R2 0.001 0.002 0.004 0.008 0.008
Fixed Effects ’No’ ’No’ ’Subgroup’ ’Subgroup*Time’ ’Subgroup*Time’
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Linear least square regression results for the segment of antibiotics. One observa-
tion corresponds to one specific purchase occasion by a patient. The outcome variable is
a dummy variable that takes the value 1 if the primary health care provider (physician)
opposes substitution and therefore the patient does not consume the cheapest product in
a substitution group. M ed is a dummy that takes the value 1 if an individual has a
medical education. Log (I ncome) is the logarithm of income. Educ at ion indicates
if the model controls for the level of education according to the grades on a six-step grid.
Geog r apℎic al indicates if the model controls for county-level fixed effects. F ixed
E f f ec t s indicates if the model controls for substitution group or substitution×month
fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered on the individual level and adjusted for
heterogeneity. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
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Table 1.34: Regression Results, Substitution to Cheapest Product

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Cheap Cheap Cheap Cheap ’Opp.’

Med -0.0235∗ 0.00133 0.00828 0.00488 0.00408
(0.00949) (0.00986) (0.00909) (0.00935) (0.00932)

Original 0 0 0 0 0
(.) ( .) ( .) ( .) ( .)

Generic -0.0429∗∗∗ -0.0501∗∗∗ -0.0737∗∗∗ -0.182∗∗∗ -0.182∗∗∗

(0.00150) (0.00158) (0.00224) (0.00380) (0.00380)

Log(Inc) 0.000367 -0.000330 0.0000270 0.000113
(0.000310) (0.000272) (0.000266) (0.000268)

Constant 0.962∗∗∗ 0.992∗∗∗ 1.005∗∗∗ 1.100∗∗∗ 1.096∗∗∗

(0.00107) (0.00571) (0.00453) (0.00515) (0.00577)

Education No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Geographical No Yes No No Yes
Observations 543,738 500,363 500,363 500,363 500,363
R2 0.003 0.009 0.052 0.155 0.157
Fixed Effects ’No’ ’No’ ’Subgroup’ ’Subgroup*Time’ ’Subgroup*Time’
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Linear least square regression results for the segment of antiepileptics. One
observation corresponds to one specific purchase occasion by a patient. The outcome
variable is a dummy variable that takes the value 1 if a patient consumes the cheapest
available option in a substitution group. M ed is a dummy that takes the value 1 if
an individual has a medical education. Log (I ncome) is the logarithm of income.
Educ at ion indicates if the model controls for the level of education according to the
grades on a six-step grid. Geog r apℎic al indicates if the model controls for county-
level fixed effects. F ixed E f f ec t s indicates if the model controls for substitution
group or substitution ×month fixed effects. Note that there are no original products
that are reimbursed in the market of off-patent antiepileptics. Standard errors are
clustered on the individual level and adjusted for heterogeneity. Standard errors are
reported in parentheses.
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Table 1.35: Regression Results, Opposed Substitution

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Opp. Opp. Opp. Opp. Opp.

Med 0.00598 -0.00388 -0.00862∗ -0.00775∗ -0.00745∗

(0.00365) (0.00385) (0.00356) (0.00370) (0.00369)

Original 0 0 0 0 0
(.) ( .) ( .) ( .) ( .)

Generic 0.0205∗∗∗ 0.0237∗∗∗ 0.0380∗∗∗ 0.0898∗∗∗ 0.0900∗∗∗

(0.000583) (0.000635) (0.000999) (0.00207) (0.00207)

Log(Inc) -0.000314∗ 0.0000670 -0.0000564 -0.0000841
(0.000144) (0.000129) (0.000129) (0.000129)

Constant 0.00804∗∗∗ -0.00442 -0.0127∗∗∗ -0.0584∗∗∗ -0.0559∗∗∗

(0.000413) (0.00246) (0.00205) (0.00260) (0.00282)

Education No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Geographical No Yes No No Yes
Observations 543,738 500,363 500,363 500,363 500,363
R2 0.002 0.005 0.028 0.073 0.074
Fixed Effects ’No’ ’No’ ’SubGroup’ ’SubGroup*Time’ ’SubGroup*Time’
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Linear least square regression results for the segment of antiepileptics. One
observation corresponds to one specific purchase occasion by a patient. The outcome
variable is a dummy variable that takes the value 1 if a patient opposes substitution
and does not consume the cheapest product in a substitution group. M ed is a dummy
that takes the value 1 if an individual has a medical education. Log (I ncome) is
the logarithm of income. Educ at ion indicates if the model controls for the level of
education according to the grades on a six-step grid. Geog r apℎic al indicates if the
model controls for county-level fixed effects. F ixed E f f ec t s indicates if the model
controls for substitution group or substitution ×month fixed effects. Note that there
are no original products that are reimbursed in the market of off-patent antiepileptics.
Standard errors are clustered on the individual level and adjusted for heterogeneity.
Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
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Table 1.36: Regression Results, Physician opposes Substitution

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
DocOpp. DocOpp. DocOpp. DocOpp. DocOpp.

Med 0.00890 0.00417 0.00316 0.00349 0.00364
(0.00740) (0.00766) (0.00763) (0.00752) (0.00750)

Original 0 0 0 0 0
(.) ( .) ( .) ( .) ( .)

Generic 0.0145∗∗∗ 0.0159∗∗∗ 0.0241∗∗∗ 0.0334∗∗∗ 0.0332∗∗∗

(0.000892) (0.000939) (0.00142) (0.00185) (0.00184)

Log(Inc) 0.000253 0.000298 0.000258 0.000227
(0.000188) (0.000187) (0.000187) (0.000188)

Constant 0.00463∗∗∗ -0.00874∗ -0.0135∗∗∗ -0.0216∗∗∗ -0.0217∗∗∗

(0.000489) (0.00357) (0.00302) (0.00319) (0.00372)

Education No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Geographical No Yes No No Yes
Observations 543,738 500,363 500,363 500,363 500,363
R2 0.001 0.006 0.007 0.012 0.015
Fixed Effects ’No’ ’No’ ’SubGroup’ ’SubGroup*Time’ ’SubGroup*Time’
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Linear least square regression results for the segment of antiepileptics. One
observation corresponds to one specific purchase occasion by a patient. The outcome
variable is a dummy variable that takes the value 1 if the primary health care provider
(physician) opposes substitution and therefore the patient does not consume the cheapest
product in a substitution group. M ed is a dummy that takes the value 1 if an individual
has a medical education. Log (I ncome) is the logarithm of income. Educ at ion
indicates if the model controls for the level of education according to the grades on a six-
step grid. Geog r apℎic al indicates if the model controls for county-level fixed effects.
F ixed E f f ec t s indicates if the model controls for substitution group or substitution
×month fixed effects. Note that there are no original products that are reimbursed in
the market of off-patent antiepileptics. Standard errors are clustered on the individual
level and adjusted for heterogeneity. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
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Figure 1.18: Regression Design, Robustness Check

Month A Month B Month C

Day 20/21 Day 10

p1 < p2 p2 < p1 p1 < p2p1 < p2

Control Treatment
Repeated
Purchase

Initial
Purchase

Notes: Sketch of the regression used in the robustness check. I consider only the sample
where one observes two consecutive price changes. For example in Month A one observes
p1 < p2, in Month B p2 < p1 and in Month C P1 < p2. The sample is those patients
that start their treatment the last 10 days of Month A or the first 10 days in Month
B. The outcome variable is if patients oppose substitution for the repeated purchase in
Month C.

1.A.4 Interaction of Behavioral Frictions

One concern of the separate presentation of switching costs and quality miscon-
ception is that the frictions are seperately but not jointly identified. In detail, both
reduced form evidence identifies the same underlying behavioral frictions. In the
following, I show that both behavioral frictions are jointly observable and do
not interact. Furthermore, also the structual model in Section 1.6. Consider the
following regression model:

P (OpposeSub s ti j t = 1) =α + β1SD2i j t + β2Medi t + β3SD2i j t × Medi t+
ρ0F ir s t P ur cℎasei j0 + ρ1log (I ncomei t + 1)+
ρ4EduLeveli + γs t + ε j i t

OpposeSub s t takes the value 1 if a patient actively opposes substitution and
therefore has additional expenses. SD2i j t is the dummy variable that takes the
value 1 if a patient i has used product j already in last month during the last
purchase occasion. As before, Medi t is the dummy variable that takes the value
one if a patient i is a medical expert. Importantly, I not only include both variable
in the equation but also allow for an interaction. Therefore, I test if a patient
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Figure 1.19: Education and Substitution

Notes: Fraction of patients that oppose substitution when consuming antibiotics, depen-
dent on the patient’s level of education. Education is divided into six different segments:
(1) lower secondary, an education less than nine years; (2) lower secondary, 9 to 10
years; (3) upper secondary; (4) post-secondary, less than two years; (5) post-secondary,
more than two years; (6) PhD and professional degrees. The error bars correspond to a
95% confidence interval.

with a medical education has higher or lower switching costs. According to my
presentation before, I expect that both frictions are not interacted. As in the major
regressions I control for unobserved heterogeneity by including the first observable
purchase. I control for income, general education level and use variation within a
substitution group at period t by including time-substitution group fixed effects.

Table 1.37 shows the regression results for the three subgroups of painkillers
(Model 1), antibioptics (Model 2), and antiepilepics (Model 3). I show results for
the full models including substitution times time fixed effects (γs t ). Coefficients
for switching costs and quality misconceptions (SD2 and Med ) are similar to
the ones in the major regressions. Consumers experience switching costs for
painkillers and antibiotics, but not for anti epileptics. Having used a specific
product (painkiller or an antibiotic) in the previous purchase occasion within
the last month increases the probability of opposing substitution. In comparison,
one observes quality misconceptions in all three markets. Being a medical expert
is associated with higher substitution (or less opposed substitutions) in all three
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Figure 1.20: Education and Substitution

Notes: Fraction of patients that oppose substitution when consuming antiepileptics,
dependent on the patient’s level of education. Education is divided into six different
segments: (1) lower secondary, an education less than nine years; (2) lower secondary,
9 to 10 years; (3) upper secondary; (4) post-secondary, less than two years; (5) post-
secondary, more than two years; (6) PhD and professional degrees. The error bars
correspond to a 95% confidence interval.

sub-markets. Therefore, the general interpretation of the main analysis does not
change. Switching costs are important for painkillers and antibiotics, while quality
misconceptions are in all three markets.

The interaction between the two variables of interests (SD2 and Med ) is
insignificant in all three subgroups. Medical experts do not experience higher or
lower switching costs than non-experts. The result supports the assumption that
switching costs and quality misconceptions are independent behavioral frictions.

Advertisement

1.A.5 The Role of Pharmacies

Within this section I briefly describe the role of pharmacies in the prescription drug
market. I further present evidence that pharmacies are not responsible for opposed
substitutions by patients. After receiving a prescription from a primary health
care provider a patient gets dispensed a product at a pharmacy of the individual’s
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Table 1.37: Regression Results, Opposed Substitution, Interaction

Painkillers Antibiotics Antiepileptics
(1) (2) (3)
Opp. Opp. Opp.

SD2 0.0330∗∗∗ 0.0116∗∗∗ -0.0039∗∗∗

(0.0002) (0.00057) (0.00051)

Med -0.0478∗∗∗ -0.0250∗∗∗ -0.0112∗∗∗

(0.00172) (0.00067) (0.00392)

Med×SD2 -0.0025 0.0023 0.0071
(0.00386) (0.00355) (0.00656)

Log(Inc) -0.00005 0.00076∗∗∗ 0.00010
(0.000091) (0.000037) (0.000128)

Constant 0.10146∗∗∗ 0.0448∗∗∗ -0.00956∗∗∗

(0.00114) (0.000577) (0.00219)

Education Yes Yes Yes

Controls Heterogeneity Yes Yes Yes
Observations 32923856 12326138 500363
R2 0.261 0.116 0.062
Fixed Effects ’Sub*Time’ ’Sub*Time’ ’Sub*Time’

Mean Opp. 0.209 0.094 0.028
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Linear least square regression results. One observation corresponds to one specific
purchase occasion by a patient. The outcome variable is a dummy variable that takes the
value 1 if a patient has opposed substitution. SD2 takes the value 1 if the product was
consumed in the last month and the last purchase occasion. M ed is a dummy variable
that takes the value if patient i has a medical education. The State dependence dummy is
interacted with the medical one M ed×SD2. Log (I ncome) is the logarithm of income.
Educ at ion indicates if the model controls for the level of education according to the
grades on a six-step grid. Cont rol H et erog eneit y indicates if the model controls for
the first observed purchase of a patient. F ixed E f f ec t s indicates if the model controls
for substitution ×month fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered on the individual
level and adjusted for heterogeneity. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
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Figure 1.21: Education Subject and Substitution

Notes: Fraction of patients that oppose substitution when consuming antibiotics, depen-
dent on the subject of the patient’s education. Education is divided into 25 different
subjects, ordered alphabetically. The error bars correspond to a 95% confidence interval.

choice. The pharmacy is responsible for explaining the substitutability in case the
prescribed drug is not the cheapest available alternative within a substitution group.
The pharmacies are required to explain that products are medically equivalent and
to explain any price differences that consumers have to pay out of pocket (Sveriges
Riksdag, 2002).

Note that the pharmaceutical margins (Appendix A) imply that higher prices
are associated with higher profits for pharmacies. It may be possible that pharma-
cists have an incentive to avoid substitution and dispense more expensive products
in order to increase their own profits. However, this is unlikely. First of all,
regulation forbids that pharmacists avoid substitution. Second, the market for
pharmacies in Sweden would limit this behavior. The market for pharmacies
is divided into four approximately equal-share oligopolists which increases the
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Figure 1.22: Education Subject and Substitution

Notes: Fraction of patients that oppose substitution when consuming antiepileptics,
dependent on the patient’s subject of education. Education is divided into 25 different
subjects, ordered alphabetically. The error bars correspond to a 95% confidence interval.

possibility of control. Note that one of the main pharmacy brands is state owned.
The organization may play a role as the employee within a pharmacy cannot be
legally financially incentivized to maximize profits when dispensing prescription
drugs. Finally, I provide two-fold empirical evidence that pharmacies do not maxi-
mize their profits by dispensing more expensive products. Pharmacies are able to
increase their profits by decreasing the information provision to consumers such
that consumers pay the price difference to the cheapest product out of pocket as
they do not substitute. Further pharmacies could reduce intentionally the stock of
the PoM such that they can dispense more expensive products to patients. In the
latter case consumers do not have additional costs. If pharmacies do not provide
full information, I could not exclude that inattention is a reason for overpayment.
In model terms, pharmacies do not decrease information costs to zero. Quality
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Figure 1.23: Antibiotics: Advertisement Expenditure, Market Shares

Notes: Relation between advertisement expenditures for OTC drugs, the market shares
for prescription antibiotics and the share of brands conditional on opposed substitution
by patients. There are two bars for each brand that had advertisement expenditure
between 2010 and 2016 and at least one prescription painkiller. The advertisement cost
share corresponds to the share of advertisement expenditure of the entire expenditure
for OTC drugs (total market cap of approx. 410 million USD). Market share describes
the market share of a brand given all prescription drugs conditional on being not the
cheapest one.

misconceptions may not be the sole reason for choosing expensive products.
If pharmacies do not provide accurate information they would have a higher

incentive to reduce information provision the more expensive a product is. In
the following I provide regression evidence on the monthly market share level
that there is no strong correlation between prices and the probability of opposed
substitution by patients. The model takes the following form:

P (OpposeSub s t j t ) = α + βp j t + γ j + ε j t .

Where j is a product, t the time period (month),OpposeSub s t j t the fraction of
opposed substitution for product j in t , p j t the price and γ j product fixed effects.
Within the least square regressions I partly include polynomials of price to explore
the nonlinear correlation between price and the fraction of opposed substitutions.
Standard errors are clustered on the product level.

Table 1.38 shows the results of four different models. Models 1 and 2 show
regression evidence without fixed effects and Models 3 and 4 include product fixed
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Figure 1.24: Antiepileptics: Advertisement Expenditure, Market Shares

Notes: Relation between advertisement expenditures for OTC drugs, the market shares
for prescription antiepileptics and the share of brands conditional on opposed substitu-
tion by patients. There are two bars for each brand that had advertisement expenditure
between 2010 and 2016 and at least one prescription painkiller. The advertisement cost
share corresponds to the share of advertisement expenditure of the entire expenditure
for OTC drugs (total market cap of approx. 410 million USD). Market share describes
the market share of a brand given all prescription drugs conditional on being not the
cheapest one.

effects. While Models 1 and 3 solely include the price as regressors, Models 2 and
4 further use the squared price. The results show that prices are only marginally
and negatively correlated with the fraction of opposed substitution. Furthermore,
including the fixed effects reduces significance to the 5/

The second test considers the situation that pharmacies could adjust their
procurement behavior such that they have a low stock of cheaper products. In
cases that the cheapest product is out of stock the pharmacy has the possibility to
dispense more expensive products. Patients would get reimbursed according to the
price of the dispensed product (i.e. they do not have to pay the price differences).
I explore the possible incentive by showing evidence of the following regression:

P (P ℎarmOpposeSub s t j t ) = α + βp j t + γ j + ε j t .

Where j is a product, t the time period (month), P ℎarmOpposeSub s t j t the
fraction of product j that is not the cheapest but dispensed because the cheapest
product is out of stock, p j t the price and γ j is product fixed effects. Within the least
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Table 1.38: Regression Results, Opposed Substitution by Patient

Fraction Opposed Subst. by Patient

(1) (2) (3) (4)

P r ic e −0.0001∗∗∗ −0.0002∗∗∗ −0.00002∗∗ −0.00000
(0.00001) (0.00003) (0.00001) (0.00002)

P r ic e2 0.00000∗∗∗ −0.000
(0.00000) (0.000)

Constant 0.215∗∗∗ 0.228∗∗∗

(0.010) (0.012)

Fixed effects No No Yes Yes
N 20,635 20,635 20,635 20,635

∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Regression of fraction of opposed substitution by patient on the price. One
observation is product j at time t . The outcome variable is the fraction of opposed
substitutions by patients. Models 3 and 4 use fixed effects on the substitution-group level.
Standard errors are clustered on the substitution-group level.

square regressions I partly include polynomials of price to explore the nonlinear
correlation between price and the fraction of opposed substitutions. Standard
errors are clustered on the product level.

Table 1.39 shows the results of four regressions. Again, Models 1 and 2 show
results without fixed effects while I include fixed effects in Models 3 and 4. Further,
Models 2 and 4 explore the effect of squared prices. The results show that there is
not a linear price effect on the fraction of opposed substitution by the pharmacy.
First of all the effects of prices are very small. Second, without including the
squared prices the effects of prices are insignificant. Including the polynomial of
price shows that there is a nonlinear effect of prices. In detail, there is a concave
relationship for prices on the fraction of opposed substitution by pharmacies.
One cannot rationalize the effect from profit-maximizing behavior of pharmacies
because pharmacies would have a greater interest in opposing substitution for
products of higher prices. The results suggest that the effect decreases for higher
prices.
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Table 1.39: Regression Results, Opposed Substitution by Pharmacy

Fraction Opposed Subst. by Pharmacy

(1) (2) (3) (4)

P r ic e 0.00002 0.0001∗∗∗ 0.00001 0.0002∗∗∗

(0.00001) (0.00003) (0.00002) (0.00004)

P r ic e2 −0.00000∗∗∗ −0.00000∗∗∗

(0.00000) (0.00000)

Constant 0.122∗∗∗ 0.105∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.005)

Fixed effects No No Yes Yes
N 20,635 20,635 20,635 20,635

∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Regression of fraction of opposed substitution by pharmacy on prices. One
observation is product j at time t . The outcome variable is the fraction of opposed
substitutions by pharmacy (no additional costs for patient). Models 3 and 4 use fixed
effects on the substitution-group level. Standard errors are clustered on the substitution-
group level.

1.A.6 Demand Estimation

Within this section I perform a robustness check of the control function presented
in Section 6. Table 1.13 shows that the integration of the control function where
I instrument prices of products with prices of the same competitor in other
substitution groups leads to a reduced sample size. The reason for this effect
is that some products in my sample do not have instruments because the same
manufacturer does not produce pharmaceuticals in other substitution groups. In
the first approach I excluded those observation. In this section I instrument the
prices with the own prices (of the respective firm) to avoid any reduction in the
sample size. I present the results in Table 1.40. Note that the only changes take
place in Model 3 and Model 3-Med as I include the control function. Compared
to the results in the main section (Table 1.13), changes are small and the main
intuition does not change.

1.A.7 Supply Estimation

Month and firm-specific marginal cost estimates are presented in Table 1.41
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Table 1.40: Regression Results Demand Model, Robustness Check

Mod.l Mod.1-Doc Mod.2 Mod.2-Doc Mod.3 Mod.3-Doc
Branded Generic I .641∗∗∗ .322∗∗∗ 1.12∗∗∗ .863∗∗∗ .938∗∗∗ .626 ∗∗∗

( .007) (.081) (.01) (.119) (.011) (.131)
Branded Generic II .278∗∗∗ -.113 -.761∗∗∗ -.937∗∗∗ -1.233∗∗∗ -1.568∗∗∗

( .009) (.116) (.027) (.257) (.03) (.305)
Generic I -.773∗∗ -.498∗∗∗ -.04∗∗∗ .142 .079∗∗∗ .246

(.015) (.164) (0.018) (.208) (.019) (.213)
Generic II -1.136∗∗∗ -.949 ∗∗∗ -.552∗∗∗ -.468∗∗∗ -.62∗∗∗ -.542∗∗∗

( .013) (.128) (.016) (163) (.016) (.165)
Generic III -1.841∗∗∗ -1.90∗∗∗ -1.24∗∗∗ -1.38∗∗∗ -.996∗∗∗ -1.102∗∗∗

( .019) (.216) (0.022) (.258) (.023) (.267)
Generic IV -1.168∗∗∗ -.298 -.329∗∗∗ .647∗∗∗ -.913∗∗∗ -.085

(.024) (.2) (0.27) (.24) (.03) (.298)
Price Mean -.091∗∗∗ -.187∗∗∗ -.131∗∗∗ -.242∗∗∗ -.258∗∗∗ -.4∗∗∗

( .003) (.025) (.003) (.031) (.004) (.050)
σ .396∗∗∗ .269∗∗∗ .320∗∗∗ .298∗∗∗ .331∗∗∗ .317∗∗∗

( .004) (.004) (.004) (.04) (.004) (.043)
State Dependence Mean 2.08∗∗∗ 1.739∗∗∗ 1.509∗∗∗ 1.38∗∗∗ 1.486∗∗∗ 1.373∗∗∗

( .02) (.24) (.023) (.032) (.023) (.282)
σ .886∗∗∗ .022 .885∗∗∗ .203 .856∗∗∗ .177

(.033) (.431) (.04) (.547) (.04) (.582)
Control Function no no no no yes yes
Unobserved Heterogeneity no no yes yes yes yes
WTP State Dependence (SEK) 22.73 9.32 11.43 5.72 5.75 3.43
Log-Likelihood -170,866 -1,347 -142,779 -1,253 -142,941 -1,151
N 660,179 4,497 660,179 4,497 660,179 4,497
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Results from the mixed logit estimation. One observation is a patient choice in
the substitution group of paracetamol 1 g., 30 tablets. The outcome variable is a dummy
that indicates if an individual has chosen a product. Mod.1, Mod.2 and Mod.3 considers
the whole sample whereas Mod.1-Doc, Mod.2-Doc, Mod.3-Doc solely consider patients
with a medical education. The upper part of the table shows product-specific intercepts,
dependent on branded generics and generics, the default value is an original. The
lower part of the table shows the random coefficients for price and the state dependence.
Note that I also report the standard deviation or the random coefficients. Cont rol
F unc t ion indicates if the control function approach for endogenous prices has been
used. Unob ser ved H et erog eneit y indicates if the model controls for problems due
to unobserved heterogeneity. WT P St at e Dependence shows the point estimates of
the average willingness to pay for state dependence, i.e. how much an average patient is
willing to pay in order to receive the same product as in the last period.
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Table 1.41: Marginal Cost Estimates, Time and Product Specific

Population Original Brand.Generic I Brand.Generic II Generic I Generic II Generic III Generic IV
1 23.49 (2.39) 16.34 (1.86)
2 20.31 (2.58) 21.36 (2.21)
3 22.71 (2.38) 19.05 (2.67)
4 27.59 (2.1) 19.31 (2.6)
5 22.99 (1.3) 19.82 (2.17)
6 24.05 (1.59) 18.11 (3.1)
7 21.09 (2.55) 22.62 (2.86)
8 24.25 (1.94) 16.73 (2.05)
9 19.53 (2.32) 23.54 (2.6)
10 22.59 (1.97) 21.90 (2.55)
11 19.04 (2.74) 21.53 (1.84)
12 30.01 (0.93) 28.66 (1.38) 24.63 (1.94)
13 32.10 (1.56) 20.84 (1.69) 23.61 (2.69)
14 30.35 (1.83) 20.29 (2.28) 21.56 (1.85)
15 30.18 (1) 12.87 (2.21) 29.79 (1.02)
16 28.84 (1.59) 15.58 (1.9) 28.99 (1.44)
17 29.33 (1.79) 14.93 (2.62) 17.13 (2.19)
18 29.96 (1.47) 17.02 (2.74) 16.40 (2.32)
19 31.03 (0.53) 14.90 (2.42) 18.27 (2.37)
20 31.16 (1.31) 13.53 (2.27) 17.25 (2.83)
21 30.28 (1.48) 13.61 (2.71) 18.60 (2.45)
22 28.63 (1.14) 16.94 (2.16) 19.33 (2.31)
23 21.02 (2) 16.79 (2.3) 29.26 (1.46) 21.50 (2.79)
24 23.44 (2.1) 13.20 (2.26) 29.16 (1.35) 17.43 (2.42)
25 22.99 (1.51) 13.81 (2.49) 27.62 (1.96) 20.24 (2.1)
26 18.99 (1.67) 14.48 (2.34) 32.27 (0.7) 16.64 (2.12)
27 20.89 (2.4) 13.78 (1.77) 27.58 (1.66) 19.09 (1.77)
28 25.56 (1.45) 12.08 (1.57) 32.07 (1.06) 17.62 (2.73)
29 22.03 (2.4) 11.51 (1.62) 30.97 (0.83) 20.05 (2.03)
30 19.11 (2.36) 14.13 (2.59) 30.99 (1.02) 19.51 (2.63)
31 22.95 (1.95) 16.85 (2.41) 30.71 (1) 18.26 (2.21)
32 21.94 (2.32) 17.71 (2.53) 28.93 (1.78) 18.00 (1.87)
33 26.61 (1.84) 12.90 (1.99) 27.74 (1.36) 22.96 (1.73)
34 31.25 (0.99) 15.29 (2.4) 18.36 (1.53) 20.25 (1.93)
35 29.82 (1.18) 17.68 (3.04) 22.51 (2.13) 19.61 (2.29)
36 25.71 (1.42) 19.15 (1.91) 33.58 (0.5) 15.53 (2.2)
37 23.72 (1.62) 15.12 (2.56) 31.82 (0.86) 15.08 (2.22)
38 28.85 (1.53) 14.54 (1.98) 27.91 (1.34) 19.32 (2.88)
39 17.10 (2.69) 12.48 (2.15) 29.51 (1.48) 18.25 (2.79)
40 21.11 (2.62) 11.28 (1.06) 32.77 (0.6) 17.34 (2.37)
41 24.22 (2.03) 19.14 (2.61) 25.82 (2.03) 19.70 (2.26)
42 27.08 (1.3) 11.25 (1.74) 33.29 (0.59) 19.80 (2.22)
43 24.19 (1.73) 15.92 (2.24) 30.54 (1.1) 17.77 (2.05)
44 21.42 (2.8) 12.91 (2.18) 32.60 (0.68) 20.40 (1.66)
45 19.55 (1.99) 12.36 (1.72) 29.42 (1.25) 20.56 (1.91)
46 18.54 (2.38) 20.79 (2.55) 30.83 (1.06) 20.41 (1.32)
47 32.33 (0.9) 13.38 (2.28) 18.06 (2.44) 18.67 (2.29)
48 25.46 (1.59) 14.84 (2.18) 21.57 (2.23) 30.63 (1.46) 16.17 (2.18)
49 25.39 (1.53) 10.25 (1.95) 23.34 (1.68) 32.13 (0.8) 16.40 (1.95)
50 23.79 (1.84) 11.49 (2.42) 28.85 (1.98) 28.74 (2.01) 24.25 (1.5)
51 23.92 (1.59) 16.90 (2.63) 20.18 (2.44) 31.37 (1.03) 32.51 (0.64)
52 19.12 (2.18) 15.53 (2.78) 30.14 (1.63) 22.30 (1.59) 30.83 (1.65)
53 23.58 (1.6) 15.41 (2.17) 19.08 (2.68) 30.49 (1.43) 30.90 (1.43)
54 17.24 (2.22) 12.24 (3.35) 24.84 (1.6) 30.02 (1.21) 30.36 (0.92)
55 25.63 (1.82) 12.16 (2.62) 18.96 (1.83) 31.77 (1.4) 31.84 (1.06)
56 25.82 (2.08) 18.50 (2.11) 20.39 (2.46) 31.46 (1.33) 32.91 (1.01)
57 25.08 (1.49) 15.90 (2) 28.51 (1.42) 32.57 (0.94) 23.12 (1.78)
58 18.93 (2.44) 16.56 (2.31) 30.52 (1.68) 17.27 (2.3) 30.38 (1.95)
59 23.25 (1.89) 14.95 (2) 20.73 (1.59) 30.06 (1.43) 32.61 (0.58)
60 24.46 (1.98) 13.64 (2.41) 23.00 (0.89) 32.85 (0.56) 32.82 (0.67)
61 22.01 (2.31) 17.89 (1.59) 28.85 (0.97) 31.40 (1.31) 30.91 (1.19)
62 24.73 (1.6) 17.68 (2.27) 25.46 (1.65) 31.38 (0.92) 32.68 (0.47)
63 24.20 (1.99) 16.55 (2.42) 22.19 (1.97) 30.81 (1.22) 30.62 (1.53)
64 23.50 (1.62) 15.81 (2.02) 20.49 (1.91) 32.48 (0.47) 33.18 (0.68)
65 19.80 (2.22) 11.18 (1.62) 22.93 (2.25) 30.55 (1.2) 30.07 (1.25)
66 19.20 (2.41) 8.19 (1.45) 28.88 (1.74) 30.34 (1.87)
67 15.11 (2.31) 18.87 (1.89) 31.90 (0.74) 32.97 (0.67)
68 29.43 (1.42) 14.76 (2.78) 20.72 (2.36) 31.92 (0.69)
69 28.11 (1.22) 16.53 (2.64) 29.14 (1.01) 30.25 (1.35)
70 30.26 (1.05) 18.62 (1.94) 28.98 (1.92)
71 30.38 (1.07) 12.95 (2.01) 31.58 (0.67)
72 24.13 (2.22) 16.98 (2.38) 28.08 (1.79)
73 29.09 (1.32) 15.23 (1.81) 29.84 (1.22)
74 30.59 (1.43) 13.88 (1.93) 32.78 (0.69)

Notes: Marginal costs estimates (in SEK) for each brand in the time between 2010 and
2016. Periods are monthly and sequentially numbered from 1 to 74. The monthly
periods represent the time between 2010 and 2016. Within each period for each com-
petitor marginal costs are estimated. Note that the standard errors are obtained by
bootstrapping and reported in parentheses.
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1.A.8 Technical Details of Counterfactuals

Within this section I explain the technical details of the counterfactual derivation.
Given the supply-side estimation I have firm- and period-specific marginal costs
estimates. Knowing the market structure and not allowing for entry and exit,
I reduce the state space significantly. In detail, I assume that firms condition
their pricing solely on the knowledge of which firm was the PoM (has offered
the cheapest product) in the last period. In the following I explain the details
of deriving a Markov perfect equilibrium. Note that I the following steps of
computation are performed in each period each period; I drop time subscripts for
convenience.
There are N = {1, ..., n} in the market. Each firm j ∈ N sets a price p j ∈ P . For
the computation I use discrete values for the price, namely P = {0, 7.5, 15, 22.5, 30}.
Note that the supply prices are directly linearly translated into retail prices for
patients: P R = {42, 51, 60, 69, 78}. Given the linear translation into retail prices I
do not have to consider problems of double marginalization. When estimating
marginal costs I have considered a wide state space on which firms N condition
their pricing strategy on past market shares, the number of competitors, the
quantity of products and the past PoM status. To reduce the intense computational
burden in the counterfactual analysis I reduce the state space remarkably to solely
the PoM status, such that S = PoM . The state variable takes the numeric value
that corresponds to one specific firm, PoM = {1, ...n}. If PoM = 1 the first firm
was the PoM in the previous period. The rationale is that each firm has perfect
knowledge of which firm has been the PoM. Intuitively, firms based their strategy
on the knowledge of which firm was the PoM in the previous period.

Prices as well as the state variable determine supply-side determinants for
demand D̂. The demand is divided in two parts. A first part of the demand
was already part of the market in the last period. A second part consists of new
consumers. The share of the initial part is given by φ, a direct share from the data.
Further, for the first part the state variable matters, as the demand estimates of state
dependence is important. In practice I calculate D̂ by considering both demand
parts, incorporating the respective state variable. Finally, the same simplification
of demand as for the marginal cost estimation is used. So for both demand fractions
I consider the demand estimates and use the average consumer when evaluating
random coefficients. Static one-period profits are π j = D̂ j (p j − m̂c j ) where m̂c j
are estimates of the marginal costs.

The structural model incorporates the dynamic feature of prices and demand.
As in the estimation of marginal costs I assume that firms in a given period are
forward looking. To decrease the computational burden, I have assumed that firms
estimate that the consumers do not change. Also in the counterfactuals I consider
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the same demand for the next period, while still incorporating the effect of being
the PoM for the next period. Formally the prices of a period (p j ) j ∈N affect the
transition of the state variables. Denoting the state variable of the forthcoming
period with PoM ′, the transition can be formally described by

PoM ′ =


j if p j < p− j or p j ≤ p− j and j = Original
∼ U {N} where N ⊂ N if for each j ∈ Np j = p− j ∈N

and p j < p− j<N and j , Original

So the strictly cheapest product gets the PoM status. In case several products
have the same price and one of those products is an original, the original gets
the PoM status. The rationale is that the original product has a higher chance
to get chosen as the default product. Finally if several products are the cheapest
and not PoM, a random product is chosen. I denote this transition matrix by
T : (PoM × P n) → PoM ′. Having specified the transition function, I can write
the dynamic continuation payoff for firm j as

Vj (p j, p− j |PoM ) = D̂ j (p j − m̂c j ) + δVj (p ′j, p
′
− j |T (PoM , P

n))

Note that δ is a discount factor. The first term is the static profit π(P n, PoM ); the
second term is the continuation payoff given the static prices.

I am searching for a Markov perfect equilibrium. In line with (Maskin and
Tirole, 2001), a Markov perfect equilibrium restricts subgame perfect equilibria
only to the pay-off relevant strategies of a subgame. Each firm conditions its strategy
σ j ∈ S j to the state variable, i.e. S j : PoM → ∆(P ). A strategy σ∗j ∈ S j forms a
Markov perfect equilibrium if and only if for all σ j ∈ S j and PoM ∈ S it holds
that Vj (s i gma∗j , σ

∗
− j |PoM ) ≥ Vj (σ j, σ

∗
− j |PoM ). Note that I allow strategies to

differ across the firms. This is important as firms have different demand parameters
that affect their strategies.
To estimate the equilibrium strategies (σ∗j )∀j I use a value function iteration. While
the dynamic programming approach is easy to implement, the difficulty arises
as each iteration involves a computation of a game theoretic equilibrium. The
general value function algorithm is defined by the following three steps:

Step 0: I create an educated initial guess of the value function, i.e. V 0. For
each possible state variable and for each firm the value function is defined. Set
n=0.

Step 1: For each possible state variable PoM , I compute a Markov perfect
equilibrium given V n. In other words, I search for equilibrium prices given
the transition function and the defined continuation value. For each firm the
new valuation function is given by V n+1 = π(σ∗, PoM ) + V n(σ∗, PoM ). The
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computation of the equilibriumσ∗ that determines the prices givenV n is described
in the next paragraph.

Step 2: I test if |V n+1 −V n | < T ol er where T ol er is a tolerance level. If the
value function is not converged, go back to Step 1.

After convergence I have found equilibrium strategies as well as valuation
functions for each firm. During each iteration n increases by one.

Within each iteration (Step 2) I have to estimate the equilibrium. Given that I
do the equilibrium calculation for each different state while considering continua-
tion payoffsV n as well as the transition function, I use a game theoretic algorithm
to compute a Nash in prices. Note that I use the discrete prices in P . I formulate
the problem in a non-linear minimization problem with nonlinear constraints. I
get a solution to this problem by using sequential quadratic programming based on
quasi-Newton methods. The details of the algorithm are described in Chatterjee,
2009.

The main concerns of the equilibrium estimation are the following: First,
the algorithm does not select equilibria. Indeed, it first evaluates possible pure
strategy equilibria. Afterwards it uses a quasi-Newton method to search for mixed
strategy equilibria. Thereby the concern is that there exists multiple equilibria and
the algorithm just uses one. The second concern is that the lack of equilibrium
selection impacts the valuation function iteration. If there are multiple equilibria
and the algorithm in one iteration gives me one equilibrium and in the next
iteration another one, the valuation function may not converge. I recognize the
potential problems of the algorithm and try to test several robustness checks: First,
I start with different initial guesses. The equilibrium outcome for different initial
guesses does not change. Second, I consider if a ’bang-bang’ behavior between
different equilibria during the iteration is a problem. Indeed, the convergence
mostly seems smooth and I do not observe any jumps between equilibria between
iterations.
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Abstract

This paper investigates price patterns of off-patent pharmaceuticals in Sweden.
I show that price dynamics are dependent on the number of competitors. For
example, manufacturers who are the only supplier of a substance do not vary their
prices. In oligopolies with two or three suppliers, firms occasionally rotate their
prices in a symmetrical fashion. In markets with more than three suppliers, the
cheapest firm often increases its price in the next month. The price patterns follow
predictions from a model of dynamic price competition, where the demand for
pharmaceuticals incorporates the known biases of consumers: habit persistence
and brand preferences.
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2.1 Introduction

Off-patent pharmaceuticals are subject to generic competition. Standard economic
theory predicts that competitive forces decrease prices in the short term and provide
steady low prices in the long term in the absence of cost and demand shocks.
However, recent developments around the world have led to questions regarding
this prediction as it pertains to pricing off-patent pharmaceuticals. Recently, the
prices of many generic pharmaceuticals in the US have risen sharply1. Markets
with more regulation than the US have also exhibited patterns in the pricing of off-
patent drugs that are at odds with standard predictions of a market characterized
by strong competition.

In the present article, I use rich data from Sweden to examine the pricing
of off-patent pharmaceuticals. In particular, I aim to understand the reasons for
marked cyclical patterns in the prices of some pharmaceuticals. The market for
off-patent pharmaceuticals in Sweden is highly regulated. On the demand side,
patients are reimbursed for the cheapest available generic on the market. On the
supply side, centralizedmonthly auctions determine pharmaceutical prices. Pricing
patterns for different segments (groups of medically equivalent pharmaceutical
products) are heterogeneous. On one hand, the intertemporal variability of prices
in segments where only one product is present is nearly nonexistent. On the other
hand, prices in segments with more than one firm change frequently over time.
In segments with more than two competitors, the price of many of the cheapest
products increases drastically in the future month, such that potential patients
are reimbursed only if they substitute on a monthly basis. Most interestingly,
symmetric price cycles (SPCs) arise in segments with two or three competitors.
In these price cycles, two competing pharmaceutical firms alternate their monthly
prices such that patients observe a higher priced and a lower priced product each
month. Furthermore, one recognizes subgroups when there are two competitors,
where both firms charge the identical price over time. Figure 2.1 shows an example
of a segment for Valsartan 320 mg as a treatment against high blood pressure and
congestive heart failure. The segment shows two common characteristics: (1) SPCs
with two generics between mid-2012 and mid-2013 and (2) reverting prices from
mid-2013 to mid-2015. There are three competitors, where the cheapest product in
1Regulation of substitution to generics is dependent on the federal state, and prices are based on a
free market mechanism. In 2014 and 2015, the prices of several generic products increased in the
US, although there were many producers of a single homogenous product(Los Angeles Times,
2016). The puzzle of many producers and increasing prices has been featured on Reinhardt’s health
care blog (Reinhardt, 2016). The suspected price increases by all competitors led to an investigation
of antitrust authority in November 2016 (Bloomberg, 2016).
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a month increases its price in the subsequent month such that a competitor offers
a lower price.

Figure 2.1: Example of Dynamic Prices

Notes:Example of price cycles and reverting prices

To frame the empirical analysis, I build a dynamic oligopoly model where
firms repeatedly compete in prices. I explore the role of patients’ behavior on
pricing mechanisms by firms. The perceived quality difference of medically equiv-
alent products (Bronnenberg et al., 2015), as well as persistent purchasing habits
(Feng, 2017; Crawford and Shum, 2005; Hollis, 2002), are well documented in the
literature. I characterize Markov perfect equilibria and subgame perfect equilibria
in repeated games where patients are habit persistent and have different perceived
qualities of products. I describe observable pricing patterns that are conditional
on the number of competitors. Additionally, I present conditions under which
collusion schemes between two competitors that are based on alternating prices are
most efficient if patients are habit persistent and/or have brand preferences. Finally,
I describe conditions under which two competitors form collusion schemes in
which both firms charge identical prices over time.

The intent within the empirical part of my paper is to examine price patterns
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in the Swedish pharmaceutical market and relate the predictions of the model to
observable outcomes. In a first step, I explore the the supply side. Using segment
and time fixed effects, I exploit within-segment variation in market structure to
identify links between pricing patterns and number of competitors. Important
features of my model are consistent with the data. For example, (1) monopolists
do not vary their prices, whereas price variation is high in subgroups with more
than one competitor; (2) alternating prices between two firms are present in
subgroups with two and three competitors; and (3) the majority of firms that offer
the cheapest product one month increase the price of their product in the future
month.

In a second step, I incorporate the demand side. I demonstrate that the
development of market shares can be explained by patient’s habit persistence
and brand preferences. Using variation of habit persistence across therapeutic
subgroups I show that the model is well suited for prediction of competitive as
well as tacit collusive pricing equilibria.

Themodel, as well as the empirical investigation of the Swedish pharmaceutical
market, exemplify the importance of inter-temporal demand for pricing incentives
of firms. Thereby, the consumer’s dynamic demand offers the possibility to detect
tacit collusion. In markets where brand preferences and habit persistence of
patients is low, dynamic prices in competitive equilibria are indistinguishable from
tacit collusion. With brand preferences and habit persistence prices in competitive
equilibria are variable and follow a stochastic function. Profit maximizing tacit
collusion schemes have different dynamics and are identifiable. Therefore, habit
persistence can facilitate detection of tacit collusion schemes as dynamic price
relations are different from those in competitive equilibria.

2.2 Related Literature

My model describes a dynamic oligopoly where firms compete in price and con-
sumers exhibit habit persistence. Such habit persistence can be seen as the explicit
or implicit cost of switching products, which is a phenomenon that has been
examined in the literature on switching costs2. Klemperer (1987b) and Klem-
perer (1987a) provide the first insights on the impact of switching costs on the
competitive outcome in a duopoly. Within a two-period framework, he shows
that switching costs leads to aggressive competition in the first period and higher
prices in the second period as firms profit from locked-in customers with switching
2General evidence of different perceptions of patients toward substitution can be found in Bronnen-
berg et al. (2015), Hassali et al. (2005), or Pereira et al. (2005).
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costs.3 The literature has extended the work to a multi-period environment (Beggs
and Klemperer, 1992; Padilla, 1995; Anderson, Kumar, and Rajiv, 2004; Anderson
and Kumar, 2007; see also the survey in Farrell and Klemperer, 2007). Each of the
models considers duopolies and finds that firms have an incentive to decrease prices
sporadically and set higher prices in subsequent periods to harvest consumers.4

The existence of switching costs has been documented in various empir-
ical studies, i.e., Calem and Mester (1995), Dubé et al. (2010), Keane (1997),
Shcherbakov (2016), Shum (2004), Shy (2002), or Viard (2007). In a study rel-
evant to the pharmaceutical market, Hollis (2002) shows that the first generic
pharmaceutical in the Canadian market has a competitive advantage to followers.
Further, Feng (2017) presents evidence that the demand for pharmaceuticals in the
anti-cholesterol market shows habit persistence. Also Crawford and Shum (2005)
suggests switching costs for anti-ulcer drugs. Janssen (2019) estimates switching
costs of Painkillers, Antibiotics and Anti-epileptics in the Swedish market. I show
that switching costs are one explanation for observable price patterns in theory as
well as in the observable data.

The model of this article is closely related to the approaches by Padilla (1995),
Anderson, Kumar, and Rajiv (2004), and Anderson and Kumar (2007).5 I extend
the model to three competitors and characterize Markov perfect equilibria with
three firms. Padilla (1995) and Anderson, Kumar, and Rajiv (2004) briefly discuss
tacit collusion within dynamic oligopolies. They restrict their attention to cases in
which both firms charge a monopoly price. Thus, collusion is less sustainable than
in the absence of switching costs. I further extend the literature by characterizing
a tacit collusion mechanism where firms alternate prices.

Collusion in the form of alternating actions has received attention in economic
theory as well as in empirical work. Daughety and Forsythe (1988) show that
alternating monopoly prices in an oligopoly generate a first best collusion outcome
without a common knowledge assumption. Einav (2007) presents evidence that in
the US motion picture industry, alternating film release dates are strategic objects
3Note also the existence of similar models in monopolistic competition, i.e., Conlisk et al. (1984),
Sobel (1984), or Villas-Boas (2006). The literature shows that price cycles are even possible for
monopolists under some conditions (i.e., durable goods). Another stream of literature considers
similar models where consumers are forward looking, i.e., Dutta et al. (2007).

4In these models, consumer switching costs soften dynamic competition. Recent theoretical litera-
ture includes discussions on the possibility of lower degrees of switching costs in which competitive
pressure may increase (Arie and Grieco, 2014, Cabral, 2016, Dube et al., 2009, Fabra and Garcia,
2015, Rhodes, 2014). A detailed discussion about previous literature and questions about when
switching costs make markets more or less competitive can be found in Ruiz-Aliseda (2016).

5Unlike previous approaches, I restrict the analysis to switching costs that are high enough such
that habit persistence is independent of price differences, and patients stick to their product in the
short term with certainty.
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and not exogenously determined. Further, Amelio and Biancini (2010) note that
alternating monopoly price strategies may serve as a coordination device. In my
model framework, alternating collusion schemes arise due to the habit persistence
of patients.

This article is related to the pricing of pharmaceuticals under generic en-
try. Generic entry and the price-setting behavior of generic and brand product
manufacturers has received considerable attention in the literature. The “generic
competition paradox” (Frank and Salkever, 1997), which refers to the phenomenon
of branded pharmaceutical firms increasing their price after a generic enters the
market, has been documented by Regan (2008), Frank and Salkever (1991), Frank
and Salkever (1997), and Grabowski (1996)6). This article differs, as I investigate
dynamic competition between branded and generic pharmaceuticals not only
initially after the entry of generics (i.e., the out-of-patent development) but also
in generally competitive situations after generic products are established.

Price cycles in the form of Edgeworth cycles are well documented in the
economic literature. Maskin and Tirole (1988) show that oligopolistic competition
may result in dynamic prices where competitors marginally undercut each other
before one competitor considerably increases the price. Afterwards, the cycles
repeat. Edgeworth cycles are observable in retail gasoline prices (see, e.g., Noel,
2007a, Noel, 2007b or Doyle et al., 2010). However, a recent study by Plum
Hauschultz et al. (2016) shows that Edgeworth price cycles of pharmaceuticals
exist in Denmark. Although we do not observe Edgeworth price cycles in Sweden,
another kind of price cycle exists in which competitors alternate their prices
symmetrically. My study is further related to factors that facilitate collusion and
collusion detection. Porter (2005) gives an overview of these topics.7

6One explanation is a segmentation of the market into cross-price-elastic patients and loyal, entirely-
price-inelastic patients. Producers from branded pharmaceuticals may focus solely on price-inelastic
patients after a generic product has entered the market (Frank and Salkever, 1997). Strategic entry
deterrence may also play a crucial role (for a discussion, see, i.e., (Ellison and Ellison, 2011).

7Throughout the paper, I focus on tacit collusion in which firms infer all their information from
market outcomes. In the Swedish pharmaceutical market, firms can immediately observe a deviation
from a possible collusion scheme, which decreases the profit of deviation (see, e.g., Albaek et al.
(1997) for an empirical case study). Entry barriers are relatively high regarding financial and time
costs, as a firm with a new generic has to apply for marketing authorization from a medical product
agency, which is the authority responsible for providing marketing authorization for medical
products. Further, the medical product agency decides about the possibility of substitution before
entering a market. Nevertheless, entry possibilities may facilitate collusion detection. An example
can be found in Bajari and Ye (2003), who show an empirical method in which collusive firms can
be detected, as their strategies are different from non-collusive firms conditional on observable
characteristics. Pharmaceutical firms in Sweden compete in various markets, and the literature has
shown (i.e., (ciliberto2014does) as a theoretical example) that multimarket contacts may facilitate
collusion.
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Researchers have examined aspects of patients’ choices in the Swedish phar-
maceutical market. Granlund (2010) examines the price effects of a reform in
2002 regarding the pricing of generics. After 2002, patients were reimbursed only
for the cheapest available product of a predefined group of identical substances.
The introduction of the reform decreased the prices of generics by approximately
10%. Granlund, Rudholm, et al. (2008) investigate consumer loyalty for branded
drugs. They show that patients have a tendency to pay the price difference and
oppose substitution if the more expensive alternative is a branded drug. Opposing
substitution with another generic is less likely. Andersson et al. (2005) show that
patients decline substitution less often when the possible savings are large. The
cyclical patterns have only been examined in a master’s thesis (Cletus, 2016) that
describes the cycles and shows that an overlapping permutation test rejects the
hypothesis that the price patterns are random.

2.3 Institutional Background

The Swedish health care system is mainly government-funded, and health care
coverage is universal. The system covers reimbursement for prescription drugs.8
Patients’ co-payments for all health care expenditures before and after 2012 are
described in Table 2.1.9 Patients’ out-of-pocket expenses are dependent on the
yearly costs. The higher the yearly expenditures are, the lower the share of out-of-
pocket costs. After reaching a ceiling, all costs are covered. Bergman et al. (2012)
note that approximately half of the revenue in the pharmaceutical sector in 2000
was due to individuals who had reached the high-cost ceiling with no co-payment.

One important characteristic of the Swedish pharmaceutical system is that
patients are incentivized to acquire the cheapest available generic substitute. The
intention is to decrease reimbursement costs and increase the competitive pressure
among price-setting companies. Although pharmacies are obliged to dispense
the cheapest available generic (TLV, 2016c), not all patients receive the cheapest
8The exact products that are reimbursed are subject to the decision of the Dental and Pharmaceutical
Benefits Agency (TLV). Note that some products are just partly reimbursed. See TLV (2016d) for
detailed information.

9Expenses for visits to a primary health care provider, visits to specialists, hospital treatments, and
prescription drugs are accumulatively covered in the benefit scheme, which is subject to yearly
co-payments. Additional user charges for health care visits, as well as per-bed-day stays in hospitals,
also exist. Costs for pharmaceuticals that are not in the benefit scheme are not covered, and their
prices are therefore less regulated. Prescription-free medicines (over-the-counter) that are not solely
sold in pharmacies and traded pharmacy goods are generally not subsidized. Pharmaceuticals
prescribed for children under 18 years old, insulin, pharmaceuticals that combat communicable
diseases, and pharmaceuticals for persons who lack an understanding of their own illness are fully
subsidized, and patients do not have any expenses.
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Table 2.1: Co-payment Structure

Price Reimbursement Max. sum out-of-pocket payment
p ≥ 4300 100%

3500 ≤ p < 4300 90% 1800 SEK
1700 ≤ p < 3500 75% 1700 SEK
900 ≤ p < 1700 50% 1300 SEK

p < 900 0 900 SEK
Price Reimbursement Max. sum out-of-pocket payment

p ≥ 5400 100%
3900 ≤ p < 5400 90% 2200 SEK
2100 ≤ p < 3900 75% 2050 SEK
1100 ≤ p < 2100 50% 1600 SEK

p < 1100 0 1100 SEK

Notes: Co-payment structure for cumulative health care expenditures (including pre-
scription drugs) before (upper table) and after (lower table) 2012. Reimbursement is
calculated for expenses during an entire year, beginning with the first expenditure.
Prices are in Swedish krona. 10 Swedish Krona are approximately US$1.10.

available generic for different reasons. First, patients may have health conditions
that require a more expensive product. A physician or health care provider can
oppose substitution to a cheaper equivalent. In such cases, patients are subject to
the same co-payment structure as shown in Table 1. Second, the product of the
month may be out of stock. The pharmacy is then allowed to substitute the second
cheapest product (reserve 1) or, if neither is available, the pharmacy dispenses the
second reserve product. As in the first case, patients still pay the same co-payments.
Third, patients may oppose substitution. In this case, they pay the difference
between the chosen product and the product of the month. Only the price of the
product of the month is subject to the co-payment structure. Previous research has
indicated that a substantial number of patients do not receive the product of the
month. Bergman et al. (2012) estimate that, in 2012, 70% of consumers purchased
the product of the month, and 11% of pharmaceutical purchases were the result of
patients or physicians opposing substitution.

The pharmaceutical market for prescription drugs in Sweden was approxi-
mately $4.51 billion in 2015. Prescription drugs accounted for 61% of the market
($3.08 billion). Patients’ co-payments in this segment were $0.64 billion in 2015
(TLV, 2016b). Off-patent drugs are subject to a tendering system. The Dental and
Pharmaceutical Benefits Agency (TLV) organizes a monthly auction such that the
cheapest product of a predefined substitution group (determined by the medical
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product agency) receives product-of-the-month status.10 Before 2014, the system
determined the product of the month that pharmacies were supposed to dispense.
Since 2014, the system determines the product of the month as well as two reserves,
which are the second and third cheapest products in a substitution group.11

The details of the first-price sealed-bid auction system are described in Figure
2.2. The timing is as follows: at the end of a month (Month A), a pharmaceutical
company submits the pharmacy purchase price for the month after next (Month
C ). In the case of a missing bid, the price of the previous month is taken as a bid.
Prices are regulated such that they cannot exceed a price ceiling that corresponds
to 35% of the original brand product price before the expiration of the patent.12 In
the middle of the next month (Month B), the TLV publishes a preliminary result of
the auctions. Before 2014, the prices were implemented in the next month (Month
C ), but since 2014, pharmaceutical companies have had to confirm that they can
serve the entire Swedish market before the prices are implemented.13 One essential
feature of the timing is that pharmaceutical suppliers see the preliminary list for
the next month before bidding for the month after next(TLV, 2016c).

Final retail prices are regulated and directly dependent on pharmacy purchas-
ing prices. Retail prices are an almost linear function of pharmacy purchasing
prices, and the difference determines the trade margin14 (TLV, 2016a). Pharmacies
were privatized in 2009. Two thirds of the pharmacies were privatized, and the
remaining one third remains under public control. Nevertheless, they are obliged
to dispense the product of the month if not opposed by physicians or patients.
Profits for prescription drugs are increasing in price of products, such that phar-
macies could enhance their profits by dispensing a more expensive product. If
the product of the month is not in stock, the pharmacy dispenses the cheapest
available reserve product. Additionally, a pharmacy can sell the remainder of the
previous product of the month during the first two weeks of a new month. After
10Note that usually patients get prescription for a specific group. It could be possible to substitute
between substiution group, like for example in size or strength. However, empirically the
substitution between substitution groups is rather uncommon and happens mostly if a product is
not in stock, which happens in approximately 3% of the cases, see Section 5.

11The reason for choosing the two reserves is that pharmacies often experience difficulties dispensing
only the single product of the month

12A price ceiling exists if a branded drug is under generic competition for at least four months and
the price of a drug has decreased by 70% of the original branded product’s price 12 months prior
to patent expiration. If no price ceiling exists, the most expensive product of the month will serve
as the price ceiling. If an original product has insufficient generic competition, prices may also be
reduced by 7.5% if marketing approval was received at least 15 years before (TLV, 2016e).

13If a company confirms its ability to deliver but fails to do so, it is subject to a penalty fee.
14The exact function from purchasing to retail prices is described in Appendix 2.A.1. The function
has been subject to slight change in 2016(TLV, 2016a).
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Figure 2.2: Timeline of auction

Month A Month B Month C

Supplier makes
Offer for
Month C

Publication of
Preliminary
List for
Month C

Implementation
of Prices for
Month C

these two weeks, pharmacies can sell the products for the pharmacy-purchasing
price without profit. Therefore, the pharmacy has no incentive to overstock a
product of the month.

Sweden implemented the primary care choice reform in 2010, which allows
the establishment of private health care providers. Citizens can now choose their
primary health care center freely. Private health care providers can choose their
geographical location independently and receive the same payment as public health
care providers. However, they can charge additional fees for services (Isaksson
et al., 2016). The public subsidy for private health care providers is dependent on
the number of listed patients, and research has shown that the public subsidy can
affect physicians’ prescribing behavior (Fogelberg, 2014).

2.4 Model

I follow the model setup of Padilla (1995) and Anderson, Kumar, and Rajiv (2004)
and extend it to three competitors and by integrating the institutional background
of the Swedish system. I describe the setup in subsection 4.1. The remaining
subsections show results for different competitive environments.

2.4.1 Setup

There are N = {1, ..., n} firms that produce a homogenous product and compete
in prices. Marginal costs are equal to zero. In each time t ∈ {1, 2, ...}, firm
j ∈ N sets a price p tj . Prices are set simultaneously and they are bounded by
P = [0,R]. Firm j faces a demand D t

j . The firm-specific demand depends on
a state x t ∈ L = {1, ..., n}. Demand is divided into three segments. The first
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segment is a unit mass of new patients who are perfectly price elastic. Second
is a mass of θ ∈ [0, 1] habit-persistent (or locked-in) patients who are perfectly
price inelastic but solely buy the product from a unique firm (the firm j for which
x t = j ). Third, each firm has firm-specific loyal patients l j . Loyal patients have
specific brand preferences and are price inelastic. I define the patients with a brand
preference as a share of a unit mass such that

∑
j l j = 1. Firm j can have either a

high share of patients with a brand preference, l j = lH , or a low share, l j = l L,
where lH > l L. Within a market, the number of firms with a high share of patients
with a brand preference is at most one. So either all firms have a low share of
patients with a brand preference such that l L = 1

N or one firm has a higher share
of patients with a brand preference such that the relation is 1−lH

N−1 = l L. The value
of the habit-persistent patients θ and patients with a brand preference l L and lH is
time-independent. The demand of all firms within a period is

∑
j D j = 1+θ+

∑
j l j .

If x t , j , firm j faces a demand of15

D t
j =

{
l j if p tj ≥ p t

− j

1 + l j if p tj < p t
− j

whereas in the case of x t = j , the demand is defined by

D t
j =

{
θ + l j if p tj > p t

− j

1 + θ + l j if p tj ≤ p t
− j .

The initial state x1 is given. For each period t > 1 a transition function T
determines the state x t . In detail, the prices of the previous period (p t−1j ) j ∈N for all
firms and the state of the preceding time x t−1 resolve the state x t . The transition
can be described as follows:

x t =


j if p t−1j < p t−1

− j or p t−1j ≤ p t−1
− j and x t−1 = j

∼ Uniform{N} where N ⊂ N if for each j ∈ N p t−1j = p t−1
− j ∈N

and p t−1j < p t−1
− j<N and x t−1 , j .

If firm j was the strictly cheapest supplier in the previous period t − 1, the
new state is x t = j . If j has offered a weakly lower price in t − 1 and the previous
15Let − j = N \ { j}.
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state has been x t−1 = j , the result for the new state is equivalent (x t = j ). If several
firms have set the same strictly lowest price ( j ∈ N ) and none of these firms has
been in the state with the habit-persistent patients in t − 1 (x t−1 , j for all j ∈ N ),
the state in x t is randomized between the firms who offered the same lowest price
(x t ∼ Uniform{N}).

Firms maximize profits under complete information. Given a state x t ∈ L
the profits for one period are given by

π t
j (p

t
j , p

t
− j |x

t , j) =

{
p tj l j if p tj ≥ p t

− j

p tj (1 + l j ) if p tj < p t
− j

π t
j (p

t
j , p

t
− j |x

t = j) =

{
p tj (l j + θ) if p tj > p t

− j

p tj (1 + l j + θ) if p tj ≤ p t
− j .

Similar to the one-period profits, one can describe the continuation valuation
of a firm as dependent if firm j has habit-persistent patients (x t = j ). Firms
discount future profits with δ ∈ (0, 1). The time subscripts are dropped for
simplicity, as the continuation payoff is time independent.

Vj (p j, p− j |x , j) =

{
p j (l j ) + δVj (·|x , j) if p j ≥ p− j
p j (1 + l j ) + δVj (·|x = j) if p j < p− j

Vj (p j, p− j |x = j) =

{
p j (θ + l j ) + δVj (·|x , j) if p j > p− j
p j (1 + θ + l j ) + δVj (·|x = j) if p j ≤ p− j

Definition 1: The gameG(x1) is a tuple 〈N , P , (Vj ) j ∈N ,T , δ〉. N = {1, 2, ..., n}
is a set of players. P = [0,R] is an action space that is the same for all players.
The initial state x1 ∈ L is given. Vj (P n, x) is a payoff function for each player.
T : ∪x∈L({x}×P n) → ∆L is a transition function. Further, δ ∈ (0, 1) is a discount
factor.

I begin by describing Markov perfect equilibria (MPEs). In line with Maskin
and Tirole (2001), Markov perfect strategies are the simplest form of behavior
that is consistent with rationality. Within an MPE, one restricts subgame perfect
equilibria (SPEs) only to the pay-off relevant strategies of a subgame. Naturally,
an MPE forms an SPE. Formally, players condition their strategies in an MPE on
pay-off relevant states, Sj : L → ∆(P ). (s∗j ) j ∈N ∈ Sj then forms a stationary MPE
if and only if for all j ∈ N , Vj (s∗j , s

∗
− j, x) ≥ Vj (s j, s∗− j, x).

Besides MPEs, I also consider restricted SPEs of the game. In SPE, firms condition
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their strategies not only on the state but also on the history of the game. In detail,
a firm not only knows which firms have habit-persistent patients but also knows
past prices. For tractability, I restrict the history to the actions of the last period.
Firms condition their strategies on the past prices as well as the previously defined
states, Sj : (p t−1j ) j ∈N × L → ∆(P

t ). In an SPE, firms play a Nash equilibrium
in every subgame (time period). (s t∗j ) j ∈N ∈ Sj forms a SPE if and only if for all
j ∈ N and all t ∈ {1, 2, ...}, V t

j (s
t∗
j , s

t∗
− j, x

t ) ≥ V t
j (s

t
j , s

t∗
− j, x

t ).

2.4.2 Results

Monopoly

Given perfect inelastic demand, a monopolist maximizes his profits by choosing
the highest possible price. A monopolist sets the price at the upper bound and
does not vary his price over time.

Lemma 1 A monopolist sets p t = R in each time t independent of the history Ht .
The valuation for the monopolist is V = R(1+l+θ)

1−δ . By definition, the equilibrium is
Markov perfect as well as subgame perfect.

Proof. Appendix 2.A.2.

Duopoly

I begin with characterizing MPE. Afterward, I show possible collusion schemes
that rely on an SPE. Consider two competing firms, denoted as j ∈ N = {1, 2}.
First, I investigate the case of l1 = l2 = l L = l . Each firm is in a state either with or
without habit-persistent patients, and states are denoted as x t ∈ L = {1, 2}, where
x t = 1 when firm j = 1 has the habit-persistent patients in t and x t = 2 when firm
j = 2 has a higher price-inelastic demand.

Note first that the game has no MPE in pure strategies.16 The intuition for
this result is the following. Suppose firm j = 1 has habit-persistent patients or
many patients with a brand preference and chooses to harvest them by setting
p = R. The best reply for firm j = 2 is to set a price marginally lower than R. In
this case, firm j = 1 has the incentive to undercut firm j = 2. The best replies
for firm j = 1 and firm j = 2 would be to undercut each other until firm j = 1
reaches a price where it would have an incentive to increase its price up to R, as the
habit-persistent patients is sufficiently high. The next proposition characterizes
the mixed equilibrium of the game. Note that I use the subscripts to indicate if
x = j (habit-persistent patients) or x , j (no habit-persistent patients).
16Proof in Lemma 2; see Appendix 2.A.3.
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Proposition 1 The game G(x1) with N = {1, 2}, l1 = l2 = l , δ ∈ (0, 1) and given
any initial state x1 ∈ L has a unique MPE in mixed strategies that is defined by the
following conditions:

1. Strategies Sj for j ∈ N :

S j =

{
p j ∼ F (p) = p(1+l+θ)−V (· |x= j)(1−δ)

p+δ(V (· |x= j)−V (· |x, j)) for p ∈ [p,R] if x , j

p j ∼ F (p) = p(1+l )+δV (· |x= j)−V (· |x, j)
p+δ(V (· |x= j)−V (· |x, j)) for p ∈ [p,R] if x = j

2. Valuation functions:

V (p, |x , j) =
p(1 + l + δθ)

1 − δ

V (p, |x = j) =
p(1 + l + θ)

1 − δ

where p =
R(θ + l )

1 + l + θ + δθ

Proof. Appendix 2.A.4.

Numerical Example 1 Appendix 2.A.4.

The core of the model is the strategies. Each firm mixes over a distinct distri-
bution of prices. The firm without habit-persistent patients has a higher incentive
to get new patients. However, the firm with habit-persistent patients prefers to
undercut marginally given higher prices. The firm without habit-persistent pa-
tients mixes to make the firm with habit-persistent patients indifferent. At the
same time, the firm with habit-persistent patients mixes such that the firm without
habit-persistent patients is indifferent to increasing the price, so undercutting on
its own is not the best reply.17

In Appendix 2.A.5, I show the MPE for the case of l1 = lH > l L = l2. Results
are comparable, as both firms play mixed strategies. The only difference to the
case of homogenous share of patients with a brand preference is the minimum
17Note that the lower support of the distribution between a firm with and a firm without habit-
persistent patients is identical. The reason is that the firm without habit-persistent patients has
no incentive to decrease its price further, and the firm with habit-persistent patients is exactly
indifferent. The firm with habit-persistent patients has a mass point at p = R, whereas the firm
without habit-persistent patients has higher mass on prices p < R, i.e., f (p |x , j) < f (p |x = j).
So far, the presented results are identical to the model by Padilla (1995) and Anderson, Kumar,
and Rajiv (2004) in the case of sufficiently high switching costs. Some comparative static analysis
can be found in Anderson (1995).
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support of the distribution over which firms randomize. In the case of one firm
with a higher share of patients with a brand preference, the distribution has a
higher minimum support if the firm with lH is in the state of x = j .

Collusion: I analyze the collusion scheme by considering restricted SPEs. I
assume that collusion schemes do not involve side payments or communication.
Assume that firms’ punishment strategies involve reversion to the MPE. In a
standard dynamic oligopoly model where demand is perfectly price elastic, the
first best tacit collusion is where both firms set a price equal to R as long as both
firms’ prices in the last period were equal to R. As soon as one firm deviates, both
firms play an MPE.
Such an SPE does not exist when there are habit-persistent patients (i.e., θ , 0).
The reason for this result is that if two competitors set the same price, the larger firm
(i.e., the firm with habit-persistent patients, state x = j ) sells to new patients. The
smaller firm in this collusion scheme has an incentive to deviate by undercutting
and even the punishment, the MPE, brings it a higher profit than the non-deviating
profit.18 Correspondingly, market sharing by setting p = R for both firms cannot
be the first best collusion, as one firm (the firm that starts in the unfavorable state
x1 , j ) has a lower profit. If one shuts down the habit persistence of patients (and
assumes the homogeneous base of loyal patients l ), the first best collusion is a
market-sharing rule.19

Instead, I consider a possible collusion scheme that involves a rotation, as
described in the following proposition. Intertemporal price rotation gives higher
profits than the MPE in Proposition 1 for both firms. Compared to the MPE,
profits of both firms are higher.

Proposition 2 The game GSP (x1) with N = {1, 2}, l1 = l2 = l and δ ∈ (0, 1) has a
SPE with the following strategies:

St
j :



p tj = p if x1 , j if t = 1

p tj = R if x1 = j if t = 1

p tj = p if p t−1j = R and p t−1
− j = p for all t > 1

p tj = R if p t−1j = p and p t−1
− j for all t > 1

Reversion to MPE otherwise

18See Appendix 2.A.6 for a proof of this result.
19Nevertheless it is important to highlight that the actual competitive equilibrium is not equivalent
to the Bertrand outcome of p = c but rather also the mixed MPE described in Proposition 1 due to
the inelastic patients with brand preferences l .
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where in each equilibrium, p satisfies

p ∈
(
max

{ R(l + θ)
1 + l + θ + δθ

,R(1 −
δ2(1 + δθ)

1 + l + θ + δθ
)

}
,R

)
.

Proof. Appendix 2.A.7.
Firms coordinate on alternating prices in subsequent periods. The firm with

habit-persistent patients charges the high price, whereas the firm without habit-
persistent patients sets a low price. The deviation is prevented by a sufficiently
high price such that neither the firm with nor the firm without habit-persistent
patients has an incentive to deviate.20

Triopoly

For N = {1, 2, 3}, I derive a general MPE for the two most common situations of
the pharmaceutical market, namely (1) when three generics with an equal share
of patients with a brand preference are competing such that l1 = l2 = l3 = l L
and (2) when two generic products compete with a branded product such that
l1 = lH > l L = l2 = l3.

Proposition 3 The game G(x1) with N = {1, 2, 3}, l1 = l2 = l3 = l L = l , δ ∈ (0, 1)
given any initial state x1 ∈ L has an MPE defined by the following conditions:

1. Strategies Sj for all j ∈ N :

S j :

{
p j = R if x = j
p j ∼ F (p) = p(1+l )+δV (· |x= j)−V (· |x, j)

p+δ(V (· |x= j)−V (· |x, j)) for p ∈ [p,R] if x , j

2. Valuation functions:

V (p |x , j) =
p(1 + l ) + δR(θ + l )

1 − δ2

V (p |x = j) =
R(θ + l ) + δp(1 + l )

1 − δ2

where p =
R(l − δθ)
1 + l

20Note that profits for both firms are increasing functions of p. It would be optimal for firms to set
the lower price of the scheme marginally smaller than R. Three qualitative reasons may prevent
this. First, firms would like to avoid market share loss that comes from pharmacy procurement
behavior. Although not incorporated in the model, marginal differences could result in situations
where both products get the product-of-the-month status such that pharmacies purchase from
one producer only and the collusion scheme breaks down. Second, rotations avoid smoking-
gun evidence of tacit collusion. Third, the collusion scheme can be stable when firms try to
re-coordinate to a new p.
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Proof. Appendix 2.A.8.

Numerical Example 2 Appendix 2.A.8.

The basic intuition of theMPE is the following. The firmwith habit-persistent
patients is charging the maximum price R with certainty. The two remaining firms
compete for the new patients. As in the duopoly MPE, the two firms without
habit-persistent patients randomize their prices. At the same time, the firm with
habit-persistent patients has no incentive to deviate given the minimum support
p. As both randomizing firms have no habit-persistent patients, the minimum
support is lower than in the MPE of a duopoly. The essential difference to the
MPE of duopolists is that the firm with the lowest price always increases its price
in the following period.

In the second case, one branded firm (firm 1) has a higher mass of patients
with a brand preference than two generic firms (firm 2 and 3).

Proposition 4 The game G(x1) with N = {1, 2, 3}, l1 = lH > l L = l2 = l3,
δ ∈ (0, 1) given any initial state x1 ∈ L has an MPE defined by the following condi-
tions:

1. Strategies Sj for j ∈ N :

S1 : p1 = R

S j :


p j ∼ F (p) = p(1+lL+θ)−V (· |x= j)(1−δ)

p+δ(V (· |x= j)−V (· |x, j)) for p ∈ [p,R] if x , j
for all j ∈ {2, 3}

p j ∼ F j
1 (p) =

p(1+lL)+δV (· |x= j)−V (· |x, j)
p+δ(V (· |x= j)−V (· |x, j)) for p ∈ [p,R] if x = j

for all j ∈ {2, 3}

2. Valuation functions:

Vj =
RlH

1 − δ
for j = 1

Vj (p |x , j) =
p(1 + l L + θδ)

1 − δ
for all j ∈ {2, 3}

Vj (p |x = j) =
p(1 + l L + θ)

1 − δ
for all j ∈ {2, 3}

with p =
R(θ + l L)

1 + l L + θ + δθ
21
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Proof. Appendix 2.A.9.
In this MPE, the supplier of a branded product charges the highest possible

price R. The two remaining firms with a generic product set their price as in a
duopoly. Both randomize their prices, and the firm with habit-persistent patients
has a higher possibility of charging a higher price. To guarantee the existence of
this equilibrium, the firm of the branded product should have no incentive to
deviate from charging R. Given a sufficiently lowminimum support p, the branded
product firm has no incentive to deviate. In general, the difference between the
mass of patients with a brand preference for the original and the non-branded
product has to be sufficiently high.

Collusion between generics: In a triopoly, one may observe a different kind
of collusion scheme.22 A collusion scheme with two firms is achievable if one
focuses on the case of heterogeneous bases of patients with a brand preference. In
the following, I present an SPE in which the two firms with l L implement a tacit
collusion scheme in which they rotate prices. At the same time, the firm with a
higher base of patients with a brand preference lH > l L has no incentive to deviate
from charging a price equal to the price ceiling. The punishment of deviation is
reversion to the previous MPE, defined in Proposition 4.

Proposition 5 The game GSP (x1) with N = {1, 2, 3}, l1 = lH > l L = l2 = l3,
δ ∈ (0, 1) given any initial state x1 ∈ L has SPE of the following strategies:

St
j : p

t
j = R for j = 1

St
j :



p tj = R if x t = jand t = 1 for all j ∈ {2, 3}
p tj = p if x t , jand t = 1 for all j ∈ {2, 3}
p tj = R if p t−1j = p and p t−1

− j = R for all t > 1 and j ∈ {2, 3}
p tj = p if p t−1j = R and p t−1

− j = p for all t > 1 and j ∈ {2, 3}
Reversion to MPE otherwise for all j ∈ {2, 3}

21Note that we require that p = R(θ+lL)
1+lL+θ+δθ ≤

R(lH−δθ)
1+lH such that the firm with lH has no incentive

to deviate.
22It may be possible that three firms take part in a collusion scheme. In the analysis, I focus on the
analysis of collusion schemes with two firms. In line with previous research, the coordination of
three firms requires more patience by firms, all else being equal.
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Where in each equilibria p satisfies:

p ∈
(
max

{ R(l L + θ)
1 + l L + θ + δθ

,R(1 −
δ2(1 + δθ)

1 + l L + θ + δθ
)

}
,
R(lH − δθ)
1 + lH

)
Proof. Appendix 2.A.10.

One restriction of such an SPE is that p is bounded from below as well as
from above. On the one side, the firm with l L patients with a brand preference
and no habit-persistent patients should have no incentive to increase its price from
p, which results in a lower bound. On the other side, the firm with lH should
have no incentive to decrease its price from R, which leads to the upper bound.
Note that one needs sufficiently patient patients and a sufficiently high difference
between lH and l L for such an equilibrium to exist.

Oligopoly with more than three firms

In the case of |N | ≥ 4, I do not completely characterize the MPE and possible
collusion schemes in SPE. However, I will highlight some main features that will
hold even with |N | ≥ 4. First, consider Markov strategies. A firm with locked-in
patients has an incentive to increase its price up to the maximum price. The
intuition is the same as for three competitors, where all suppliers are offering
generic products: at least two firms without locked-in patients offer a generic
product. These firms compete for new patients. Correspondingly, the firm with
locked-in patients has no incentive to lower its price given the higher base of
price-inelastic patients. I expect that the price of the cheapest product (product of
the month) will increase in the forthcoming month.
I already have noted that rotation schemes that form a SPE have more requirements
for three firms than for two firms. However, the reasoning that one original brand
product competes with two generics and that an original brand product has a
higher mass of loyal consumers leads to the possibility of a rotational SPE where
the generic products share the market but the original brand solely set the highest
possible price. If there are at least three firms who offer generic products, a
collusion scheme will require a higher degree of coordination. A possible collusion
scheme would be based on three generics that share the market. Such a collusion
mechanism increases the incentive to deviate. Within this paper, I focus on the
collusion schemes of two firms. In markets with more than three firms, I predict
that these collusion schemes are less likely.
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2.5 Data

I use two data sources to validate the model empirically. The backbone of the
analysis is based on monthly prices and bids for outpatient pharmaceuticals under
generic competition. The data are provided by the Swedish dental and medical
authority (TLV) and cover monthly bids between January 2010 and June 2016.
Each substitution group is defined by a substance × strength × package combi-
nation, and the medical product agency decides about suitable substitutions. I
observe bids from each exact product and the substiution group it belongs to. I
exclude subgroups that were in place less than 6 months. I connected the data with
pharmaceutical statistics from Socialstyrelsen, which is the Swedish governmental
agency for health and welfare. The pharmaceutical statistics provide the annual
number of prescriptions and dispensed units on the substance level from 2010 to
2015. Data of quantities are restricted to a level such that I can differentiate between
neither substitution groups nor products. Therefore, I can only use quantities for
basic summary purposes.

For the analysis of the demand side, I use choice data for the Swedish pop-
ulation between January 2010 and June 2016. The data are provided by So-
cialstyrelsen. I have access to the pharmaceutical product choices of four dif-
ferent therapeutic subgroups: painkillers/analgesics (ATC code:23 N02), anti-
antiepileptics/anticonvulsants (ATC code: N03), antibiotics (ATC code: J01), and
beta-blockers (ATC code: C07). The data of the demand side is on the same level
(product specific, monthly) as the supply data. It includes product specific monthly
sales which allows to explore market shares of products within substitution groups
(substance × strength × package combination) of the four pharmaceutical sub-
groups.

I begin the analysis with a general description of the price data. Table 2.2
shows summary statistics on the individual product level, where the price of a
product at time t corresponds to one observation. The first column summarizes
the entire sample. The second column represents those observations of products in
an asymmetric price cycle (APC), and the third column describes the observations
in an SPC. For the duration of 6.5 years, I observe 350,057 prices, where 2389 and
1365 prices are of products in APCs and SPCs, respectively. Products in a price
cycle are more often the product of the month (cheapest product in a substitution
group in a period) and almost always one of the three cheapest products. In the
complete sample, the majority of prices, around 75.4%, are set by generics, 15.2%
are from original producers, and the remaining are from parallel importers or
23The ATC code is ordered according to five levels. The first level describes the anatomical main
group, the second level the therapeutic main group, the third level the pharmacological subgroup,
the fourth level the chemical subgroup, and the fifth level the exact chemical substance.
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Table 2.2: Summary Statistics, Products

Entire APC SPC
N 350057 2389 1365
Share Prod. Month 0.334 0.523 0.672
Share Prod. Month or Res. 0.501 0.948 0.967
Share Original 0.152 0.069 0.089
Share Generics 0.754 0.916 0.897
Share Parallelimp. 0.051 0.015 0.014
Price 378.57 216.43 181.34

(1356.91) (331.93) (221.09)
Mean log(P) 5.19 5.03 4.95

(0.981) (0.705) (0.625)

Notes: Summary statistics on individual product level. One Observation corresponds
to a product in a time period t. N are the number of observations. The Prod. Month
is usually the cheapest available product in a substitution group at time t. Res. is the
reserve status which is awarded to the second as well as third cheapest product in a
substitution group. Price is the retail price of a product, averaged across products and
months between January 2010 and June 2016. Standard deviations in parentheses.

parallel distributors. Products participating in a price cycle are more often generics
(around 90%) and less likely to be originals (approximately 7% for APCs and 9%
for SPCs). Products in a price cycle are cheaper than products of the entire sample.

Table 2.3 shows summary statistics on the substitution group level. The
complete sample has 2251 substitution groups. In 258 and 162 substitution groups,
one observes APCs and SPCs in at least some periods. The average number of
competitors in a substitution group is lower in substitution groups during price
cycles (2.53 in APCs and 2.39 in SPCs) than in a representative substitution
group of the entire sample (2.79). However, the distributions of the number of
competitors among substitution groups differ substantially when comparing the
complete sample and the price cycle subsamples. Approximately 43.9% of the
substitution groups over time only have one price-setting firm. The majority of
substitution groups where I observe price cycles is composed of two (N = 2, 63%
of APCs and 69% of SPCs) or three (N = 3, 28% of APCs and 25% of SPCs)
firms. The average price difference between the highest and the lowest observed
price in a substitution group is lower for substitution groups with price cycles.
The number of prescriptions is on average slightly higher in substitution groups
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with price cycles. One observes the same correlation for the average number of
dispensed daily doses of a substance per person. However, both differences are not
statistically significant. On average, 0.75 products enter and exit a substitution
group. In substitution groups during a price cycle, the entry and exit observations
are considerably lower.

Finally, I describe the demand data for the four different therapeutic sub-
groups.24 As shown in Table 2.4, the number of substitution groups as well as
the products of the four therapeutic subgroups is a subset of the entire pharma-
ceutical market. The number of purchase occasions within the time horizon
simply describes the aggregate number of prescriptions filled. Between the four
therapeutic groups, the aggregate number of purchase occasions, as well as the
average number of purchase occasions per unique patient, differs. Painkillers have
the highest number of purchase occasions (around 38.5 million) and the second
highest average number of patients (3.2 million) as well as purchase occasions per
patient (12.06 purchase occasions). In comparison, antibiotics are used by a higher
number of patients (4.7 million) but less frequently (2.9 purchases per patient
on average). The fraction of purchases that are purchases of the product of the
month is high but not close to one. In detail, approximately 28% of the purchases
of painkillers, 7% of antiepileptics, 13% of antibiotics, and 14% of beta-blockers
are not the product of the month. In the majority of the cases where the product
of the month is not dispensed, the patient has opposed substitution. In rare cases,
physicians prohibited substitution or pharmacies did not substitute because the
product of the month was unavailable.

24I compare the supply and demand side directly in Appendix 2.A.11.
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Table 2.3: Summary Statistics, Substitution Groups

Entire APC SPC
Subst. Groups 2251 258 162
Mean No. Comp 2.79 2.53 2.39

(2.58) (0.94) (0.68)
N=1 0.439 0 0
N=2 0.206 0.634 0.688
N=3 0.108 0.279 0.248
N>3 0.247 0.087 0.063
Average Maximal Price Diff. 112.2 21.2 14.7
Avg. No. Presc. 40719.3 41278.3 43218.4

(62683.4) (45974.5) (50764.4)
Avg. DDD p.P. 197.5 205.1 189

(214) (242.3) (247.5)
Mean Entries 0.77 0.058 0.037

(1.386) (0.234) (0.189)
Mean Exits 0.758 0.097 0.123

(1.391) (0.309) (0.348)

Notes: Summary statistics on the substitution group level. One observation corresponds
to a substitution group at time t. The Mean of Number of Competitors is the the mean
over all substitution groups and time periods. For the calculation of the mean of the
number of competitors in price cycles one restricts the observations to those substitution
groups where two competitors are in a price cycle at time t. N = 1, N = 2, N = 3 and
N > 3 corresponds to the substitution groups which have one, two, three or more than
three competing products at time t. The Mean of Maximal Price Diff. evaluates the
difference between the maximum price between the cheapest andmost expensive product
in a substitution group at time t. The Mean Number of Prescriptions incorporates
information about the number of prescriptions whereas the Mean DDD p.P evaluates
the dispensed daily doses per Person in t. Note that the number of prescriptions as
well as the dispensed daily doses data is on a yearly level and not available for every
substitution group. Averages across products and months between January 2010 and
June 2016. Standard deviations in parentheses.
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Table 2.4: Summary Statistics, Demand Side

Painkillers Antiepileptic Antibiotics Beta-Blocker
Number of Substitution Groups 158 36 147 54
Number of Products 566 72 438 234
Number of Purchase Occasions 38, 539, 665 570, 319 13, 790, 002 29, 675, 062
Number of Patients 3, 196, 577 60, 558 4, 731, 408 1, 465, 210
Average Purchase Occasions p.P. 12.06 9.42 2.92 20.25

(26.27) (14.12) (3.56) (27.77)
Frac. Consumption of Period of the Month 0.73 0.93 0.87 0.86

(0.44) (0.26) (0.34) (0.35)
Frac. Opposed Substitution by Patient 0.209 0.028 0.094 0.08

(0.406) (0.165) (0.292) (0.272)
Frac. Substitution Prohibited by Physician 0.024 0.018 0.005 0.038

(0.152) (0.132) (0.071) (0.192)
Frac. No Substitution due to Pharmacy 0.034 0.026 0.034 0.021

(0.180) (0.158) (0.182) (0.144)
Repeated Consumption of Product 0.754 0.849 0.562 0.679

(0.43) (0.36) (0.5) (0.467)
Opposed Substitution Cond. on
Repeated Consumption of Product

0.239 0.024 0.135 0.088

(0.43) (0.15) (0.34) (0.28)

Notes: Summary Statistics for choice data of the four therapeutic groups. Prescriptions
between January 2010 and June 2016 are considered. One purchase occasion corresponds
to a filled in prescription.

2.6 Supply Side

Given the modeling assumptions, I expect to observe pricing patterns conditional
on the number of competitors. Besides general differences in MPE pricing, I
further expect tacit collusion in some markets. In the following, I present some
key implications of the model.

I start with fundamental implications for possible tacit collusion schemes.
I define a possible collusion scheme as a rotation between two firms. To iden-
tify rotation schemes in the data, I define two different rotation types. The first
rotation is based on a price cycle where firms rotate between a common upper
and lower price floor. Each period, one of the two firms offers the cheapest product.

Definition 2: A firm j ∈ N in period t is rotating its price if and only if the
following conditions hold:
1. 0 < |p j t+1 − p j t |
2. 0 = |p j t+2 − p j t |
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The firms that are rotating at time t are C PC
t ∈ N . The firms are in an SPC if and

only if the following conditions hold:
3. |C PC

t | ≥ 2
4. pi t = p j t+1, where i, j ∈ C PC

t ∧ i , j

Second, I define an APC where firms rotate between an individual upper and
lower price floor. Again, a different firm is the cheaper available option in each
period.

Definition 3: The firms are in an APC if and only if the following conditions
hold:
3. |C PC

t | ≥ 2
4. pi t > min{p j t }∀j and pi t+1 < max{p j t+1}∀j or pi t < max{p j t }∀j and pi t+1 >
min{p j t+1}∀j , where i, j ∈ C PC

t .

Figure 2.3: Symmetric Price Cycle, Example

Notes: Example of a symmetric price cycle (SPC) involving two firms.

I show an example of an SPC and an APC in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. Note that
the firms in an APC are a subset of those in an SPC.25 In the following hypotheses,
25Price cycles are implicitly restricted to two colluding firms, as I am focusing on tacit collusion
schemes between two competitors. Further, reoccurring price cycles over subsequent periods of
time are identified as new independent cycles. Price cycles are identified each month separately.
Appendix 2.A.17 addresses the concerns.
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Figure 2.4: Asymmetric Price Cycle, Example

Notes: Example of an asymmetric price cycle (APC) involving two firms.

I refer to APC and SPC as price cycles.
I start by defining the model implication for monopolists.

Hypothesis S1. Monopolists do not form a price cycle. They change prices infrequently.
Compared to substitution groups with higher competition, fluctuation in prices is less
common.

Although I do not expect price cycles for monopolists, I expect price cycles in
substitution groups with two competitors. Further, I the models predicts that in
market situations with three competitors, two competitors may form price cycles
when one firm has a higher base of patients with a brand preference.

When turning to substitution groups with |N | ≥ 4, at least three competitors
have no habit-persistent patients. To observe price cycles as defined in Definition
2 and 3, at least two firms outside the price cycle should have no incentive to
undercut the prices by the two firms in the collusion scheme. I expect that it is
unlikely that two firms have a high enough base of patients with a brand preference
that prevents undercutting.
Hypothesis S2. Tacit collusion schemes exist in the form of price cycles for markets
with two competitors. Price cycles also exist in a triopoly. In detail, two generics form
a price cycle when one original is present. However, in substitution groups with more
than three competitors, price cycles between two competitors are less common.
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Under the assumption that demand characteristics are balanced over substi-
tution group, I can formulate a hypothesis about the relative difference between
the lower and upper floors of price cycles. In the case of a duopoly, the model
predicts that price cycles are sustainable as long as the lower price of a price cycle
is sufficiently high. For the case of three competitors where two firms form a price
cycle, the model predicts that price cycles are only sustainable if the lower price
is sufficiently high such that the two firms in the price cycle do not deviate and
that the lower price is sufficiently low such that the firm that does not participate
in a price cycle has no incentive to undercut. Comparing the two cases, I expect
a smaller relative price difference in the case of two competitors compared to a
market with three competitors.
Hypothesis S3. If firms collude and demand characteristics are balanced across mar-
kets, the difference between the cheapest product and the price upper bound is lower in
markets with |N | = 2 than in markets with |N | = 3.

If firms face patients with habit persistence or heterogeneous brand preferences
across firms in substitution groups they neither set identical prices in competitive
nor in tacit collusive equilivbria. Without any behavioral friction products are
homogeneous and firms set identical prices in collusive and competitive equilibria.
Finally, without habit persistence and with homogeneous brand preferences across
firms, firms set identical prices only in an equilibrium of tacit collusion. In contrast
to the case with habit persistence one cannot distinguish price dynamics between
collusive and non-collusive outcomes.

The intuition for this outcome is the behavior of the pharmacists. In a dynamic
perspective the pharmacists will dispense only one product if several products
have the same price. Further he will choose those product that has a larger initial
base of customers (patients with habit persistence or brand preference).26 Setting
identical prices is therefore only profitable without habit persistence and equal
share of brand preferences. However, if brand preferences are non-existence also a
competitive equilibrium is characterized by same prices.

I expect to see identical prices as habit persistence may be non-existence. While
I cannot identify collusion using theory, I expect that the substitution groups are
different ones than those with habit persistence as the latter are characterized by
different dynamics with and without collusion. Further, if part of the identical
equilibria are due to collusion (i.e. homogeneous brand preferences, no habit
persistence) I expect to observe less identical prices in substitution groups with
more competition.
26See Section for a discussion and empirical investigation of this assumption.
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Hypothesis S4. Price dynamics where firms charge the same prices over time exist.
Substitution groups are different to those with price cycles. Identical prices are less
common in substitution groups with more competitors.

I still expect differences in price patterns conditional on the number of com-
petitors in competitive equilibria with habit persistent patients. I have shown that
an MPE with three or more players indicates that a firm that has been the cheapest
product in the market (product of the month) increases its price in the subsequent
period. This observation does not hold in markets with |N | = 1 or |N | = 2.
Hypothesis S5. If firms do not collude in a duopoly, the firm with the cheapest
product of the month does not increase its price in the subsequent period with certainty.
However, if firms do not collude in a market with |N | ≥ 3, the firm with the cheapest
product of the month increases its price in the subsequent period with certainty. Further,
the firm raises its price to the price ceiling.

2.6.1 Examination of Pricing Patterns

I now turn to relating observable price patterns to the presented hypotheses of
the model. I assume that demand patterns regarding habit persistence and brand
preference vary across substitution groups but are stable within a substitution
group. I therefore relate pricing patterns to the number of firms. Analyzing
the demand side with limited data availability in Section 2.7, I show that the
assumptions of habit persistence and brand preferences are reasonable.

One primary concern of analyzing the effects of increasing competition on
collusive behavior among firms is that the number of firms in a substitution group
is endogenous and may be dependent on distinct unobservable demand patterns. I
control for this by using time as well as substitution group specific fixed effects.
Intuitively, I assume that demand patterns are stable in a substitution group, and I
use the variation of competition within subgroups to identify effects.

In Appendix 2.A.13, I relax the assumptions of stable assumption consumer
characteristics and address possible endogeneity concerns using robustness checks.
Appendix 2.A.12 shows that the linear models used in this section are robust to
nonlinear specifications. I explore the role of multi-market contacts and multi-
product firms in Appendix 2.A.15. Neither do specific multi-product firms drive
presented results not do multi-market contacts explain prices. In Appendix 2.A.16
I extend the robustness check and show that results are stable when using producer
fixed effects. Finally, Appendix 2.A.17 addresses concerns of auto correlation and
different forms of price cycle definitions.
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The monopolist

Now, I turn to substitution groups with one supplier present. The theoretical
model predicts that a single firm charges monopoly prices and that price changes
are due to changes in the regulatory price ceiling (Hypothesis S1). To give descriptive
evidence that changes in the product prices of a monopolist are less common,
I plot in Figure 2.5 the share of observations with positive, negative, and zero
first price differences conditional on the number of competitors. The proportion
of monopolists who do not change the price in the future month is 97.42%.
Compared to other competitive market conditions, monopolists change their
prices less frequently. Furthermore, one sees a share of 0.55% increases and 2.02%
decreases.27

Hypothesis S1 also states that a monopolist does not set prices in a rotational
scheme. Figure 2.5 already showed that there are no frequent price changes.
Nevertheless, I also show some descriptive statistics of rotational price setting.
The price cycles I have defined in Definitions 2 and 3 are only relevant for two
competitors, and the price patterns of monopolists are not included. In the
following, I investigate whether any monopolist changes prices in a cyclical pattern.
In Figure 2.6, I plot two different shares of prices conditional on the number of
competitors. First, I plot the share of prices for which the first price difference is
(smaller) greater than zero, and in the forthcoming period, the prices reverts such
that the first difference in prices (greater) smaller than zero (pt+1 − pt > 0 and
pt+2 − pt+1 < 0 or pt+1 − pt < 0 and pt+2 − pt+1 > 0). I call this pricing behavior
reverting. Second, I plot the share of prices that rotate in a cyclical pattern, i.e.,
the first price difference is unequal to zero and the second price difference is equal
to zero ( |pt+1 − pt | , 0 and pt+2 − pt = 0).28 Both individual pricing patterns are
nearly nonexistent for monopolists. They neither revert nor rotate their prices.

Although substitution groups with only one price-setting firm are the most
common, price patterns in this subgroup differ substantially. The vast majority of
monopolists do not change prices. Cyclical patterns are not observable. Hypothesis
S1 is supported by price patterns.

Price cycles

The model predicts tacit collusion schemes in the form of price cycles. As argued
in Section 4, I expect that SPCs and APCs are observable in duopolies (Hypothesis
27Given the assumption of a general tendency to decrease regulatory price ceilings, this is an
indication that monopolists change prices solely for regulatory reasons.

28Note that rotation patterns are a subset of reverting patterns. In comparison to the definition of
SPCs and APCs (Definition 2 and Definition 3) rotating and reverting patterns are measured on
the individual level. Therefore they also incorporate monopolies.
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Figure 2.5: Dirst Differences in Prices

Notes: First price differences of prices conditional on the number of competitors in a
substitution group. Conditional on the competitors in a substitution group at a time t ,
the three series show the share of products that have a negative, zero, or positive first
price difference. Error bars correspond to the 95% confidence interval.

S2). However, I also expect price cycles between two firms in substitution groups
with three competitors where one firm has a higher base of patients with a brand
preference (Hypothesis S2). If more firms compete, I expect less evidence of price
cycles (Hypothesis S2). In the analysis of the monopolists, individual cyclical pricing
in forms or rotations (see Figure 2.6) is most common for substitution groups with
two, three, or four competitors. I extend the analysis by describing the share of
substitution groups in price cycles (according to Definitions 2 and 3) conditional
on the number of competitors. Afterward, I analyze the probability of price cycles
by applying necessary panel data linear probability frameworks.

Figure 2.7 presents the fraction of substitution groups in SPCs (Definition
2) and APCs (Definition 3) conditional on the number of competitors over all
monthly time periods. The basic graphic analysis shows that prices cycles are most
common in markets with two and three competitors. Increasing the number of
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Figure 2.6: Cyclical Pricing of Individual Firms

Notes: Share of products that rotate as well as revert their prices conditional on the
number of competitors in a substitution group. Conditional on the competitors in a
substitution group at time t , the three series show the share of products that are reverting
or rotating their prices. Error bars correspond to the 95% confidence interval.

competitors reduces the probability of price cycles. Note that the both fractions
are not high, even for two competitors. The reason may be that competitors do
not collude or that collusion of same price setting is chosen as the habit persistence
is not important.

One may argue that the characteristics of subgroups with two competitors
differ systematically from those groups with higher competition. In particular,
substitution groups with higher competition could be characterized by different
demand patterns. Cyclical pricing could be driven by demand patterns (i.e., brand
preferences and habit persistence), and the competitive environment is correlated
with those unobservables. The descriptive analysis of this article is not intended to
provide complete identification for reasons of collusion. However, in the following,
I try to investigate variation within substitution groups. The primary intuition for
this approach is that patients within a substitution group behave similarly regarding
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Figure 2.7: Price Cycles

Notes: Share of substitution groups in an SPC (Definition 3) and an APC (Definition 4)
conditional on the number of competitors over all time periods. Error bars correspond
to the 95% confidence interval.

their habit persistence and brand preferences, independent from the number of
competing firms. Furthermore, the following approach controls for time fixed
effects.29 I collapse the data set on the substitution group level where I denote
a substitution group with i. The variable Si t takes the value 1 if one observes a
price cycle in substitution group i at time t and 0 otherwise. I provide regression
evidence for five different linear probability models for SPCs and APCs.30 The
29Appendix 2.A.13 addresses possible endogeneity concerns.
30Note that I use a linear probability model for several reasons. First, I do not know the exact func-
tional form of the conditional expectation function. The linear probability model approximates
the conditional expectation function, which is a good first approximation, as I would like to avoid
assuming a nonlinear form. Second, using the linear probability model avoids identification due
to functional form (as specific other models would do). Third, the fixed effects would lead to an
incidental parameter problem in the case of using probit or logit models. When using the linear
probability model, I do not have problems of incidental parameters. Finally, an easy interpretation
of the linear probability model for the basic empirical exercise is preferred. However, I include
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last of the five linear probability models takes the following form:

P (Si t = 1|Ci t ) = αi + γt + βCi t + εi t ,

where αi is a vector of substitution group fixed effects, γt is a vector of time fixed
effects, and β is a vector of parameters. Ci t is the number of competitors of substi-
tution group i at time t , and I treat the variable as a factor to investigate possible
discontinuous effects. εi t is an error. Tables 2.29 and 2.6 present the following
regression evidence, where the dependent variable is the SPC and APC dummy
variable, respectively. In Model 1, I use a pooled regression (naive estimator),
where I omit time as well as substitution group fixed effects. In Model 2, I use a
pooled regression and control for the first level of the ATC code, which allows me
to control for possible demand patterns that are similar to the anatomical main
group (for example, the difference between a narcotic and an anti- infective). In
Model 3, I add time fixed effects and control for the first level of the ATC code.
Model 4 uses only substitution group fixed effects, and the ATC code is dropped.
Finally, in Model 5, the previously explained specification is used.

We see similar results for SPCs and APCs. Note that the competition coef-
ficient for Ci t = 1 is excluded, so the reference value is defined by substitution
group with one price-setting firm. In the pooled regression models without sub-
group fixed effects, subgroups with an initially higher number of competitors are
associated with a higher probability of being in a price cycle. The coefficients are,
however, the highest for two and three competitors. In the preferred specification,
which is the model with subgroup and time fixed effects, only subgroups with two
competitors are increasing the possibility of being in a price cycle significantly.
Thus, subgroups with two competitors, in comparison to a monopolistic substitu-
tion group, increase the probability of being in an SPC by 0.7% and of being in
an APC by 2.1%. Substitution groups with three competitors show a positive but
insignificant coefficient, whereas subgroups with more competitors are negatively
associated with the existence of price cycles.

When controlling for fixed effects among subgroups, and solely looking at
variation within subgroups, the results back up that price cycles in duopolies and
less common price cycles for more than three competitors (Hypothesis S2). I have
also shown that price cycles are observable for three competitors, although control-
ling for substitution and time fixed effects reduces the significance. For a complete
evaluation of Hypothesis S2, it remains necessary to show that, in subgroups with
three competitors, the existence of an original brand product with (by assumption)
a higher base of patients with a brand preference facilitates tacit collusion. For

logit models for a robustness check in Appendix 2.A.12. I cluster standard errors and adjust them
for autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity.
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Table 2.5: Regression, SPCs

Symmetric Price Cycle

(1) (2) (3) (4)

C=2 0.011∗∗∗ 0.011∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗ 0.007∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003)

C=3 0.011∗∗∗ 0.010∗∗∗ −0.002 −0.002
(0.002) (0.002) (0.004) (0.004)

C=4 0.007∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗∗ −0.008∗ −0.008∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.004) (0.004)

C=5 0.001∗∗ 0.0005 −0.012∗∗ −0.012∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.005) (0.005)

C=6 0.001 −0.0002 −0.011∗∗ −0.011∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.005) (0.005)

C=7 −0.0001 −0.001∗∗ −0.011∗∗ −0.011∗∗∗

(0.0004) (0.0005) (0.004) (0.004)

C=8 0.001∗ 0.001 −0.010∗∗ −0.010∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.004) (0.004)

C=9 0.001 0.0002 −0.011∗∗ −0.010∗∗

(0.0005) (0.001) (0.004) (0.004)

C=10 0.001∗ 0.001 −0.011∗∗ −0.009∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.004) (0.004)

C=11 0.001∗ 0.001 −0.012∗∗ −0.009∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.005) (0.005)

C=12 0.001 0.001 −0.011∗∗ −0.007∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.005) (0.004)

C=13 0.001∗ 0.001 −0.011∗∗ −0.007
(0.001) (0.001) (0.005) (0.004)

C=14 0.002∗∗∗ 0.0003 −0.011∗∗ −0.007∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.005) (0.004)

C=15 0.002∗∗ 0.001 −0.011∗∗ −0.006
(0.001) (0.001) (0.005) (0.004)

C=16 0.002∗∗ 0.002∗ −0.011∗∗ −0.004
(0.001) (0.001) (0.005) (0.005)

C=17 0.002∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗ −0.011∗∗ −0.002
(0.001) (0.001) (0.005) (0.005)

C=18 0.002∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗ −0.011∗∗ 0.001
(0.001) (0.001) (0.005) (0.005)

Constant 0.001
(0.002)

Fixed effects No Time Subgroup Subgroup and Time
Controls Yes No No No
R-Squared 0.009 0.013 0.161 0.165
N 115,549 115,549 115,869 115,869

∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: One observation corresponds to a substitution group at time t . Dependent Variable is a Dummy which takes

the value one in case that a substitution group at time t is in a Symmetric Price Cycle (SPC). C are the number

of competitors in a substitution group at t . Model (1) is a pooled regression controlling for the ATC code, Model

(2) includes ATC controls and time fixed effects, Model (3) uses substitution group fixed effects and ATC controls are

dropped as they are perfectly correlated with the substitution group, Model (4) includes substitution- as well as time

fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered on the substitution group level and adjusted for auto-correlation as well as

heteroskedasticity. The R2 corresponds to the the full model, including the fixed effects.
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Table 2.6: Regression, APCs

Asymmetric Price Cycle

(1) (2) (3) (4)

C=2 0.026∗∗∗ 0.025∗∗∗ 0.020∗∗∗ 0.021∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.005) (0.005)

C=3 0.033∗∗∗ 0.031∗∗∗ 0.008 0.008
(0.004) (0.004) (0.006) (0.006)

C=4 0.015∗∗∗ 0.014∗∗∗ −0.010 −0.010
(0.003) (0.003) (0.007) (0.007)

C=5 0.006∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ −0.017∗∗ −0.017∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.008) (0.008)

C=6 0.006∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗ −0.016∗∗ −0.018∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.008) (0.008)

C=7 0.005∗∗∗ 0.002 −0.020∗∗∗ −0.020∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.008) (0.008)

C=8 0.006∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗ −0.018∗∗ −0.015∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.008) (0.008)

C=9 0.004∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗ −0.020∗∗ −0.014∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.008) (0.008)

C=10 0.002∗ 0.002 −0.022∗∗∗ −0.014∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.008) (0.007)

C=11 0.003∗ 0.002 −0.022∗∗∗ −0.012
(0.002) (0.002) (0.008) (0.008)

C=12 0.005 0.005 −0.023∗∗ −0.009
(0.004) (0.004) (0.009) (0.009)

C=13 0.008 0.007 −0.018∗ −0.004
(0.005) (0.006) (0.010) (0.010)

C=14 0.007 0.003 −0.018 −0.005
(0.005) (0.005) (0.012) (0.012)

C=15 0.002 −0.002 −0.025∗∗ −0.010
(0.001) (0.002) (0.010) (0.010)

C=16 0.002 0.001 −0.026∗∗ −0.008
(0.001) (0.002) (0.011) (0.011)

C=17 0.003∗ 0.005∗∗ −0.024∗∗ 0.0003
(0.002) (0.002) (0.010) (0.011)

C=18 0.003∗ 0.004∗∗ −0.025∗∗ 0.005
(0.002) (0.002) (0.010) (0.011)

Constant −0.003
(0.002)

Fixed effects No Time Subgroup Subgroup and Time
Controls Yes No No No
R-Squared 0.017 0.025 0.168 0.176
N 115,549 115,549 115,869 115,869

∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: One observation corresponds to a substitution group at time t . Dependent Variable is a Dummy which takes

the value one in case that a substitution group at time t is in a Asymmetric Price Cycle (APC). C are the number

of competitors in a substitution group at t . Model (1) is a pooled regression controlling for the ATC code, Model

(2) includes ATC controls and time fixed effects, Model (3) uses substitution group fixed effects and ATC controls are

dropped as they are perfectly correlated with the substitution group, Model (4) includes substitution- as well as time

fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered on the substitution group level and adjusted for auto-correlation as well as

heteroskedasticity. The R2 corresponds to the the full model, including the fixed effects.
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subgroups with three competitors, I expect collusion, which is only possible if
one brand has a higher base of patients with a specific brand preference. The two
remaining firms form a collusion scheme by rotating their prices. I also expect
that collusion is less likely, as possible equilibria have stricter requirements for
the parameters of brand preferences, habit persistence, and patience of consumers.
First, note that generic products are more likely to form price cycles in substi-
tution groups with three competitors. To investigate the impact of an existent
original brand on price cycles, I adjust the linear probability model by using an
interaction between the number of competitors and a variable that distinguishes
whether an original brand is one of the price-setting firms as a regressor. Table
2.7 shows regression evidence of three linear probability models. As before, the
dependent variable is the dummy Si t (Model 1-3: SPC, Model 4-6: APC). I show
three regression specifications for each price cycle form: (1) a pooled regression
with controls, (2) subgroup fixed effects, and (3) time and subgroup fixed effects.

The reference level of the regression is a monopolist that supplies an original
branded product. Consider first the substitution groups with two competitors. For
all specifications, the substitution groups without an original branded product are
associated with a higher probability of forming an SPC (with subgroup and time
fixed effects a substitution group without originals is associated to 3.9 percentage
points higher possibility of a SPC) as well as an APC (4.1 percentage points).
However, substitution groups with an original product are only associated with
a higher probability of price cycles without subgroup and time fixed effects. In
substitution groups with three competitors where two firms form a price cycle,
regression evidence differs. In a pooled regression specification, both substitution
groups with and without an original product are associated with a higher proba-
bility of a SPC (1.7 percentage points without and 2.2 percentage point with an
original) and an APC (2.4 percentage points without and 3.6 percentage point
with an original). Including time and subgroup fixed effects, the coefficients are
insignificantly different from zero for both price cycles. However, the sign of
the coefficients for the case with and without originals do not align but support
the theory. In detail, the existence of an original product is related to a higher
probability of both price cycle types (0.4 percentage point for an SPC and 1.0
percentage point for an APC), whereas substitution groups without an original
are associated with a lower probability of price cycles (-0.6 percentage point for
an SPC and -0.3 percentage point for an APC). Given the insignificance, I cannot
confirm the role of originals entirely. Thus, one may conclude that (1) price cycles
in triopolies are observable and (2) the insignificant result does not contradict that
an original product in substitution groups with three competitors facilitates tacit
collusion in the form of price cycles.
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Table 2.7: Regression, Originals and Generics

SPC APC

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

C=1,No O −0.0004 0.010∗ 0.005 −0.0004 0.010 0.004
(0.0005) (0.006) (0.006) (0.0005) (0.006) (0.006)

C=2,NO O 0.038∗∗∗ 0.045∗∗∗ 0.039∗∗∗ 0.040∗∗∗ 0.047∗∗∗ 0.041∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.009) (0.009) (0.006) (0.010) (0.009)
C=2,O 0.012∗∗∗ −0.002 −0.0001 0.013∗∗∗ −0.003 −0.001

(0.004) (0.002) (0.002) (0.004) (0.002) (0.002)
C=3,No O 0.017∗∗∗ 0.001 −0.006 0.024∗∗∗ 0.006 −0.003

(0.006) (0.007) (0.007) (0.006) (0.008) (0.008)
C=3,O 0.022∗∗∗ 0.004 0.004 0.036∗∗∗ 0.009 0.010

(0.005) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006)
C=4,No O 0.010∗∗ −0.009 −0.015 0.013∗∗∗ −0.006 −0.014

(0.005) (0.009) (0.009) (0.005) (0.009) (0.010)
C=4,O 0.012∗∗∗ −0.012∗ −0.011∗ 0.016∗∗∗ −0.012∗ −0.011∗

(0.004) (0.006) (0.006) (0.004) (0.007) (0.007)
C=5,No O 0.0002 −0.014∗ −0.022∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗ −0.011 −0.020∗∗

(0.001) (0.007) (0.008) (0.002) (0.008) (0.008)
C=5,O 0.004∗∗ −0.019∗∗ −0.019∗∗ 0.007∗∗∗ −0.019∗∗ −0.019∗∗

(0.002) (0.008) (0.008) (0.002) (0.009) (0.009)
C=6,No O 0.0004 −0.017∗∗ −0.025∗∗∗ 0.003 −0.016∗ −0.027∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.008) (0.008) (0.002) (0.008) (0.009)
C=6,O 0.003∗∗ −0.018∗∗ −0.019∗∗ 0.006∗∗∗ −0.017∗ −0.017∗∗

(0.001) (0.008) (0.008) (0.002) (0.009) (0.009)
C=7,No O −0.0001 −0.017∗∗ −0.024∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗ −0.018∗∗ −0.026∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.007) (0.008) (0.002) (0.008) (0.009)
C=7,O 0.002 −0.020∗∗∗ −0.020∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗ −0.021∗∗∗ −0.021∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.007) (0.007) (0.002) (0.008) (0.007)
C=8,No O 0.002 −0.015∗∗ −0.020∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗ −0.012 −0.018∗∗

(0.001) (0.007) (0.007) (0.003) (0.008) (0.008)
C=8,O 0.002∗ −0.019∗∗∗ −0.018∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ −0.020∗∗∗ −0.018∗∗

(0.001) (0.007) (0.007) (0.002) (0.008) (0.007)
C=9,No O 0.003 −0.015∗∗ −0.017∗∗ 0.005∗ −0.019∗∗ −0.021∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.007) (0.007) (0.003) (0.008) (0.008)
C=9 0.001 −0.019∗∗∗ −0.017∗∗ 0.004∗∗ −0.019∗∗ −0.015∗∗

(0.001) (0.007) (0.007) (0.002) (0.008) (0.007)
C=10,No O 0.001 −0.017∗∗ −0.017∗∗ 0.001 −0.023∗∗∗ −0.022∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.007) (0.007) (0.001) (0.008) (0.008)
C=10,O 0.001∗ −0.019∗∗∗ −0.015∗∗ 0.003 −0.019∗∗ −0.014∗∗

(0.001) (0.007) (0.007) (0.002) (0.008) (0.007)
[...] [...] [...] [...] [...] [...]

Constant −0.001 −0.003
(0.002) (0.002)

Fixed effects No Subgroup Subgroup and Time No Subgroup Subgroup and Time
Controls Yes No No Yes No No
R-Squared 0.01 0.162 0.166 0.021 0.17 0.178
N 115,549 115,869 115,869 115,549 115,869 115,869

∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: One observation corresponds to a substitution group at time t . The dependent variable for Models (1) to (3) is a

Dummy which takes the value one in case that a substitution group at time t is in a Symmetric Price Cycle (SPC). For

Model (3) to (6) the dependent Variable is a Dummywhich takes the value one in case that a substitution group at time

t is in an Asymmetric Price Cycle (APC). C are the number of competitors in a substitution group at t . O stands for

the existence of an original product of the substitution group in t whereas N oO means that an original is not existing.

Models (1) and (4) are pooled regressions controlling for the ATC code, Models (2) and (5) use substitution group fixed

effects and ATC controls are dropped as they are perfectly correlated with the substitution group, Models (3) and (6)

include substitution- as well as time fixed effects. he coefficients for more than 9 competitors are omitted. Standard

errors are clustered on the substitution group level and adjusted for auto-correlation as well as heteroskedasticity. The

R2 corresponds to the the full model, including the fixed effects. In Table 2.33 I show coefficients for the cases of over

10 competitors.
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Price dispersion in price cycles

Focusing on the substitution groups in price cycles, the model predicted that
different price bounds depended on the number of firms in a substitution group. I
expect that price cycles in substitution groups with two competitors have smaller
differences between the products than a substitution group with three competitors
(Hypothesis S3).

I start by restricting the sample to observations in a price cycle. Figure 2.8
shows the average relative price differences between the products in a price cycle
conditional on the absolute number of firms competing. The price differences be-
tween the two products in a price cycle increase for a higher number of competitors.
This descriptive evidence is in line with Hypothesis S3.

However, substitution groups may differ depending on the number of competi-
tors. To account for differences between subgroups, we get descriptive evidence by
performing a fixed-effects regression of the relative price differences on the number
of competitors. Table 2.8 presents regression evidence from a pooled regression, a
regression including subgroup fixed effects, and a regression including time and
subgroup fixed effects for APC and SPC price cycles on the substitution group level.
The reference level of the regression evidence is the case of two competitors. For
the SPC, the relative price difference is significantly higher for three competitors
compared to the case of two competitors in the first and second specification (both
.9 percentage points). Including subgroup and time fixed effects, the difference is
not significantly different from zero but positive (.6 percentage points). For the
broader defined price cycle, the APC, the relative price difference is significantly
higher for substitution groups with three competitors in all specifications (2.2
percentage points pooled, 1.5 percentage points with substitution group and 1.3
percentage points with substitution group and time fixed effects.).

I can conclude that the relative price differences between the two products in
a price cycle are on average higher when |N | = 3 compared to substitution groups
with |N | = 2. The empirical analysis is in line with Hypothesis S3).

Identical Prices

The model predicts collusion schemes where several firms charge identical prices
over time only in substitution groups where consumers are not habit persistent
(Hypothesis S4). The reasoning is that habit persistence may increase the profits
of only one firm if both set the same price. I assume that pharmacies adjust their
procurement and supply only one product. One firm therefore has an incentive
to deviate.31 Figure 2.9 shows the share of prices as conditional on the number
31See Section for a empirical assessment of this assumption.
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Figure 2.8: Price Differences in Price Cycles

Notes: Price differences of products in price cycles conditional on the number of com-
petitors. One observation corresponds to a substitution group at time t where two
firms form a price cycle. Relative price differences are defined by the absolute difference
between both products in a price cycle divided by the larger price. Conditional on the
number of competitors, the graph shows the average relative price difference. I restrict
the sample to the case of two to five competitors. Error bars correspond to the 95%
confidence interval.
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Table 2.8: Regression, Relative Price Differences

Price Difference between Prod in PC
SPC SPC SPC APC APC APC

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

C=3 0.009∗∗∗ 0.009∗ 0.006 0.022∗∗∗ 0.015∗∗ 0.013∗∗

(0.003) (0.005) (0.004) (0.006) (0.006) (0.007)

C=4 0.024∗∗ 0.008 0.007 0.067∗∗∗ 0.030∗∗∗ 0.029∗∗∗

(0.012) (0.006) (0.007) (0.019) (0.009) (0.011)

C=5 0.068 0.008 0.014 0.141∗∗∗ 0.053∗∗∗ 0.047∗

(0.050) (0.006) (0.009) (0.037) (0.014) (0.026)

C=6 0.096∗ 0.008 −0.004 0.187∗∗∗ 0.019∗ 0.019
(0.057) (0.006) (0.013) (0.039) (0.011) (0.019)

C=7 −0.008∗∗∗ 0.008 −0.011 0.245∗∗∗ 0.116∗∗∗ 0.099∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.006) (0.013) (0.046) (0.024) (0.038)

C=8 0.148 0.214∗∗∗ −0.219∗∗∗ −0.508∗∗∗

(0.124) (0.077) (0.024) (0.037)

C=9 −0.009 0.468∗∗∗ 0.146 −0.134
(0.006) (0.101) (0.216) (0.213)

C=10 0.760∗∗∗

(0.005)

C=11 −0.003 0.516∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.009)

C=12 0.609∗∗∗

(0.010)

C=13 0.384∗∗

(0.176)

C=14 −0.003 0.447∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.008)

Constant 0.016∗∗ 0.012
(0.007) (0.014)

Fixed effects No Subgroup Subgroup and Time No Subgroup Subgroup and Time
R-Squared 0.212 0.882 0.899 0.505 0.946 0.965
N 929 929 929 1,191 1,191 1,191

∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: One observation corresponds to a substitution group at time t in a SPC (Models 1 to 3) and in an APC (Models

4 to 6). Given the definition of price cycles two firms form a price cycle. The dependent variable is the relative price

difference, defined as the absolute difference between both products in a price cycle divided by the larger price. C

are the number of competitors in a substitution group at t , including those product not part of a price cycle. Models

(1) and (4) are pooled regressions controlling for the ATC code, Models (2) and (5) use substitution group fixed effects

and ATC controls are dropped as they are perfectly correlated with the substitution group, Models (3) and (6) include

substitution- as well as time fixed effects. Note that subgroup fixed effects reduce the number of coefficients. Standard

errors are clustered on the substitution group level and adjusted for auto-correlation as well as heteroskedasticity. The

R2 corresponds to the the full model, including the fixed effects.
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of competitors, where at least two firms set their prices equally for one, two,
and three subsequent periods.32 In substitution groups with two competitors,
around 25% of the observable prices are equal for three subsequent periods. Lower
competition is correlated with a larger share of firms setting the same price.

Figure 2.9: Same Prices

Notes: Share of observations where prices are equal in one, two, and three subsequent
periods. Conditional on the number of competitors, I show the fraction of prices where
at least two products set the same price for one, two, or three time periods, forward
looking. Error bars correspond to the 95% confidence interval.

Following the model, identical prices do not necessary are a result of tacit
collusion as also competitive equilibria may have same characteristics of dynamic
prices. However, such dynamics are not observable if patients are habit persistent
or have heterogeneous brand preferences across products. Assuming that patients
preferences and behavioral frictions are stable within a substitution group over
32I have to differentiate same price setting to rotation where, for example, an original brand set the
maximum price and a product of the month increases its price up to the maximum for one period.
Therefore, I continue with considering the share when at least two identical firms set the same
prices for at least three subsequent periods.
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time the substitution groups should be different from those where one observes
price cycles (which are only observable with habit persistence or heterogeneous
brand preferences). I investigate detailed differences in Appendix 2.A.14. I show
that identical pricing is happening in different substitution groups and differ in
several key dimensions (timing, frequency, break downs) to price cycle schemes. I
conclude that pricing schemes where several firms are setting the same prices are
frequently observable. Substitution groups with such pricing schemes differ from
substitution groups with price cycles. The observations back up Hypothesis S4.

Product of the month

Finally, I consider the products that are not taking part in tacit collusion. I predict
a difference in the behavior of firms in periods after being awarded the product-
of-the-month status. In substitution groups with two competitors, the unique
MPE implied that each competitor randomizes over a price distribution such that
I expect an increase in price not with certainty (Hypothesis S5). In substitution
groups with higher competition, I expect that the product of the month raises its
price in the forthcoming period with certainty to harvest habit-persistent patients
(Hypothesis S5).

In Figure 2.10, I show three proportions of products of the month for the re-
stricted sample of products not in a price cycle or same pricing scheme conditional
on the number of competitors in a subgroup: (1) the share of products of the
month that are not products of the month in the subsequent period, (2) the share
of products of the month that increase their price in the subsequent period, and (3)
the share of products of the month that increase their prices such that they are the
most expensive product in the forthcoming period. The basic plot shows that, in
substitution groups with two competitors, the product of the month is more often
the product of the month in the future period and increases its price less frequently
in the future period compared to substitution groups with more competing firms.
For the proportion of the products of the month that raise their price up to the
maximal price in a substitution group, the graph shows evidence that is more
ambiguous. Compared to substitution groups with three competitors, products of
the month in substitution groups with two competitors are increasing their prices
less often up to the maximum price in a substitution group in the future period.
However, the share of products of the month that increase their price up to the
maximal price decreases with the number of competitors in substitution groups
with a higher number of firms ( |N | > 3).

Finally, I challenge the graphical evidence by using the previously used fixed
effects estimation to control for different demand patterns between substitution
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Figure 2.10: Behavior of Prod. of the Month

Notes: Share of products of the month that (1) increase their price, (2) increase their
price to the maximum in a substitution group, and (3) are not product of the month in
the future month. The sample is restricted to substitution groups that are not part of a
price cycle and not setting same prices over three subsequent periods at time t . Error
bars correspond to the 95% confidence interval.

groups. As in the previous regression exercises, I collapse the data on the substitu-
tion group level. In the first subset of models, the dependent variable takes the
value 1 if the product of the month of a substitution group in a period increases its
price and 0 otherwise. In the second subset of models, the dependent variable takes
the value 1 if the product of the month of a substitution group in a period increases
its price up to the maximum price of the subsequent period and 0 otherwise. I
explore the effect of the number of competitors in three model specifications for
both independent variables: (a) a pooled regression, (b) subgroup fixed effects,
and (c) subgroup and time fixed effects. The reasoning for using fixed effects
is equivalent to the argument in previous parts. Table 2.9 shows the regression
evidence. Note that I treat the number of competitors as a factor and take two
competitors as a base value.
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Table 2.9: Regression, Behavior Prod. of the Month

Increase Increase to Maximum

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

C=1 −0.096∗∗∗ −0.123∗∗∗ −0.119∗∗∗ −0.070∗∗∗ −0.081∗∗∗ −0.081∗∗∗

(0.010) (0.018) (0.015) (0.009) (0.017) (0.015)

C=3 0.304∗∗∗ 0.218∗∗∗ 0.185∗∗∗ 0.064∗∗∗ 0.028∗ 0.014
(0.018) (0.021) (0.017) (0.013) (0.017) (0.015)

C=4 0.369∗∗∗ 0.229∗∗∗ 0.208∗∗∗ 0.028∗∗ −0.031 −0.040∗∗

(0.020) (0.029) (0.021) (0.014) (0.020) (0.018)

C=5 0.441∗∗∗ 0.260∗∗∗ 0.225∗∗∗ −0.007 −0.062∗∗∗ −0.076∗∗∗

(0.017) (0.037) (0.027) (0.011) (0.022) (0.020)

C=6 0.434∗∗∗ 0.244∗∗∗ 0.200∗∗∗ −0.037∗∗∗ −0.090∗∗∗ −0.107∗∗∗

(0.017) (0.040) (0.028) (0.011) (0.023) (0.021)

C=7 0.435∗∗∗ 0.195∗∗∗ 0.164∗∗∗ −0.035∗∗∗ −0.114∗∗∗ −0.128∗∗∗

(0.018) (0.041) (0.029) (0.010) (0.024) (0.022)
C=8 0.464∗∗∗ 0.161∗∗∗ 0.162∗∗∗ −0.034∗∗∗ −0.123∗∗∗ −0.123∗∗∗

(0.019) (0.043) (0.029) (0.011) (0.025) (0.022)
C=9 0.413∗∗∗ 0.070 0.114∗∗∗ −0.043∗∗∗ −0.135∗∗∗ −0.117∗∗∗

(0.022) (0.046) (0.033) (0.011) (0.026) (0.023)
C=10 0.391∗∗∗ −0.010 0.093∗∗∗ −0.044∗∗∗ −0.157∗∗∗ −0.113∗∗∗

(0.027) (0.049) (0.035) (0.013) (0.027) (0.024)
C=11 0.409∗∗∗ −0.043 0.081∗∗ −0.046∗∗∗ −0.165∗∗∗ −0.114∗∗∗

(0.027) (0.052) (0.038) (0.012) (0.027) (0.024)
C=12 0.464∗∗∗ −0.042 0.113∗∗ −0.063∗∗∗ −0.197∗∗∗ −0.135∗∗∗

(0.031) (0.057) (0.045) (0.012) (0.028) (0.026)
C=13 0.442∗∗∗ −0.060 0.088 −0.066∗∗∗ −0.200∗∗∗ −0.140∗∗∗

(0.040) (0.069) (0.059) (0.013) (0.031) (0.028)
C=14 0.433∗∗∗ −0.095 0.044 −0.055∗∗∗ −0.195∗∗∗ −0.139∗∗∗

(0.061) (0.077) (0.070) (0.019) (0.030) (0.029)
C=15 0.473∗∗∗ −0.137∗ 0.007 −0.078∗∗∗ −0.212∗∗∗ −0.157∗∗∗

(0.038) (0.074) (0.069) (0.010) (0.031) (0.030)
C=16 0.451∗∗∗ −0.213∗∗∗ −0.050 −0.074∗∗∗ −0.209∗∗∗ −0.148∗∗∗

(0.037) (0.077) (0.064) (0.010) (0.030) (0.029)
C=17 0.245∗∗∗ −0.451∗∗∗ −0.182∗ −0.084∗∗∗ −0.216∗∗∗ −0.106∗∗∗

(0.092) (0.107) (0.095) (0.009) (0.030) (0.030)
C=18 0.211∗∗∗ −0.765∗∗∗ −0.469∗∗∗ −0.051∗∗∗ −0.181∗∗∗ −0.064∗∗

(0.010) (0.085) (0.076) (0.009) (0.030) (0.030)
Constant 0.095∗∗∗ 0.094∗∗∗

(0.014) (0.012)

Fixed effects No Subgroup Subgroup and Time No Subgroup Subgroup and Time
Controls Yes No No Yes No No
R-Squared 0.266 0.386 0.458 0.04 0.235 0.296
N 89,040 89,407 89,407 89,040 89,407 89,407

∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: One observation corresponds to a product of the month in a substitution group at time t . The data exclude

substitution groups in a price cycle and a same price setting scheme (three period of subsequent same prices) at time

t. The dependent variable for the first three (1 to 3) models is a dummy which takes the value one if a product of a

month increase its price in the forthcoming period. The dependent variable for the models 4 to 6 is a dummy which

takes the value one if a product of a month increase its price in the forthcoming period to the maximum within the

substitution group. C are the number of competitors in a substitution group at t . Models (1) and (4) are pooled

regressions controlling for the ATC code, Models (2) and (5) use substitution group fixed effects and ATC controls are

dropped as they are perfectly correlated with the substitution group, Models (3) and (6) include substitution- as well

as time fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered on the substitution group level and adjusted for auto-correlation as

well as heteroskedasticity. The R2 corresponds to the the full model, including the fixed effects.
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The fixed effects regression shows similar evidence as the graphical interpre-
tation. The product of the month in substitution groups with two competitors
is significantly less likely to increase its price compared to substitution groups
with more competitors (in case of three competitors it is 18.5 percentage points
more likely- including substitution groups and time fixed effects). Considering the
rise in prices up to the maximum price in a substitution group, a product of the
month in a substitution group with two competitors is less likely to increase its
price compared to a substitution group with three competitors (significant in the
pooled regression, 6.4 percentage points, and 2.8 percentage points with subgroup
fixed effects, but not significantly different with time and subgroup fixed effects,
1.4 percentage points) but not compared to substitution groups with even more
competitors. One possible reason could be that the product of the month in high
competition groups increases its price but at the same time avoids competition
with a high priced original.

According to the model, I expect that the absence of from tacit collusion the
product of the month in substitution groups with more than three firms increases
its price with certainty. The data do not show this exact behavior. However, in
comparison to substitution groups with two competitors, a product of the month
increases its price significantly more often such that it is not the product of the
month in the subsequent period.

Overall, we can confirmHypothesis S5 that duopolisitic firms with the product
of the month do not increase the price in the subsequent period with certainty.
I further confirm partly that firms in markets with more than two competitors
increase their price more often after being the cheapest product of the month;
however, the probability of a price increase is not equal to one.

2.7 Demand Side

The dynamic model simplifies the environment (i.e., no entry decision, perfect in-
formation on the demand structure, equal marginal costs). Nevertheless, the model
incorporates important features of the pharmaceutical market. In the substitution
groups of the four therapeutic subgroups (painkillers, antiepileptics, antibiotics,
and beta-blockers), the summary statistics have shown that, in approximately 73
to 93% of purchases, the cheapest product (product of the month) is dispensed.
Bergman et al. (2012) have shown that the product of the month accounts for
approximately 70% of the products sold. The price-elastic unit mass of consumers
entering each period can be directly related to this observation.

The remaining 30% is split into two groups. First, particular products have
price-inelastic demand due to a branding effect (i.e., original brand products). The
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patients with a brand preference l j are representing this effect. In markets with
solely generics, I assume that branding effects are measurable but not dissimilar
between products, such that l is equal for all products. In other markets, a branded
product has a higher base of patients with a brand preference ( lH ). Second, θ
describes habit-persistent patients who do not substitute a product after a previous
purchase. The interpretation of this lag in demand is twofold. First, patients take
a distinct substance over two periods and do not substitute to another product
within a treatment. Second, it is an approximation of lags in demand caused by (1)
patients who had a previous positive experience with a particular drug (that was a
product of the month in the initial treatment) and (2) physicians who prescribe a
previous product of the month lead patients to oppose substitution.

I interpret the lag in demand as a habit persistence (or state dependence/purchase
event feedback) that is supported in the empirical marketing literature. Patients
buy products more frequently after having purchased them in the past. I argue
that this effect is relevant in the pharmaceutical market, as a positive experience
with a product has an effect on future purchases. Although the products are
homogeneous, perceived quality for patients differs.

Janssen (2019) uses individual choice data of Swedish prescription drugs under
generic competition and shows that patients experience switching costs when pur-
chasing painkillers and antibiotics, but not when when purchasing antiepileptics.
Switching costs are directly related to habit-persistence. Using patent expires as
quasi-natural experiments Janssen (2019) also shows that the effects are strong in
the first month and decreasing afterward. Both observations are in line with the
demand assumptions of the theoretical model.

Within this section, I use the available monthly market share data on the
product level to show evidence for habit persistence, to explore heterogeneity
and relate it to model predictions of price cycles and competitive Markov perfect
equilibria. The demand function in the model is based on habit persistence and
brand preferences:
Hypothesis D1. Patients are habit-persistent and have brand preferences when choos-
ing prescription drugs under generic competition.

I use heterogeneity of habit persistence and brand preferences across therapeu-
tic groups and demonstrate how well the variation of habit persistence matches
pricing predictions of the model. In case of competitive Markov Perfect Equilibria
described in Proposition 1, 2 and 3 a higher value of θ changes the mixing distribu-
tions of the equilibrium strategies. Considering the minimum support p, a higher θ
has heterogeneous effects. The actual change depends on the competitive situation.
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In the case of two competitors and independent of the availability originals or
generics (for a differentiated mass of brand preferences) higher habit-persistence is
associated with a higher minimum support. 33 The same comparative static holds
for triopolies with originals and generics ( lH > l L ).34 However, in case of tri-
opolies without originals (homogeneous mass of patients with brand preferences)
or substitution groups with more competitors an increase in habit-persistence
leads to a lower minimum support p.35

Hypothesis D2. Increased Habit-persistence is associated with larger price differences
between the cheapest product and the price ceiling in substitution groups with two
firms or three firms when an original is present. However, habit persistence decreases
price differences in substitution groups with three competitors without an original or
in substitution groups with higher competition.

The frequency of price cycles36 is not a function of habit persistence alone.
Indeed, theory shows that price cycles emerge when patients are habit persistence
or when there are patients with heterogeneous brand preferences across firms.
Further, the size of habit persistence does not increase the probability of collusion.
While I am not able to explain why collusion arises, theory shows that under
the existence of any habit persistence or heterogeneous brand preferences on the
patient’s side the profit maximizing market sharing rule is price cycles. In the
case without habit persistence or heterogenous brand preferences firms maximize
profits by setting the same price. However, same price setting is not necessary a
collusive agreement as also competitive equilibira without habit persistence and
brand preferences have the same price dynamics.
Hypothesis D3. Brand preferences of originals, as well as habit persistence, is asso-
ciated with price cycles. The non-existence of both behavioral frictions may lead to
identical prices.

Price cycles as a first best collusion mechanism are based on the assumption
of pharmacies procurement behavior. In detail, new consumers buy from the
larger firms (the firm with habit-persistent patients or more patients with brand
preferences) when multiple firms set an equal price as pharmacies maximize their
profits by purchasing high amounts of one product. I assume that pharmacies
have a lower profit when procuring high quantities of two products compared
to sticking to one product. In case two pharmaceutical companies set the same

33 ∂p
∂θ > 0 in Proposition 1.

34See p of Proposition 4.
35 ∂p
∂θ > 0 in Proposition 3.

36Defined in Definition 2 (SPC) and Definition 3 (APC).
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price, pharmacies purchase mainly one product, and the indifferent new patients
are dispensed the unique available pharmaceutical. If one product has a higher
default mass of purchases due to habit persistence or brand preferences, pharmacies
choose this pharmaceutical. In case neither firm has a higher mass of patients, I
assume that the pharmacy randomly dispenses one product.
Hypothesis D4. In case that two firms set identical prices and share the product of
the month status I expect that the firm with the higher mass of habit-persistent patients
or the firm producing an original product has a higher market share.

Evidence for Habit-persistence

In the following, I investigate if market share patterns of products in the four
therapeutic groups show evidence of a habit-persistent behavior as well as evidence
for preferences for branded drugs. In detail, I use monthly market shares for each
product within the four therapeutic subgroups.37 Consider the following model,
where one observation corresponds to product i in month t :

Sℎar ei t =β0Or i g inali t + β1P Ii t + θAdd .Expense si t + ρ0T ℎSubi × PoMi t+

ρ1T ℎSubi × PoMni t−1 + ρ2T ℎSubi × PoMni t−2+ (2.1)
ρ3T ℎSubi × PoMni t−3 + αi + γt + ζNoCompi t + εi t ,

where Sℎar ei t is the market share (between 0 and 1) of a product in their substi-
tution group.38 Or i g inali t and P Ii t (where PI = parallel import) are dummy
variables that take the value one if i is an original branded or parallel imported
product and zero otherwise. Add .Expense si t is the out-of-pocket expenses for
products that are not the product of the month. Therefore, Add .Expense si t
takes the value zero if product i at time t is the product of the month. If i is not
the product of the month, Add .Expense si t is the expenses a consumer bears by
opposing substitution (i.e., the difference between the retail price of product i
and the retail price of the product of the month). PoMni t , PoMni t−1, PoMni t−2,
and PoMi t−3 are dummy variables. PoMni t is 1 if product i is the product of the
month in i. PoMni t−1, PoMni t−2, and PoMni t−3 are 1 if a product has been the
product of the month in t − 1, t − 2, or t − 3, respectively, but not in subsequent
periods. I interact the present and lagged indicators of the PoM status with the four
37Note that pharmacies are allowed to sell the remaining stock of previously purchased product
in the first two weeks of the next month for the same price as the last month. I exclude those
observations, as they may lead to an overestimation of habit persistence. The presented estimate
can be interpreted as a lower bound of habit persistence.

38Note that prescriptions are on the substitution group level. Substitution between substitution
groups happens seldom.
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therapeutic subgroups T ℎSub = {P ainkil l e r s, Ant ib iot ic s, Ant iepil ept ic s,
Bet a-Blocker } to explore heterogeneity in habit persistence. Finally, αi is a prod-
uct fixed effect (a product is a specific brand within a substitution group)39 and γt
is a time fixed effect. Note that I also control for the number of competitors in a
substitution group in month t .

I provide reduced-form evidence that the assumptions of the demand side are
suitable. To back up the assumptions of the theoretical model, I expect a positive
coefficient of β0, an original branded product, is associated with a higher market
share. In the model, the positive coefficient would translate to the existence of
the patients with brand preferences. Further, the model assumes a unit mass of
patients consuming the product of the month. In the basic regression, one would
see a robust positive coefficient of ρ0. Further, the model assumes that a mass of
θ patients are habit persistent and consume the product of the previous month.
Therefore, I expect a positive coefficient of ρ1, which should be smaller than ρ0.
Finally, habit persistence in the model exists over just one period, such that ρ2 and
ρ3 should not be significantly different from zero or at least much smaller than
ρ1. Finally, following Janssen (2019) results for different therapeutic groups are
heterogeneous.

I start by providing evidence for the basic model. In Appendix 2.A.18 I extend
the analysis to separate investigations for each therapeutic subgroup. Further, I
explore the role of originals and generics and their relation to habit-persistence.
The results of both robustness checks are in line with the following summarized
version.

Table 2.10 shows evidence from three different models.40 Model 1 does not
include fixed effects. In Model 2, I include product fixed effects, and Model 3
incorporates product and time fixed effects.41 The coefficient for an original
product is significant and positive. An original product is related to a 9 percentage
points higher market share. Second, the product of the month has a significantly
higher market share in all three specifications. Being a product of the month
POM is associated with 40 and 41 percentage points higher market share ( ρ0)
on the baseline level which is a beta-blocker. The levels are approximately the
same for antibiotics and antiepileptics as the interaction terms of their indicators
with POM are insignificant. However, for painkillers, the POM has a lower
market share (11 percentage points less in the pooled regression and 3.7 percent
less with the product ad time fixed effects. The variable that captures potential
39Note that including product fixed effects excludes the regressorOr i g inal .
40As in the supply side analysis, I cluster standard errors on the product level. Standard errors are
adjusted for autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity.

41Note that product fixed effects should capture the variation of the regressorOr i g inal such that I
drop the indicator in Models 2 and 3.
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habit persistence over one period is captured in the lagged PoMn(t − 1) status.
ρ1 on the baseline level (Beta Blocker) is significant in Model 1 and 3 and much
lower than ρ0 ( between 4.5 and 6.2 percentage points). The result is similar for
antibiotics and painkillers when introducing product and time fixed effects. Only
patients of antiepileptics seem to be not habit-persistent.42 This result is in line
with the individual choice analysis in Janssen (2019). In the preferred specification
of Model 3, the coefficients of PoMn(t − 2) and PoMn(t − 3) are not significantly
different from zero on the five percent level for all therapeutic subgroups.43

Patient’s habit persistence translates to a higher market share of 4 to 6 percent-
age points in the following month. The coefficients of the following months show
that habit persistence decreases. Indeed, the size of the coefficient for PoMi t−2 and
PoMni t−3 is much smaller and insignificant in Model 2 (both) and Model 1 (only
PoMni t−3). The reduced-form evidence for the four therapeutic groups confirms
the demand assumptions of Hypothesis D1.

Habit Persistence and Competitive Equilibria

In the following, I use heterogeneity in habit-persistence across the four differ-
ent therapeutic subgroups to evaluate model predictions of equilibrium pricing
patterns. While the four different groups allow showing suggestive evidence by ex-
ploiting variation of the number of competitors and variation in habit persistence,
I do not have a sufficient sample for sophisticated empirical tests.

Figure 2.11 summarizes the evaluation of Hypothesis D2.44 First I show es-
timated degree of habit persistence from the regression model 2.1, ρ1. I show
the coefficients for each therapeutic subgroup. Hypothesis D2 states that higher
habit persistence is correlated with a higher lowest price p within a substitution
group of two competitors. Allowing for different price levels, it is necessary to
normalize with the price ceiling R. I show the lowest price p divided by the
price ceiling R for the four different therapeutic subgroups across substitution
42In detail, it seems that patients of antibiotics have a negative coefficient. A product that has
been the product of the month in the previous month may even have a lower market share. An
explanation for this specific observation in the pharmaceutical market is provided in Janssen
(2019). Patients of very antibiotics are very used to change products as they are consuming the
products often for long. As they are used to substitution, they change mostly to the cheapest
product. In case of high variation in prices that are correlated with being the product of the
month, the negative coefficient is rationalized with frequent changes of consumers.

43For Beta Blocker the coefficient of PoMn(t − 3) suggest that being the product in t − 1 increases
the market share by 1.4 percentage points. However, the coefficients are solely significant on the
10 percent level, and the coefficients of all other therapeutic subgroups are negative.

44A Table of the result is presented in Appendix 2.A.11. I show results
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Table 2.10: Regression, Habit Persistence

Share Share Share

(1) (2) (3)

Original 0.090∗∗∗

(0.016)
Add. Expenses (SEK) −0.0002∗∗∗ −0.0002∗∗∗ −0.0001∗∗∗

(0.00003) (0.00003) (0.00003)

Antibiotics 0.008
(0.013)

Painkiller 0.075∗∗∗

(0.015)
Antiepileptics 0.057

(0.066)

POM 0.403∗∗∗ 0.343∗∗∗ 0.410∗∗∗

(0.016) (0.017) (0.016)
POMn(t-1) 0.062∗∗∗ 0.015 0.045∗∗∗

(0.010) (0.011) (0.011)
POMn(t-2) 0.016∗ −0.015 0.012

(0.009) (0.010) (0.010)
POMn(t-2) 0.017∗ −0.003 0.014∗

(0.009) (0.008) (0.008)

Antibiotics x POM −0.029 0.036∗ 0.028
(0.020) (0.022) (0.020)

Painkiller x POM −0.115∗∗∗ −0.021 −0.037∗∗

(0.022) (0.020) (0.019)
Antiepileptics x POM 0.047 0.039 0.003

(0.068) (0.072) (0.069)

Antibiotics x POMn(t-1) 0.00004 0.021 0.010
(0.014) (0.016) (0.015)

Painkiller x POMn(t-1) −0.068∗∗∗ 0.003 −0.010
(0.015) (0.013) (0.013)

Antiepileptics x POMn(t-1) −0.090 −0.123 −0.152∗∗

(0.065) (0.075) (0.073)

Antibiotics x POMn(t-2) 0.020 0.030∗∗ 0.018
(0.013) (0.014) (0.013)

Painkiller x POMn(t-2) −0.035∗∗∗ 0.013 −0.0004
(0.013) (0.011) (0.011)

Antiepileptics x POMn(t-2) 0.050 −0.016 −0.045
(0.063) (0.074) (0.072)

Antibiotics x POMn(t-3) −0.006 −0.001 −0.003
(0.012) (0.012) (0.011)

Painkiller x POMn(t-3) −0.038∗∗∗ −0.002 −0.008
(0.014) (0.010) (0.009)

Antiepileptics x POMn(t-3) −0.012 −0.087∗ −0.103∗∗

(0.047) (0.048) (0.047)

Constant 0.617∗∗∗

(0.018)
Fixed effects No Product Product and Time
Competition Controls Yes Yes Yes
R-Squared 0.673 0.809 0.832
N 46,045 46,045 46,045

∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: One observation corresponds to a product i in a substitution groups of painkiller, antibiotics, antiepilepics of

beta blocker within a month t . The outcome variable is the monthly market share. Add .Expense are the out of

pocket expenses for product i, the difference between the price of product i and the product of the month. POMis

a dummy that takes the value one if product i is the cheapest available product of the month in t . POMn(t − 1),

POMn(t − 2), POMn(t − 2) is a dummy that takes the value one if product i is the cheapest available product of the

month in t −1, t −2 or t −3 but not subsequent month up to t . P ainkil l e r , Ant ib iot ic s, and Ant iepil ept ic s are

dummys that take the value one if the products belongs to the therapeutic subgroup. The default is a Be t a-Blocker .

Each model includes the N umber o f Compet itor s as controls, where each competitor is taken as a own variable

to allow for nonlinear effects. Standard errors are reported in parentheses, they are clustered on the product group

level, adjusted for serial correlation or heteroskedasticity.
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groups with two competitors and across months.45 Habit persistence is positively
correlated with the relative lowest price. We expect the same result in substitution
groups with three competitors that include an original product. While I do not
observe those substitution groups for antiepileptics, the relative lowest price is
again high for the groups with higher habit-persistence (Beta-Blocker, Antibiotics,
and Painkiller). Considering substitution groups with three competitors without
an original and substitution groups with four competitors, theory (Hypothesis
D2) states that higher habit-persistence is associated with a decreased minimum
price. The empirical observations confirm the predictions partly. Overall, rela-
tive minimum prices lower compared to the group with three competitors and
original or two competitors. Higher estimates of estimates of habit persistence are
correlated with lower prices for the substitution groups for more or equal to four
competitors. However, for the group of three competitors without an original, the
relation is not unambiguous. Antiepileptics as the group without originals do not
have higher relative minimum prices compared to the other therapeutic subgroups.
One explanation is that brand preferences may still play a role. Therefore one
firm acts as a branded generic and has higher brand preferences and equilibrium is
similar to the three competitors with one original case. Nevertheless, antibiotics as
the group with the highest estimate of habit persistence have much lower relative
minimum prices with three competitors without an original than in the case of
two competitors. In case four competitors are present results of relative minimum
price and correlation to habit persistence are as expected. Consider for example
the relation between antiepileptics and painkillers: If we observe two competitors,
antiepileptics have lower minimum prices as habit persistence leads to higher
minimum prices. However, if four firms compete painkillers have lower minimum
prices as now habit-persistence is associated with lower minimum prices. Overall
the comparison across the four therapeutic subgroups confirms Hypothesis D2
except for the ambiguous case of three competitors without an original product.

Habit Persistence and Price Cycles

In the following, I evaluate Hypothesis D3. The model predicts that the first best
collusion systems under habit persistence or with heterogeneous brand preferences
of patients across firms are price cycles (described in Definitions 2 and 3. In
the absence of the behavioral characteristics of patients, setting an equivalent
price is profit-maximizing. Following theory and assumptions on behavioral
45Note that I do not observe the actual price ceiling and take the maximum price observable over
the entire sample within a substitution group. I excluded time periods of price cycles (defined by
the APC definition which covers also SPCs), as well as same price setting periods as tacit collusion
schemes, as both are not covered by the theoretical predictions.
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Figure 2.11: Habit Persistence and Price Differences

Notes: Each colored bar corresponds to one therapeutic subgroup (Beta-Blockers, An-
tibiotics, Painkillers, Antiepileptics). The coefficients of the habit persistence are from
Regression Model 2.1. They are not comparable to the other statistics. The second group
shows the average relative minimum price compared to the price ceiling R within a
substitution group for those substitution groups with two competitors. I approximate
the price ceiling with the highest observable price in a substitution group between 2012
and 2016. The sample includes all observation where I do not observe price cycles
or at least three periods of identical price setting. The third group are the average
relative minimum values for substitution groups with three competitors without an
original. The fourth group is the same statistic for those substitution groups with three
competitors where one is an original and the fourth group includes all substitution
groups with more or equal to fourth competitors. The error bars correspond to the 95%
confidence interval using the standard errors across substitution group averages.
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characteristics, the price dynamics allow identifying tacit collusion due to price
cycles while equivalent prices could be due to competitive (marginal cost) or
collusive price setting.

Figure 2.12 shows the share of identical prices, SPCs and the estimate of
habit persistence for each therapeutic subgroup.46 Estimates of habit persistence
are from Regression model 2.1. The share of available originals of all products
across substitution groups for the four therapeutic groups is the following: 66%
for painkillers, 66% for beta-blocker, 47% for antibiotics and no originals for
antiepileptics. The Figure shows that equivalent prices are observable in all sub-
stitution groups, to a more considerable extent for painkiller and antiepileptics.
SPCs are foremost visible for Antibiotics and Painkiller. The results are aligned
with model predictions: In groups with habit persistence (higher for antibiotics
and painkiller) and brand preferences (originals present in substitution groups for
beta-blocker, antibiotics, and painkillers which may lead to heterogeneous brand
preferences) one observes price cycles. For antiepileptics where neither originals
are present nor do consumers experience habit persistence one sees relatively more
same prices of competitors compared to price cycles. The results do not contradict
Hypothesis D3.

Identical Prices, Pharmacies and Demand

Hypothesis D4 states that one firm receives a much higher market share when
several firms set the lowest price simultaneously. In detail, the firm with a higher
share of patients with habit-persistence (higher share of patients from last period)
and patients with brand preferences receives a higher market share. In the follow-
ing, I demonstrate that the data supports this crucial assumption of the model.
Consider the following regression model that estimates market shares in a similar
to Regression Model 2.1.

Sℎar ei t =θAdd .Expense si t + ρ0PoMi t + ρ1T PoMi t + κ0Sℎar ei t−1+
β0Or i g inali t + κ1T PoMi t × Sℎar ei t−1 + β1T PoMi t ×Or i g inali t+
αi + γt + ζNoCompi t + εi t ,

In comparison to the Regression Model in 2.1 I use the lagged market share
Sℎar ei t−1 as a regressor to explore the size of habit persistence.47 T PoMi t takes
46Please see a table with the results in Appendix 2.A.11.
47In model 2.1 I included the regressor PoMnt−1 (a dummy that take the value one if a product has
been POM in t − 1 but not in t ) instead of the lagged market share. The major intuition is that
I would like to have a direct relationship between patients attracted to a product that is not the
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Figure 2.12: Habit Persistence, Identical Prices and Price Cycles

Notes: I show three different statistics for each therapeutic subgroup (Beta-Blockers,
Antibiotics, Painkillers, Antiepileptics). The coefficients of the habit persistence are from
Regression Model 2.1. They are not comparable to the other statistics. S ame P r ic e s
shows the share of substitution groups where at least two firms had identical prices (and
were products of the month) over three consecutive periods over time. SPC s shows the
share of substitution groups where firms form a SPC over time. The sample includes all
observation more or equal than two competitors as all statistics of interest require at
least two competitors. The error bars correspond to the 95% confidence interval using
the standard errors across substitution group averages.

the value one if firm i in t is the product of the month together with another
firm. Note that also PoMi t would take the value one for i. If the larger firm
with more habit-persistent patients indeed receives a large share of the market I
expect that for products where at least two products are product of the month
the lagged market share is important. Therefore I expect that κ1 is positive and
significant. κ0 captures the general habit-persistence, the effect that patients may
stick with the product they have consumed before. In the case of identical prices,
the size itself of a company becomes even more important as it determines the
procurement behavior of pharmacy. I try to approximate this term by evaluating

product of the month and those that have consumed the product of the month already before.
Instead, I am now interested in a specific absolut relation between past and new market shares. In
Appendix 2.A.20 I show results using PoMnt−1 to show that the results are robust.
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if the lagged market share plays an even larger role in the cases of the same prices.
I also investigate the role of the originals.

Table 2.11 shows the results for three models: without fixed effects, with
product fixed effects and with product and time fixed effects. Originals drop when
using product fixed effects. In the pooled model Originals are still associated with
a higher market share. However if an original is one of the firms that set the same
price the brand premium diminishes which leads to the conclusion that brand
premia are not leading to specific procurement of pharmacies. The product of the
month is still the most important predictor of high market shares in all models.
With two firms and identical prices (and product of the month status) the market
share for the product of the month decreases (in the preferred model specification
with product and time fixed effects it decreases by 28.8 percentage points from
42.3 percentage points due to the general product of the month status) However,
past market shares are important. Habit-persistent is still observable, such that
(with product and time fixed effects) a one percent higher market share in the last
period increases market shares by 0.15 percentage points. However, in the case of
two products with identical prices, habit persistence gets even more important.
In such cases, a one percent higher market share means that the market share
increases further by 0.32 percentage points. On average the correlation of past
market shares triples for products that have the product of the month status and
have the same prices. This observation supports Hypothesis D4 and therefore an
important assumption of the model.
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Table 2.11: Regression, Identical Prices and Market Shares

Share Share Share

(1) (2) (3)

Add. Expenses (SEK) −0.0001∗∗∗ −0.0001∗∗∗ −0.0001∗∗∗

(0.00002) (0.00003) (0.00003)

POM 0.352∗∗∗ 0.378∗∗∗ 0.423∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.007) (0.007)

POM and SP −0.307∗∗∗ −0.292∗∗∗ −0.288∗∗∗

(0.014) (0.012) (0.011)

Share(t-1) 0.359∗∗∗ 0.155∗∗∗ 0.158∗∗∗

(0.014) (0.010) (0.009)

Original 0.083∗∗∗

(0.010)

POM SP x Share(t-1) 0.392∗∗∗ 0.334∗∗∗ 0.323∗∗∗

(0.025) (0.022) (0.019)

POM SP x Original −0.085∗∗∗

(0.020)

Constant 0.311∗∗∗

(0.016)

Fixed effects No Product Product and Time
Competition Controls Yes Yes Yes
R-Squared 0.763 0.832 0.853
N 46,135 46,135 46,135

∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: One observation corresponds to a product i in a substitution groups of painkiller,
antibiotics, antiepilepics of beta blocker within a month t . The outcome variable is
the monthly market share. Add .Expense are the out of pocket expenses for product i,
the difference between the price of product i and the product of the month. POMis
a dummy that takes the value one if product i is the cheapest available product of the
month in t . Sℎar e(t − 1) is the market share of product i in t − 1. POM and SP
is a dummy that takes the value one if i and at least one different product have been
product of the month in t . Or i g inal is a dummy that takes the value one if product i
is an original. All models include the N umber o f Compet itor s as controls, where
each competitor is taken as a own variable to allow for nonlinear effects. Model (1)
is a pooled regression, Model (2) includes product fixed effects and Model (3) includes
product as well as time fixed effects. Standard errors are reported in parentheses, they are
clustered on the product group level, adjusted for serial correlation or heteroskedasticity.
The R2 corresponds to the the full model, including the fixed effects.
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2.8 Discussion

I have built a dynamic oligopoly model where some of the patients are habit
persistent. Pharmacists who are acting under highly regulated retailers are obliged
to dispense the cheapest available generic. However, they increase their profits by
increasing mainly the quantity of one pharmaceutical product if multiple products
have the same price within a month.

I have shown that, depending on the patience of firms and the state-dependence
of patients, two firms can form profit-increasing tacit collusion schemes where the
firms are alternating their prices. Under the assumption of state-dependent patients,
tacit collusion schemes of alternating prices are sustainable, whereas tacit collusion
schemes of same prices are not. The model predicts that collusion between two
firms is most likely in markets with two competitors. In markets with higher
competition and sufficiently patient firms, collusion with three competitors may
be possible. However, the research focuses on the collusion of two participants.
The model predicted that collusion of two firms might be possible in markets
with three firms competing. In detail, one firm may exploit patients with a brand
preference whereas two firms form a collusion scheme. A sufficiently high base
of patients with a brand preference leads to increasing profits for all three firms.
Finally, I have also characterized main predictions of pricing behavior in the market
absence of collusion conditional on the number of competitors.

The apparent characteristic of alternating prices allows us to detect possible
tacit collusion. I show that the subgroup of prices where I observe rotational
patterns is in line with several predictions of the model. First, rotational price
patterns between two firms are most frequently observed in markets with two
and three competitors, wherein subgroups of three competitors form a cycle more
often the two generics, whereas an original does not participate. Second, the price
difference between firms establishing an alternating collusion scheme is higher
for three than for two competitors. Furthermore, markets where one does not
observe collusive patterns are confirming the model’s prediction: (1) monopolists
do not vary their prices and (2) the product of the month is more likely to increase
its price in substitution groups with more than two competitors compared to a
market where two firms compete. The main results are robust when I include a
panel data method and look at variation within a market.

Using demand data I verify the important assumptions of the model. I show
that patients are habit persistent and have brand preferences. Further, I confirm
important behavior by pharmacies who dispense the product of the firm with the
larger secured base of purchases. Finally, I exploit variation in habit persistence to
demonstrate that model prediction hold in competitive equilibira and equilibria
of tacit collusion.
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The results of the theory, as well as the empirical exercise, have important
implications for policy. Not only in pharmaceutical but a lot of retail markets
products have a low degree of differentiation. If consumers generally do not
have strong preferences and margins for retailers are the same across products
retailers do not have an incentive to increase the product portfolio. Furthermore,
consumers in a lot of markets are habit persistent or have brand preferences. Habit
persistence and brand preferences shape dynamic pricing and variable prices in
competitive equilibria. Due to retailer’s behavior price cycles are profit maximizing
tacit collusion schemes. Dynamic prices between competitive equilibria and tacit
collusion schemes are different. This possibility of identification using dynamic
prices is different to markets with homogeneous products where consumers are
not habit persistent. In such cases, competitive equilibria are indistinguishable
from tacit collusion scheme when solely observing price dynamics.

From a policy standpoint, the competitive environment of the studied market
facilitates collusion. Firms compete simultaneously once per month and a price
ceiling is set by a regulator. Reducing the frequency of interactions and reducing
the informational frictions of consumers (i.e., reducing habit persistence and brand
preferences) would reduce profitability and therefore reduce the frequency of tacit
collusion.



2.A Appendix

2.A.1 Trade-margins of pharmacies

Table 2.12: Trade Margins, since 2016

Purchasing Price (PP) Retail Price
PP ≤ 75 PP × 1.20 + 30.50 + 11.50
75 < PP ≤ 300 PP × 1.03 + 43.25 + 11.50
300 < PP ≤ 50, 000 PP × 1.02 + 46.25 + 11.50
PP > 50, 000 PP + 1, 046.25 + 11.50

Retail prices of pharmaceuticals under generic competition in dependency to purchasing
prices since 04/2016 (TLV, 2016a). Trade margins are implicitly defined. Note that the
11.50 KR apply due to the generic competition. Prices in Swedish krona. 10 Swedish
krona are approximately 1.1 US Dollar.

Table 2.13: Trade Margins, before 2016

Purchasing Price (PP) Retail Price
PP ≤ 75 PP × 1.20 + 31.25 + 10.00
75 < PP ≤ 300 PP × 1.03 + 44.00 + 10.00
300 < PP ≤ 6, 000 PP × 1.02 + 47.00 + 10.00
PP > 6, 000 PP + 167.00 + 10.00

Retail prices of pharmaceuticals under generic competition in dependency to purchasing
prices before 04/2016 (TLV, 2016a). Trade margins are implicitly defined. Prices in
Swedish krona. 10 Swedish krona are approximately 1.1 US Dollar.
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2.A.2 Proof of Lemma 1

A monopolist sets p t = R in each time t independent of the historyHt . The valuation
for the monopolist is V = R(1+l+θ)

1−δ . By definition the equilibrium is Markov perfect as
well as a Subgame perfect.

A monopolist faces a demand of 1 + θ + l which is price inelastic. The
continuation value of a monopolist is solely the same payoff discounted by δ such
that one may write the maximization problem for the monopolist can be described
as:

max
p

p(1 + θ + l )
1 − δ

subject to p ∈ [0,R]

Given θ ≥ 0 and l > 0 the optimal price for a monopolist is equal to the price
ceiling p∗ = R. The valuation of the monopolist is therefore equal toV = R(1+l+θ)

1−δ .
Price setting forms an equilibrium as each period the monopolist is maximizing
its profits.

2.A.3 Proof of Lemma 2

The game G(x1) with N = {1, 2} has no Markov perfect equilibrium in pure strategies.

I divide the proof in two parts. Firstly, I consider the situation with θ = 0, i.e.
no habit persistent patients. Secondly, I show that the claim is true for θ > 0. In
both cases I consider firms i, j ∈ N where i , j . Note that the base of patients
with a brand preference can be either the same such that li = l j = l or different,
i.e. li , l j .

Case with θ = 0:
Firstly I show that same prices p j = pi cannot form an equilibrium. Given that
θ = 0 it is sufficient to evaluate stage payoffs. Consider that firm j sets a price
equal to p j ∈ P . It is never optimal for a firm i to set the competitor’s price as
there (1) either exists a ε > 0 such that the payoff from undercutting is higher
than the payoff from charging the same price, (p j − ε)(1 + li) > p j (1/2 + li) or (2)
charging the upper bound price gives a higher price than marginally undercutting
and therefore also changing the same price, Rli > (p j − ε)(1 + li) > p j (1/2 + li)
Secondly, I show that different prices cannot form an equilibrium. Given a price
of an opponent p j ∈ P firm i either undercuts if (p j − ε)(1 + li) > Rli or sets a
price equal to the price ceiling if (p j − ε)(1 + li) < Rli . Consider first the case that
(p j − ε)(1 + li) > Rli . The best reply for player i to price p j is to set pi = p j − ε.
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These prices cannot form an equilibrium. Proof by contradiction: The equilibrium
requires that firm j ’s profit from playing p j is greater than undercutting pi = p j −ε
marginally. In terms of profits it requires that p j l j ≥ (p j−2ε)(1+l j ). Rewriting this
condition gives ε ≥ p j

2(2+l j )
. As ε → 0 I showed a contradiction. Secondly, suppose

that (p j − ε)(1 + li) < Rli such that the best reply from firm i is to charge pi = R.
These prices cannot form an equilibrium. Proof by contradiction: The equilibrium
requires that firm j’s profit from playing p j is greater than undercutting pi = R
marginally. In terms of profits it requires that p j (1+ l j ) ≥ (R−ε)(1+ l j ). Rewriting
this condition gives p j ≥ R − ε. As ε → 0 and same price setting is not possible
(see first part of the proof) I showed a contradiction.

Case with θ > 0:
Next I consider pure strategy equilibria when with θ > 0. In these cases one also
considers continuation payoffs. Let V1 and V0 be the valuation function of a firm
with and without habit persistent patients respectively. Note that the firm with
habit persistent patients never undercuts as it receives the same payoff by charging
the identical price as an opponent.

Firstly I show that same prices p j = pi cannot form an equilibrium. The
reasoning is identical to the case without habit persistent patients. In detail, the
firm without state dependent patients has an incentive to undercut the opponent.
Consider firm j has a mass of habit persistent patients and sets a price p j . Given
that V1 > V0 firm i undercuts as there exists a ε for which undercutting gives a
higher profit than setting pi = p j , i.e. (p j − ε)(1 + li) + δV1 > p j li + δV0.

Secondly, I show that different prices cannot form an equilibrium. Again,
consider that firm j has habit persistent patients ans sets a price p j such that firm i
without habit persistent patients undercuts marginally and sets pi = p j − ε. The
prices cannot form an equilibrium. Proof by contradiction: Suppose the prices
form an equilirbium. Firm j , the firm with habit persistent patients, has no
incentive to deviate only if charging the same price as firm i as well as charging
the maxmimum price would give a lower output. Formally, it is required that
p j (l j+θ)+δV0 ≥ (p j−ε)(1+ l j+θ)+δV1 and that p j (l j+θ)+δV0 ≥ R(l j+θ)+δV0.
The first condition can be rewritten as ε > p j+δ(V1−V0)

1+l j+θ
, the second as p j ≥ R. If

p j , R the second condition is never fulfilled and therefore firm j has always an
incentive to set a price R. If p j = R, firm i undercuts marginally and the first
condition is not satisfied as ε → 0. I have showed a contradiction. Equal as well as
different prices cannot form a pure strategy equilibrium.
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2.A.4 Proof of Proposition 1

The game G(x1) with N = {1, 2}, l1 = l2 = l , δ ∈ (0, 1) and given any initial state
x1 ∈ L has a unique Markov perfect equilibrium in mixed strategies which is defined
by the following conditions:

1. Strategies Sj for j ∈ N :

S j =

{
p j ∼ F (p) = p(1+l+θ)−V (· |x= j)(1−δ)

p+δ(V (· |x= j)−V (· |x, j)) for p ∈ [p,R] if x , j

p j ∼ F (p) = p(1+l )+δV (· |x= j)−V (· |x, j)
p+δ(V (· |x= j)−V (· |x, j)) for p ∈ [p,R] if x = j

2. Valuation functions:

V (p, |x , j) =
p(1 + l + δθ)

1 − δ

V (p, |x = j) =
p(1 + l + θ)

1 − δ

where p =
R(θ + l )

1 + l + θ + δθ

Note first given that one may rewrite the continuation payoffs Vj (·|x , j)
and Vj (·|x = j). Let Fi(p j |x = j) be the CDF of i’s price given the price of firm j
and x = j for i ∈ N i , j . Further, Fi(p j |x , j) is the CDF of an i’s price if x , j
Therefore the continuation functions can be represent as:

Vj (p j |x = j) = p j (1 − Fi(p j |x = j) + θ + l j ) + δ[(1 − Fi(p j |x = j))Vj (·|x = j) + Fi(p j |x = j)Vj (·|x , j)]
Vj (p j |x , j) = p j (1 − Fi(p j |x , j) + l j ) + δ[(1 − Fi(p j |x , j))Vj (·|x = j) + Fi(p j |x , j)Vj (·|x , j)]

The equations can be rewritten as:

Fi(p j |x = j) =
p j (1 + θ + l j ) −Vj (·|x = j)(1 − δ)
p j + δ(Vj (·|x = j) −Vj (·|x , j))

Fi(p j |x , j) =
p j (1 + l j ) − δVj (·|x = j) −Vj (·|x , j)

p j + δ(Vj (·|x = j) −Vj (·|x , j))

Considering only symmetric equilibria the distribution functions for a firm
j ∈ N given a opponents price p are equal to
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p j ∼ F (p) =
p(1 + l + θ) −V (·|x = j)(1 − δ)
p + δ(V (·|x = j) −V (·|x , j))

for p ∈ [p,R] if x , j

p j ∼ F (p) =
p(1 + l ) + δV (·|x = j) −V (·|x , j)
p + δ(V (·|x = j) −V (·|x , j))

for p ∈ [p,R] if x = j

I divide the proof in several steps. Firstly, I show that under some assumptions
the support of the mixing substitutions have certain characterstics. Secondly, I
show that presented strategy satisfies previous assumptions and forms an Markov
Perfect Equilibrium. My approach is closely related to Padilla, 1995 and Anderson,
1995

Consider supp(F (p)) = [p, p̄], for x = j and x , j . (1) Assume that the upper
support is defined as p̄ = R. (2) Further p as well as p̄ are assigned with zero
probability. (3) V (·|x = j) > V (·|x , j).

First note that for each state x no price in the interior of the support of F ,
p ∈int(supp(F )), is assigned with a positive probability. Proof by contradiction:
Suppose there exists a p ∈int(supp(F )) for x , j which is played with positive prob-
ability. Given ε > 0 there is an p ′, p ′ ∈ (p − ε, p + ε), p ′ , p, that is not assigned a
positive probability. The reasoning stems hat masspoints are not infinite. The firm
with habit persistent patients (x = j ) has a same masspoint in p. There exists a µ
for which the firm with habit persistent patients (x = j ) shifts density from the
interval (p, p + µ) to p as p(1+ l + θ)+ δV (·|x = j) > (p + µ)(l + θ)+ δV (·|x , j).
For the firm without habit persistent patients it cannot be optimal to have a mass-
point at p, as it can increase its profit by shifting its mass point from p to p + µ.
Therefore the firm in state x , j has not a masspoint in p. The same reasoning
holds for the firm with habit persistent patients (x = j ). In detail the firm in x , j
would reply by undercutting and the firm with habit persistent patients could
increase its profit by shifting its mass point.
Secondly, we note that for each state x ∈ 1, 2 the interiors of the support,
int(supp(F )) is connected. The reasoning for this statement is equivalent to
the proof before. The interior of the support is solely connected if and only if it is
an interval. If one firm has a gap in its interval the opponent profits from shifting
its density.
Thirdly, we challenge the assumption that p has a probability of being assigned
equal to zero. The same reasoning as before applies. Consider a masspoint of the
firm with no mass of habit persistent patients (x , j ). The opponent has the
incentive to shift density to the masspoint of the opponent. For the firm with
habit persistent patients it is optimal to shift the masspoint such that it cannot be
an equilibrium. The same holds for the firm with habit persistent patients.
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Finally note that under assumptions (1), (2) and (3) the valuation for the firm
with habit persistent patients,V (·|x , j) = p̄(1− F (p̄)+ l j )+ δ[(1− F (p̄))V (·|x =
j) + F (p̄)V (·|x , j)] is increasing in p̄ ≤ R such that the maximum is attained for
p = R which implies the upper bound of the support that is equal to R48.
F (p) = 0 gives us the following equations:

p(1 + l + θ) −V (·|x = j)(1 − δ)

p + δ(V (·|x = j) −V (·|x , j))
= 0

p(1 + l ) + δV (·|x = j) −V (·|x , j)

p + δ(V (·|x = j) −V (·|x , j))
= 0

Solving the equations simultaneously results in:

V (·|x , j) =
p(1 + l + δθ)

1 − δ

V (·|x = j) =
p(1 + l + θ)

1 − δ

The firm with habit persistent patients prefers to set a price equal to R if R(l + θ)+
δV (·|x , j) ≥ p(1 + l + θ) + δV (·|x = j). With the valuation functions it shows
that all p ≤ R(θ+l )

1+l+θ+δθ are dominated by p = R. The firm without habit persistent
patients will therefore never set a price lower and we get the lower bound equal to
p = R(θ+l )

1+l+θ+δθ .

We see that V (·|x = j) > V (·|x , j) which satisfies assumption (3). Further-
more, the probability distributions F for x = j and x , j are proper probability
measures which satisfy assumptions (1) and (2). We have constructed an equi-
librium where by construction the strategies satisfies indifference of the of both
players among prices in the equilibrium support. The equilibrium is stationary
and Markov Perfect.

Numerical Example:
In the following I present a brief numerical example of the final price development.
I start by assigning numerical values for the parameters of the model. In detail let
l = .5, θ = .2, δ = .95 and R = 1. Given these parameter the minimum support
of prices is equal to p = 0.3704 and the continuation functions for the states x , j
and x = j are V = 12.5185 and V = 12.5926.
48Note that this statement refers to strategies defined by the conditional distribution function and
not pure strategies.
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To estimate the pricing behavior I use the inverse transform sampling method.
Given the cumulative distribution functions I am generating sample numbers
at random. In detail, given a continuous variable u ∼ [0, 1] and the invertible
functions F (p) for both states, I generate random prices p, as p = F −1(u) has
a distribution of F . In short, for the price of a firm without habit persistent
patients I generate a random number u from the uniform distribution and then
compute p such that F (p) = u. The following graph shows a simulation of prices
for 50 periods for two firms which play the mixed Markov perfect equilibrium as
presented before.

2.A.5 MPE, Heterogenous Mass of Patients with brand
preference

The game G(x1) with N = {1, 2}, l1 = lH > l L = l2, δ ∈ (0, 1) and given any initial
state x1 ∈ L has a unique Markov perfect equilibrium in mixed strategies which is
defined by the following conditions:

1. Strategies Sj for j ∈ N :

S1 =

p1 ∼ F (p) = p(1+lH+θ)−V1(· |x= j)(1−δ)

p+δ(V1(· |x= j)−V1(· |x, j)) for p ∈ [p
2
,R] if x , j

p1 ∼ F (p) = p(1+lH )+δV1(· |x= j)−V1(· |x, j)
p+δ(V1(· |x= j)−V1(· |x, j)) for p ∈ [p

1
,R] if x = j

S2 =

p2 ∼ F (p) = p(1+lL+θ)−V2(· |x= j)(1−δ)

p+δ(V2(· |x= j)−V2(· |x, j)) for p ∈ [p
1
,R] if x , j

p2 ∼ F (p) = p(1+lL)+δV2(· |x= j)−V2(· |x, j)
p+δ(V2(· |x= j)−V2(· |x, j)) for p ∈ [p

2
,R] if x = j

2. Valuation functions:

V1(p2 |x = j) =
p
2
(1 + lH + θ)

1 − δ

V1(p1, p2 |x , j) = p
1
(1 + lH ) +

δp
2
(1 + lH + θ)

1 − δ

V2(p1 |x = j) =
p
1
(1 + l L + θ)

1 − δ

V2(p1 |x , j) = p
2
(1 + l L) +

δp
1
(1 + l L + θ)

1 − δ
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Figure 2.13: Example MPE

Example of Markov Perfect equilibrium with l = .5, θ = .2, δ = .95 and R = 1.
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3. A minimum support of the strategies:

p
1
=

R(l L + θ) + δR(lH+θ)(1+lL)
(1+δ)(1+θ+lH )

[1 − δ2(δ−1)2(lH+1)(lL+1)
(δ2−1)2(1+θ+lH )(1+θ+lL) ](1 + δ)(1 + θ + l

L)

p
2
=

R(lH + θ) + δR(lL+θ)(1+lH )
(1+δ)(1+θ+lL)

[1 − δ2(δ−1)2(lH+1)(lL+1)
(δ2−1)2(1+θ+lH )(1+θ+lL) ](1 + δ)(1 + θ + l

H )

Note first that one can rewrite the continuation payoffs as in Proposition 1:

Vj (p j |x = j) = p j (1 − F− j (p j |x = j) + θ + l j )+
δ[(1 − F− j (p j |x = j))Vj (·|x = j) + F− j (p j |x = j)Vj (·|x , j)]

Vj (p j |x , j) = p j (1 − F− j (p j |x , j) + l j )+
δ[(1 − F− j (p j |x , j))Vj (·|x = j) + F− j (p j |x , j)Vj (·|x , j)]

One the one hand the difference to the situation of symmetric patients with
brand preferences is that the distribution according to which the firms mix their
prices may differ dependent if firm j = 1 or j = 2 is in the state with habit
persistent patients. However, given that one firm is in a state with habit persistent
patients (x = j ) both firms have the same lower bound. A firm without habit
persistent patients (x , j ) do not sets a lower price than the minimum support of
the distribution according to which the with habit persistent patients (x = j ) is
mixing. Therefore the strategies can be written as:

S1 =

p1 ∼ F (p) = p(1+lH+θ)−V1(· |x= j)(1−δ)

p+δ(V1(· |x= j)−V1(· |x, j)) for p ∈ [p
2
,R] if x , j

p1 ∼ F (p) = p(1+lH )+δV1(· |x= j)−V1(· |x, j)
p+δ(V1(· |x= j)−V1(· |x, j)) for p ∈ [p

1
,R] if x = j

S2 =

p2 ∼ F (p) = p(1+lL+θ)−V2(· |x= j)(1−δ)

p+δ(V2(· |x= j)−V2(· |x, j)) for p ∈ [p
1
,R] if x , j

p2 ∼ F (p) = p(1+lL)+δV2(· |x= j)−V2(· |x, j)
p+δ(V2(· |x= j)−V2(· |x, j)) for p ∈ [p

2
,R] if x = j

Given a minimum support p
1
and p

2
, F equals zero such that the valuation

functions are:
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V1(p2 |x = j) =
p
2
(1 + lH + θ)

1 − δ

V1(p1 |x , j) = p
1
(1 + lH ) +

δp
2
(1 + lH + θ)

1 − δ

V2(p1 |x = j) =
p
1
(1 + l L + θ)

1 − δ

V2(p1 |x , j) = p
2
(1 + l L) +

δp
1
(1 + l L + θ)

1 − δ

Solving the four equations gives us the lower supports of the distributions.
The proof is identical to the one presented in Proposition 1.

2.A.6 Same Price Setting Subgame Perfect Equilibrium

As long as θ > 0 the game G(x1) with N = {1, 2} and l1 = l2 = l has no Subgame
Game equilibrium of the following strategies:

Sj t =



p tj = R if x1 = j if t = 1

p tj = R if x1 , j if t = 1

p tj = R if p t−1j = p t−1
− j = R ∀t > 1

Reversion to MPE if p t−1j , R orp t−1
− j , R ∀t > 1

However, such a SPE exists if θ = 0.
Suppose the presented strategy is a Subgame Perfect Equilirbium and θ > 0.

The firm without habit persistent patients has a valuation function of V (·|x ,
j)SP E = Rl

1−δ . Deviationwould give the firm a one period profit of π0 = (R−ε)(1+l )
with ε > 0. Given the continuation value by the Markov Perfect Equilibrium
which we have described in Proposition 1 the valuation of deviation is V (·|x ,
j)DEV = (R−ε)(1+ l )+δVV (·|x = j)MPE , whereV (·|x = j)MPE is the valuation
of the Markov Perfect Equilibrium described in Proposition 1. There exists a
sufficiently small ε > 0 such that it is always optimal for the firm with habit
persistent patients to deviate,V (·|x , j)DEV > V (·|x , j)SP E . In detail, given our
results from the Markov Perfect Equilibrium in Proposition 1 one may substitute
valuation functions in V (·|x , j)DEV > V (·|x , j)SP E and get a condition of
ε < R(1−δ+θ+δθ(1−δ)+l (1−δ)+δθ l (1−δ)+δθ2)

(1+l+θ+δθ)(1+l )(1−δ) . This condition is always satisfied for a
sufficient small ε as δ ∈ (0, 1). The reason stems from the fact that the firm with
habit persistent patients does not only serves the mass of habit persistent patients
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but also the new arriving patients. The presented Subgame Perfect Equilibrium
does not exist.
Secondly, suppose that θ = 0. Note that without the unit mass of habit persistent
patients. New patients are randomly assigned to one of the firms if both firms play
p = R. The valuation for one firm is therefore V SP E =

R(1/2+l )
1−δ . In comparison

deviation gives a firmV DEV = (R−ε)(1+l )+δV MPE
1 whereV MPE

1 is the valuation
of the Markov Perfect Equilibrium in Proposition 1. Given our results from the
Markov perfect equilibrium V SP E ≥ V DEV if and only if δ ≥ R(1/2(1+l ))−ε(1+l )2

R(1+l )−ε(1+l )2 .
So for sufficiently patient firms and sufficient small ε > 0 the presented Subgame
Perfect Equilibrium is sustainable.

2.A.7 Proof of Proposition 2

The game GSP (x1) with N = {1, 2}, l1 = l2 = l and δ ∈ (0, 1) has a Subgame Perfect
Game equilibrium with the following strategies:

St
j :



p tj = p if x1 , j if t = 1

p tj = R if x1 = j if t = 1

p tj = p if p t−1j = R and p t−1
− j = p for all t > 1

p tj = R if p t−1j = p and p t−1
− j for all t > 1

Reversion to MPE otherwise

Where in each equilibria p satisfies:

p ∈
(
max

{ R(l + θ)
1 + l + θ + δθ

,R(1 −
δ2(1 + δθ)

1 + l + θ + δθ
)

}
,R

)
In order to proof that the strategy forms a SPE I consider firstly the firm

without habit persistent patients (i.e. the firm in state x , j . The payoff from

the strategy gives V (·|x , j) =
p(1+l )+δR(l+θ)

1−δ2 . In case of deviation firms end
in the MPE presented in Proposition 1: Depending on the state valuations are

V (·|x , j)MPE =
p(1+l+δθ)

1−δ or V (·|x = j)MPE =
p(1+l+θ)

1−δ with p = R(θ+l )
1+l+θ+δθ .

Optimal deviation in state x , j means that a firm without habit persistent
patients charges R − ε where ε → 0. This price allows the firm to end up in the
preferable stateV (·|x = j)MPE and further charges the highest possible price from
new patients as well as the base of patients with a brand preference. The payoff from
deviation can be written asV (·|x , j)DEV = (R−ε)(1+ l )+δV (·|x = j)MPE . The
condition that the firm in s = 0 does not deviate is V (·|x , j) ≥ V (·|x , j)DEV
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which can be written as p ≥ R(1 − δ2(1+δθ)
1+l+θ+δθ ) − ε(1 − δ

2) Given that ε → 0 the

condition becomes p > R(1 − δ2(1+δθ)
1+l+θ+δθ ). Given a price p satisfying the equation

the firm without habit persistent patients has no incentive to deviate from the
presented strategy.
Secondly consider the firm in state x = j , in the state with habit persistent patients.

Continuation payoff given the described strategy is V (·|x = j) =
R(l+θ)+p(1+l )

1−δ2 .
The payoffs in the MPE which describe the punishment are as presented before.
The optimal deviation in state s = 1 is to undercut the opponent marginally, i.e.
to set a price equal to p − ε where ε → 0. This price allows the firm in x = j
to serve the new incoming patients for the highest possible price and further
continuing with the better continuation payoff in state x = j . Correspondingly
the payoff from deviating in state x = j can be written as V (·|x = j)DEV =

(p − ε)(1 + l + θ) + δV (·|x = j)MPE . In order to prevent deviation the following
condition needs to be satisfied: V (·|x = j) ≥ V (·|x = j)DEV which can be
rewritten as p ≥ R(l+θ)

1+l+θ+δθ + ε(1+
δ(1+l )

1+l+θ−δ(1+l )−δ2(1+l+θ) . Given that ε → 0 one may

rewrite the condition as p > R(l+θ)
1+l+θ+δθ ).

Note that both conditions, for state one as well as state two need to be satisfied
in order to have a subgame perfect equilibrium. The parameter values of l and θ
determine which condition is more restrictive. The two conditions brings me to
the equilibrium that satisfies the condition of:

p ∈
(
max

{ R(l + θ)
1 + l + θ + δθ

,R(1 −
δ2(1 + δθ)

1 + l + θ + δθ
)

}
,R

)
2.A.8 Proof of Proposition 3

The game G(x1) with N = {1, 2, 3}, l1 = l2 = l3 = l L = l , δ ∈ (0, 1) given any
initial state x1 ∈ L has a Markov perfect equilibrium which is defined by the following
conditions:

1. Strategies Sj for all j ∈ N :

S j :

{
p j = R if x = j
p j ∼ F (p) = p(1+l )+δV (· |x= j)−V (· |x, j)

p+δ(V (· |x= j)−V (· |x, j)) for p ∈ [p,R] if x , j
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2. Valuation functions:

V (p |x , j) =
p(1 + l ) + δR(θ + l )

1 − δ2

V (p |x = j) =
R(θ + l ) + δp(1 + l )

1 − δ2

where p =
R(l − δθ)
1 + l

The proof for the mixed strategy equilibrium of those firms in state x , j
is analogous to the presented proof in Proposition 1 and is therefore omitted.
The major difference is that two firms in state x , j have no habit persistent
patients. Therefore their valuation function given p and the probability distri-
bution of the opponent in a state without habit persistent patients, donated by
F (p) can be written as V (·|x , j) = p[(1 − F (p)) + l ] + δ[(1 − F (p))V (·|x =
j) + F (p)V (·|x , j)]. This equation equals F (p) = p(1+l )+δV (· |x= j)−V (· |x, j)

p+δ(V (· |x= j)−V (· |x, j)) . For
p = p we get F (p) = 0 and therefore V (·|x , j) = p(1 + l ) + δV (·|x = j).
On the other side the firm with habit persistent patients (in state x = j ) has a
valuation of V (·|x = j) = R(θ + l ) + δV (·|x , j) as she plays a pure strategy
by setting the price equal to the price ceiling with certainty. Substitution gives

V (·|x , j) =
p(1+l )+δR(θ+l )

1−δ2 and V (·|x = j) =
R(θ+l )+δp(1+l )

1−δ2 . The firms without
habit persistent patients are indifferent to setting a price equal to R and to p if

Rl + δV (·|x , j) = p(1+ l )+ δV (·|x = j) which can be rearranged to p = R(l−δθ)
1+l .

One concludes that the firm without habit persistent patients will never set a price
lower than this lower bound.
Finally, the Markov Perfect Equilibrium requires that the firm with habit persis-
tent patients (state x = j ) does not deviate from his pure strategy of setting
a price equal to R. Deviating would give a continuation payoff of V (·|x =
j)DEV = p(1 + l + θ) + δV (·|x = j). The firm in state x = j does not devi-

ate if V (·|x = j) ≥ V (·|x = j)DEV . The condition is satisfied if p ≤ R(θ(1−δ)+l )
1+θ+l .

As the minimum support of the strategies from the firms without habit persistent
patients is represented by p = R(l−δθ)

1+l , the condition is always satisfied.

Numerical Example: As in Appendix 4 I present a numerical example of the
Markov perfect equilibrium. Again, I simulate the prices of the presented strategy
with the following parameter values which are the same as before: l = 1

3 , θ = .2,
δ = .95 and R = 1. The following graph shows the price simulation over 50
periods.
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Figure 2.14: Example MPE

Example of Markov Perfect equilibrium with l = 1
3 , θ = .2, δ = .95 and R = 1.
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2.A.9 Proof of Proposition 4

The proof for firms j = 2 and j = 3 which are playing mixed strategies is identical
to those strategies of the firms in a duopoly presented in Proposition 1. Therefore
I omit the repetition. It remains to show that the pure strategy of firm j = 1
is sustainable in the equilibrium. Firm A sets a price of R independent of the
state which gives a valuation function of V1 =

RlH
1−δ . A one shot deviation would

give V DEV
1 = p(lH + 1) + δR(lH + θ) + δ2RlH

1−δ . Firm j = 1 does not deviate

if V1 ≥ V DEV
1 . This condition can be rewritten as p ≤ R(lH−δθ)

1+lH . Given the
minimum support and this upper bound of p the we get the condition for p,

namely: p = R(θ+lL)
1+lL+θ+δθ ≤

R(lH−δθ)
1+lH .

2.A.10 Proof of Proposition 5

The game GSP (x1) with N = {1, 2, 3}, l1 = lH > l L = l2 = l3, δ ∈ (0, 1) given any
initial state x1 ∈ L has Subgame Game Perfect equilibria of the following strategies:

St
j : p

t
j = R for j = 1

St
j :



p tj = R if x t = jand t = 1 for all j ∈ {2, 3}
p tj = p if x t , jand t = 1 for all j ∈ {2, 3}
p tj = R if p t−1j = p and p t−1

− j = R for all t > 1 and j ∈ {2, 3}
p tj = p if p t−1j = R and p t−1

− j = p for all t > 1 and j ∈ {2, 3}
Reversion to MPE otherwise for all j ∈ {2, 3}

Where in each equilibria p satisfies:

p ∈
(
max

{ R(l L + θ)
1 + l L + θ + δθ

,R(1 −
δ2(1 + δθ)

1 + l L + θ + δθ
)

}
,
R(lH − δθ)
1 + lH

)
Firstly, notice that the punishment strategy is the reversion to the MPE

in Proposition 4. Therefore the equilibrium is based on the assumption that
R(θ+lL)

1+lL+θ+δθ ≤
R(lH−δθ)
1+lH as presented before. We will see that this assumption is also

incorporated by the condition on p.
The proof for the existence of the presented SPE for firm j = 2 and j = 3 is the same
as the one presented in Proposition 2. Correspondingly the lower bound of the
price for which the equilibria are possible is p > max( R(lL+θ)

1+lL+θ+δθ ,R(1 −
δ2(1+δθ)

1+lL+θ+δθ )).
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It remains to show that firm j = 1 has no incentive to deviate. The profit of
firm j = 1 from sticking to the pure strategy of playing R is the same as in
the MPE presented in Proposition 4, namely V1 =

RlH
1−δ . Deviating from his

strategy would give j = 1 an initial profit of (p − ε)(1 + lH ) with ε → 0 as she
would undercut marginally. In the following periods all players play the MPE
of Proposition 4. Therefore firm j = 1 plays the pure strategy of playing A.
Note that firm j = 1 has a profit from habit persistent patients in the initial
period after deviation such that the overall continuation function from deviation
can be described as V DEV

1 = (p − ε)(1 + lH ) + δR(lH + θ) + δ2 R(1+l
H )

1−δ . The
condition that firm j = 1 does not deviate is expressed by V1 ≥ V DEV

1 which
is equivalent to p ≤ ε + R(lH−δθ)

1+lH . As ε → 0 we can rewrite the condition as

p ∈
(
max

{
R(lL+θ)

1+lL+θ+δθ ,R(1 −
δ2(1+δθ)

1+lL+θ+δθ )
}
, R(l

H−δθ)
1+lH

)
equilibria are sustainable.

2.A.11 Summary Statistics

In the following, I provide additional summary statistics that allows comparing
key statistics of the demand and supply side data source. The demand, as well as
supply data, is on the product level. The demand data is a subset of the supply data
as I observe pharmaceutical products of the therapeutic subgroups of painkillers,
anti-epileptics, antibiotics, and beta-blockers. Note that each of the subgroups
contains different substances which are again ordered in observable substitution
groups. Table 2.14 compares prices and competition between the substitution
groups and products of the three therapeutic groups and the entire supply side.
Note first that the demand subsets do not cover most of the supply side as we
see that only a few of all substances are covered. Further, the three therapeutic
subgroups are not entirely representable, but they capture some heterogeneity, for
example in terms of competition and prices.

Tables of Demand Side Analysis:
The following two tables (Table 2.15 and 2.16) describe Figures 2.11 and 2.12

in numerical format.

2.A.12 Robustness Check: Functional Form

In the first robustness check I explore the role of the functional form assumption of
the provided regression framework. I have focused on Linear Probability Models
where the number of competitors is treated as a factor variable. The intention is to
explore the nonlinear relation of the number of competitors with the probability
of observing a price cycle.
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Table 2.14: Summary Statistics, Demand and Supply

Painkillers Antiepileptics Antibiotics Beta-Blocker Supply
Number of Substances 10 4 24 6 301
Number of SubGrp 158 36 147 54 2251
Number of Products 566 72 438 234 8544
Average Number of Prod. in SubGrp 1.95 1.38 1.38 2.22 2.79

(1.13) (0.39) (0.39) (1.69) (2.58)
Average Price 290.34 392.09 228.53 171.95 378.57

(345.28) (387.85) (295.62) (253.73) (1356.91)
Average Price Originals 362.68 331.36 256.12 655.78

(429.11) (312.03) (378.19) (2275)
Average Price Generics 267.39 376.7 195.91 150.97 285.27

(314.93) (397.04) (274.64) (207.48) (860.17)
Average Price Parallelimports 421.46 468.65 325.31 246.12 677.97

(328.92) (328.29) (366.2) (66.66) (2234.85)

Notes: The first four column (Therapeutic subgroups: Painkiller, Antiepileptics, An-
tibiotics and Beta-Blocker) describe the demand side. The Supply column describes
the data sources used in the supply side analysis. Number of substances corresponds
to the number of pharmaceutical substances (ATC codes) available. The number of
substitution groups and number of products shows the sum of each number respectively.
The average number of products corresponds to the average number of competitors
within a substitution group over the sample period of 6 years. Average prices, as well as
prices of originals, generics or parallelimports are averages in SEK (10 SEK are approx.
1 USD) over substitution groups and time. Note that there are no originals in the
substitution group of antiepileptics. Standard deviations in parentheses.

In the following I deviate from two this analysis. I show regression evidence
by using a logit model and do not treat the number of competitors as discrete but
as a continuous variable. Given the restriction that price cycles by definition are
not possible for monopolists I exclude the monopoly markets from the analysis.

Hypothesis S2. Tacit collusion schemes exist in the form of price cycles for
markets with two competitors. Price cycles also exist in a triopoly. In detail, two
generics form a price cycle when one original is present. However, in substitution
groups with more than three competitors, price cycles between two competitors are less
common.

As in the main specification the probability of price cycle (SPC and APC) is
estimated by the (continuous) number of competitors including substitution as
well as time fixed effects:
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Table 2.15: Habit Persistence and Relative Price Differences

Habit Two Three wo Orig Three w Orig Four more
Beta-blocker 0.045 0.909 0.814 0.926 0.472

(0.003) (0.006) (0.009) (0.002)
Antibiotics 0.055 0.954 0.802 0.871 0.503

(0.001) (0.002) (0.005) (0.003)
Painkiller 0.035 0.957 0.881 0.898 0.506

(0.002) (0.003) (0.004) (0.002)
Antiepileptics -0.107 0.873 0.759 0.565

(0.005) (0.018) (0.013)

Notes: Description of Figure 2.11 in numerical format. Each row corresponds to one
therapeutic subgroup (Beta-Blockers, Antibiotics, Painkillers, Antiepileptics). The coeffi-
cients of the habit persistence are from Regression Model 2.1. They are not comparable
to the other statistics. The second column shows the average relative minimum price
compared to the price ceiling R within a substitution group for those substitution groups
with two competitors. I approximate the price ceiling with the highest observable price
in a substitution group between 2012 and 2016. The sample includes all observation
where I do not observe price cycles or at least three periods of identical price setting.
The third column is the average relative minimum values for substitution groups with
three competitors without an original. The fourth column is the same statistic for those
substitution groups with three competitors where one is an original and the fourth group
includes all substitution groups with more or equal to fourth competitors. The standard
deviations are in parentheses and calculated across substitution group averages.

P (Si t = 1|Ci t ) = αi + γt + βCi t

Table 2.17 shows regression results for 4 different models where the outcome
variable is equal to one if a substitution group at time t is in a symmetric price
cycle (SPC). The first model is a Linear Probability model without fixed effects.
Model 2 shows the same evidence in a logit regression. The third and fourth are
results from a linear probability as well as logit model with time and subgroup
fixed effects.

Table 2.18 shows the same analysis for the asymmetric price cycle (APC). The
major result, that higher competition leads to less price cycles is valid. Therefore
the Hypothesis is still validated.
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Table 2.16: Habit Persistence and Pricing Schemes

Habit SPC Same Prices
Beta-blocker 0.045 0.008 0.046

(0.035) (0.115)
Antibiotics 0.055 0.018 0.063

(0.056) (0.131)
Painkiller 0.035 0.014 0.105

(0.062) (0.227)
Antiepileptics -0.107 0.004 0.091

(0.015) (0.183)

Notes: Description of Figure 2.12 in numerical format. I show three different statistics
for each therapeutic subgroup (Beta-Blockers, Antibiotics, Painkillers, Antiepileptics).
The coefficients of the habit persistence are from Regression Model 2.1. They are not
comparable to the other statistics. S ame P r ic e s shows the share of substitution groups
where at least two firms had identical prices (and were products of the month) over three
consecutive periods over time. SPC s shows the share of substitution groups where firms
form a SPC over time. The sample includes all observation more or equal than two
competitors as all statistics of interest require at least two competitors. The standard
deviations are in parentheses and calculated across substitution group averages.

In order to evaluate the last part of Hypothesis S2 with a continuous competi-
tion variable I use the number of competitors as well as an interaction between
the number of competitors and a dummy which takes the value one if an original
is present as regressors. As before time and substitution group fixed effects are
included:

P (Si t = 1|Ci t ) = αi + γt + β1Ci t + β2Ci t ×Oi t ,

whereOi t is a dummy that takes the value one if one competitor in substitution
group i at time period t is an branded product. As before, table 2.19 shows
regression results for the probability of being in a SPC in 4 different models. Two
linear probability models without and with time and substitution group fixed
effects (Model 1 and 3) as well as two logit models without and with substitution
group fixed effects (Model 2 and 4).

The regressions without fixed effects show insignificant coefficients for the
interaction of the number of competitors with an original. Including fixed effects
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Table 2.17: Logit Regression, SPCs

(1) (2) (3) (4)
SPC, OLS SPC,Logit SPC, OLS SPC,Logit

NoComp -0.00311∗∗∗ -0.522∗∗∗ -0.00388∗∗∗ -0.888∗∗∗

(0.000423) (0.0667) (0.00100) (0.0963)

Constant 0.0273∗∗∗ -2.589∗∗∗ 0.0162∗∗∗

(0.00325) (0.234) (0.00425)

Time &
Subgroup FE No No Yes Yes
N 64959 64959 64959 10199
R2 0.005 0.199
pseudo R2 0.056 0.194
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Robustness check using non-linear models. Sub-sample without Monopolists.
One observation corresponds to a substitution group at time t . The dependent Variable
is a Dummy which takes the value one in case that a substitution group at time t
is in a Symmetric Price Cycle (SPC). N oComp are the number of competitors in a
substitution group at t . Model (1) is a pooled least square regression. Model (2) is a
logistic regression without controls. Model (3) is a OLS regression, controlling for time
and substitution group fixed effects. Model (4) is a logistic regression with both fixed
effects. The R2 corresponds to the the full model, including the fixed effects. Standard
Errors in parentheses.

change the results such that the interaction has a positive effect. As in the regressions
in Table 2.17 higher competition is associated with a lower probability of price
cycles. However, the presence of an original increases the possibility of a SPC.

Table 2.20 shows the identical analysis where the outcome variable is a dummy
that takes the value one if a substitution group is in a APC. The results are similar.
One can conclude that an original branded product in substitution groups facilitates
competition, in line with Hypothesis S2.

Finally, I provide a robustness check for the evaluation of Hypotheses 5:
Hypothesis S5. If firms do not collude in a duopoly, the firm with the cheapest
product of the month does not increase its price in the subsequent period with certainty.
However, if firms do not collude in a market with |N | ≥ 3, the firm with the cheapest
product of the month increases its price in the subsequent period with certainty. Further,
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Table 2.18: Logit Regression, APCs

(1) (2) (3) (4)
APC, OLS APC, Logit APC, OLS APC, Logit

NoComp -0.00325∗∗∗ -0.328∗∗∗ -0.00392∗∗∗ -0.600∗∗∗

(0.000446) (0.0401) (0.00108) (0.0702)

_cons 0.0319∗∗∗ -2.864∗∗∗ 0.0153∗∗

(0.00345) (0.182) (0.00473)

Time &
Subgroup FE No No Yes Yes
N 64959 64959 64959 16917
R2 0.004 0.182
pseudo R2 0.034 0.165
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Robustness check using non-linear models. Sub-sample without Monopolists.
One observation corresponds to a substitution group at time t . The dependent Variable
is a Dummy which takes the value one in case that a substitution group at time t is
in a Asymmetric Price Cycle (APC). N oComp are the number of competitors in a
substitution group at t . Model (1) is a pooled least square regression. Model (2) is a
logistic regression without controls. Model (3) is a OLS regression, controlling for time
and substitution group fixed effects. Model (4) is a logistic regression with both fixed
effects. The R2 corresponds to the the full model, including the fixed effects. Standard
Errors in parentheses.

the firm raises its price to the price ceiling.
In the main specification I evaluated the probability that a product of the

month increase its price in a preceding period as well as the probability that a
product of the month increases its price to the maximum price given the number
of competitors in a substitution group by linear probability model, treating the
number of competitors as discretely. In the following I provide a robustness check
by a linear probability as well as Compared to the previous specification I do
not restrict the samples (and exclude monopolists) as I am not investigating price
cycles.

Table 2.21 shows regression evidence where the outcome variable takes the
value one if a product of a month of substitution group i in time t increases its
price in the future period. Model 1 is a linear probability model, model 2 is a
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Table 2.19: Logit Regression, SPCs, Generics and Originals

(1) (2) (3) (4)
SPC, OLS SPC,Logit SPC, OLS SPC,Logit

NoComp -0.00284∗∗∗ -0.451∗∗∗ -0.00518∗∗∗ -1.065∗∗∗

(0.000428) (0.0630) (0.00118) (0.113)

NoComp Orig. -0.000289 -0.110 0.00137∗∗ 0.220∗∗∗

(0.000251) (0.0582) (0.000438) (0.0626)

Constant 0.0270∗∗∗ -2.617∗∗∗ 0.0173∗∗∗

(0.00321) (0.231) (0.00426)

Time &
Subgroup FE No No Yes Yes
N 64959 64959 64959 10199
R2 0.005 0.200
pseudo R2 0.059 0.196
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Robustness check using non-linear models. Sub-sample without Monopolists.
One observation corresponds to a substitution group at time t . The dependent Variable
is a Dummy which takes the value one in case that a substitution group at time t
is in a Symmetric Price Cycle (SPC). N oComp are the number of competitors in a
substitution group at t . N oComp Or i g are the number of competitors interacted
with a dummy that takes the value one if an original product is present. Model (1)
is a pooled least square regression. Model (2) is a logistic regression without controls.
Model (3) is a OLS regression, controlling for time and substitution group fixed effects.
Model (4) is a logistic regression with both fixed effects. The R2 corresponds to the the
full model, including the fixed effects. Standard Errors in parentheses.
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Table 2.20: Logit Regression, APCs, Generics and Originals

(1) (2) (3) (4)
APC, OLS APC,Logit APC, OLS APC,Logit

NoComp -0.00310∗∗∗ -0.295∗∗∗ -0.00549∗∗∗ -0.714∗∗∗

(0.000486) (0.0409) (0.00128) (0.0777)

NoComp Orig. -0.000163 -0.0440 0.00165∗∗∗ 0.161∗∗∗

(0.000300) (0.0397) (0.000477) (0.0442)

Constant 0.0318∗∗∗ -2.881∗∗∗ 0.0166∗∗∗

(0.00343) (0.180) (0.00475)

Time &
Subgroup FE No No Yes Yes
N 64959 64959 64959 16917
R2 0.004 0.183
pseudo R2 0.035 0.167
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Robustness check using non-linear models. Sub-sample without Monopolists.
One observation corresponds to a substitution group at time t . The dependent Variable
is a Dummy which takes the value one in case that a substitution group at time t is
in a Asymmetric Price Cycle (APC). N oComp are the number of competitors in a
substitution group at t . N oComp Or i g are the number of competitors interacted
with a dummy that takes the value one if an original product is present. Model (1)
is a pooled least square regression. Model (2) is a logistic regression without controls.
Model (3) is a OLS regression, controlling for time and substitution group fixed effects.
Model (4) is a logistic regression with both fixed effects. The R2 corresponds to the the
full model, including the fixed effects. Standard Errors in parentheses.
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logistic specification. Both models do not include fixed effects. Model 3 and 4 are a
linear probability model as well as a logit model including time and subgroup fixed
effects. As in the main specification in section 5.4 higher competition is associated
with a higher probability of an increasing price of the product of the month. For
example in model 3, an additional competitor increases the probability that a
product of the month increases its price by 1.95%.

Table 2.21: Logit Regression, Behavior Prod of the Month

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Inrease, OLS Increase, Logit Increase, OLS Increase, Logit

NoComp 0.0667∗∗∗ 0.345∗∗∗ 0.0190∗∗∗ 0.130∗∗∗

(0.00226) (0.0136) (0.00444) (0.0116)

Constant 0.0456∗∗∗ -2.283∗∗∗ 0.125∗∗∗

(0.00771) (0.0586) (0.0191)

Time &
Subgroup FE No No Yes Yes
N 89407 89407 89407 82947
R2 0.173 0.448
pseudo R2 0.142 0.180
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Robustness check using non-linear models. One observation corresponds to a
product of the month in a substitution group at time t . The data exclude substitution
groups in a price cycle and a same price setting scheme (three period of subsequent
same prices) at time t. The dependent variable is a dummy which takes the value one
if a product of a month increase its price in the forthcoming period. N oComp are
the number of competitors in a substitution group at t . Model (1) is a pooled least
square regression. Model (2) is a logistic regression without controls. Model (3) is a OLS
regression, controlling for time and substitution group fixed effects. Model (4) is a logistic
regression with both fixed effects. The R2 corresponds to the the full model, including
the fixed effects. Standard Errors in parentheses. Standard Errors in parentheses.

Table 2.22 shows very similar regression evidence for the outcome which
takes the value one if a product of the month increases its price in the forthcoming
period such that it is the (weak) maximum price in a substitution group. The order
of the models one to four is equivalent to table 2.21 (including the implemented
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fixed effects). Results deviate as the number of competitors is not significantly
related to the probability that a product of the month increasing its price to the
maximum. Considering the specification with fixed effects, the coefficient for the
number of competitors is negative, in the logit model even significant. One reason
for this effect is observable in the main specification of section 5.4. The number of
competitors increases the probability of a price increase to the maximum for two
and three competitors, however the relationship is negative for higher competition.
To explore the non-linearity I include a second and third order polynomial of the
Number of competitors in model 5 and perform the same least square regression.
The results suggest that initially increasing the number of competitors increases
the marginal probability of increasing the price up to the maximum. For more
than three competitors the probability is however decreasing. Although for high
competition environments ( |N | > 3) the product of the month increases its price,
it is not increasing up to the upper bound.

The main hypothesis that the product of the month increases its price more
often in the case of three compared to the case of two competitors is confirmed.
Furthermore, also the theoretical prediction that the increase up to themaximum is
more probable in triopolies than in duopolies. However, competitive environments
with more than three competitors do not show an increase of the price of the
product of the month to the maximum but an increase.

2.A.13 Robustness Check: Endogeneity

In the main analysis I have verifiedHypotheses 2 and 5 by a linear probability model
across all substitution groups including time and subgroup fixed effects. In this
robustness check I address endogeneity concerns.

Hypothesis S2. Tacit collusion schemes exist in the form of price cycles for mar-
kets with two competitors. Price cycles also exist in a triopoly. In detail, two generics
form a price cycle when one original is present. However, in substitution groups with
more than three competitors, price cycles between two competitors are less common.

In detail, the regression of the main analysis had the following form:

P (Si t = 1|Ci t ) = αi + γt + βCi t + ε i t

Given time as well as substitution group fixed effects possible unobservables
that do solely vary between substitution groups or time periods are absorbed.
However, I have imposed the assumption of E(ε i t |Ci t , αi, γt ) = 0. One may argue
that several unobservables vary with substitution group i as well as time period
t . Possible factors are the time after a patent have run out or the substitutability
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Table 2.22: Logit Regression, Behavior Prod of the Month

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
IncMax, OLS IncMax, Logit IncMax, OLS IncMax, Logit IncMax, OLS

main
NoComp 0.000943 0.0130 -0.00481 -0.168∗∗∗ 0.0550∗∗∗

(0.000653) (0.00894) (0.00302) (0.0220) (0.0136)

NoComp2 -0.00990∗∗∗

(0.00180)

NoComp3 0.000424∗∗∗

(0.0000733)

Constant 0.0733∗∗∗ -2.535∗∗∗ 0.0420∗∗∗ -0.0321
(0.00434) (0.0624) (0.0120) (0.0239)

Time &
Subgroup FE No No Yes Yes Yes
N 89407 89407 89407 70731 89407
R2 0.000 0.290 0.292
pseudo R2 0.000 0.162
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: Robustness check using non-linear models. One observation corresponds to a
product of the month in a substitution group at time t . The data exclude substitution
groups in a price cycle and a same price setting scheme (three period of subsequent same
prices) at time t. The dependent variable for the models 4 to 6 is a dummy which takes
the value one if a product of a month increase its price in the forthcoming period to the
maximum within the substitution group. N oComp are the number of competitors
in a substitution group at t . Model (1) is a pooled least square regression. Model (2)
is a logistic regression without controls. Model (3) is a OLS regression, controlling
for time and substitution group fixed effects. Model (4) is a logistic regression with
both fixed effects. Model (5) Includes a second and third order polynomial in a least
square regression (N oComp2 for the second order and N oComp33 for the third
order polynomial. The R2 corresponds to the the full model, including the fixed effects.
Standard Errors in parentheses.
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with another (new) pharmaceutical which changes the demand composition for a
specific substitution group. Both examples may effect entry and exit decisions of
firms and would violate the assumption of E(ε i t |Ci t , αi, γt ) = 0.

Within this robustness check I try to firstly investigate possible endogeneity
concerns. In detail, I start by considering substances groups according to the ATC
code. An ATC code is an identifier for the active ingredient of a drug. If two drugs
have the identical ATC code49 their chemical substance is identical. However, a
unique chemical substance is not necessary only present in one substitution group
as a substitution group is a interaction of substance, strength as well as size.

Let k be a unique ATC code such that each product in substitution group i
belongs to one ATC code k ∈ K . I estimate the probability of being in a price
cycle by interacting the substance group with the time effect such that

P (Sikt = 1|Ckit ) = βCikt + ρATCk × dat et + ε ikt ,

where Ci tk is the number of competitors (treated as a discrete variable) in
a substitution group, ATCk the ATC code and dat et the monthly time period.
Intuitively I allow for fixed effects in a substance group (ATC code) that is in-
teracted with the time. The new requirements for an unbiased estimate of β is
E(ε ikt |Ci t ,ATCk × dat et ) = 0. Assuming that products with the same substance
group but different size and strength do not differ in unobservables within a given
time period I get an unbiased estimate. The mentioned examples such as the time
after a patent run out as well as the substitutability with another product with
different substances that enters the market would be captured by the interacted
fixed effects.

Table 2.23 shows results for a linear probability model where the outcome
variable is the dummy for a symmetric price cycle (SPC). In detail, model 1 shows
the results with solely with ATC code fixed effect, model 2 the results for only
time fixed effects. In model 3 I interact both effects. In table 2.24 I show the same
regression analysis for asymmetric price cycles (APC). The coefficients for two
and three competitors are significant for the interaction of the ATC code and time
fixed effects. The same holds for APCs. The results are therefore robust to the
main analysis and in line with Hypothesis S2.

To examine the last part of Hypothesis S2 I use the same regression evidence
by differentiating between substitution groups with and without originals. The
49The ATC code is ordered according to five levels. The first level describes the anatomical main
group, the second level the therapeutical main group, the third level the pharmacological subgroup,
the fourth level the chemical subgroup, and the fifth level the exact chemical substance. For this
analysis I use up the ATC code up to the fifth level.
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Table 2.23: Regression, SPC, Robustness

(1) (2) (3)
SPC SPC SPC

C = 2 0.0236∗∗∗ 0.0255∗∗∗ 0.0253∗∗∗

(0.00684) (0.00704) (0.00749)

C = 3 0.0191∗∗∗ 0.0213∗∗∗ 0.0224∗∗∗

(0.00388) (0.00493) (0.00591)

C = 4 0.00962∗ 0.0125∗ 0.0117∗

(0.00442) (0.00524) (0.00530)

C = 5 0.000765 0.00213 0.00155
(0.00117) (0.00275) (0.00290)

C = 6 0.000358 0.00166 0.000234
(0.00115) (0.00235) (0.00266)

C = 7 -0.000652 -0.000710 -0.000257
(0.000869) (0.00339) (0.00313)

C = 8 -0.000224 -0.000676 -0.00131
(0.000852) (0.00414) (0.00569)

C = 9 0.000209 0.00148 0.00298
(0.000878) (0.00304) (0.00362)

C = 10 -0.000531 0.00103 0.0000692
(0.000883) (0.00308) (0.00449)

C = 11 0.000224 0.00206 0.00565
(0.00142) (0.00404) (0.00396)

C = 12 -0.000296 -0.00261 -0.0107
(0.000905) (0.00594) (0.0147)

C = 13 -0.000801 0.00135 0.00461
(0.00103) (0.00482) (0.00371)

C = 14 0.00153 0.00668 0.00338
(0.00609) (0.00707) (0.00971)

C = 15 -0.00266∗ 0.00394 0.00262
(0.00116) (0.00427) (0.00562)

C = 16 -0.00133 0.00623 0.00878∗∗

(0.00111) (0.00335) (0.00301)
C = 17 0.00158 0.00717∗ 0.00930∗∗

(0.000841) (0.00301) (0.00295)
C = 18 0.00106 0.00700∗ 0.00904∗∗

(0.000722) (0.00302) (0.00287)
Constant -0.00749∗∗∗ -0.000486 -0.000434

(0.00168) (0.00211) (0.00224)
Fixed Effects Time ATC ATC * Time
N 115869 115869 115869
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: One observation corresponds to a substitution group at time t . The dependent Variable is a

Dummy which takes the value one in case that a substitution group at time t is in a Symmetric Price

Cycle (SPC). N oComp are dummies for number of competitors in a substitution group at t . Due to

multicollinearity the dummy for monopolies (C = 1) is omitted and presented in the Cons t ant . Model

(1) is a least square regression with time fixed effects. Model (2) includes fixed effects for the ATC code.

Model (3) interacts the ATC code with the time period. The R2 corresponds to the the full model, including

the fixed effects. Standard Errors are reported in Parentheses.
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Table 2.24: Regression, APC, Robustness

(1) (2) (3)
APC APC APC

C = 2 0.0249∗∗∗ 0.0270∗∗∗ 0.0267∗∗∗

(0.00715) (0.00731) (0.00773)

C = 3 0.0299∗∗∗ 0.0317∗∗∗ 0.0337∗∗∗

(0.00447) (0.00550) (0.00661)

C = 4 0.0133∗∗ 0.0166∗∗ 0.0162∗∗

(0.00451) (0.00540) (0.00545)

C = 5 0.00364∗ 0.00515 0.00402
(0.00151) (0.00311) (0.00341)

C = 6 0.00317∗ 0.00487 0.00303
(0.00153) (0.00265) (0.00311)

C = 7 0.00211 0.00292 0.00344
(0.00145) (0.00353) (0.00337)

C = 8 0.00336∗ 0.00390 0.00341
(0.00135) (0.00409) (0.00553)

C = 9 0.00228 0.00522 0.00711∗

(0.00121) (0.00312) (0.00350)
C = 10 0.000400 0.00371 0.00368

(0.00108) (0.00350) (0.00476)
C = 11 0.00129 0.00546 0.00927

(0.00206) (0.00458) (0.00524)
C = 12 0.00401 0.00351 -0.00412

(0.00422) (0.00429) (0.0105)
C = 13 0.00662 0.0103 0.0145∗

(0.00491) (0.00757) (0.00718)
C = 14 0.000975 0.00716 0.00593

(0.00624) (0.00709) (0.00976)
C = 15 -0.00327∗ 0.00409 0.00421

(0.00137) (0.00478) (0.00605)
C = 16 -0.00174 0.00722∗ 0.0105∗∗∗

(0.00125) (0.00360) (0.00310)
C = 17 0.00149 0.00805∗ 0.0103∗∗∗

(0.000894) (0.00317) (0.00311)
C = 18 0.000950 0.00778∗ 0.00997∗∗∗

(0.000775) (0.00315) (0.00296)
Constant -0.00946∗∗∗ -0.000544 0.000586

(0.00181) (0.00219) (0.00233)
Fixed Effects Time ATC ATC * Time
N 115869 115869 115869
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: One observation corresponds to a substitution group at time t . The dependent Variable is a

Dummy which takes the value one in case that a substitution group at time t is in a Asymmetric Price

Cycle (APC). N oComp are dummies for number of competitors in a substitution group at t . Due to

multicollinearity the dummy for monopolies (C = 1) is omitted and presented in the Cons t ant . Model

(1) is a least square regression with time fixed effects. Model (2) includes fixed effects for the ATC code.

Model (3) interacts the ATC code with the time period. The R2 corresponds to the the full model, including

the fixed effects. Standard Errors are reported in parentheses.
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first three models of Table 2.25 use the SPC as an outcome whereas models 4 to 6
evaluate the probability of an APC. Differentiating between substitution groups
with and without an original gives the same conclusions as the main specification.
For substitution groups with two competitors symmetric price cycles (SPCs) are
more common for substitution groups with an original. However, SPCs with three
competitors are more probable when an original is present. For the asymmetric
price cycles also substitution group with two competitors with an original are
associated with more price cycles. However the coefficient is much smaller than for
the substitution groups with two competitors and without originals. The results
are robust when using interacted ATC codes and time fixed effects and confirm
Hypothesis S2.

Next I turn to Hypotheses 5:
Hypothesis S5. If firms do not collude in a duopoly, the firm with the cheapest prod-
uct of the month does not increase its price in the subsequent period with certainty.
However, if firms do not collude in a market with |N | ≥ 3, the firm with the cheapest
product of the month increases its price in the subsequent period with certainty. Further,
the firm raises its price to the price ceiling.

To examine the patterns of the product of the month I investigate the probabil-
ity that the product of the month (1) increase its price or (2) increase its price such
as it is the (weak) maximal price in a substitution group in the preceding month.
Each of the two outcome variables takes the value one if true and 0 otherwise. As
in the previous robustness check I now use the ATC code with time interaction as
fixed effects. Table 2.26 show the results from a linear probability model where the
first three models are exploring the outcome of an increasing price of the product
of the month and the last three models the outcome of an increasing price to the
maximum. As in the main specification I use two competitors as reference group
to evaluate Hypotheses 8 and 9.

The results are stable across specifications. Compared to the case of two
competitors (without a price cycle), the product of the month in substitution
groups with three competitors have (1) a higher probability to increase its price in
the forthcoming month and further (2) a higher probability to increase their price
such that they are the (weakly) most expensive product of the substitution group
in the forthcoming month. Increasing the number of competitors, the effect is (as
in the main specification) stable for the higher probability of increasing a price.
However, the effect gets insignificant (and even negative) for the increase up to the
upper bound.

Given the model prediction for two and three competitors the results are
robust and back up Hypotheses 8 and 9.
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Table 2.25: Regression, Role of Generics, Robustness

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
SPC SPC SPC APC APC APC

C=2,NO 0.0358∗∗ 0.0381∗∗∗ 0.0372∗∗ 0.0382∗∗ 0.0411∗∗∗ 0.0400∗∗∗

(0.0128) (0.0111) (0.0115) (0.0135) (0.0117) (0.0120)
C=3,NO 0.0162∗∗ 0.0187∗∗ 0.0179∗ 0.0229∗∗∗ 0.0244∗∗∗ 0.0233∗

(0.00563) (0.00645) (0.00851) (0.00571) (0.00689) (0.00903)
C=4,NO 0.00859 0.0116 0.00734 0.0115 0.0143 0.01000

(0.00827) (0.00882) (0.00692) (0.00835) (0.00914) (0.00706)
C=5,NO -0.00197∗ 0.00240 0.00296 0.00149 0.00694 0.00723

(0.000834) (0.00345) (0.00365) (0.00149) (0.00379) (0.00401)
C=1,O -0.000962∗ 0.00239 0.00243 -0.00113∗ 0.00216 0.00246

(0.000459) (0.00210) (0.00195) (0.000528) (0.00220) (0.00213)
C=2,O 0.0114∗ 0.0139∗ 0.0144∗ 0.0117∗ 0.0139∗ 0.0146∗

(0.00501) (0.00685) (0.00687) (0.00504) (0.00699) (0.00702)
C=3,O 0.0208∗∗∗ 0.0234∗∗ 0.0267∗∗ 0.0345∗∗∗ 0.0374∗∗∗ 0.0427∗∗∗

(0.00506) (0.00721) (0.00818) (0.00650) (0.00863) (0.0101)
C=4,O 0.00999∗ 0.0139∗ 0.0158∗ 0.0141∗∗ 0.0188∗∗ 0.0216∗∗

(0.00465) (0.00610) (0.00713) (0.00485) (0.00630) (0.00739)
C=5,O 0.00198 0.00277 0.00170 0.00446∗ 0.00480 0.00299

(0.00174) (0.00354) (0.00381) (0.00215) (0.00415) (0.00467)
Constant -0.00679∗∗∗ -0.000913 -0.000951 -0.00869∗∗∗ -0.000937 -0.00112

(0.00153) (0.00250) (0.00253) (0.00166) (0.00261) (0.00265)
Fixed Effects Time ATC ATC * Time Time ATC ATC * Time
N 115869 115869 115869 115869 115869 115869
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: One observation corresponds to a substitution group at time t . The dependent variable for Models

(1) to (3) is a Dummywhich takes the value one in case that a substitution group at time t is in a Symmetric

Price Cycle (SPC). For Model (3) to (6) the dependent Variable is a dummy variable which takes the value

one in case that a substitution group at time t is in an Asymmetric Price Cycle (APC). Each displayed

regressor is a dummy variable for number of competitors in a substitution group at t . O stands for the

existence of an original product of the substitution group in t whereas NO means that an original is not

existing. Note that the dummy for 1 competitor which is a generic is omitted due to multicollinearity.

Model (1) and(4) is a least square regression with time fixed effects. Model (2) and (5) includes fixed effects

for the ATC code. Model (3) and (6) interacts the ATC code with the time period. The coefficients for more

than 5 competitors are omitted in this table (but part of the regression). Standard errors are clustered

on the substitution group level and adjusted for auto-correlation as well as heteroskedasticity. The R2

corresponds to the the full model, including the fixed effects. Standard Errors are reported in parentheses.
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Table 2.26: Regression, Behavior of Prod. of the Month, Robustness

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Inc. Inc. Inc. Inc. Max Inc. Max Inc. Max

C=1 -0.0850∗∗∗ -0.110∗∗∗ -0.0999∗∗∗ -0.0656∗∗∗ -0.0769∗∗∗ -0.0714∗∗∗

(0.0198) (0.0236) (0.0231) (0.0177) (0.0206) (0.0189)
C=3 0.286∗∗∗ 0.285∗∗∗ 0.282∗∗∗ 0.0601∗∗ 0.0588∗∗ 0.0579∗∗

(0.0278) (0.0267) (0.0292) (0.0215) (0.0193) (0.0213)
C=4 0.360∗∗∗ 0.355∗∗∗ 0.362∗∗∗ 0.0268 0.0295 0.0380

(0.0287) (0.0265) (0.0260) (0.0219) (0.0181) (0.0194)
C=5 0.417∗∗∗ 0.433∗∗∗ 0.430∗∗∗ -0.0159 -0.00672 -0.0153

(0.0281) (0.0254) (0.0229) (0.0203) (0.0173) (0.0184)
C=6 0.403∗∗∗ 0.439∗∗∗ 0.422∗∗∗ -0.0497∗ -0.0314 -0.0337

(0.0271) (0.0269) (0.0239) (0.0205) (0.0167) (0.0183)
C=7 0.399∗∗∗ 0.452∗∗∗ 0.438∗∗∗ -0.0525∗ -0.0375 -0.0427∗

(0.0292) (0.0294) (0.0292) (0.0204) (0.0199) (0.0206)
C=8 0.433∗∗∗ 0.467∗∗∗ 0.477∗∗∗ -0.0518∗ -0.0458∗ -0.0444∗

(0.0281) (0.0319) (0.0327) (0.0200) (0.0192) (0.0212)
C=9 0.388∗∗∗ 0.397∗∗∗ 0.429∗∗∗ -0.0542∗∗ -0.0587∗∗ -0.0566∗

(0.0307) (0.0360) (0.0368) (0.0201) (0.0204) (0.0239)
C=10 0.396∗∗∗ 0.380∗∗∗ 0.449∗∗∗ -0.0454∗ -0.0628∗∗ -0.0341

(0.0293) (0.0403) (0.0376) (0.0202) (0.0215) (0.0217)
C=11 0.420∗∗∗ 0.428∗∗∗ 0.491∗∗∗ -0.0500∗ -0.0490∗ -0.0222

(0.0315) (0.0418) (0.0365) (0.0210) (0.0203) (0.0190)
C=12 0.432∗∗∗ 0.437∗∗∗ 0.495∗∗∗ -0.0678∗∗∗ -0.0661∗∗∗ -0.0560∗

(0.0332) (0.0332) (0.0383) (0.0201) (0.0183) (0.0251)
C=13 0.401∗∗∗ 0.457∗∗∗ 0.530∗∗∗ -0.0840∗∗∗ -0.0656∗∗ -0.0351

(0.0423) (0.0507) (0.0423) (0.0239) (0.0217) (0.0225)
C=14 0.377∗∗∗ 0.426∗∗∗ 0.450∗∗∗ -0.0764∗ -0.0695∗∗ -0.0647

(0.0884) (0.0982) (0.0761) (0.0333) (0.0239) (0.0335)
C=15 0.393∗∗∗ 0.474∗∗∗ 0.511∗∗∗ -0.117∗∗∗ -0.0799∗∗∗ -0.0562∗∗

(0.0484) (0.0476) (0.0440) (0.0221) (0.0153) (0.0187)
C=16 0.393∗∗∗ 0.469∗∗∗ 0.501∗∗∗ -0.114∗∗∗ -0.0662∗∗∗ -0.0535∗∗

(0.0266) (0.0342) (0.0500) (0.0208) (0.0138) (0.0166)
C=17 0.258∗∗∗ 0.239∗∗∗ 0.310∗∗∗ -0.0848∗∗∗ -0.0767∗∗∗ -0.0463∗∗∗

(0.0344) (0.0491) (0.0424) (0.0167) (0.0126) (0.0132)
C=18 0.279∗∗∗ 0.295∗∗∗ 0.379∗∗∗ -0.0714∗∗∗ -0.0460∗∗∗ -0.0406∗∗

(0.0207) (0.0182) (0.0213) (0.0178) (0.0122) (0.0125)
Constant 0.0752∗∗∗ 0.131∗∗∗ 0.126∗∗∗ 0.0549∗∗∗ 0.100∗∗∗ 0.0981∗∗∗

(0.0205) (0.0147) (0.0148) (0.0149) (0.0128) (0.0120)
Fixed Effects Time ATC ATC * Time Time ATC ATC * Time
N 89407 89407 89407 89407 89407 89407
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: One observation corresponds to a product of the month in a substitution group at time t . The data

exclude substitution groups in a price cycle and a same price setting scheme (three period of subsequent

same prices) at time t. The dependent variable for the first three (1 to 3) models is a dummy variable which

takes the value one if a product of a month increase its price in the forthcoming period. The dependent

variable for the models 4 to 6 is a dummy variable which takes the value one if a product of a month

increase its price in the forthcoming period to the maximumwithin the substitution group. N oComp are

the number of competitors in a substitution group at t . Models (1) and (4) are least square regression with

time fixed effects. Models (2) and (5) include fixed effects for the ATC code. Models (3) and (6) interact the

ATC code with the time period. Standard errors are clustered on the substitution group level and adjusted

for auto-correlation as well as heteroskedasticity. The R2 corresponds to the the full model, including the

fixed effects. Standard Errors are reported in parentheses.
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2.A.14 Robustness Check: Identical Prices

Within this robustness check I first evaluate that the difference between identical
price and price cycle schemes. I highlight several empirical phenomena about
setting the same prices. Most important, substation groups in which we see market
sharing schemes are different to those subgroups where competitors participate in
price cycles. Figure 2.15 presents the relationship of substitution groups with equal
price setting strategies and those where one observes SPCs. The graph shows the
correlation between the share of observations in a substitution group in an SPC and
the share of observations where prices are equal over three periods in a substitution
group. In the majority of subgroups where I observe same price-setting behavior,
firms do not participate in price cycles.

Figure 2.15: SPCs and Identical Prices

Share of observations in a substitution group in an SPC over time against the share
of observations where at least two periods have the same prices for three subsequent
periods.

Furthermore, the behavior of same price setting is happening at different
points in time compared to the price cycle behavior. We observe the strategies of
same prices equally over the years, whereas strategies of price cycles occur more
often in later years. However, no paradigm change is observable. Figure 2.16
shows a histogram of pricing schemes over time.

Additionally, the data indicate that collusion schemes in the form of price
cycles have a higher stability in terms of renegotiation. After the breakdown of a
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Figure 2.16: Histogram of prices in SPC, APC, and same prices over three subsequent
periods.
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Table 2.27: Differences in Pricing Schemes

No. of Subgroups Mean Price Difference Mean Share Original
Mean Numb. of
Rearrangements

SPC 77 0.0087 0.17 1
(0.0135) (0.34)

APC 86 0.0345 0.49 1.198
(0.03) (0.58)

SamePrice 299 0 0.24 0.988
(0) (0.46)

Notes: Description of pricing schemes for substitution groups with two competitors.
The price difference corresponds to the absolute difference between two products divided
by the price of the more expensive products. A rearrangement takes place (is equal to
one) if two products are able to re-coordinate in a pricing scheme within six month.
Standard deviation are reported in parentheses.

price cycle, we observe that firms can form new price cycles based on new prices.
Table 2.27 highlights these observations for the case of substitution groups with
two competitors.

2.A.15 Robustness Check: Multi-product Firms and
Multi-Market Contacts

In this robustness check I explore the role of multi-product firms and multi-market
contacts. Within the 2251 substitution groups some producers offer products in
several groups. Furthermore it is possible that several manufacturers compete with
identical competitors in multiple markets. Those contact across market may effect
pricing incentives. For example, firms could condition tacit collusion schemes
on the outcome in multiple market. Such schemes would make collusion more
sustainable as deviation is connected to a higher loss, the breakdown of collusion
in markets. In the following I summarize how important multi-product firms and
multi-product contact is in general as well as in the subset of price cycles.

First of all, note that the number of firms that are involved in price cycles is
relatively high even though price cycles are not common. Within the sample I
observe 142 firms. Of these 142 firms 33 participate at least once in an APC and
22 participated at least once in a SPC. As I observe 2,389 of 350,057 observations
with APC (0.6% see Table 2) and 23% of participating firms one does not observe
a concentration of price cycles with specific firms. This result is confirmed by the
graphical investigation in Figure 2.17. The graph shows for all firms the share of
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bids in the sample as well as of the share of price cycles across the own presence.
Less than 1 to 2% of all prices from all large firms are suspected SPCs. Nevertheless,
the share is always greater than zero. At the same time all but one firm have shares
of less than 2.5% of own prices in SPCs. One outlier has a high share of prices that
are in price cycles. However, the firm has a small market share, only having been
in the Swedish market and one substitution group over a year. Overall, also this
graph shows that one does not observe a concentration of price cycles. Further, a
lot of large firms are partly involved in SPCs.

Figure 2.17: Individual Firms: Price and SPC Fraction

Note: Each individual firm is ordered according to their company IDs. The vertical
lines represent the share of prices in the sample that are due to a firm. The circles show
the share of SPCs of the prices of a firm has submitted across substitution groups and
over months.

Next, I turn to the analysis of multi-market contact. An average firm in a SPC
in a given month is involved in 5.52 (SD: 4.763) SPCs and in 280.1 (SD: 171.79)
substitution groups. Multi-market SPCs are observable but present just a small
part of the overall multi-market prices/contacts. I further investigate if potentially
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the same combination of firms in price cycles are observable. Figure 2.18 visual-
izes two main statistics of possible multi-market contacts. Its shows all two firm
combinations who at least 4 times had contacts classified as a SPC.50 I show the
share of own contacts that are classified as SPCs and the share of these SPCs of all
observable SPCs. Similar to the individual firms, a lot of pair of manufacturers are
participating in SPCs, the distribution of contacts is not concentrated. Further,
for a few firm combinations a large share (30 to 40 %) of contacts are characterized
by SPCs. However, their share of all SPCs in the markets is small. At the same
time, some firm combinations account for around 10% of all SPCs but they often
have market contacts that look different to SPCs. Overall, SPCs are neither closely
connected to specific firms nor to certain firm combinations.

Last, I try to identify possible signs of multi-market collusion. If firms do
collude in multiple markets and the punishment phase includes a reversion to a
Markov Perfect equilibrium in each single market, it may be possible to see multiple
break-downs as well as start of SPCs of same firm combinations across markets. I
define a breakdown of a SPC if a pair of firms have been involved in a SPC for the
past two periods ( t − 1 and t − 2) and the price cycles is not observable for two
following periods ( t and t + 1). The two period horizon avoids identification of a
break down that is indeed solely due to a shift of a price ceiling of the regulator. In
detail, it may be possible that a regulator changes the price ceiling R and therefore
firms need one period to readjust their prices. Consequently also the start of a SPC
is defined by two periods without preceding two periods with SPCs. Multi-market
tacit collusion schemes would be characterized by breakdowns that take place by
the same pair of firms, at the same time in different substitution groups.

According to the definition I observe 54 break-downs and 58 start of SPCs.
The two events over time are connected to 35 firm combinations. In Figure 2.19 I
show frequencies of break downs as well as starts for firm combinations with at
least one breakdown or one start observation. Again, breakdown and starts are not
highly concentrated. However, some firm combinations have a higher fraction of
break downs and starts. Indeed, a single firm is present in multiple of these multi-
market break downs. However, the firm is (1) present in a large share of observable
markets and (2) break downs as well as starts seem not be coordinated over time.
Exploring the relation in the time horizon one observes that break-downs as well
as starts are not coordinated (The highest sum of break downs as well as starts
in a month is two). Rather, it seems that for some firms price cycles seem to
break down and readjust after a period of 3 to 5 months. overall, the short data
50Note that a lot of firm combination (approx. 20) had SPC classified contacts over one to three
months.
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Figure 2.18: Company Pairs: SPCs

Notes: Each pair of firm is ordered according to their IDs. The sample is restricted to
those firm comibination who had at least 4 times a contact that is classified as a SPC.
The filled circles present the share of contacts between the two firms that are classified as
a SPC. The vertical lines present the share of these SPCs of the aggregated SPCs across
all markets and month.

exploration shows that multi-market contacts are observable, however, they seem
not to drive tacit collusion schemes.

2.A.16 Robustness Check: Producer Fixed Effects

Within this robustness check I turn to investigate if not the primarily the number
of competitors but the identity of specific companies drive price cycles. First,
note that I show in Figure 2.17 that SPCs are not concentrated among a few
firms. I extend the observation by providing regression evidence using panel data
methods with producer as well as individual fixed effects. Focusing on the effect
of competition on SPCs I show that specific firms do not drive the result.
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Figure 2.19: Breakdowns and Starts of SPCs

Notes: Each pair of firm is ordered according to their IDs. Sample where at least one
start or one break down is observed. Circles present number of breakdowns of SPCs.
Triangles present starts of circles.

Note first, that I do not collapse the data on the substitution group level
to explore the role of specific firms. Therefore substitution groups with more
competition are overrepresented. I explore the impact of competition on the
possibility of an individual firm in a price cycle using firm, product and time fixed
effects. The linear probability model takes the following form.

P (S j F i t = 1|Ci t ) = ρF + α j + γt + βCi t + ε j i t ,

where product j is produced by producer F in substitution group i in month
t . The outcome S j F i t now takes the value one of the firm is part of a SPCs. Partly
I include producer fixed effect ρF . I therefore control for the effect that specific
firms are causing SPCs. The variation that is exploited with producer fixed effects
is the one of competition for a specific producer. A producer may be present in
several substitution groups. Furthermore, I partly use product fixed effects al pℎa j .
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Here I do not only cover the identity for a producer but for a specific product that
is only present in one substitution group. I also use added time fixed effects for
producer as well as product fixed effects.

The results are presented in Table 2.28. The major conclusion is that producer
as well as product fixed effects do not change the interpretation of the main
analysis. Specifically the situation with two competitors is associated with a
higher probability of price cycles even after controlling for product fixed effects.
I conclude that producer specific characteristics cannot explain the price cycles.
Further, this results is in line with the predictions from theory.

2.A.17 Robustness Check: Serialcorrelation and Price Cycle
Definition

The analysis of the supply side is based on monthly data across substitution groups.
I evaluate if firms participate in price cycles or substitution groups are characterized
in price cycles at a given point in time. Observations over time are correlated
and the autocorrelation may be a threat for inference. I use a ’cluster’ estimator
proposed by Arellano, 1987 for the specific case of fixed effects models. Standard
errors are adjusted for heteroscedasticity.51 Another threat may arise through the
definition of price cycles. Some price cycles within groups are characterized by
short breaks. In detail, the regulator sets a new price ceiling which affects prices
and over one month. However after a one-time adjustment of prices the cycle
continues. Within my definition I do not define the transition period as a price
cycle.

Within this robustness check I evaluate the robustness to serial correlation
as well as a different definition of price cycles. First, I allow a substitution group
in a price cycle in case that prices are adjusting from one price cycle to the next.
Furthermore I collapse the data on the substitution group level. In detail, I calculate
the avarage value of number of competitors as well as the share of price cycles over
time. One observation now corresponds to a substitution group. The following
Linear Probability Model is a static one not using panel data methods.

P (Si = 1|Ci) = α + βCi + εi .

The outcome variable Si is now the share of observable price cycles in a substitution
group i according to the old definition as well as the new one, SPCs and APCs
51Wooldridge, 2003 describes the estimator the following way: ’Arellano, 1987 proposed a fully robust
variance matrix estimator for the fixed effects estimator, and it is consistent (as G increases with the Mg
fixed) with cluster samples or panel data; see also Wooldridge, 2010 [Cited version from 2002]. For
panel data, the idiosyncratic errors can always have serial correlation or heteroskedasticity, and it is
easy to guard against these problems in inference.’.
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Table 2.28: Producer Fixed Effects

Symmetric Price Cycle

(1) (2) (3) (4)

C=2 0.017∗∗∗ 0.017∗∗∗ 0.012∗∗∗ 0.012∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003)

C=3 0.009∗∗∗ 0.008∗∗∗ −0.003 −0.004
(0.001) (0.001) (0.003) (0.003)

C=4 0.003∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗ −0.009∗∗∗ −0.009∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.003) (0.003)

C=5 −0.001 −0.001∗∗∗ −0.012∗∗∗ −0.013∗∗∗

(0.0005) (0.001) (0.004) (0.004)

C=6 −0.001 −0.001∗∗∗ −0.012∗∗∗ −0.013∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.004) (0.004)

C=7 −0.001∗∗ −0.002∗∗∗ −0.013∗∗∗ −0.013∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.004) (0.004)
C=8 −0.001∗∗ −0.001∗∗∗ −0.012∗∗∗ −0.012∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.004) (0.003)
C=9 −0.001∗∗ −0.001∗∗ −0.012∗∗∗ −0.011∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.004) (0.003)
C=10 −0.001∗∗ −0.001∗∗ −0.013∗∗∗ −0.010∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.004) (0.003)
C=11 −0.001 −0.001∗ −0.013∗∗∗ −0.010∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.004) (0.003)
C=12 −0.001∗ −0.001 −0.013∗∗∗ −0.009∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.004) (0.003)
C=13 −0.001 −0.001 −0.013∗∗∗ −0.009∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.004) (0.003)
C=14 −0.001 −0.002∗∗∗ −0.012∗∗∗ −0.009∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.004) (0.003)
C=15 −0.001 −0.001∗∗ −0.012∗∗∗ −0.008∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.004) (0.003)
C=16 −0.001 −0.001 −0.012∗∗∗ −0.007∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.004) (0.003)
C=17 −0.001∗ −0.00001 −0.012∗∗∗ −0.004

(0.001) (0.001) (0.004) (0.003)
C=18 −0.001 0.00001 −0.012∗∗∗ −0.002

(0.001) (0.001) (0.004) (0.004)
Constant −0.007∗∗∗

(0.001)

Fixed effects No Time Product Product and Time
Producer FE Yes Yes No No
R-Squared 0.018 0.021 0.171 0.174
N 349,778 349,778 349,899 349,899

∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: One observation corresponds to a product at time t . Dependent Variable is a dummy that takes the value one

if a product at time t is in a Symmetric Price Cycle (SPC). C are the number of competitors in a substitution group at

t . Model (1) is a pooled regression controlling for producer fixed effects , Model (2) includes time fixed effects (and time

fixed effects), Model (3) uses product group fixed effects and producer controls are dropped as they are perfectly correlated

with the product fixed effects, Model (4) includes product- as well as time fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered on

the product group level and adjusted for auto-correlation as well as heteroskedasticity. The R2 corresponds to the the

full model, including the fixed effects. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
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respectively. I still evaluate the effect of competition. Ci is the average number
of competitors in substitution group i. I allow for nonlinear effects and create
5 dummies, that take the value one if the average number of competitors of i
lies between predefined values (Ci ≤ 1.5, 1.5 < Ci ≤ 2.5, 2.5 < Ci ≤ 3.5, 3.5 <
Ci ≤ 4.5, and Ci > 4.5). Results of the regression are presented in Table . The
coefficients of C are demeaned to those substitution groups with 1 competitor
over the entire time horizon Ci = 1. Overall, the results are in line with the main
analysis. Having excluded the possibility of serialcorrelation the main take away is
the same. Symmetric- as well as asymmetric (SPCs, APCs) are mostly observable in
those substitution groups with two and three competitors. Increasing the number
of competitors the probability (and also significance of coefficients) decreases. The
lighter definition of price cycles increases the absolut number of price cycles as
I now also consider adjustment periods. Consequently the coefficients in size
increase. Nevertheless, the major takeaway is the same. Most price cycles are
observable for two and three competitors. For the light definition of APCs also for
those substitution groups with on average four or even five or more competitors
price cycles are more frequent than in monopolies. However, size of the coefficient
is smaller than for three competitors and further the average value of competition
does not allow to evaluate if the cycles happen during time of lower competition.
Overall, the results are robust to a more lenient way of price cycle definition.

2.A.18 Robustness Check: Heterogeneity in Habit Persistence

Within this subsection I extend the analysis of exploring habit persistence. First I
show heterogeneity across the three different therapeutic subgroups (Painkillers,
Antibiotics, Antiepileptics and Beta-Blocker). Second, I show the role of generics
and originals when it comes to habit persistence. In Table 2.30 I use the same
regression model as described in Model 2.1. I show regression evidence for each
subgroup separately and display results using product and time fixed effects. Results
are comparable to the general results of model 2.1. In the therapeutic subgroups
of painkillers, antibiotics, and beta-blocker patients are habit persistent as the
coefficient ρ1 of PoMni t−1 (product of the month in t − 1 but not in t ) are
positive and significantly different from zero. However, for antiepileptics the habit
persistence is not visible. Note that for painkillers the coefficients of PoMni t−2
(product of the month in t − 2 but not in t and t − 1) are positive and significant.
However, the size of coefficients is much smaller than for PoMni t−1 (for painkillers:
PoMni t−2 has a coefficient of 0.015 and PoMni t−1 one of 0.039; for antibiotics:
0.031 and 0.056). Habit persistence is still much higher if a product has been
product of the month in the preceding month. Overall the results confirm the
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Table 2.29: New Price Cycle Definition

SPC SPC new definition APC APC new definition

(1) (2) (3) (4)

C ≤ 1.5 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.004
(0.004) (0.008) (0.004) (0.009)

1.5 < C ≤ 2.5 0.019∗∗∗ 0.043∗∗∗ 0.020∗∗∗ 0.047∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.005) (0.002) (0.005)

2.5 < C ≤ 3.5 0.020∗∗∗ 0.052∗∗∗ 0.028∗∗∗ 0.082∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.006) (0.003) (0.007)

3.5 < C ≤ 4.5 0.014∗∗∗ 0.036∗∗∗ 0.018∗∗∗ 0.053∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.008) (0.004) (0.009)

C > 4.5 0.003 0.011∗∗ 0.005∗∗ 0.026∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.005) (0.002) (0.005)

Constant 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(0.001) (0.003) (0.001) (0.003)

N 2,251 2,251 2,251 2,251
Adjusted R2 0.051 0.057 0.064 0.083

∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: One observation corresponds to a substitution group. Dependent Variable is
a shows the average times of a substiution group in a Symmetric Price Cycle (SPC)
or a Asymmetric Price Cycles (APC). C are the average number of competitors in a
substitution group, ordered in brackets. Model (1) is a using the standard SPC definition,
Model (2) the new SPC definition, Model (3) uses the old APC definition, Model (4) the
new APC definition. Standard errors are clustered on the substitution group level and
adjusted for auto-correlation as well as heteroskedasticity. Standard errors are reported
in parentheses.
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pooled regressions with interaction terms for the therapeutic subgroups as well as
the study in Janssen, 2019.

Table 2.30: Regression, Habit Persistence, Individual Substances

Painkiller Antiepileptics Antibiotics Beta-Blocker

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Add. Expenses (SEK) −0.0001∗∗∗ 0.00004 −0.0001 −0.0005∗∗∗

(0.00003) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)

POM 0.383∗∗∗ 0.365∗∗∗ 0.443∗∗∗ 0.398∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.062) (0.015) (0.017)

POMn(t-1) 0.039∗∗∗ −0.122∗ 0.056∗∗∗ 0.042∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.062) (0.011) (0.010)

POMn(t-2) 0.015∗∗∗ −0.055 0.031∗∗∗ 0.010
(0.005) (0.059) (0.009) (0.009)

POMn(t-2) 0.008∗ −0.093∗∗ 0.013 0.013∗

(0.005) (0.041) (0.008) (0.007)

Product and Time FE yes Yes Yes Yes
Competition Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
R-Squared 0.84 0.825 0.816 0.822
N 19,927 1,761 15,540 8,817

∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: One observation corresponds to a product i in a substitution groups of painkiller,
antibiotics, antiepilepics, or beta blocker within amonth t . The outcome variable is the monthly
market share. Add .Expense are the out of pocket expenses for product i, the difference between
the price of product i and the product of the month. POMis a dummy that takes the value one
if product i is the cheapest available product of the month in t . POMn(t − 1), POMn(t − 2),
POMn(t − 2) is a dummy that takes the value one if product i is the cheapest available product
of the month in t − 1, t − 2 or t − 3 but not subsequent month up to t . Models are considering
four different therapeutic subgroups. Standard errors are reported in parentheses, they are
clustered on the product group level, adjusted for serial correlation or heteroskedasticity.

In a second regression I evaluate the role of originals in terms of habit per-
sistence. In theory I assume that original and generic products have the same
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possibility to attract habit-persistent patients. In the following I present a regres-
sion model again similar to the one presented in Model 2.1.

Sℎar ei t =β0Or i g inali + θAdd .Expense si t + ρ0Or i g inali × PoMi t+ (2.2)
ρ1Or i g inali × PoMni t−1 + ρ2Or i g inali × PoMni t−2+

ρ3Or i g inali × PoMni t−3 + αi + γt + ζNoCompi t + εi t ,

The major difference to Model 2.1 is that I investigate the impact of a dummy
Or i g inali t that takes the value one if product i is an original. I interact the
original indicator with the variables of indicating a past or current product of the
month (i.e., PoMni t−1 is one if i has been product of the month in t − 1 but not
in t ). If originals would have the same possibility of attaining habit patients the
coefficients of the interaction terms should be insignificant different from zero.
I show results for the three therapeutic subgroups of painkillers, antibiotics and
beta-blocker. Note that originals are not present in the subgroups of antiepileptics.
Table 2.31 shows regression evidence for the models including product and time
fixed effects. Note first that originals still have a general brand premia. However,
this brand premium diminishes in case they are product of the month. In detail,
they have the same market share associated to being product of the month as
generics. Importantly, the interaction terms with the original dummy PoMni t−1
are insignificant for the subgroups of painkillers and antibiotics but positive and
significant for the beta blockers. Even though heterogeneity is observable, for most
observable cases habit persistence is not higher for original products. Taking into
account that generics are a large share of product of the month absolut purchases
that are caused by habit persistence are higher for generics.

2.A.19 Robustness Check: Habit Persistence and Competition

Within the supply estimation I show that lower competition is associated with
price cycles as predicted by the model. One concern is that habit-persistence itself
is a function of the number of competitors. Therefore habit persistence is itself
induced by a competitive situation.The model does not incorporate this possibility.
Within this section I explore the possibility of correlated habit-persistence and the
number of competitors. I show that habit persistence is the same for all competitive
situations and not induced through competition.

Consider the following regression model that is closely related to model 2.1
presented in the demand side analysis where the outcome variable is again the
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Table 2.31: Regression, Habit Persistence, Individual Substances, Originals

Painkiller Antibiotics Beta-Blocker

(1) (2) (3)

Add. Expenses (SEK) −0.0002∗∗∗ −0.0003∗∗∗ −0.0004∗∗∗

(0.00003) (0.0001) (0.0001)

Original 0.200∗∗∗ 0.102∗∗∗ 0.136∗∗∗

(0.028) (0.027) (0.021)

POM 0.339∗∗∗ 0.407∗∗∗ 0.416∗∗∗

(0.016) (0.016) (0.018)
POM(t-1) 0.030∗∗∗ 0.068∗∗∗ 0.069∗∗∗

(0.010) (0.012) (0.010)
POM(t-2) 0.014∗ 0.035∗∗∗ 0.027∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.011) (0.008)
POM(t-2) 0.009 0.007 0.025∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.009) (0.009)

POM x Original −0.219∗∗∗ −0.165∗∗∗ −0.155∗∗∗

(0.036) (0.035) (0.037)
POM(t-1) x Original 0.004 0.033 0.114∗∗∗

(0.040) (0.029) (0.040)
POM(t-2) x Original 0.022 0.034 0.109∗∗∗

(0.041) (0.026) (0.033)
POM(t-3) x Original 0.019 0.032 0.117∗∗∗

(0.043) (0.027) (0.036)

Constant 0.697∗∗∗ 0.604∗∗∗ 0.605∗∗∗

(0.026) (0.024) (0.020)

Product and Time FE yes Yes Yes
Competition Controls Yes Yes Yes
R-Squared 0.646 0.682 0.715
N 19,927 15,540 8,817

∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: One observation corresponds to a product i in a substitution groups of painkiller, antibiotics,

antiepilepics, or beta blocker within a month t . The outcome variable is the monthly market share.

Add .Expense are the out of pocket expenses for product i, the difference between the price of product

i and the product of the month. POMis a dummy variable that takes the value one if product i is the

cheapest available product of the month in t . POMn(t − 1), POMn(t − 2), POMn(t − 2) is a dummy

variable that takes the value one if product i is the cheapest available product of the month in t − 1, t − 2

or t − 3 but not subsequent month up to t . Or i g inal is a dummy variable that takes the value one if the

product is an original. Models are considering three different therapeutic subgroups. Note that the subgroup

of antiepileptics is excluded as originals are not present. Standard errors are reported in parentheses, they

are clustered on the product group level, adjusted for serial correlation or heteroskedasticity.
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market share of product i in month t .

Sℎar ei t =ζNoCompi t + θAdd .Expense si t + ρ0NoCompi t × PoMi t+ (2.3)
ρ1NoCompi t × PoMni t−1 + ρ2NoCompi t × PoMni t−2+

ρ3NoCompi t × PoMni t−3 + αi + γt + εi t ,

I evaluate again if habit-persistent is present, now interacting the variable of interest
with the number of competitors of i at time t . I treat the number of competitors as
factor variables ans allow for nonlinear effects. If habit persistence is not correlated
with the number of competitors I expect that the coefficients of of the interactions
between a number of competitors higher than 3 is insignificant. To exclude the
possibility that habit persistence arise when two and three products are in a
choice set the coefficients of the interactions with two or three competitors with
PoMni t−1 (product of the month in t − 1 but not in t ) should not be significantly
higher compared to other interactions. I present results for the entire sample of
the four therapeutic subgroups. I exclude monopolies. Consider the situation
with product and time fixed effects. The baseline coefficient of two competitors
(NoCompi t = 2) interacted with PoMni t−1 is 0.034 (p-value<0.001). I show
the coefficients of ρ1 graphically in 2.20. The coefficients for each number of
competitors except for ten competitors is not significant different from the one
with two competitors. Further most coefficients (except for five competitors where
the coefficients is negative but insignificant). There is no evidence for higher habit
persistence for two or three competitors.

2.A.20 Robustness Check: Same Prices

In the following I present a robustness check of the pharmacy behavior if two
firms offer the same price. In Regression Model 2.2 I use the lagged market shares
as regressors as I have been interested in the absolut relation between past and
new market shares. Within this robustness check I show regression evidence for
substituting the lagged market share with the same regressor used in Regression
Model 2.1, i.e. PoMi t−1 (a dummy that takes the value one if a product has been
the product of the month in t − 1):

Sℎar ei t =θAdd .Expense si t + ρ0PoMi t + ρ1T PoMi t + κ0PoMi t−1+

β0Or i g inali t + κ1T PoMi t × PoMi t−1 + β1T PoMi t ×Or i g inali t+
αi + γt + ζNoCompi t + εi t ,

Table 2.32 presents the results. Controlling for product and time fixed effects,
being the product of the month is associated with a 44.8 percentage points higher
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Figure 2.20: Regression Coefficients, Habit Persistence, Competition

Notes: Figure shows the coefficients of ρ1 for each possible number of competitors
N oComp. Coefficients from regression in model 2.3. One observation corresponds
to a product i in a substitution groups of painkiller, antibiotics, antiepilepics, or beta
blocker within a month t . The outcome variable is the monthly market share. Error
bars show the 95% confidence interval.

market share, while the interaction of both has a significant negative coefficient.
Also being a product in the last period leads to a higher share while the interaction
of POMt−1 and POMt is negative and significant. In case two firms are product
of the month (POM and SP = 1) the share decreases by 26.8 percentage points.
Importantly, if two firms are product of the month and have the same price the
firm that has been product of the month in the previous month increases it’s
market share by 18.8 percentage points. Therefore, a firm who has been product of
the month in the previous period gets the large share of the market if two firms set
the same price. For originals we do not observe any effect. This results confirms
the results of Regression Model ??.

2.A.21 Additional Coefficients

Table 2.33 shows all coefficients of the Regression evidence of the role of originals
and generics on price cycles shown in Table 2.7.
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Table 2.32: Regression, Robustness Check, Identical Prices and Market Shares

Share Share Share

(1) (2) (3)

Add. Expenses (SEK) −0.0001∗∗∗ −0.0001∗∗∗ −0.0001∗∗∗

(0.00003) (0.00003) (0.00003)

POM 0.449∗∗∗ 0.448∗∗∗ 0.448∗∗∗

(0.007) (0.007) (0.007)

POM(t-1) 0.019∗∗∗ 0.019∗∗∗ 0.019∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

POM and SP −0.266∗∗∗ −0.268∗∗∗ −0.268∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.011) (0.011)

Original −0.172∗∗∗

(0.008)

POM x POM(t-1) −0.144∗∗∗ −0.144∗∗∗ −0.144∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.008) (0.008)

POM SP x POM(t-1) 0.190∗∗∗ 0.188∗∗∗ 0.188∗∗∗

(0.014) (0.014) (0.014)

POM SP x Original −0.028
(0.027)

Fixed effects No Product Product and Time
Competition Controls Yes Yes Yes
R-Squared 0.825 0.825 0.825
N 46,141 46,141 46,141

∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: One observation corresponds to a product i in a substitution groups of painkiller, antibiotics,

antiepilepics of beta blocker within a month t . The outcome variable is the monthly market share.

Add .Expense are the out of pocket expenses for product i, the difference between the price of product

i and the product of the month. POMis a dummy that takes the value one if product i is the cheapest

available product of the month in t . POM (t − 1) is a dummy that takes the value one if product i is the

cheapest available product of the month in t − 1. POM and SP is a dummy that takes the value one if

i and at least one different product have been product of the month in t . Or i g inal is a dummy that

takes the value one if product i is an original. All models include the N umber o f Compet itor s as

controls, where each competitor is taken as a own variable to allow for nonlinear effects. Model (1) is a

pooled regression, Model (2) includes product fixed effects and Model (3) includes product as well as time

fixed effects. Standard errors are reported in parentheses, they are clustered on the product group level,

adjusted for serial correlation or heteroskedasticity. The R2 corresponds to the the full model, including

the fixed effects.
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Table 2.33: Remaining Coefficients of Table 2.7

SPC APC

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

C=1,No O −0.0004 0.010∗ 0.005 −0.0004 0.010 0.004
(0.0005) (0.006) (0.006) (0.0005) (0.006) (0.006)

C=2,NO O 0.038∗∗∗ 0.045∗∗∗ 0.039∗∗∗ 0.040∗∗∗ 0.047∗∗∗ 0.041∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.009) (0.009) (0.006) (0.010) (0.009)
C=2,O 0.012∗∗∗ −0.002 −0.0001 0.013∗∗∗ −0.003 −0.001

(0.004) (0.002) (0.002) (0.004) (0.002) (0.002)
C=3,No O 0.017∗∗∗ 0.001 −0.006 0.024∗∗∗ 0.006 −0.003

(0.006) (0.007) (0.007) (0.006) (0.008) (0.008)
C=3,O 0.022∗∗∗ 0.004 0.004 0.036∗∗∗ 0.009 0.010

(0.005) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006)
C=4,No O 0.010∗∗ −0.009 −0.015 0.013∗∗∗ −0.006 −0.014

(0.005) (0.009) (0.009) (0.005) (0.009) (0.010)
C=4,O 0.012∗∗∗ −0.012∗ −0.011∗ 0.016∗∗∗ −0.012∗ −0.011∗

(0.004) (0.006) (0.006) (0.004) (0.007) (0.007)
C=5,No O 0.0002 −0.014∗ −0.022∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗ −0.011 −0.020∗∗

(0.001) (0.007) (0.008) (0.002) (0.008) (0.008)
C=5,O 0.004∗∗ −0.019∗∗ −0.019∗∗ 0.007∗∗∗ −0.019∗∗ −0.019∗∗

(0.002) (0.008) (0.008) (0.002) (0.009) (0.009)
C=6,No O 0.0004 −0.017∗∗ −0.025∗∗∗ 0.003 −0.016∗ −0.027∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.008) (0.008) (0.002) (0.008) (0.009)
C=6,O 0.003∗∗ −0.018∗∗ −0.019∗∗ 0.006∗∗∗ −0.017∗ −0.017∗∗

(0.001) (0.008) (0.008) (0.002) (0.009) (0.009)
C=7,No O −0.0001 −0.017∗∗ −0.024∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗ −0.018∗∗ −0.026∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.007) (0.008) (0.002) (0.008) (0.009)
C=7,O 0.002 −0.020∗∗∗ −0.020∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗ −0.021∗∗∗ −0.021∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.007) (0.007) (0.002) (0.008) (0.007)
C=8,No O 0.002 −0.015∗∗ −0.020∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗ −0.012 −0.018∗∗

(0.001) (0.007) (0.007) (0.003) (0.008) (0.008)
C=8,O 0.002∗ −0.019∗∗∗ −0.018∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ −0.020∗∗∗ −0.018∗∗

(0.001) (0.007) (0.007) (0.002) (0.008) (0.007)
C=9,No O 0.003 −0.015∗∗ −0.017∗∗ 0.005∗ −0.019∗∗ −0.021∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.007) (0.007) (0.003) (0.008) (0.008)
C=9 0.001 −0.019∗∗∗ −0.017∗∗ 0.004∗∗ −0.019∗∗ −0.015∗∗

(0.001) (0.007) (0.007) (0.002) (0.008) (0.007)
C=10,No O 0.001 −0.017∗∗ −0.017∗∗ 0.001 −0.023∗∗∗ −0.022∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.007) (0.007) (0.001) (0.008) (0.008)
C=10,O 0.001∗ −0.019∗∗∗ −0.015∗∗ 0.003 −0.019∗∗ −0.014∗∗

(0.001) (0.007) (0.007) (0.002) (0.008) (0.007)
C=11,No O 0.0003 −0.018∗∗∗ −0.017∗∗ 0.005 −0.017∗ −0.015

(0.001) (0.007) (0.007) (0.004) (0.009) (0.009)
C=11,O 0.003 −0.019∗∗∗ −0.014∗∗ 0.002 −0.022∗∗∗ −0.016∗∗

(0.002) (0.007) (0.007) (0.002) (0.008) (0.007)
C=12,No O 0.0004 −0.021∗∗∗ −0.018∗∗ 0.0004 −0.033∗∗∗ −0.028∗∗

(0.001) (0.008) (0.007) (0.002) (0.010) (0.011)
C=12,O 0.001 −0.020∗∗∗ −0.012∗ 0.006 −0.019∗∗ −0.009

(0.001) (0.007) (0.007) (0.005) (0.009) (0.008)
C=13,No O 0.0003 −0.025∗∗∗ −0.022∗∗∗ −0.0001 −0.029∗∗∗ −0.025∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.009) (0.008) (0.002) (0.009) (0.008)
C=13,O 0.001 −0.019∗∗∗ −0.011∗ 0.009 −0.015 −0.004

(0.001) (0.007) (0.007) (0.006) (0.010) (0.010)
C=14,No O 0.002∗∗ −0.017∗∗ −0.015∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗ −0.021∗∗∗ −0.017∗

(0.001) (0.007) (0.008) (0.001) (0.008) (0.010)
C=14,O 0.007 −0.011 −0.003 0.007 −0.016 −0.006

(0.005) (0.011) (0.011) (0.005) (0.012) (0.012)
C=15,O 0.001 −0.016∗∗ −0.006 0.001 −0.024∗∗ −0.012

(0.001) (0.008) (0.008) (0.001) (0.010) (0.010)
C=16,O 0.002∗ −0.016∗ −0.003 0.002∗ −0.024∗∗ −0.009

(0.001) (0.008) (0.008) (0.001) (0.010) (0.011)
C=17,O 0.002∗ −0.015∗ 0.002 0.003∗∗ −0.023∗∗ −0.001

(0.001) (0.009) (0.009) (0.001) (0.010) (0.011)
C=18,O 0.002∗ −0.015∗ 0.007 0.003∗∗ −0.023∗∗ 0.004

(0.001) (0.008) (0.009) (0.001) (0.010) (0.011)
Constant −0.001 −0.003

(0.002) (0.002)

Fixed effects No Subgroup Subgroup and Time No Subgroup Subgroup and Time
Controls Yes No No Yes No No
R-Squared 0.01 0.162 0.166 0.021 0.17 0.178
N 115,549 115,869 115,869 115,549 115,869 115,869

∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: Remaining coefficients not displayed in Table 2.7.
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Abstract

In most democracies members of parliament are either elected over a party list
or by a district. We use a discontinuity in the German parliamentary system to
investigate the causal effect of a district-election on the MP’s conformity with
their party line. Analyzing the parliamentary speeches of each MPs allows us
to overcome potentially high party discipline with regard to voting. To build
a measure of closeness of a speech to a party, we train a classifier on the party
manifestos and predict the probability that a parliamentary speech belongs to a
certain party. The predicted likelihoods provide us with a measure of closeness of
the MPs’ speeches to their own party’s manifesto. We find that a district mandate
does not have a causal impact on voting or speeches. In other words, district-elected
members of parliament do not differ, in terms of speeches or voting, from those
of their party-peers who have been elected through closed party lists. Nor do they
use a wordings closer or further away from the party’s manifesto. In conclusion a
district election does not influence an MP’s adherence to the party line causally.
However, we do find evidence that speeches correlate with district characteristics.
We rationalize and extend the analysis in a stylized model.

We thank Yan Chen, Richard Friberg, Jaakko Meriläinen, Torsten Persson, David Strömberg as
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3.1 Introduction

Plurality rule and proportional representation are the main two systems through
which western democracies elect their member of parliament. Research in eco-
nomics and political science has shown that the choice of system is relevant not
only for political decision making but influences economic outcomes (Lizzeri and
Persico, 2001; Persson, Roland, et al., 1997; Persson and Tabellini, 2002) of the
respective country. This has been shown to hold with regard to public spending,
rent seeking, size of the government, and redistribution (Mueller, 1997; Persson
and Tabellini, 1999). In particular previous literature predicts that district elected
members of the parliament (MPs) are acting in favor of their district whereas
closed party list elected MPs are more aligned to the general interest of a party
(Carey, 2007).1

In a mixed member proportional system, as in place in Germany and New
Zealand, MPs that enter through a party list coexists with MPs that are elected via
a district vote. Does this mixed-member parliament allow to combine the personal
accountability of plurality rule with a proportional representation? In this paper,
we analyze if German MPs are more prone to deviate from their party’s line in
their roll call voting and speeches depending on the way they entered parliament.
We use text analysis and machine learning to investigate if parliamentary speeches
of district and list elected MPs differ systematically. These methods allow us to
assess speeches in a reproducible and objective way that does not rely human
coding of language. We base this analysis on two criteria. The count of words and
word-combinations used in the speeches and the similarity of the language in the
speeches to that of the respective party manifesto.

Our analysis makes use of the fact that most German politicians run both in
a district and on a party list at the same time (dual candidacy strategy), however
enter parliament only over one of these. This allows us to employ a regression
discontinuity design to quantify the causal effect of a district election on the
conformity to the party line in roll-call elections as well as parliamentary speeches.
To our knowledge the article is the first that (1) analyze speeches of German in
MPs incorporating recent information retrieval methods, (2) use machine learning
methods to predict party affiliations from parliamentary speeches and (3) use
a regression discontinuity approach to evaluate politicians behavior in terms of
roll-call votings and speeches.

Using data from three election periods (2005-2016), we show that district and
list elected candidates do not differ significantly at the margin in terms of voting.
1The choice of political system itself is of course not random and might reflect underlying voter
preferences or reflect previous institutions that have been in place in a country see for example
Alesina et al. (2001) and Acemoglu et al. (2001).
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Thus the data does not support the hypothesis that winning a district mandate
causes MPs to deviate more or less from their party’s voting. Yet, data on voting is
limited, the majority of votes are no roll-call votes, and additionally party discipline
is very high2. Due to the high discipline, voting might not express an MP’s actions
behind the scenes. To address these concerns we analyze parliamentary speeches.
Here too we find that MPs who won a district marginally and would otherwise
have been elected over a party list do not differ in their parliamentary speeches
compared to MPs which marginally lost a district and enter parliament over a
party list. Neither do they use a wording closer or further away from the party
manifestos. In conclusion we do not find evidence that winning a district has a
causal effect on deviations from the party line either in terms of roll-call votes
or in terms of speeches further away from the party average or party manifestos.
This result is robust to several specifications of the discontinuity regression.

Deviations in voting and speeches do however correlate with economic and
social characteristics of their district. Especially the share of unemployed and
inhabitants without a secondary degree correlate highly positively with roll call
vote deviations and negatively with the cosign similarity of speeches to party
average and party manifestos. From that we conclude that there is no causal effect
of a district election on voting or speeches but different districts elect different
politicians to begin with.

A possible explanation for the non-result and confound to our analysis could
be that district elected MPs experience faster career progression (Folke et al., 2016;
Meriläinen and Tukiainen, 2018) within a party which incentives conformity
with the party-line and thereby off-sets the effect of the different mandate.3 We
explore this possibility relationship by investigating if district elected MPs have
a higher probability to increase their positioning in the closed party lists over
election periods. Exploiting the same discontinuity, we find that district elected
MPs do not experience better list positions than list elected MPs. Accordingly,
this explanation does not seem to drive the results.

We rationalize the results in a stylized model based on electoral competition
in the flavor of Downs (1957) between the major two parties (i.e., conservatives
and social democrats), as well as the median voter theorem.4 The basic intuition
2The average share of MPs voting with their party is 90%, where an abstention counts as a deviation
if the party votes positive or negatively.

3The question of rank effects has also been discussed in political science, see (Crisp et al., 2013),
Anagol and Fujiwara (2016), or André et al. (2017).

4The median voter theorem is based on the the assumption of mapping the preferences of voters
along a single policy dimension. Candidates position themselves along the policy dimension. In case
of two candidates it is optimal to assign all the weight to the median voter and position themselves
as the median. Most famous examples besides Downs (1957) using the simplistic framework are
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is that candidates who follow a dual candidacy strategy face two objectives. On
the one hand, politicians face distribution of district voters on a one-dimensional
spectrum.5 Assuming that the behavior of two competing politicians in a district is
determined by their call voting and speeches, politicians decide about their political
positioning. On the other hand, national parties decide about the partyline based
on accumulated distributions of voters across districts. As conservatives and social-
democrats face the same distribution and want to maximize their vote share the
median voter theorem applies. A politician in a district has to decide between
focusing on the median voter in their district which may increase the probability
of election or to be close to the median voter on the national level to maximize the
party career and increase in the list position. The basic setup explains observations
of our empirical analysis: Winning a district is not directly associated with a higher
position on the party list. In districts in which the national median voter is closely
aligned to the median voter of a district, politicians position themselves close to
the party line and their opponent. In those districts, we neither observe deviations
nor large voting margins in elections. However, in districts that are very different,
we may see politicians who deviate from the partyline to focus on the district
election and those who may deviate less to concentrate on the list position and
party. Therefore we observe higher vote margins and higher deviation in districts
very different from the national average. We show that low margins are associated
with low deviations in districts close to the average. Further, districts very different
from the average in terms of their socioeconomic characteristics are correlated
with higher margins and higher deviation.

Even though the stylized characteristic, our model adds intuition to the large
literature streams that is trying to explain deviations from the median voter theo-
rem. General empirical evidence suggests that political candidates or legislators
deviate from the median voter.6 Theoretical literature therefore has set up models
that explain the deviations while do not violating the assumptions of the median
voter.7 Kittsteiner and Eyster (2007) present a model that is closest to our intuition.
The authors argue that candidates in districts do not position according to the
median voter as departing from the party platform is costly. Our framework is
capturing this intuition and further provides a reasoning for the cost of deviation,

Hotelling (1990) or Black et al. (1958). Note that there are approaches to generalize the results to
multiple policy dimensions, see for example McKelvey (1979). Our stylized model also deviates
from the literature of probabilistic voting models which often imply a policy divergence between
parties, i.e. Lindbeck and Weibull (1987) or Lindbeck and Weibull (1993).

5To apply the median voter theorem several assumptions have to be made. For a general discussion
see for example Gruber (2005).

6See for example Stratmann (1995) for a review of empirical evidence.
7Gerber and Lewis (2004) provides an overview of theoretical work.
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namely the future list position within a party. We therefore present a empirical
founded reasoning for deviation from the median voter without violating the
assumption of a one dimensional policy.

The question whether district and list elected candidates differ has been part
of research agendas in the political science literature. Within the German federal
parliament Neuhäuser et al. (2013), Ohmura (2014), and Sieberer (2010, 2015)
explore relations between list and direct elected MPs and voting behavior. Sieberer
(2010) compares roll call voting of district and list MPs between 2005 and 2009.
The author finds that district MPs are significantly more likely to deviate from
a party line than MPs that are elected via a party list. Neuhäuser et al. (2013)
confirm Sieberer (2010) results for the same period of time. Further, they show
that the results are robust when controlling for MPs characteristics. The authors
argue that directly elected MPs reelection probability is less dependent on the party.
Therefore, direct MPs are less reliant on their standing within a party. Sieberer
(2015) extends his previous finding by analyzing MPs explanation of votes. He
shows that district MPs are more likely to voice reservation to the party-line.
However, Sieberer (2015) also concludes that dual candidates (MPs which have
been candidates on the list as well as in a district) do not differ in their explanation
of vote. Ohmura (2014) challenges Sieberer (2010) and Neuhäuser et al. (2013) by
investigating not only how district and list MPs differ but also if dual candidacy
plays an important role. Ohmura (2014) analyzes roll call votes fromMPs between
2002 and 2013 and shows that dual candidate MPs do not significantly differ in
their deviation rate to the party line. However, Ohmura (2014) shows that pure
district MPs are more likely to deviate from the party line. He argues that the
candidacy strategy (i.e. pure district or dual), as well as re-election probability
instead of the mandate itself, determines the voting of MPs. Finally, Sieberer
(2014) confirms this results analyzing deviation of party line by MPs with a dual
candidacy strategy between 1949 and 2013.

Our research extends the literature in several dimensions. Firstly, we employ a
discontinuity design to evaluate the causal effect of mandate type on the deviation
to the party line with respect to voting in parliament. That allows us to draw
conclusions about the causal effect of a district vote. We establish that being voted
into a district has no causal effect on voting in roll-call votes. Secondly, this paper’s
main contribution is that we analyze parliamentary speeches. These can serve to
inform about MP’s actions in committees behind closed doors and inform about
MP-behavior in non roll-call votes, which constitute the majority of all votes in the
German Parliament (Sieberer et al., 2018). This addresses the general concern that
roll-call votes are a selected sample of votes (Carrubba et al., 2008). By analyzing
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parliamentary speeches we make use of one of the most visible activities through
which MPs express their policy positions. For example the works of Maltzman
and Sigelman (1996) and Proksch and Slapin (2012) underline the importance
speeches for MPs and political parties.

The analysis of parliamentary speeches connects to a growing literature of
textual analysis of political speeches based on machine learning mechanisms, see
for example Grimmer and Stewart (2013), Martin and Vanberg (2008), and Quinn
et al. (2010). Note especially Gentzkow et al. (2017) for a review of methodologies
and different usages in economics.8 Using these mechanisms provides us with a
objective way of comparing speeches compared to an approach that involves hand-
coding speeches according to some criteria. Moreover, this method can readily be
extended to new data or different projects.

We use approaches of computational linguistics and computer science that uses
text documents such as speeches to analyze MP’s positions. Our textual analysis is
related to previous work from Laver et al. (2003) and Slapin and Proksch (2008)
who estimate political positions using the word frequencies in party manifestos.
In this paper we make use of the term frequency of MP’s speeches to estimate
distance measure between speeches. Further we use machine learning methods
to evaluate how well one can predict party positions from speeches. The connec-
tion of machine learning and methods of causal inference is part of an emerging
econometric literature (Athey, 2018 as well as Mullainathan and Spiess, 2017).

We also relate to a literature of the effect of political competition. Examples
include Stromberg (2008) who evaluates how competition affects campaign spend-
ing in US presidential elections or Dal Bó et al. (2009) who shows that increased
political competition is associated with a lower probability of political dynasties.
Using German data Bernecker (2014) shows that district opposition party MPs
who expect a tight race are less absent in parliaments beforehand. We show that
MPs do not only face competition in their district but also competition within a
party may play an important role.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the
electoral system in Germany. Section 3 summarizes the predictions from theory.
In section 4 we present our data sources, data manipulation and information
retrieval methods. Section 5 shows descriptive statistics and section 6 describes our
identification strategy. In section 7 we present the results, and rationalize these in
a model in section 8. Section 9 concludes.
8Gentzkow et al. (2017) describe most of the methodologies used in this paper.
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3.2 Institutional Background

The German federal parliament is a mixed-member proportional (MMP) represen-
tation. Voters of the parliament have two votes. The distribution of the currently
598 seats/members of the parliament (MP) is determined by a vote for a party
list, called the second vote. More specifically, each voter elects a party list on the
state level. Given the 16 German states the proportion of parties is approximately
equal to the shares of second votes aggregated over all states.9

The first vote is the district component of the mixed-member proportional
representation system. Currently, Germany has 299 districts, and in each district,
electors may vote for a distinct candidate. First-past-the-post voting is used. For
each seat a member of a represented party wins. The direct mandates replaces a
list mandate that has been determined by the party lists and second votes.10

Candidates on the party lists and direct candidates are not mutually exclusive.
Indeed many candidates are on a party list as well as candidates in a district. Manow
(2013) shows that a quarter of MPs are pure list or pure district candidates while
the others are list as well as direct candidates. Appointment of candidates on the
lists and the district is subject to rules. The party lists for each state have to be
determined by secret election within parties. Direct candidates are either selected
in elections within parties on the district level or have at least 200 signatures from
voters within a district.

Although every MP in the German parliament has a free mandate and is
formally not bound by a specific party line, the mixed-member proportional
representation has the intention to implement alternative incentive structure for
direct MPs. Therefore direct candidates should represent the interests of a district
which may deviate from the interest of a national wide party line (see for example
Scarrow, 2001). Nevertheless, the fact that the majority of MPs are dual candidates
(list as well as district) such that a defeat of a candidate within a district is not
necessarily connected to a loss of the membership within the parliament.

3.3 Predictions

Our main research question investigates the relationship between mandate types
and deviation of the party line both with respect to voting and to speeches. To
rule out any opposing effects stemming from politicians that gain influence due to
their election in a district, we analyze the effects of mandate type on list positions
within a party. From the literature we derive the following hypothesis, which we
9In detail, the distribution of seats in parliament is determined by the Sainte-Lague method.
10Should a party win more direct seats than it won party seats, other parties receive overhang-seats
keeping representation relative to the party vote-shares.
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test in this paper.

Hypothesis 1. Members of parliament elected over a district-vote deviate from the
party line in parliamentary roll-call votes more often than MPs elected over a party-list.

Hypothesis 2. The speeches of members of parliament elected over a district-vote differ
from the speeches of MPs elected over a party-list.

Hypothesis 3. Politicians winning a district-election marginally, are more likely to
have a better (lower) list position in the next election cycle as compared to politicians
loosing a district-election marginally.

3.4 Data

We connect four data sources which cover a period from September 2005 toOctober
2016. That means we have data from three elections of the federal parliament and
almost three legislation periods. Firstly, we received data about the MPs and their
direct vote shares within a district if applicable from a German nongovernmental
organization (Abgeordnetenwatch.de). Secondly, we use data from MP’s roll call
voting11 which is publicly available from the German parliament (Bundestag). We
connect the data with the list positions from elected and non-elected candidates,
and socio-economic statistics on the district level which we received from the
federal electoral management body (Bundeswahlleiter)12. Thirdly, we receive party
manifests for all parties represented by MPs for the three legislation periods we
analyze Lehmann et al. (2017). Finally, we use parliament protocols from the
German parliament (Bundestag).

3.4.1 Information Retrieval from Speeches

To measure the differences between speeches, we use the parliamentary protocols.
We consider each verbal speech within the plenary hall as well as each registered
interposed question of MPs. Note that the president, as well as the vice president
(one for each party) of the German federal parliament, are leading and controlling
the debates and formal procedures, which deviates from the role of other MPs.
We, therefore, exclude the president as well as vice presidents from the analysis.
11Note that we do not consider secret votings within the parliament. Note that secret votings are
uncommon and solely used for personnel decisions (i.e. the voting for the chancellor).

12Note that for the election in September 2017 we collected the list positions manually from party
websites on the state level.
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Similarly, the ministers and federal chancellor of the government have a different
role in parliament for which reason we exclude speeches of them as well. We use
conventional methods of information retrieval.13 Firstly, we stem each word to
obtain the root form. Secondly, we exclude most common words of the German
language (stopwords).

For the first approach, we then weight the terms by the term frequency which
allows us to detect words that almost all MPs use as well as words that are very
rarely used (i.e. just at a single occasion) and therefore would be prone to over-fit.
As a result, the presented information retrieval methods give us a vector of term
frequencies for each MP. A term refers to any single word used and not excluded
by the methods above as well as the combination of any two subsequent words
(after stemming and excluding stopwords).

Our first approach to measure the differences of speeches by district and
party-list elected MPs is to determine how similar the words used by an MP are
to the words used in the other speeches of her party. To do so, we compute the
cosine similarity of an MP’s vector of term frequencies to the average vector of
the MP’s own party. Our second approach to measure how close a member of
parliament’s speeches align to his or her party’s line, is to build a measure of
how well an MP’s party-affiliation can be predicted when comparing her speeches
with the party-manifestos. To do so we train an artificial neural network on the
sentences of each party’s election manifesto that have been vectorized and stemmed
in the same way as the speeches described above. With the trained network we
predict the likelihood with which all MP’s speeches belong to the different parties’
manifestos. We then use the predicted likelihood with which an MP’s speeches
belong to the MP’s own party’s manifesto as a measure for how close an MP talks
to it’s own party’s issues and policy standpoints as defined in the party’s manifesto.
In other words we measure the distance of an MP’s speech to her own party’s
manifesto relative to the other parties’ manifestos. In the following we describe
both empirical strategies more in detail.

We use these vectors to build two measures for the similarity of the speeches
of the MPs to their respective party. The first is a measure for the inter-party
similarity. To get a measure of similarity from the connected speech of an MP to
all other speeches of the same party, we use the cosine similarity. In detail, let A
and B be the term frequency vector of two MPs for in an election period. The
13Our approach is closely related to text analyses in the literature. For a detailed discussion and a
guideline see Gentzkow et al. (2017).
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cosine similarity is then defined as

cos(θ) =
A · B
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which ranges from 0 to 1. A higher value refers to a higher similarity between the
two documents. Given our data we calculate for the cosine similarity for a MP in
an election period to all other MPs within the same party and the same election
period. Afterwards, we take the average of all cosine similarities. We interpret the
final value as the average similarity of one MP to all other party members within
a period. Again, the measure takes values between 0 and 1, where higher values
refers to a high similarity to the speeches of all other party members.

For the second approach we make use of the election manifestos from 2005,
2009, and 2013. The idea of this measure is that a speech which is closer to a party’s
policy position resembles the language of the party’s manifestos more closely. We
measure the closeness of a speech to the party’s position by the probability with
which a speech can be predicted as belonging to the MP’s party based on the party
manifestos. Hence, if getting elected in a district makes MPs deviate more from the
party manifesto in their speeches, we should observe a break in the predictability
of the speeches around the the discontinuity at which MPs just won or lost a
district election.

To create the measure, we train a classifier on the party manifestos and use
it to predict the probability with which a speech belongs to each party based on
the word count. We use the resulting predicted probability of the correct party as
a measure for the closeness of a speech to the respective party manifesto. Hence
we face a multinomial prediction problem with discrete features (the count of
each word used). In addition we require probabilities as an output. We show
technical details of the prediction problem and our solution in the Appendix.14
This measure will take values from 0 to 1, where 1 is highest similarity (100%
predicted probability) and 0 the lowest similarity (0% predicted probability).15

14Note that we also present robustness checks using other machine learning mechanisms.
15This is a quite hard classification problem as there are 5 different parties and in addition we
train the classifier on substantially different texts than we make predictions about (manifestos vs.
speeches). The goal are not perfect predictions but to get a measure of manifesto closeness for
each single MP.
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3.5 Descriptive Analysis

Table 3.1 shows summary statistics of the number of MPs, the number of district
electedMPs and the average district vote share. Note that each column refers to one
of the three election period where the 16th legislature period covers the months
between October 2005 and October 2009, the 17th period the month between
October 2009 and October 2013 and the 18th period the covers the month between
October 2013 and October 2016. We start by investigating the number of MPs and
the number of district elected MPs within each of the three election periods.16 The
two big parties, conservatives (CDU/CSU17) and socialdemocrats (SPD), are the
majority of MPs in the German parliament. Further these two parties win almost
all direct mandates. While the conservatives has increased the number of district
MPs during the last three periods the socialdemocrats lost a substantial part of
district MPs. Investigating the district vote shares and comparing the district vote
shares of all parties to the shares of the conservatives and socialdemocrats we see
that the conservative party has a stable district vote share over 40 percent while
the social democratic party lost district votes.

Table 3.2 describes the variables describing politician’s behavior. Using roll
call data we measure the party line as the majority vote within a party. In general,
a MP has the option to agree, refuse or abstain a vote. Furthermore, a MP could
generally do not attend a voting within the parliament. We do not consider MPs
which are not attending and treat these observations as missing values. In order to
evaluate the partyline we take the majority vote (agreement, refusal or abstention)
of a party. In case an MPs votes against the majority of a party he deviates from
the party line. Comparing the different election periods in the first segment of
Table 3.2 we see that period 16 is characterized by higher deviations than period
17 and 18. Comparing the two major parties, one observes that deviation for
conservatives is less common than for social-democrats.

The second segment describes the average similarity of politician’s speeches to
other party members measured by the cosine similarity. A higher value describes
a higher similarity. The third segment shows the average closeness of speeches to
the manifestos predicted with the multinomial logistic regression. Note that you
find summary statistics of an additional robustness check using a neural network
in the appendix.
16Note that the number of MPs is not stable as some MPs leave and some enter the parliament
during the legislature period.

17The CDU/CSU is a party union where the CSU operates solely in the federal state Bavaria. The
CDU/CSU can be seen as the main conservative party within Germany. The SPD is the social
democratic party of Germany.
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Table 3.1: Summary Statistics of Parliament and their Members

Summary Variables Period 16 Period 17 Period 18
No of MPs 640 653 648
No of MPs, Conservatives 238 245 317
No of MPs, Socialdemocrats 228 154 201
No of Distict MPs 299 299 299
No of Distict MPs, Conservatives 150 218 236
No of Distict MPs, Socialdemocrats 145 64 58
Avg. District Vote Share, Conservatives 43.31 41.37 45.72

(9.96) (7.35) (8.33)
Avg. District Vote Share, Socialdemocrats 41.1 31.69 32.26

(8.77) (8.62) (8.94)

Notes: Each statistic is divided across into the three different election periods. We show
statistics for all MPs and those MPs of the twomajor parties (Conservatives: CDU/CSU
fraction and Socialdemocrats: SPD). The average district vote share is the average vote
share across those MPs that have been candidates in a district. Standard deviations are
shown in parentheses.

In Appendix 3.A.2 we provide additional insights about the list position and
changes over election periods, as well as graphical investigations of the relation of
district vote shares, roll call deviations, cosine similarities and manifesto closeness.
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Table 3.2: Summary Statistics of MP’s Parliamentary Behavior

Summary Period 16 Period 17 Period 18
Roll Call Deviation

Avg Voting from Partyline 0.14 0.1 0.1
(0.11) (0.1) (0.12)

Avg Voting from Partyline, Conservatives 0.12 0.06 0.08
(0.11) (0.08) (0.09)

Avg Voting from Partyline, Socialdemocrats 0.14 0.14 0.12
(0.11) (0.11) (0.13)

Cosine Similarity
Avg Cosine Similarity 0.39 0.43 0.38

(0.09) (0.08) (0.08)
Avg Cosine Similarity, Conservatives 0.35 0.41 0.34

(0.08) (0.08) (0.08)
Avg Cosine Similarity, Socialdemocrats 0.36 0.42 0.38

(0.07) (0.07) (0.07)
Manifesto Closeness

Avg Manifesto Closeness 0.85 0.79 0.64
(0.06) (0.09) (0.1)

Avg Manifesto Closeness, Conservatives 0.86 0.79 0.64
(0.06) (0.09) (0.1)

Avg Manifesto Closeness, Socialdemocrats 0.85 0.8 0.63
(0.06) (0.1) (0.09)

Notes: Each statistic is divided across into the three different election periods. We
show statistics for all MPs and those MPs of the two major parties (Conservatives:
CDU/CSU fraction and Socialdemocrats: SPD). The first segment describes the average
deviation of politicians from the party majority. The second segment describes the
cosine similarity of speeches. The third segment shows the average closeness of speeches
to the party manifestos. All outcomes lay between between zero and one. For the roll
call deviation a value of one means a deviation from the party majority in all voting.
For the cosine similarity a value of 1 means that the speeches of a candidate is the same
to party colleagues. For the Manifesto closeness a one and can be interpreted as the
predictability by the machine learning method (Logistic Regression). A MP’s party is
perfectly predictable from his speeches and the closeness to the party manifesto. Standard
deviations are shown in parentheses.
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3.6 Identification Strategy

To provide first evidence regarding our hypotheses, we use an ordinary least
squares regression in which we regress the outcome variable on a dummy indicating
whether a member of parliament entered over a district or over a list. This is
meant to give first evidence and possibly to confirm findings from previous papers.
The following equation details this regression.

yp,i,t = α dwon
p,i,t + β Zp,i,t + εp,i,t , (3.1)

where yp,i,t is the outcome variable, dwon
p,i,t is a dummy variable that takes the value

one when a politician won a district, Zp,i,t is a vector of control variables, and
εp,i,t is the robust standard error. The basic least square regression may result in a
biased estimator for several reasons. First, MPs who won a district election with a
high margin may differ systematically to those MPs in the parliament who lost a
district. For example, MPs who won the district with a high margin may have
different career outlooks within a party. Such unobservable characteristic may
influence the behavior of MPs. Formally we expect that the regressor is correlated
with the unobservables and E[ε |dwon,Z] , 0, such that our estimates are not
unbiased.

To investigate our hypotheses and avoid biased estimates we employ a regres-
sion discontinuity design as the main identification strategy. The forcing variable
in this design is the relative margin by which a member of parliament won or lost
a district election18. We denote this variable as mp,i,t , where p is the member of
parliament, i the district, and t the election period. We restrict our sample to
politicians who a) entered the German federal parliament over a list or b) entered
over a district-mandate, but had a list position sufficiently high, such that they
would have entered over the list if they had not won their district. This restriction
ensures that we avoid any selection bias which could arise from only observing
winners but not losers of an election.

We argue that close enough to the cut-off where a politician just won or lost
the district election, and hence entered the federal parliament with a district- or a
list-mandate the assignment of the vote-share is quasi random. That means that
the identifying assumption is that politicians below the cut-off do not differ in any
relevant dimension from politicians above the cut-off. Our RDD specification is
as below,
18The margin by which the according member won/lost divided by the vote-share of the first and
second placed competitor.
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yp,i,t = α dwon
p,i,t + β f (mp,i,t ) + εp,i,t , (3.2)

where yp,i,t is the outcome variable, dwon
p,i,t is a dummy whether a politician won a

district or not, f (mp,i,t ) are different polynomials of the forcing variable described
above, and εp,i,t is the robust standard error. We limit the observations in the
regression in two ways. Firstly, only members of parliament are included who
have or could have entered the parliament through their party list. Secondly, we
limit the regression to observations with the forcing variable within a certain
margin around zero.

3.7 Results

3.7.1 Deviation from the Party Voting

In this subsection we present the results of the analysis regarding the deviation of
different politicians from the parties voting line in parliamentary roll-call votes.
Table 3.3 presents the results of an ordinary least squares regression and Table 3.4
the results of the regression discontinuity analysis.

Specification (1) in Table 3.3 shows the results of a naive regression as specified
in Equation 3.1. Specification (3) and (4) limit the sample to observations from
members of parliament who either entered over a party list or entered over a
district-election, but would have entered over a party list if they had lost their in
district. This prevents a selection bias as we are lacking the contractual votes of
candidates who lost in a district election but did not enter parliament through a list
either. Specification (2) and (4) add state, party, and session fixed effects as controls.
This is relevant as the districts members of the different parties win are not evenly
spread over all states and also the average percentage of votes that deviate from the
party line is different across parties (e.g. mostly higher for opposition parties) and
across time.

In the table we see that the coefficient is not stable across the regressions and
does change sign once the regression includes fixed effects for party, state, and
session. As discussed in section 6 we expect that the coefficients in a basic OLS
specification may be biased.

Table 3.4 displays the results of the discontinuity regression as specified in
Equation 3.2. In specification (1) only the average are compared on a bandwidth
of 5 percentage points around zero. Specification (2) ads the linear margin of
the voteshare on a bandwidth of 10 percentage points around zero. Specification
(3) adds a second order polynomial and increases the bandwidth to 50. Finally
specification (4) adds a third order polynomial and increases the margin even
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Table 3.3: OLS Winning District Vote on Voting against the Party Line.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Simple with controls No selection with controls

Won district -0.0216*** 0.0104* -0.0131* 0.0194**
dummy (0.00518) (0.00620) (0.00719) (0.00834)

Observations 1,931 1,865 1,423 1,423
R-squared 0.009 0.114 0.002 0.116
State FE YES YES
Party FE YES YES
Session FE YES YES

Robust standard errors in parenthesis *** p<0.01 ** p<0.05 * p<0.1

Notes: Linear Least Square regression. One observation corresponds to a politician
within one election period. The dependent variable is percentage of deviations in roll-
call votesmeasured in comparison to themajority vote within the party.W ondi s t r ic t
is a dummy that takes the value one if a politician won their district. S t at e fixed
effects are fixed effects for the 16 German federal states, P ar t y fixed effects for the party
of a MP, and Se s sion fixed effects for an election period. Models (1) and (2) are models
without selection where two adds the fixed effects as controls. Models (3) and (4) select
the sample such that we only consider MPs who either entered the parliament over a
party list or entered over a district-election, but would have entered over a party list if
they had lost their district.

further to 50 percentage points.19 The bandwidth of the last two specifications is
such that the majority of all observations are used, and only the tails are cut-off to
avoid a bias due to over-fitting at the borders.

Notably, the coefficients are positive in all specifications, however only weakly
significant. This does not allow to draw strong conclusions from the specification20.

We do not find strong evidence that MPs who entered parliament over a
district are more prone to deviate from the party line in their voting, compared to
MPs who entered parliament over a party list. Moreover deviations in general are
very low.
19Altering the bandwidth slightly for either specification does not change the result.
20Figure 3.10 in the appendix displays the discontinuity graphically. Once fitted by a second and
once by a third order polynomial. Visual inspection shows a slight but not very strong jump at
the margin.
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Table 3.4: Regression Discontinuity Design: Winning district vote on voting
against the party line.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Average BW 5 Linear BW 10 2nd-Pol BW 40 3rd-Pol BW 40

Won district 0.0471 0.0632 0.0419* 0.0548*

Observations 161 309 931 931
Robust Std. Error 0.0566 0.0573 0.0317 0.0399
Robust p-value 0.101 0.0941 0.0839 0.0848

Robust standard errors *** p<0.01 ** p<0.05 * p<0.1

Notes: Regression Discontinuity Design. One observation corresponds to a politician
within one election period. The dependent variable is percentage of deviations in
roll-call votes measured in comparison to the majority vote within the party. Model (1)
only the average are compared on a bandwidth of 5 percentage points around a winning
margin of zero. Model (2) ads the linear margin of the voteshare on a bandwidth of 10
percentage points around zero. Model (3) adds a second order polynomial and increases
the bandwidth to 50. Finally Model (4) adds a third order polynomial and increases the
margin even further to 50 percentage points.

3.7.2 Speeches

Next we present the results regarding the analysis of the deviation from the party
average in the different speeches. We will present the results for the described two
measures, the distance of the words used in the speech to the party average. And
the likelihood with which a predictor calibrated on the election manifestos of all
parties predicts the speech as coming from the according party of the MP. Table
3.5 and 3.7 show the results of an ordinary OLS regression and Table 3.6 and 3.8
the results of the regression discontinuity design.

Specification (1) in Table 3.5 and 3.7 show the results of a completely naive
regression as specified in Equation 3.1. Specification (3) and (4) restrict the sample
to observations from members of parliament who either entered over a party
list or entered over a district-election, but would have entered over a party list if
they had lost their in district. This prevents a selection bias as we are lacking the
contractual votes of candidates who lost in a district election but did not enter
parliament through a list either. Specification (2) and (4) add state, party, and
session fixed effects as controls. This is relevant as the districts winners of the
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Table 3.5: OLS Winning District Vote on the Cosine Distance to Party Average.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Simple with controls No selection with controls

Won district -0.0354*** 0.00687 -0.0346*** 0.00787
dummy (0.00395) (0.00436) (0.00542) (0.00551)

Observations 1,882 1,818 1,392 1,392
R-squared 0.041 0.323 0.029 0.350
State FE YES YES
Party FE YES YES
Session FE YES YES

Robust standard errors in parenthesis *** p<0.01 ** p<0.05 * p<0.1

Notes: Linear Least Square regression. One observation corresponds to a politician
within one election period. The dependent variable is the cosine similarity measure of
a politician where 1 corresponds two an identical similarity between an individual
politicians and other party MPs. W ondi s t r ic t is a dummy that takes the value one if
a politician won their district. S t at e fixed effects are fixed effects for the 16 German
federal states, P ar t y fixed effects for the party of a MP, and Se s sion fixed effects for an
election period. Models (1) and (2) are models without selection where two adds the fixed
effects as controls. Models (3) and (4) select the sample such that we only consider MPs
who either entered the parliament over a party list or entered over a district-election,
but would have entered over a party list if they had lost their district.

different parties are not evenly spread over all states and also the average percentage
of votes that deviate from the party line is different across parties (e.g. mostly
higher for opposition parties) and across time.

Table 3.5 shows that an OLS regression finds a significantly negative correla-
tion of winning a district mandate and the similarity of speeches in parliament
with speeches of the own party. However, adding controls increases the coefficients
such that they are positive and insignificant. The size of the coefficient is small
compared to the average within party similarity (see Table 3.2).

In contrast Table 3.6 shows that, at the margin of just winning or loosing a
district, there is no significant effect of winning a district. The coefficients are all
small and positive however far from being significant. This suggests that there is
no discontinuity in the cosine similarity of speeches at the margin of just being
elected or not in a district.
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Table 3.6: Regression Discontinuity Design: Winning District Vote on the Cosine
Distance to Party Average.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Average BW 5 Linear BW 10 2nd-Pol BW 40 3rd-Pol BW 40

Won district 0.0253 0.0336 0.0266 0.0467**

Observations 152 296 914 914
Robust Std. Error 0.0284 0.0289 0.0182 0.0218
Robust p-value 0.119 0.165 0.0102 0.0482

Robust standard errors *** p<0.01 ** p<0.05 * p<0.1

Notes: Regression Discontinuity Design. One observation corresponds to a politician
within one election period. The dependent variable is the cosine similarity measure
of a politician where 1 corresponds two an identical similarity between an individ-
ual politicians and other party MPs. Model (1) only the average are compared on a
bandwidth of 5 percentage points around a winning margin of zero. Model (2) ads the
linear margin of the voteshare on a bandwidth of 10 percentage points around zero.
Model (3) adds a second order polynomial and increases the bandwidth to 50. Finally
Model (4) adds a third order polynomial and increases the margin even further to 50
percentage points.

The second measure we investigate is the manifesto-similarity of speeches,
which measures how close an MP’s speeches are towards their own party’s mani-
festo relative to the other parties’ manifestos. Figure 3.8 shows a fitted polynomial
and the binned sample average of the speech similarity measure around the voting
cut-off. Visual inspection of the figure seems to confirm the conclusion that there
is no discontinuity. The graph shows a small increase at the cut-off, however this
difference is marginal and well within the variation of the bins.

Table 3.7 shows the identical OLS regressions for the predictability measure.
Here specifications (1) and (3) are significantly negative, however as for the simi-
larity measure the coefficient turns positive and insignificant once controlling for
the party, state, and session in (2) and (4).

Table 3.8 then shows the result of the regression discontinuity regression
for the predictability measure. Here all coefficients are small and negative and
non-significant. Hence here as well the data suggests that there is no discontinuity
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Table 3.7: OLS Winning District Vote on Manifesto-closeness of Speeches.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Simple with controls No selection with controls

Won district -0.00179*** 0.000304 -0.00103** 0.000581
dummy (0.000384) (0.000329) (0.000492) (0.000419)

Observations 1,882 1,818 1,392 1,392
R-squared 0.011 0.563 0.003 0.575
State FE YES YES
Party FE YES YES
Session FE YES YES

Robust standard errors in parenthesis *** p<0.01 ** p<0.05 * p<0.1

Notes: Linear Least Square regression. One observation corresponds to a politician
within one election period. The dependent variable is the predictability score of a MP
to his party manifesto. A one corresponds to a perfect predictability. W ondi s t r ic t is
a dummy that takes the value one if a politician won their district. S t at e fixed effects
are fixed effects for the 16 German federal states, P ar t y fixed effects for the party of
a MP, and Se s sion fixed effects for an election period. Models (1) and (2) are models
without selection where two adds the fixed effects as controls. Models (3) and (4) select
the sample such that we only consider MPs who either entered the parliament over a
party list or entered over a district-election, but would have entered over a party list if
they had lost their district.

in speech behavior according to the predictability measure.21

3.7.3 Future List Position

In this subsection we present the results of the analysis the effect of winning a
district vote on the future position on the party list. We define the change of a
list position as of a MP from the position in election t to the next election, i.e.
∆t = Pt − Pt+1. A MP with a positive δt means that a politician is in a better
position to get reelected over the list.22 Table 3.9 presents the results of an ordinary
21Figure 3.9 in the appendix shows a fitted polynomial and the binned sample average of predictability
around the voting cutoff. Visual inspection of the figure seems to confirm the conclusion that
there is no discontinuity as the imposed cut-off is marginal.

22On average politicians increase their list positions over time, see the summary statistics in Appendix
3.A.2.
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Table 3.8: Regression Discontinuity Design: Winning District Vote on Manifesto-
closeness of Speeches.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Average BW 5 Linear BW 10 2nd-Pol BW 40 3rd-Pol BW 40

Won district -0.00141 -0.00188 -0.00188 -0.00194

Observations 152 296 914 914
Robust Std. Error 0.00270 0.00276 0.00179 0.00214
Robust p-value 0.953 0.935 0.280 0.373

Robust standard errors *** p<0.01 ** p<0.05 * p<0.1

Notes: Regression Discontinuity Design. One observation corresponds to a politician
within one election period. The dependent variable is the predictability score of a MP
to his party manifesto. A one corresponds to a perfect predictability. Model (1) only
the average are compared on a bandwidth of 5 percentage points around a winning
margin of zero. Model (2) ads the linear margin of the voteshare on a bandwidth of 10
percentage points around zero. Model (3) adds a second order polynomial and increases
the bandwidth to 50. Finally Model (4) adds a third order polynomial and increases the
margin even further to 50 percentage points.

least squares regression and Table 3.10 the results of the regression discontinuity
analysis.

Specification (1) in Table 3.9 shows the results of a simplistic regression as
specified in Equation 3.1. Specification (3) and (4) limit the sample to observations
from members of parliament who either entered over a party list or entered over
a district-election, but would have entered over a party list if they had lost their in
district. This prevents a selection bias as we are lacking the contractual votes of
candidates who lost in a district election but did not enter parliament through a list
either. Specification (2) and (4) add state, party, and session fixed effects as controls.
This is relevant as the districts members of the different parties win are not evenly
spread over all states and also the average percentage of votes that deviate from the
party line is different across parties (e.g. mostly higher for opposition parties) and
across time.

Investigating the results, an OLS regression does not suggest a strong rela-
tionship. The coefficient is insignificant in the first three specifications and even
changes sign. Only specification (4) suggests a negative relationship, which would
mean that winning a district correlates with a worse position on a list.
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Table 3.9: OLS of Winning a District Vote on List Position in next Election.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Simple with controls No selection with controls

Won district 0.0799 -0.344 -0.783 -1.155**
(0.353) (0.396) (0.481) (0.516)

Observations 1,249 1,249 1,003 1,003
R-squared 0.000 0.044 0.005 0.084
State FE YES YES
Party FE YES YES
Session FE YES YES
Robust standard errors in parenthesis *** p<0.01 ** p<0.05 * p<0.1

Notes: Linear Least Square regression. One observation corresponds to a politician
within one election period. The dependent variable is the list change of a MP to the
next period, i.e. ∆t = Pt − Pt+1. A MP with a positive ∆t means that a politician is in
a better position to get reelected over the list. W ondi s t r ic t is a dummy that takes the
value one if a politician won their district. S t at e fixed effects are fixed effects for the
16 German federal states, P ar t y fixed effects for the party of a MP, and Se s sion fixed
effects for an election period. Models (1) and (2) are models without selection where
two adds the fixed effects as controls. Models (3) and (4) select the sample such that we
only consider MPs who either entered the parliament over a party list or entered over a
district-election, but would have entered over a party list if they had lost their district.

This result is not supported by the analysis of the potential discontinuity
shown in Table 3.10. The table shows that all coefficients are non-significant,
which suggests that no relationship exists between marginally winning or loosing
a district and the future list position.23

23Figure 3.10 in the appendix shows the potential discontinuity graphically with a 2nd and 3rd order
polynomial fitted. Visual inspection of the figure confirms the result of Table 3.10 that there no
discontinuity in the future list position exists.
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Table 3.10: RDD of Winning a District Vote on List Position in next Election.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Average BW 5 Linear BW 10 2nd-Pol BW 50 3rd-Pol BW 50

Won district 0.0857 -0.0252 0.432 0.405

Observations 173 327 424 940
Robust Std. Error 1.963 1.999 1.292 1.409
Robust p-value 0.786 0.767 0.653 0.569

Robust standard errors *** p<0.01 ** p<0.05 * p<0.1

Notes: Regression Discontinuity Design. One observation corresponds to a politician
within one election period. The dependent variable is the list change of a MP to the
next period, i.e. ∆t = Pt − Pt+1. A MP with a positive ∆t means that a politician is in
a better position to get reelected over the list. Model (1) only the average are compared
on a bandwidth of 5 percentage points around a winning margin of zero. Model (2)
ads the linear margin of the voteshare on a bandwidth of 10 percentage points around
zero. Model (3) adds a second order polynomial and increases the bandwidth to 50.
Finally Model (4) adds a third order polynomial and increases the margin even further
to 50 percentage points.

3.8 A Simple Model of the Median Voter

This section introduces a model that rationalizes the (non-)result of the empirical
analysis in a simplified environment. We further show some descriptive relation-
ships that support the model’s implications.

Suppose a country has n districts, d . Each district is characterized with
socio-economic characteristics C d . Each voter i in district d is characterized by
her preference about political policy that can be represented one-dimensional on
the unit interval xdi ∈ [0, 1]. Therefore we can place all voter-preferences along
a one-dimensional political spectrum. Each individual voter has single-peaked
preferences decreasing in the distance between the voter’s optimal point and the
actual policy in place Ui(|x i − x |), where ∂Ui(|x i − x |)/∂ |x i − x | < 0. The
distribution of the voters in district d on the interval is described by F d (x). The
aggregate distribution on the national level sum of distributions of all districts,
G(x) =

∑
d F d (x).24

24For simplicity we assume that all districts are of equal size in terms of voters.
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Within this simplistic environment we consider a situation where two parties
left and right ( l and r ) compete on the national level as well as in each district
d ∈ [1, n]. The parties compete on a national level for the proportion of seats in
the parliament while candidates on a district compete for one seat. We assume
that candidates have a dual candidacy strategy, so they compete for election both
on a closed party list as well as in their a district. This means that the assumptions
of the median voter theorem are fulfilled. Hence the two parties P ∈ {l , r } try to
attract the median voter, xM , on the national level to maximize their probability
of election and announce the median voter’s preferred policy as their campaign
platform.25

In each district two candidates of the two parties l d and r d are competing for
election. However, each of them might also enter over the party list, such that each
politicians has to balance two parts of his objective function. One the one side
candidates are facing a distribution of voters preferences F d (x) that potentially
differs from the national distribution G(x). Such that a different median policy
xdM would be optimal to maximize probability to win their district. However, the
district candidate may also follow a party motive and has an incentive to minimize
the distance to the party line which is the previously defined median voter of
the national level xM . The intuition is that a candidate’s party career may profit
from being close to the party-line. Furthermore, a candidate may be concerned
about her list position which is determined on the national level. Therefore, is it
reasonable that being closer to the party median is advantageous for a MP’s career.
This argumentation is strengthened the analysis of Section 7 where we show that
winning a district is not associated with an increase in the party list. We expect that
the trade-off between motives is dependent on the expectation of success within a
district. In detail, a left-leaning candidate l d who tries to get elected in a very right-
leaning district may focus on the party effect and reduces the distance to his party l .

First, this basic setup of a dual median voter incentive connected to the
incentive of reducing the distance to the party can explain the non-result at the
discontinuity of district candidates. The intuition is exemplified in Figure 3.1.
DistributionG shows the overall distribution of voters X on the political spectrum.
The three individual distributions F d for d = {1, 2, 3} are three sample distributions
of different districts with the same variance but unequal means. For simplicity
suppose all four distributions are normally distributed such that xM is the median
voter of the distribution G. The distribution of F 2 has the same median as G
25Here we follow the traditional assumption that politicians and parties follow through on their
campaign platform post election. For example Aragonès et al. (2007), Austen-Smith and Banks
(1989), Born (2018), and Corazzini et al. (2014) study situations in which promises are costly to
break but not completely binding.
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such that x2M = xM . Therefore, in district d = 2 both candidates l 2 and r 2 have
an incentive to act according to x2M = xM . In other words, in districts which are
close to the median voter on the national level, politicians do not deviate from
the party-line for two reasons: The median voter in the district is the same, and
the median voter is the same as the party-line. As a result, the differences between
a winner and a loser of a district which is not left or right leaning should be
characterized by very close margins and it is not surprising if one does not find
evidence of deviations by district-elected MPs.

In district d = 1 the median voter is x1M . Now, the district is left leaning
compared to the national level such that x1M , xM . Accordingly, the candidates
face the trade off of acting according to the median voter within there district and
thereby to deviate from the party-line or to focus on the party career by acting
in accordance to the party (the national level median). We argue that expecta-
tion about election (or reelection) probability is determining if candidates focus
on the district or party. The higher the expectation the more likely it is that a
politician goes for the district. While we do not define expectation and integrate
it in the model, we argue that districts that are left leaning should be on average
characterized by (1) higher deviation from the party-line for a winning candidate
and (2) higher vote differences between the winning and losing candidate of a
district. The first fact is due to the deviation of x1M from xM . The second as some
candidates with low expectations deviates from x1M to xM such that the margin
between winner and loser increases. The same intuition is holds for right leaning
district, i.e. d = 3.

We proceed to test the implications of the stylized model. First of all the
model predicts that the differences in marginal votes should be small in districts
close to the national median. Within those districts behavior of politicians is
also similar to the party-line. This prediction also rationalized that we do not
find evidence of behavioral differences at the discontinuity. Besides our model
predicts that districts deviating from the national level on the political spectrum
are characterized by (1) higher margins between winner and loser and (2) more
deviating politicians.

We do not observe the exact political spectrum but try to evaluate both
hypothesis by showing correlations between district socioeconomic statistics and
the voting margins (between winner and loser) as well as the behavior of MPs.
The assumption is that the socioeconomic characteristics are correlated with
the actual political median position of a district. To test both hypothesis we
look on correlations on the sample of politicians of the two major parties CDU
(conservatives) as well as SPD (social democrats). We evaluate if the margins
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Figure 3.1: Example of Voter Distributions in Different Districts

xM = x2Mx1M x3M

G

F 2F 1 F 3

Pol it ic al Spec t r um x

P rob .

Notes: The graph presents an example of possible voter distributions across the political
spectrum x. F 1, F 2 and F 3 present three different distributions of voter preferences
in districts whereas G present the distribution on the national level. All distributions
are normal. In this example, the median voters are located at x1M , x

2
M and x3M . The

national median voter is located at the same position as the median voter of district
two.

between winner and loser for politician p at legislature period t in district d ,
mar g inp,d,t is correlated with key socioeconomic characteristics collected in
a vector Cd,t . The vector includes the population density, the share of male in
population, the share of German citizens, the share of population older than 60 years
old, the unemployment share, the share of cars per 1000 inhabitants, the share of
population without a lowest secondary degree.26 We also investigate the correlation
of Cd,t with the behavior of politicians yp,d,t . We try therefore to approximate if
the ordering of a politician is correlated with specific characteristics.

Note first that the Pearson correlation coefficients are for all MPs from the
conservative and social-democratic parties. We investigate the correlation with the
absolute value of the marginal vote share, i.e. the absolute value of the second to
the first and first to second in terms of votes. The intuition is that we would like
to explore the correlation of the district characteristics with marginal vote share
across party.

First, we turn to the hypothesis that the characteristics may be correlated
with the marginal differences within a district. One observes that all but one off
the characteristics Cd,t are correlated with the marginal vote share. However, the
strongest it is with the share of cars, the unemployment share and the share of
26In Appendix 3.A.2 (Table 3.14) we provide some key summary statistics.
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Margin Roll Call Dev. Cosine Sim Manifesto Closeness
Pop. density (Persons per sqm) -0.215*** 0.044 0.004 -0.068*
Share Male 0.250*** -0.102*** -0.019 0.052
Share German citizens 0.137*** -0.054* -0.018 0.068*
Share older than 60 years 0.018 -0.077** -0.074** 0.068*
Cars per thousand pop. 0.382*** -0.005 -0.043 0.070*
Unemployment share -0.326*** 0.090*** -0.124*** -0.169***
Share without secondary degree -0.184*** 0.099*** -0.066* -0.121***

Notes: Each row corresponds to different socioeconomic characteristics of a district. One
observation is the politician and the district of nomination. We calculate the Pearson
correlation coefficients to the absolute marginal vote share, the roll call voting deviation,
the cosine similarity, the closeness to themanifestos predicted by themultinomial logistic
regression.

population without secondary degree. In districts with more cars, lower unem-
ployment, higher share of males, higher share of German citizens and lower share
of population without a secondary degree the vote differential between the two
candidates is larger. We cannot reject the model prediction that districts deviating
from the national level on the political spectrum are characterized by (1) higher
margins between winner and loser.

Second, we explore the correlation between the deviation of the party line and
the district characteristics. The model predicts that deviation should be higher the
more different a district is from the national median. We observe that especially
those characteristics associated for social disadvantages are correlated with roll call
deviations. MPs deviate more from the party-line the higher the unemployment
and the higher the share of population without secondary degree. Further, a higher
share the less deviation. Considering the speeches we use the cosine similarity.
The higher share of males is correlated with less deviations. Next we evaluating
the correlation of the speeches with the district characteristics. Here we see a
similar pattern across the cosine similarity, and the closeness measures to the party
manifestos predicted with machine learning methods. A higher unemployment
share as well as a higher share of populationwithout a secondary degree is correlated
with more deviation from the party line. We conclude that especially in socially
disadvantaged districts MPs deviate from the party-line. This observation is in line
with the predictions in the model.
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3.9 Discussion

This paper investigates whether winning a district seat matters in three hypotheses.
Firstly whether members of the German federal parliament who are elected by a
district mandate deviate more often from their party line in roll-call votes than
members who are elected over a party list. Secondly, we evaluate whether the
speeches of these candidates differ more from their party and the manifesto of
their party. Thirdly, whether winning a district seat increases the position on a
party list in future elections.

For each hypothesis the paper looks at those members of parliament who ran
in a district and where on a party list at the same time exclusively. Particularly, the
analysis restricts to those members who did enter the parliament over a party list
or would have done so counter-factually if they had not won their district vote27,
in order to avoid a selection bias.

We employ a regression discontinuity design, using members of parliament
who won or just lost the election in their district by a narrow margin in order
to identify causal effects of winning a district seat. We find weak evidence that
winning a district leads to a higher deviation from the party line in roll-call votes.
However, the evidence is not convincing enough to draw strong conclusions and
we conclude that more data is needed to investigate this. This could be done by
including early sessions of the German federal parliament in the analysis. Data
that, unfortunately, has not been available for this paper.

Our result suggests that a mixed-member parliamentary system binds MPs to
a strong party discipline as it is common for systems with relative representation
rather than combining incentives from different systems.

We find no discontinuity regarding the effect of winning a district on the
future list position. This leads us to conclude that winning a district does not
increase a politicians influence in the party or at least not enough to influence the
position on the list.

Finally, we evaluate speeches by comparing district and list elected MPs’
speeches according to two different measures. We measure intra party similarity of
speeches by using cosine similarity between speeches within parties and we predict
the probability of a MP’s party membership by weighting the the difference
of speeches to party manifests. The results of regression discontinuity design
suggest that winning a district is not causally related to differences in parliamentary
speeches. The mandate itself does neither influence the intra party similarity of a
speech nor the predictability of the own party from a given speech.
27Meaning that we only include winners of a district vote if they, in case they lost, would have
entered the parliament over their list position instead.
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It is important to stress that our analysis focuses on investigating whether
their is a causal effect deriving from winning a district mandate directly. There
could be a relation between the margin of victory (i.e. an MP winning her district
by a high margin might feel less dependent on her party than an MP who just
won by a small margin.).

Summing up, our results suggest that winning a district vote does not cause
members of parliament to behave differently than members of parliament elected
over a party list, either in their voting in parliament, their speeches, or their future
position on the party list.



3.A Appendix

3.A.1 Robustness Check of Manifesto-closeness Measure

Description of Methodology

Multinomial Logistic Regression:
In the main specification we train multinomial logistic regression with L2 reg-

ularization and a lib-linear solver to classify speeches based on the party manifestos.
To ensure that the results do not hinge on the particularities of this particular classi-
fier, as a robustness check, we base a classifier for the same task on a convolutional
neural network with pre-trained text embedding.

A logistic regression yields likelihoods instead of absolute predictions without
additional transformation that would be necessary with other algorithms such as
Naive Bayes classifier, Random Forest classifier, or a Support Vector Machines.28
We controlled that the prediction of the logistic classifier does not perform signifi-
cantly worse than any of the other mentioned classifiers as measured by the count
of speeches for with which it assigns the highest likelihood to the correct party.
We use cross-validation to find the optimal height of the penalty term, maximal
number of features, whether to include 4-,3-, and 2-grams, and whether to weight
by tf-idf. The set of parameters that leads to the best internal prediction values is
a penalty parameter of 1, to include 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-grams in the analysis, to include
tf-idf weighting, and to set the maximal amount of features to 100,000. After
training the classifier on the party manifestos, we use the classifier to categorize
the merged speeches each MP held over an entire period of office. The classifier
yields a prediction of the party member-ship of the according mp. In particular
we use the probability the classifier assigns to the MP’s actual party as a measure of
similarity between the speeches of the MP and the MP’s party. That means a high
predicted probability of the actual party of an MP indicates that the MPs speeches
are closer to the party manifesto of his or her own party than the manifestos
of other parties. This measure will take values from 0 to 1, where 1 is highest
28The probabilities by these other algorithms need to be calibrated on a share of the data not used
for training in order to produce evenly distributed probabilities, see e.g.Zadrozny and Elkan,
2002.
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similarity (100% predicted probability) and 0 the lowest similarity (0% predicted
probability).

After training the classifier on the party manifestos, we use the classifier to
categorize the merged speeches each MP held over an entire period of office. The
classifier yields a prediction of the party member-ship of the according MP. In
particular we use the probability the classifier assigns to the MP’s actual party as a
measure of similarity between the speeches of the MP and the MP’s party. That
means a high predicted probability of the actual party of an MP indicates that the
MPs speeches are closer to the party manifesto of his or her own party than the
manifestos of other parties.

Neural Network:
To measure the closeness of a speech to the according MP’s party-manifesto,

we train a classifier on the party manifestos and use it to predict the probability
with which a speech belongs to each party based on the word count. We use the
resulting predicted probability of the correct party as a measure for the closeness
of a speech to the respective party manifesto. In the main specification we train a
regularized logarithmic classifier to classify speeches based on the party manifestos.
Here we show that our results are not dependent on the choice of the logarithmic
classifier and provide results from the classification with a Constitutional Neural
Network that uses pre-trained word embeddings.

The network uses an embedding layer to transform the sparse and high di-
mensional input vectors of word counts to into a 300-dimensional space in the
real numbers. The embedding layer bases on an embedding pre-trained on 2 mil-
lion German Wikipedia articles by Deriu et al., 2017 based on a Fasttext model
(Bojanowski et al., 2017; Gentzkow et al., 2017). Behind the embedding layer, the
network consists of a 1D-convolutional layer with a kernel-size of 5, 128 filters, and
relu activation. Behind that is a average pooling layer with kernel size 5, followed
by two dense layers, the first with 100 neurons, relu activation while the final layer
employs five neurons and softmax activation to generate the probabilities of the 5
parities. We optimize the model via stochastic gradient decent and adaptive mo-
ment estimation to fit the learning rates of each of the models parameters (Kingma
and Ba, 2014) while having a batch-size of 32. We use 2 epochs of training with a
given the small sample size. For each legislation period we use the party-manifestos
of the federal election before and after that period to increase the size of the trainset
(this improves the model’s predictions).

Results

Table 3.11 provides a robustness check of Table 3.7 by displaying the results of
an identical OLS regression with the predictions provided by the logarithmic
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classifier.

Table 3.11: OLS of Winning a District Vote on Manifesto-closeness (Robustness).

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Simple with controls No selection with controls

Won district 0.00871 0.00692 0.0134 0.0141
dummy (0.00807) (0.0102) (0.0105) (0.0130)

Observations 1,882 1,818 1,392 1,392
R-squared 0.001 0.053 0.001 0.058
State FE YES YES
Party FE YES YES
Session FE YES YES

Robust standard errors in parenthesis *** p<0.01 ** p<0.05 * p<0.1

Notes: Linear Least Square regression. One observation corresponds to a politician
within one election period. The dependent variable is the predictability score of a MP
to his party manifesto. A one corresponds to a perfect predictability. W ondi s t r ic t is
a dummy that takes the value one if a politician won their district. S t at e fixed effects
are fixed effects for the 16 German federal states, P ar t y fixed effects for the party of
a MP, and Se s sion fixed effects for an election period. Models (1) and (2) are models
without selection where two adds the fixed effects as controls. Models (3) and (4) select
the sample such that we only consider MPs who either entered the parliament over a
party list or entered over a district-election, but would have entered over a party list if
they had lost their district.

Table 3.11 provides a robustness check of Table 3.8 by displaying the results
of an identical OLS regression with the predictions provided by the logarithmic
classifier. Table 3.12 provides a robustness check of Table 3.8 by displaying the
RDD estimates of the relationship of marginally winning vs. loosing a district
mandate on the manifesto-closeness of the according MP’s speeches.

3.A.2 Additional Descriptive Analysis

Deviation: Roll Call Voting

The first part of our research investigates the impact of a district mandate on the
probability of deviation from the party line in roll call votes. Further, we explore
the relationship between the deviation in voting and the development of the list
position. We start with evaluating correlations of variables with the deviation from
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Table 3.12: RDD of Winning a District Vote on Manifesto-closeness (Robustness).

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Average BW 5 Linear BW 10 2nd-Pol BW 40 3rd-Pol BW 40

Won district 0.0488 0.0393 0.0909 0.0455

Observations 152 296 914 914
Robust Std. Error 0.128 0.130 0.0756 0.0939
Robust p-value 0.331 0.298 0.548 0.950

Robust standard errors *** p<0.01 ** p<0.05 * p<0.1

Notes: Regression Discontinuity Design. One observation corresponds to a politician
within one election period. The dependent variable is the predictability score of a MP
to his party manifesto. A one corresponds to a perfect predictability. Model (1) only
the average are compared on a bandwidth of 5 percentage points around a winning
margin of zero. Model (2) ads the linear margin of the voteshare on a bandwidth of 10
percentage points around zero. Model (3) adds a second order polynomial and increases
the bandwidth to 50. Finally Model (4) adds a third order polynomial and increases the
margin even further to 50 percentage points.

the party line. To give a graphical impression about possible correlations Figure
3.2 shows the district vote margin to the share of deviations from an individual
MPs. Note firstly, that the vote margin is defined as the direct vote share of district
candidacy MPs to the closest opponent. Further, we treat each election period
independently such that one observation corresponds to an district candidacy MP
within one election period. The graph includes a linear least square regression line
as well as the 95% confidence band. We see a slightly negative relationship between
district margin and the share deviations. District candidacy MPs with a higher
district margin are correlated with lower deviations. However, the relationship is
not strong.

Speeches

Within this section we extend the description of our data. First Table describes
the average manifesto closeness measure using a Neural Network (NN).

Coming back to the cosine similarity measure Figure 3.3 describes the intra-
party similarity and the district candidacy MPs vote margin to the closes opponent.
A higher district margin is associated with a slightly lower intra-party similarity
of speeches.
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Figure 3.2: District Vote Share and Deviation from Partyline In Roll Call Voting

Notes: District vote margin of district candidacy MPs to closes opponent compared to
the share of deviations to party line within one election period. The graph includes a
linear least square regression line as well as the 95% confidence band.

Figure 3.4 shows the same correlation between the closeness to manifestos
predicted by the Logistic Regression and the district margin. We do not observe a
correlation.

Finally we also show the relation between the closeness to manifestos predicted
by the Convolutional Neural Network and the district margin in Figure 3.5. A
higher margin is only weakly correlated with a higher closeness to the manifesto.

List Places

We also present some summary statistics about the list place changes between
consecutive periods. We calculate the list place change of those MPs which are part
of a state lists. In detail, let Pt be the list place at time t where a lower position
gives a higher possibility to enter the parliament in case of no direct mandate. The
list change is defined as ∆t = Pt − Pt+1. Note that we can only observe MPs which
are part of a list within the next election period. In general MPs increase their list
position (get a better list place). This effect is stronger for the conservatives than
for the socialdemocrats. Furthermore, the effect is stronger for district elected MP.
However, the increase is mostly due to those district MPs from the socialdemocrats.
The list place changes socialdemocratic, district elected candidates is lower and
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Table 3.13: Summary Statistics of Manifesto Closeness for the Neural Network
(NN)

Period 16 Period 17 Period 18
Avg Manifesto Closeness (NN) 0.31 0.28 0.21

(0.37) (0.31) (0.28)
Avg Manifesto Closeness (NN), Conservatives 0.68 0.37 0.18

(0.29) (0.33) (0.26)
Avg Manifesto Closeness (NN), Socialdemocrats 0.04 0.33 0.14

(0.05) (0.28) (0.15)

Notes: Each statistic is divided across into the three different election periods. We
explore the average value of the closeness of the speech of a politician to the manifesto of
the own party. The outcome is a value between zero and one and can be interpreted as
a predictability by the machine learning method (Neural Network). An outcome of
one would mean that a MP’s party is perfectly predictable. We show statistics for all
MPs and those MPs of the two major parties (Conservatives: CDU/CSU fraction and
Socialdemocrats: SPD). Standard deviations are shown in parentheses.

even negative from the 17th to the 18th period as well as the 18th to the 19th
election period..

We explore the correlation between the change of a list position and the district
vote share. Figure 3.6 shows each list as well as district (dual-) candidacy MP’s
change of list position and his marginal district vote share compared to the closest
opponent within a period. As before the list change is defined as ∆t = Pt − Pt+1.
Again the upper part shows the correlation for all parties. We do not see any
correlation between the change in a list position and the district margin considering
all parties.

Correlations with Socioeconomic Characteristics

Summary statistics of socioeconomics cross districts in three legislation periods.

3.A.3 Additional Results

Supporting the analysis in Section 3.7.2 the following figures show fitted polyno-
mials and sample averages of the RDD estimations of the section.

Figure 3.10 shows a fitted polynomial and the binned sample average of voting-
deviations from the party line. Visual inspection shows a slight but not very strong
jump at the margin.
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Figure 3.3: District Vote Share and Cosine Similarity

Notes: District vote margin of district candidacy MPs to the closest opponent compared
to the Cosine similarity measure within one election period. Linear OLS regression
line in blue, 95% confidence interval in grey.

Figure 3.8 shows a fitted polynomial and the binned sample average of the
cosine distance of an MP’s speeches to the party average. The displayed cutoff
indicates whether an MP won or lost the vote. Visual inspection of the figure
confirms the conclusion that there is no discontinuity.

Figure 3.9 shows a fitted polynomial and the binned sample average ofmanifesto-
closeness of speeches around the voting cutoff. Visual inspection of the figure
confirms the conclusion that there is no discontinuity.

Figure 3.10 shows a fitted polynomial and the binned sample average of the
future list positions. Visual inspection of the figure confirms the result of Table
3.10 that there no discontinuity in the future list position exists.
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Figure 3.4: District Vote Share and Manifesto Closeness (Logistic Regression)

Notes: District vote margin of district candidacy MPs to the closest opponent compared
to the manifesto closeness (predicted by a Logistic Regression) within one election period.
Linear OLS regression line in blue, 95% confidence interval in grey.
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Figure 3.5: District Vote Share and Manifesto Closeness (Neural Network)

Notes: District vote margin of district candidacy MPs to the closest opponent compared
to the manifesto closeness (predicted by a Neural Network) within one election period.
Linear OLS regression line in blue, 95% confidence interval in grey.
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Appendix Per 16 Per 17 Per 18
List Place Change 0.84 0.33 1.28

(5.31) (6.31) (4.98)
List Place Change, Conservatives 1.32 0.83 2.41

(5.92) (7.15) (5.81)
List Place Change, Socialdemocrats 1.02 0.24 0.56

(6.69) (7.43) (5.09)
District MP, List Place Change 1.06 0.41 1.24

(7.54) (8.09) (6.63)
District MP, List Place Change, Conservatives 1.55 0.89 1.98

(7.5) (7.65) (6.25)
District MP, List Place Change, Socialdemocrats 0.83 -0.91 -1.22

(7.7) (10.04) (7.58)

Notes: Each statistic is divided across into the three different election periods. We
explore the average of the list place changes defined as ∆t = Pt − Pt+1 such that a
positive value means that a politicians increase its list position. We show statistics for
all MPs and those MPs of the two major parties (Conservatives: CDU/CSU fraction
and Socialdemocrats: SPD). In the second part of the table we restrict the sample to those
MPs that are elected through a district. Standard deviations are reported in parentheses.

Table 3.14: Summary Statistics of the Socioeconomic Statistics

Mean SD
Population density (Persons per sqm) 887.04 1413.81
Share Male 0.49 0.01
Share German citizens 0.91 0.05
Share older than 60 years 0.10 0.02
Cars per thousand inhabitants 628.73 94.06
Unemployment share, percent 8.94 4.46
Share without secondary degree, percent 7.61 2.51

Notes: The summary statistics shows the averages and standard deviations of socioeco-
nomic variables across all districts across the three election periods.
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Figure 3.6: List Position Change and District Vote Share

Notes: List position change compared to the district vote share of district candidacy
MPs to the closest opponent within one election period. Linear OLS regression line in
blue, 95% confidence interval in grey.
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Figure 3.7: Graphical analysis of the effect of a district vote on deviations.
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Notes: The graphs show binned averages of MPs’ share of voting deviations as a function
of the win/loss margin to being the district-vote winner. The bins are created to
variance evenly spaced using a polynomial regression. The lines in the graphs are
second- (top) third-order (bottom) polynomials fitted to the observations.
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Figure 3.8: Graphical analysis, winning a district mandate on the cosine distance
to party average.
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Notes: The graphs show binned averages of MPs’ cosine similarity in their speeches as a
function of the win/loss margin to being the district-vote winner. The bins are created
to variance evenly spaced using a polynomial regression. The lines in the graphs are
second- (top) third-order (bottom) polynomials fitted to the observations.
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Figure 3.9: Graphical analysis, district vote on manifesto-closeness of speeches.
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Notes: The graphs show binned averages of MPs’ speeches’ manifesto-closeness as a
function of the win/loss margin to being the district-vote winner. The bins are created
to variance evenly spaced using a polynomial regression. The lines in the graphs are
second- (top) third-order (bottom) polynomials fitted to the observations.
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Figure 3.10: Graphical analysis effect district vote on future list positions.
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Notes: The graphs show binned averages of MPs’ future list position as a function of the
win/loss margin to being the district-vote winner. The bins are created to variance
evenly spaced using a polynomial regression. The lines in the graphs are second- (top)
third-order (bottom) polynomials fitted to the observations.
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